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" There eire ideal series of events which run parallel 

with the real ones. They rarely coincide. Men and 

circumstances generally modify the ideal train of 

events, so that it seems imperfect, and its conse

quences are equally imperfect. Thus with the 

Reformation ~ instead of Protestantism came Luther

anism." -NOVALIS. 



.PREFACE 

As the title of the work shows, m it I have set 
myself the task of tracing the evolution of Sikhism • 
till Guru Gobind Singh introduced his reforms and 
brought the Khalsa into existence. For the sake of 
convenience I have split up the work in two volumes, 
the present volume covering the period till 1604 when 
the Granth Sahib was compiled and the peaceful evolu
tion of Sikhism practically came .to an end., . I have 
been teaching Sikh History in the Post-Graduate 
classes for a period of over 15 years and the present 
work is the outcome of my endeavour to solv~ some 
of the difficulties that constantly confronted me. How 
far I have succeeded it is not for me to say but I shall 
consider myself amply rewarded if my book, in some 
measure, pave the way to further discussion and 
clarification. 

I have never believed that there is much sense in 
any pedantic insistence on diacritical marks and there
fore I have avoided them wherever I conveniently 
could. In transliteration I have followed the Guru
mukhi spelling and pronunciation and consequently 
Veda appears in the text as Ved, Yogi as Jogi and 
so on. 

My obligations are many a.nd some of them have 
been noted in the footnotes. But I shall be failing 
in my duty if I do not acknowledge the assist
ance that I received from my Gurumukhi teacher, 
Bhai Ajmer Singh. At the same time I would like 
to make it absolutely clear that the Bhai Sahib iH in no 
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way responsible for the views expressed in this work. 
My sincerest thanks are due to my friend and colleague, 
Mr. Sailendranath Mitra, who. very kindly saw through 
the proofs, though, needless to say, the responsibility 
for any errors or faults of expression is entirely mine. 
For the Index I am indebted to the courtesy of I!'Y 
pupil and friend, Mr. Anadicharan Banerjee. I would 
also take this opportunity of e~pressing my thanks to 
Mr. A. C. Ghatak, the Superintendent of· the Calcutta 
University Press, and his Staff for the ready assistance 
that I always received. 

I have supreme pleasure in dedicating the book 
to the revered memory of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, a,t 
whose instance I took up investigations in Sikh History. 
My debts to him cannot be expressed in words. 

SENATE HouSE : INDUBHUSAN BANERJEE 
CALOUTTA 
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EVOLUTION OF THE KHALSA 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The history of Sikhism presents several features 
of exceptional interest. Originally Sikhism belonged 
to the great family of popular religions that made their 
appearance in India in the 15th and 16th centuries. 
All preached the same message of love and truth, the 
same message of peace and emphasised, with the same 
sureness of accent, the great panacea of the Name, 
Ramananda and Kabir, Chaitanya and N anak, all 
agreed as to fundamentals, though, no doubt, there 
were differences in detail. But whereas the other 
schools developed, more or less, on traditional lines, 
and after short periods of fruitful activity, quieted 
down into narrow, hide-bound or at best mystical sects, 

? ~khism went off a a tan ent and ultimate! . evolved 
,r~ at has been ciU:ed a church-nation; A sim...E!,e 

monotheistic faith which found its first utterance in 
the hymns of Guru N anak and which had its origin 
in an unostentatious attempt at social eman~lE.~1f21l 
and religious uplift, became. in coutS•QL..1in;J.~Q;ra1UJcal 
in its aims and ;nilitary in its methq~~:~ It evolved 
in turn a military theocracy, a confederation and a 
monarchy and its votaries exist to this day as one or 
the best disciplined of the minority communities of 
India.. Further, as Carpenter points out., " starting 
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with a Puritan quietism which repudiated outward 
rites as in themselves meritorious, and conceived the 
life of the believer as a continued communion with 
Go~ •. it developed temple li.n4 se~vice, an,dppserva,rices 
of ceremonial piety. Rejecting every kind of violence 
and enjoining the completest forgiyeness of wrongs, it 
protected itself by military organisation, made disciples 
into warriors and turned the devotee into the soldier~ 

saint. ~ . .L~~Sl.;!~:£~~. E~llK~S>,.rt.iR .. Jh.~~l?.U~~.s1_~~~~s, 
~!~--~~L~!-Ii~£~,2cLg!!!,~~~~~~ ... :~ce 1 and.~-~t:Jn 
i.0l;9!~ .. t~~.-oJ?lj{;{a~i2!l,_.Q.,t .. .t]J;l;l_.i,1:W.QJ.'iL~~-!:it.~-c _<?f 
!!:!J~i~£!.9-E~~~~~-tu~ •• .E~l!!~.§Ji..~qfJimi~fL around t h-~
~er:Oi-national church fello;~;r?l~Jp." 1 

..•. . B'to~~l;r,_sp~~~~~@ ~~~.-,~~~?, .. . thus trace. a twof~ld 
deve1o:g~~~ i jp .~,t!~ "~¥.PJ=~,£!J,i,~J!~~,;c.,· On the one 
hand, Sikhism found it increasingly difficult to maintain 
the catholicity of its original ideals and the simplicity 
of its primitiveform; on the other, the whole character 

,; ; <,;M~'V"' ......... '!'i l '' - ··· 

~.~!~~" ... ~?~~!~~~~.t .. "'~!~,~~.g~£ ... ~~.~-~=-~,E_~fu~ .8£!?!. -·~~s 
gradually turnedinto.a military order and the devotee 

~· ~~~~[~[~==!f~~ligl~n to 
. maintain the simplest of forms and at the same time 

etainits popular character is, more or less1 impossible 
and it is not difficult to see that, as it progressed, 
Sikhism was bound to react to its environment and 
evolve ideals of a more circumscribed and sectarian 
character with forms to correspond. Further, as 
Wayman Bury points out. '' there is no easy road or 
~hort cut to collective spiritual progress. ,·,•: .. ~he uplift 
of a race, a class, or even a congregation cannot be 
(fane by a sort . of spiritual .. . le~erdemain based on 

J Estli~ Carpe.~:~ter, .Th(lism in. MediaeVtll India, p. 488. 



:}1ypb:otic . suggestion.: Tndividuals may be so ~ swayed 
for the time being, and, - in a few favourable cases; the 
.initial impetus will be carried on, but most human 

:souls are like-locn.sts and flutter earthwards when the 
·wind-drops.'' 1 Ni[Cessarq_v. idftn)i§tjStm:ipgjple.s; b.a:ve to 

•undergo . limita~.2.~ .. ~~£!,~_£e to !~~~~date 
cj;}femselves <to the e aradox caJled . Life: __ -_ This can 
ver.y easily .·. be illustrated from the history --of -almost 
:e:v-ery ;religion which could claim votaries beyond an 
int'elle.ctual and exclusive group. Even the Buddha 

-had to make allowance for the limitations of popular 
·intelligence. arid .formulate a Loki:ya or practical stand
;point - and ·the ·inevitable result was · that '' the rules, 
Jaws, formitlities, conventions from which he ~ recoiled 
in _ theory; followed one another in uniform succession 
nn'til ~- complete ~ code·,-- the Patimokkha, came <:into 
existence." '2 Thus it· is not difficult to understand 
•how Sikhisrq also evolved conventions of its own-, 
-though it. -had . 'its :O:dgin. in an extreme reaction against 
conventionalism oflall kinds. 

But the other- feature ,· viz., the transformation of 
~i.U'!.~"ll;l~~~,::~~>tl:.::~"''l !O'::"' :-"'"'""'· ""''' "'''' ,." · ' 

~~~~. te_e~cracy, .J?E.~!.~.e:~~~ .. ~~"--~~re 
complex prob L~m~.££ljfiEll!~iJLEl~r£g1if!,¥£!tJg=gp~~r~ 
~--_ln tracing the history of- the transf9rmation 
of Sikhism we .can discern two distinct stages of 

developrrlent_. ' . ~-~·~e ,.?,:x~<l:.!!~ .• ~~~~~~~-1? to· 

z the . year l~Q.t,~lY,L_ e~..,j~.£QmiDJ~iw __ -___ P~-~9J~ __ t.h~- _a_ .. _r __ a_. ___ n _____ th 1 
"Bahtb - !Y!~~~g1_,~ .. ~..Q.~Jt..~-~qeful 
~es:.. .. ~_Sikhism g~~J!L~~~~ti~~!i~,!~LB., .. Ji!JJ.qu~ 
ism, developed- id~als lind inst!,.tg.Jii.9.B.~.;.9J~.,.g2_~~~ 

1 Wayman Bury, Pan-Islam, p. 197 . 
. -~-<Barna, .Prolegomena to aHistory ofBuddhist Philosophy,p. 28,' 
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he Sikh Panth 1 came to acquire a more or less definite 
meaning . .•. Arid Sikhi;:"'"had no quarrel either with"-· 
t-;r;~-;;r· the established State but at the very outset 
of the second period, which may be sal.d to have 

~extended from 1605 to1699.1. when the > :Kh~lsa ~as 
~~;~u~~rx~~.~ existe;es~- -SF~;; the executibli of Guru 

Arjan · and the sudden transition to militarism undei: 
~i! son and succ~ssor Hargobind,~, •. ,~J::t!ch, after some 
-moderate successes, received a set-back a.nd then again 

~trj_~.l:!: .. £Jl~~~ ... 'l~.~~r;. Guru Gobhid Singh. A:nd 
It · is interesting to note that the more thorough mili-
tarism of the tenth . Guru was __ ~~~ed by another 
execution, viz. that of Tegh BaEadur. It may thus 
, · . . . II •. ii HIWoP.~ki ~. : .··,~·.~'"~~:~I('~IiiUWC~ .·.··· ~ . . . r,. · 

appear that Sikhism retained its peaceful character so 
long as the State did not interfere and that it was only 
as a reaction to t,~ . martyrdom of Guru f}fj,.,~A~E~!tt 
Hargobind resorted to the policy of armed resistance. 
Under Hargobind's successors the new policy relaxed 
and Sikhism was possibly relapsing to its earlier path 
when again the execution of Tegh Bahadur brought in 
its train the more disciplined militarism of his suc
cessor. 111 .. ot~~r words, t~~ transf()l'I1l!tti()n of Sikhism 
~might tliu~ ·~£Ji~~i¥;a ,.U,I;i,wa.rijl~ ihf3'w®~;··C?f 
· M usli~ 11e,rsecution. _: ,_,,. 

•• But though it would certainly be a great mistake 
to belittle the significance of the martyrdom of . two of 
the greatest leaders of Sikhism, ~~~h a simple state-~ 
;:;.~~t ~£ the-~atte;~~n hardiy·b~ ;egard~das"ad.e-quate. 
It leaves unexplained v,rhat made it possible for Sikhism 
to react to the Muslim persecution in the manner it 

. /''(~';anth mean$ a pa.~h. a way, and hence, a religiotliil denomination, 
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did, and we have perforce to take a broader view of 
the affair. 

Almost all previous writers, who have given more 
than a passing attention to the subject, have laid 
stress on certain peculiarities which distinguished 
Sikhism from the other .reform movements. Cunning
ham writes, " in · the beginning of the sixteenth 

'"century, the Hindu mind was no longer stagnant or 
retrogressive, it bad been leavened with Muhammadan
ism, and changed and quickened for a new develop
ment. Ramanand and Gorakh had preached religious 
equality, and Cbaitan had repeated that faith levelled 
caste. Kabir had denounced images, and appealed to 
the people in their own tongue, and Vallabb bad 
taught that effectual devotion was compatible with ~be 

·ordinary duties of the world. But these good and able 
• men appear to have been so impressed with the 

nothingness of this life, that they deemed the a.melio
ration of man's social condition unworthy of a thought . 
............ They perfeCted forms of dissent rather than 
planted the germs of nations, and their sects remain 
to this day as they left them. It was reserved for 
Nanak to perceive the true princi'ples of reform, and to 
lay those broad foundations which enabled his successor 

G:;;,;o.;.b;;in;,;;d;...;to.,.·· ,.fi.,r.Me..;t;;;;h~e.~ .. :m.,...,..,.1n~d~· s~o,..f..,__.n,;,;hi~~\!.,.J~itfi , a 
new nationality." 1 This passage has so frequently 
___ ..,F&..,J:·,_·'·'·;:•t••<i""';"'''·' ... . 

been quoted by subsequent writers,~ who, in our 
opin!on, have accepted its propositions rather care
lessly, that it is necessary to submit it to a close 

1 Cunningham, .History of the Sikhs (Garrett's Edition), p. 38. 

2 Narang, Transformation of Sikhism, p. 8; Teja Singh, Growth of 
Responsibility in Sikhism (Third Edition), p. iii. 
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examination. It seems. that Cunnigham'El first 
contention is that the other reformers · had no . pro
gramme of social amelioration. But later on be himself 
says' about Nanak that" it is neither probable, nor is 
it necessary to suppose, that. he possessed , a11y clear and 
sagacious views of social . amelioration . or of politiea,l 
advancement. He left the progress of his people tb 
the operation of time." 1 The absence of a social 
programme cannot therefore be said to have constituted 
much difference. Indeed, .. it . cannot . be too strongly 
insisted that the m;th~a··:;rth~s~ te·~~h;;~~-;;;~;;iy 
d1fi~~ei1~. ~r;6~ ·th·~~~ . ~f th~ · ~~: ~~ii~·a·· ~~~rar;Former~ --~f 

;q~~~~~:~~~r~~t~·~r~~·~¥~~;~.d;~#-~"~f~!~-!i:~!:~t!;~ 
· ;;;;-;;;r;t-;;( ·-~~~i;ty-w~~id~b~·-·;;;;~~d~ju~t 

..-.,,-_....,.._...._. ... ""'""''-""- -.,....:.:" -·~--- .. , .. , .... _,..,. ._,.,"""""""'"""" ~-'""'"..-~<;;.Q·· ~· ,-..,,.,~~·"""-'?"'0'~" -·· . . - ~·· ··· 

itself. 
In the second place, Cunningham's statement that . 

the other reformers were thoroughly impressed by 
.the nothingness of the world seems to have developed 
in the hands of later writers into the belief tbatanother 
great distinguishing m~rkof Sikhism lay in its reconci~ 
liatioii'Witli8eCil1a?Tfre·:r·,·-t;;a~~a:-~;;-·;;;n t ;;i't~~ 
ta's ;;:0-; t~'"tb'e";:x:t-;;;;.T ~t;·~ying that "so strongly were 
they impressed by the nothingness of this world, that 
they advocated total renunciation.'' 3 There is, 
however' no evidence to support such a position !1nd 
it seems to . us that the whole thing has been misunder
stood. It is no doubt true that the hymns of Kabir or 
the writings of the followers of Chaitanya frequently 

1 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 46. 
2 Narang, op. cit., p. 13. 
3 Kartar Singh, Lt'/e of Guru G.obind Singh, p.' .5. · ... 
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give the impression that their message was of an other
worldly character but such ideas can be found in plenty 
in Guru Nanak's hymns ~s well. This is as it should 
be and must not be allowed to cloud the issue. That 
the<religion of Chaitanya was not in any way inconsist
ent wilih secular life ··is proved beyond doubt by the 
f;ct that Nityananda, who had been a sannyasi from 
his very boyhood and who had been the principal 
ins.trumentin the propagation of .Chaitanya's message, 
married late in life and settled as a householder/ and 
the numerical strength of the lay votaries of most of 
these. sects unmistakably shows that the position of 
these later writers is wholly untenable. It is one thing 
not to prohibit renunciation and quite another to advocate 
renunciation and the fact of the matter seems to 
be that this distinction has not been kept in view. 
The only difference between Sikhism and the other 
sects in this respect arose under the successors of 
Nanak when the door to renunciation was barred and 

~khism became essenti~ll are· i .Qi,.,ll,QJJ~ld.m;s. 

r;d ggssi~~~~~~~ #~~rmk,, ,hims~!L,I?r~~Lt~w~y 
for th1s when he refused to nominate his eldest son, 
Sri Chand, as his successor because of the other
worldliness of his character. 

It has also been claimed that another great pecu

liarity of ~~~~~ .. ~:~ri.fk,t1, cb!JiJ:~cter. 2 

Cunnigham says," instead of the circumscribed divinity, 
the anthropomorphous God o£ Ramanand and Kabir, 
N'anak loftily invokes the Lord as the one, the sole, 

1 D. C. Sen, Ohaitanya and His Companions, p. 46. 
2 Nara-ng, op. cit., p. 13. 
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the timeless being." t It is undoubtedly true that one 
of the greatest merits of Nanak's teaching was that he 
sought to strip religion of mythology and history, but 
the same may possibly be said about Kabir as well· and 
it is cedainly unfair to the latter to say that his · God 
was anthropomorphous. This view arises primarily 

• 
from the fact that Kabir called his God by the name 
of Ram. But this by itself proves nothing, as we find 
t.hat the Sikh Gurus also very often use the same word 
to denote the Supreme Being. -:v'Ve venture to hope 
that anybody who reads carefully the hymns of Kabir 
cannot but realise that his Ram was something not 
much different from the Ram of the Sikh Gurus. His 
followers, no doubt, ·fell off from his ideal and admit
ted most of the personifications of Hinduism but it 
cannot possibly be denied that Kabir himself adhered 
strictly to his explict profession of monotheism. Most 
of the other sects, b owever, could not rid themselves of, 
or soon reverted to, mythology and tradition, and 
thus it appears that Sikhism stood distinguished from 
the sectarian schools in general by the l:'limplicity and 
spiritualistic character of its worship and especially 
by its moderation in regard to ,rnythology)1 This 
comparative freedom from the shackles of tradition 
undoubtedly made it more mobile and more at liberty 
to readjust itself as circumstances required. 

But these differences which we have been able to 
trace so far hardly justify Cunningham's remark that 
the other reformers merely perfected forms of dissent 
whereas Guru Nanak alone planted the germs of a 

I Cunningham, dP• cit., p. 42. 
2 Barth, The Reliuions of India, p. 248. 
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nation. The point is somewh!llt involved and it Is 
necessa-ry to have it absolutely clear. It goes without 

,-·"·--·-?O·:.QL!l';-z.tr~~';'l::;;i;>,C:i,C.;O·,--_". ,- -- ~-

~~~~!!,~ik~ ... ~~~~2?¢., g!~.~,9lUEr~"'i()~nda
~ion · provide.2, .. .2L~!t!~,.=2'~~'"j~"'~~,~ ~~.~"S,,~S!~.!!!.P.hl1t he 

bad 12Ianted &m,~~.*~"'"g,~J;,~~~""~"~'"'" ... ~'''~··~·"~!!.i~~. : .. . But ' 
Cunningham's contention seems to be that the· system 
• 

of Nanak had some such original distinctiveness which 
alone could provide the basis of a nation and which was 
wholly absent in the other reform movements. SuCh 
a position, however, seems hardly tenable. 

Some later writers have gone further and they 
would have us believe that the full-fledged Sikh nation 
of the future had already been contemplated by Guru 
Na.nak and that his successors merely turned that 
contemplation into a reality. The only evidence that 
these writers adduce to show that Guru Nanak had 
political ideals is some of his hymns wherein he 
deplores the barbarities practised by . Babur's soldiers 
in connec~;ion with the capture of Sayyidpur and 
the inhumanities perpetrated by the Muham
madan rulers of the day. It is said that the 
Guru's heart melted at the spectacle but he was help
less as he had no nation at his back. " He and his 
successors had to create it. But he did not sit down 
in impotent rage and utter idle jeremiads. Being a 
practical man, be set about doing as much as the 
circumstances would permit.'' 1 But all these are pure 

1 Teja Singh, op. cit., p. 4; see also Ka.rtar Singh, op. cit., p. 6, £. n. 

~ Teja Singh's ~~! .. !!.th;;2~anakd,~~~.¥~~~1J: ... \t~l.Hi';!~!J!Jgjl;t~ task. 
, .Pvreatmg a nlt~!H~.!J¢2Jf.a.JiJP:Ml~J:.,~I5L§~g~,~~.2E@ ,::.~.~.£l~a~~?E ..... was 

;::~n the anvil,~:!~i..!ll tE~ .. t~~~'~'~!~.\l',?l!9iL~!l!,.~t;,~2~J2,2~!'1!~il:Jute 

2 
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assumptions and hardly require any ·1·efutation. The 
plain fact is that a man of ·Guru Nanak's tempel'ame~t . 
and character coQld not but be deeply . struck by 'suc:h 
brutalities and he _ g~tve . vent. to• his·.·.feelin~~ ;iii •his 

characteristic manner. These instances show how 
difficult it has become · to study the history. of the -earlier 
phases of Sikhism in their true historicil>l . .~>~t~.ing. ana , 
perspective and how the later· political .l).!ld ~.!lit~ri . 
successes of Sikhism have added largely to the difficul
ties of the student. Since Browne wrote his India 
Tracts many have been the writers who have sought 
to enrich Sikh studies one way or another but it cannot 
possibly be denied that most of the writings on the 
earlier phases of Sikhism have been coloured, more or 
less, by the reflected glory of its later days. 

Whatever that might be, it appears that Sikhism 
started with a certain plasticity of character and it is 
also probable that " though he did not make it the 
subject of a formal prohibition, .. ~anak had dissuaded 
his . disciples. fron1 re11ouncil1g a9tE;·]~~·~"< .. ,.B'litthese 
f~;t~;~; - ~e~~: hy - ~o me~~~. entirely u~iq~e- ·and could 
not by themselves have meant much. Guru Nanak, 
however, nominated a successor just before his death 
and this was, no doubt , a measure of far-reaching 
consequences. The significance of this memorable 
step has been fully discussed in its proper place and 
without anticipating matters it would be enough to say 

to the making of its character (p. 2)." He proceeds to show hCJw each 
su~~e~~i~e . Guru contributea ·· some '"es~eiltiB:f't:C~it1ii1";t'~~;aerGuru 
,,,·,o:~·.:.·u:<)·"~'(_ , •• .;:.•,. ,.,_;« -·.-_,,-,,,,,.1._ • .. _. ,_,, __ ~,- ,,_ ..... -._•_•:-· ... : :·· :.• _ ·:·.· .,.,_, ..... ,:,:·:.;::' ~-~·-~~'•·:,.•i, ·,l. ~ '"-''->'"""-·' -· ..;,_;_:i':::'-"'·'~1/:~:tc""''-'~'"'':>:!R'.J*'>'""'-':r'~il-'''~~-..,_."'!""~·· 

~,o!!~~ ... ~!~.l[e. t.~~ .. f1J.1!·~-~g~~~"P,~-~.~9.Ii ... E~~~ •... i;EJ;~.~.~~l.~~;-.!!.!!!.!.~~!l.~.xi.~w 
of the matter, ~postulating for Sikhism a deliberate and more .or less 
conscious development, suffers from over-simplification and can hardly 
Pe regal'ded as historical. 
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that it gave Sikhism a definite leadership which could 
not but be of supreme importance in the history of its 
evolution. The Guruship came to acgpire in Sikhism 

q~it:~'~·rtr;;';~"ffi~;;;ca:" '"' fh;·"P~:a;;I;;~~t ·······r;~~~o-
lll'l< .• ""·' ·-,~·-~..,-;:.;; __ • __ , ... _ .. ~~- -~ • o•~ -.• -,,.,,,.,,. ,y;!,."'"" ''·'• '--;' ·'··'••·-_; ._, ,~-~· - b O>Ji ··•·T •'JJi ,·c,,,_-_ , :<-•_.: ;:.:,-,,- : :;-\•.• ;> :;-c,---: '.~~r?\b"'' -,:•.0'''''1"''''.'0oTh'>:;tC:.-;J<<o•-~ ,;:-;~,-"'*'-"""' -." -·'--

al y o the Guru supplied a nucleus around which ..... the 
~"a"A,.~.-.I= Y:• ;.r __ :::;tr,:-l''<.''f'•"'•~ '.·<;:~·\•:h·c•'ll'•'.bJI' - ~ .:·· >. -. rc;:~n,·;t,·x:•.•;,-7:c\::•- ;;..J:,; :·;:-.·-•: • -' '-'' ':.C.•:. -;./·''-·'('c; ,,,,,,--<'-~-'l:s;; •_,, _, ,. - .. ~c·~·::·,;o,-,,,_0 ;:L".•.·-•·;·.o;·;;;:L,:; ·, , ,c:·:.-. , , "' .. ,--_o 

Sikh • PanJl eol1ld,~ra.~.2~Jx=~EJ.se. N anak' s successors 
effected a separation between the 8ikhs and the Udiis·is, 
or the followers of Sri Chand and Sikhism became 
essentially a religion of householders. It was given 
something of a ' social character in addition to the reli
gious ties that hE}ld it together ' and a temporal character 
was added to the Guruship, faint and indirect though 
it no doubt was. Moreover, under the wise guidance 
of the successors of Guru N anak Sikhism developed 
that unique spirit of organisation that made it so 
definite in its practical results. The compilation of 
the Granth Sahib completed the separation from 
mythology and tradition and by the time of Guru 
Arj an. ~ikhislll.had . come to .. a cq,ui~~;····_p~i~:rutrily through 
i~S~;g~ts an.d Mas~nds, a far-flung and, at the same 

tici~~~~:£i~~~~l~~~~ .. 9FS3:PJ~a,tion. And the strength of 
that organisation, together with the high intensity of 
the religious ideals of Sikhism, gives us the measure of 
its reaction to Muslim persecution. 

That reaction expressed itself in a sudden transition 
to militariElm, but the militarism, in the first instance, 
was~~Ty"'defen.si.ve charaCter. '' Arj~nh.~d seen 
clearly that it was impossible topreserv·~·'tb.';'ioll?wers 
~Wi""""".rj~>" :~C~:- ::: ; .~,:n.•,:,; ,<; .. _:' .. .C:;;~ •. -,ru :<:"Cc'~?.f.:l•,t1J:'~~.tii¢l~'l:j _;!'~l;;,: ,.!.~:/c:;;s_:_~:;,_C,•,_ •. _._:.-:-,_,._,_·:No: ... : .-.,_ .. -.-·- ' -.: ,.:.:-·. _. , 

without the aid of arms ; and his last injunction to his 
~'d~~~~s~~·," ·· ··H;':rgDVill<I';" ' was···to.si£''''il1II.Y armed 

~!! h1s th!?~:~E:~~.~~I~I~Ii::I§i~:I~~.g~.~{. ·.~,t!I!~~i······r~~ce 
he could muster." The tolerant of Akbar W.ere no 
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more and • the first bitter e!Eerience which the Sikhs 

~~Di~~=~l]~i:;r!}~gTPlli~.~<l~ne~ regime•.• •.mgst 
t;~~~~~,~~.~~.~~~¥l .. ~ItJ!i~,~~~~~h$.ag. It 
was mainly as a precaution against· future contingencies 
rather than with any idea of revenge that Gnr~ 

Hargobi~~ t()o~ to arms..... His ca.reer seems to show 
th-;t1';~ ·;a;s c;;;Tt;rt";-~;.;ia, as far as practicable, arty 
conflict with the State and, for a time at least, be was 
friendly with the Emperor Jahangir and even assisted 
the Mughal adrninistra.tion in the Punjab. His three 
battles against the Mughals were all of a defensive 
character and except in the second case, where we have 
a very dubious story of his having forcibly rescued two 
horses from the Emperor's stable at Lahore, none of 
these Wf!IS of his own seeking. And when he found 
the odds all too heavy he retired to the hills and lived 
in retirement till his death. 

It is not difficult to see that in the circum
stances, when the Mughal Empire was in the heyday 
of its glory, a more vigorous line oi action was out of 
the question and the successors of Guru Hargobind 
were careful to pursue the same policy and avoid 
quarrels with the Government, though it must be said 
to their infinite credit that they never allowed the 
question of safety to get the better of duty and justice. 

!!~E. :f!:~i, ':Yll,os~~q~e,~§ Gru:!:l.J;I:,~;r;ggJ2Lllc!.t . co~tinued to 
live in the hills an~fb..ough _a,~." a _;e_recautionarl~_!lre 
,. ,_s. ;i-;;;l'"""~"''"'"'""'"·;:.~;;o•·c··. : ;O>::-}.; :,•::c",<:k;:~""".:.';.;:">'~-•'-> .. "'t'_,.,,,. ~.'~ · :.< _:.{'; . , . . ,_co ·-·.-·•J,,._, ·•---: .'i.:•.•-•. ) _·. ?:. ~;>-, ---~ -"'; ,-,,, , ,._,~ , ·~=~~,._,__..__.. 

he maintained an army about :2,000 strong and his court 
displayed ' the pomp and magnificence of a semi
independent military chieftain,' he devoted himself 
almost solely to the peaceful organisation of his 
~ollow~rs. But, for once at least, he di~ not hesitate to 
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give up his peaceful policy at the call of friendship and 
the demands of hospitality. He is said to have helped 
Dara Sukoh when the latter fled to the Punjab after 
his defeat at the hands of Aurangzib. A period of 
stress and difficulty immediately ensued and when after 
the death of the boy-Guru Har Krishan, Tegh Bahadur 
~~::~.>:~},"(;1-,t>,;;,;t .. :>c:~"'<::•,:'Y~-':<"t':Ct:;;:'i.:'.~O':c'7:~:-···:--.c:r:~~: · __ 7-_.;"_',--,-".'·.·'"'~--"'''.,,,_, ____ ,:--·-·---·-·-.·-·· .o: :.-·:.:~,e>8;iiii£:>2<>-'w:;.;. ,;c·. 

came to "'£!.,.,l.~~,?~~i:'~~"~""''~~, .. ,,Eh~ .. J~gt~i!!}~~t~""·'Ql1!1t~.. ~he 
retired further into the hills and settled at Makhowal 
in the hill state of Kahlm. But owing to the undis
guised hostility of the disgruntled Ram Rai, who had 
never ceased to conspire against the legitimate Gurus 
since his father nominated his younger brother Har 
Krishan to the Guruship in preference to him, and of 
other Soqhi Khatris, notably Dhir Mal, the elder 

brother of Guru Har Rai, T~~~~"""'~~h~,~.~E •. £9~~~ . his 
position insecure even at . MakpQWitl and, for a time, 
~-~'!ii~;;:~;S{~;];.~:;~,:P~'~YX:'.\y~;:•-·::-:c':e_;.,,_,.,,_,.,._{,~~:'-''··"';...:-'~'·-:C~--·-.;-.,..;..,.~;~-,- ... _._,,_,_,. ·oi:; .... _.,, 

went £2i..,()~~c·~£~!~I~; ..... Q.J:l ... l:~~~" E~~~! .. T:l,,, .. E2. ~.PEI .. J:>.ur1jab, 
however, he found it impossible to stand by when he 
found how the proselytising· zeal of the Emperor was 
working havoc among the peaceful Hindu population. 

His lofty . J:~li?io~~. i~~~ls . c<?:r,rw,eU~C! Pim.tQ throw all 

c!~0"iCf?J€~~-~i~~i:~l1ii~~i~~£!i~.~,r;?~~~~~.~h~ ... ,cause 
~.f .t? .. ~ .. Bra!map~"'=~IEir,,,~~j,lJ.~t,.1Ji~,~:!EI?.~~or. 

'(~~d~i~~~"""·~~ .... ,. ~.~.s. , ].~~ell. .. ~o . .... J:?e!~i ~.~~. pl}blicly 

The reaction was tremendous. The Sikhs realised 
--~~~-"""""""''·'~ ... ,cc::·:9r•zc 

that the Emperor's avowed policy of religious persecu-
tion was threatening them with extinction root and 

branch, ~~ .. ~,~~,l~~ .• ].twl~¥.9 ... W.i~Jaf~tbe ~aY'.E! of 
§yru R~rw£LIJ.~.!/:<?J9l.!,g~r su . .f§s~~.· In other directions 
as well the situation had changed. The Emperor had 
alienated the Rajputs and his long and arduous quarrel 
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with the Marathas soon began to undermine his 
resources. In the midst of these preoccupatiops .of 
the Mughals a more vigorous policy had. much greater 
chances of success an(l.f3ikhism was fort11nate in havi.!!.g__ 

~;~ ... ,.,.:u,,,.ct,: lJJit"ll;,_t;ttdrit&!J·Wt _ ____ __ _ _ _ __ - _ _ . _ _ II_ _ 

!t .. ~!!!~~Iii .l~g~;~~ .a . §r&!tB~iSS£ pf yjgion and courase 
!!?:"Sg~!~~'\E,~~~~.~ ~n~ terrps of the cha~ed environ: 

~:::·intt\tr~e~}~~al~~-2§ liii=*iilii JiBljarr theocpt3•, 
\"- J ··a J _ftUI:H~N:·~:!n••·· · ··' • -' 

The foregoing review gives us, in bare outline, 
the main stages in the evolution of the Khalsa . ana· 
some idea as to the forces, internal and external, that 
conditioned the development. A very important consi
deration, however, has been left out. It is, more or 
less, an admitted fact of history that religious systems 
undergo modifications as they pass from people to 
people or from country to country, and it cannot 
possibly be denied that these variations . are primarily 
to be attributed to racial and environmental causes. 
Speaking of Buddhism in Japan, Bertrand Russel says, 
" What the Japanese made of Buddhism reminds one 
in many ways of what the Teutonic nations made of 
Christianity. Buddhism and Christianity, originally, 
were very similar in spirit. They were both religions 
aiming at the achievement of holiness by renunciation 
of the world. They both ignored politics and govern
ment and wealth, for which they substituted the future 
life as what was of real importance. They were 
both religions of peace, teaching gentleness and non
resistance. But both had to undergo great transforma
tions in adapting themselves to the instincts of warlike 
barbarians. In Japan, a multitude of sects arose, 

· tea.chi:r;J.g doctrip.es which differed in many ways froiD 
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Mahayana orthodoxy. Buddhism became national and 
militaristic ; the abbots of great monasteries became 
important feudal chieftains, whose monks constituted 
an army which was ready to fight on the slightest 
provocation. Sieges of monasteries and battles with 
monks are of constant occurrence in Japanese history." 1 

• 
And as Rh s Davids sa s in the makin of Mahayana 

u dhism it~ elf Mt.~ .. R~ti~ charl}ft~,~.,J>f the .S£t,Ithii~·.~ 
and Kushan Tart,a~s ,was no ne~llgible, f,a,c~o:r..:...:c 

The history of Islam in Persia affords another 
striking illustration of the phenomenon in question. 
As Sir William Muir says, " With the rise of Persi~tn 
influence the roughness of Arab life was softened ; and 
there opened an era of culture, toleration and scientific 
researchc .•... To the same source. may be attributed the 
ever-increasing laxity at Court of manners and morality ; 
and also those transcendental views that now sprang 
up of the divine Imamat or spiritual leadership of some 
member of the house of 'Ali as well as the rapid 
growth of free thought.'' 8 The reaction was thus 
widespread and made itself felt in a variety of ways 
but it was possibly most striking in the field of religion. 
Opinions differ as to the nature and extent of Persian 
influences on such developments as the Mutazila heresy 
with its doctrine of free will and its rejection of the 
orthodox view that 'the Koran is uncreate,' or the 
idealistic and pantheistic mysticism of the Sufis, but 
at the same time there can be little doubt that there • 

:"'" (\r HDRt. 
. ' "'"· ---·- ,y 6' ,::;:: .... ,~/ ----~ ""(\" 
~)/ ".,-·~ 

1 Bertrand Russel, The Problem of Ohina, pp. 91, 92. . i.~ ( . \'~ 
2 Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 320. ~ ( LfB'iU\FY ) .f" 
3 ~ir William M;uir, Th~ Oaliphat~J~, Rise, Decline and Fall, p. 434. ··.,. \, J .: 

2 4 8 6 3 ', '·,__ '14.~~;,'!/) ' 

.1 1 SEP 1968 
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arose many outward Muhammadan heresies that em
bodied and revived in • new forms. pre-Muslim<. and 
non-Muslim ideas. And most of the ultra-Shi'ite sects 
" do but reassert the same essential doctrines of 
Anthropomorphism, Incarnation, Re-incarnation or 
Return and Metempsychosis, which doctrines appear 
to be endemic in Persia, and always ready to beco~e 
epidemic under a suitable stimulus. In our own days 
they appeared again in the Babi movement, of which, 
specially in its earlier form, they constituted the 
essential kernel." 1 Whether in all these or in Rome 
at least we can detect ' the reaction of the Aryan mind 
against a Semitic religion imposed upon it by force • is 
difficult to say and must be left to experts. 

This question of .'r~ce and religion,' however, has 
of late received some attention in psychological and 
aocio-anthropological studies and attempts have been 
made at a scientific and precise statement of the 
processes involved. McDougall says, " We may in fact 
regard each distinctive type of civilisation as a species, 
evolved largely by selection, and the selective agency, 
which corresponds to and plays a part analogous to the 
part of the physical environment of an animal species, 
is the innate mental constitution of the people.'' He 
then goes on to suggest that ~ these principles .are 
illustrated, perhaps, most clearly by the spread and 
modification of religious systems among peoples of 
different races' and as an example of modification he 
takes the distribution of the two great divisions of the 

l Edw!!>rd G- Browne, Literary History of P~rsia, pp. 3081 311. 
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Christian religion in Western Europe. We ·are told 
that among all the disputes and uncertainties of· the 
ethnographers about the races of Europe it is possible 
to distinguish a race of northerly distribution and 
origin, characterised physically by fair colour of hair 
a:qd skin and eyes and mentally by great independe.nce 
of character, individual initiative, and tenacity of will. 
This is known as the Homo Europ(l}US or the Nordic 
type. The rest of the population of Europe, with 
certain exceptions in the extreme north and east, are 
chiefly derived from two stocks, the Homo Alpinus 
which occupies chiefly the central regions, and the 
Homo Mediterraneus in the south. Both are of dark 
complexion and mentally they differ from the Nordic 
type in having less independence and initiative and a 
greater tendency to rely on authority. " Now we find 
that the distribution of. the Protestant variety of 
Christianity coincides very nearly with the regions in 
which the fair type predominates ; while in all other 
regions the Roman Catholic or Greek orthodox churches 
bold undisputed sway. North and South Germany 
illustrate the point. And Motley's account of the 
Nether lands shows how closely the line between 
Protestant Holland and Roman Catholic Belgium 
coincides with the line of racial division." McDougall 
concludes, " It would be absurd to hold that this coin
cidence is fortuitous. It i~ clearly due to the assimila
tion of the form of the religious and ecclesiastical 
system to the innate tendencies of the people. The 
northern peoples have given the system a turn com
patible with the independence of spirit which is their 
leading racial quality ; the peoples among whom the 

3 
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:other r!J,cial elements predominate have developed . and 
maintained a religionof authority.'' 1 

But such an ' over,simplification of extre!ltely <lOm .. 

plex matters' could hardly be. acceptable ... a.nd, .. a!! 
Hankins says, • this interesting speculation could neyer 
adyance beyond a hypothetical probability,· a.lthol1gh.it 
:won t.he· adherence· of. various ·. writers.' In.the. fil'1:3t 
place, ' any final solution of the racial history of Europe 
is as yet impossible, but 1:10 Jar as authentic data exi1:1t 
they warrant the view. that all simplistic solutions are 
delusions ; secondly, the so~called ' innate tendencies of 
a people ' is a very complex affair and though the role 
of race as · a factor in cultural evolution is certainly tb 
be admitted, ' every thoroughly scientific. student. of the 
matter must confess that we have not yet devised· a 
technique of investigation which .can isolate the relative 
weight of the heredihry traits and the ·social con .. 
juncture in the evolution of a given culture.' 2 

1 Willi&m McDougall, The Group Mind, pp~ 113-115. 
This theory or' a close correspondence between race and religion is as 

old as the eighties of the last llent\J.ry when Carl Penka is said to have 
formulated it in his works on the origins of the Aryans. It was then 
advanced in connection with the so-called Aryanism and have since 
never cf:lased to find acceptance particularly among the Nordicists. (See 
Rankins, The Racial Basis of GivUisation, pp. 56, 57.) 

2 Hankins, ibid, p; 236. See also pp. 233-34. Hankins says, 
'these allegations were extensively discussed a generation ago and 
rejected after careful analysis by painstaking anthropologists and social 
statisticians.' It is really the questi~n of heredity vs. environment of 
the evolu,tionists, of Weismannism vs. Lamarckism, transferred to the 
realm of socio-anthropology. For onr purposes, however, it does not 
ma.ke much difference if both factors are essential though it may be thtlot 
i environment is clea.dy more important for some things and heredity 
for others,' 
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Leaving aside these technical discussions, which 
are clearly beyond our province, and taking a middle 
path between the so-called Nordicists on the one hand 
and the race egalitarlanists on the other, we may yet 
say br-oadly' that the innate characteristics of a 
people are. a very important factor in the modifica
tion of religious systems. We have already seen 
how certain phases of the history of Buddhism and 
Christianity, as well as that of Islam, afford striking 
illusfrations of the fact in question and it seems that 
thehistory of Vaishnavism provides another example; 
though, perhaps, of a more limited character. Raja
gopala Cl:iariar observes, " In the North, Vaishnavism 
first affected the lower strata of society and proceeded 
upwards in its conversions. In Bengal, Saktaism had 
taken deep root among the Brahmins...... In Ben ares 
and Western India the Brahmins were gradually 
enlightened Advaitees . to whom the cult of devotion 
had no a.ttract:ions. Hence the first converts to 
Vaishnavism :were the lower castes. It .was, therefore, 
ine\ritable that the habits and custorns of. the converts 
should react on the religion newly adopted arid present 
phases of it which are alike strange and inexplicable to 
tl:ie earlier adherents of the same faith i.ll the South." 1 

Thoughit may be doubtful as to whether Vaishnavism 
in the North proceeded, in all cases, upwards in its 
conversions; it cannot be denied that here it was more 
popular arid widespread and thus· amenable to reactions, 
'which were, more or less, absent in the South. 

'' Such instances can be niultiplied but we think that 
enough has been said to show that in this view of the 

1 T. Rajagopala Charia.r, Vaishnavite Reformers of India, p .. 143. 
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matter we have a line of • approach which cannot be 
entirely ignored. It should also be noted that, besides 
what we may call the racio-cultural complex, ' climate 
and terrain have also a marked.ipflue.nce on the. form 
religion takes in its human manifestation.' Wayman 
Bury gives . several· -very interesting examples of this 
phenomenon from the history of Christianity in Egypt 
and Arabia. " The marked cleavage of hermit-like 
asceticism and gross sensuality which rock-bound deserts 
and the lush Nile valley wrought in Egyptian Christ~p
dom has been described by every writer dealing wfth 
that subject, and Arabian Christianity drooped and 
finally died in the arid pastoral uplands of J auf and 
Nejran long before it suceurobed in fertile, hard-work
ing Yamen." 1 We are further told that Islam derived 
its austere and sensual features from the fact that it 
was a religion of desert and oasis 2 and we may add 
that the different forms that Vaishnavism assumed in 
different provinces of India were probably due, partly 
at least, to geographica.l factors, but here again it is 
important to remember that it is impossible to isolate 
one factor from another, though the broad fact itself is 
not likely to be disputed. 

Coming back to Sikhism we find that, like the 

Vais~I1avisii1 ... of . ·~ ort~eiiJ. !IJ.~i~ §_i~~}!~m:::J~;]I11:4 its 
converts primarily from the lower classes. Sir George 
Campbell remarks,.' it is (l~~i~~s th~t,T~ti'~~t~iy con
nected as the Khatris always have been and still are 
with the Sikh religion, only 9 per cent. of them should 
belong to it,' and ' a Khatri when a Sikh, is ordinarily 

1 Wayman Bury, !lp. cit., p. 195. 
2 Ibid. 
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a. Sikh of N anak, rather than a devotee of Guru 
Govind.' 1 The truth seems to be that the democratic 
ideas inculcated by Sikhism could not but make it 
unpopular with the higher classes who valued their 
' pride of birth ' above everything else and necessarily 

S~k~"i_~l'l:l ~~~c·~-~ •.•.• f~IJ ... ~~~(?~t E;glgJy. .,UPQ!-\7~fl~ .. •·-·;[~ ts ... J().f 
~~elilng it~ r~n~~,g;~~-(l .. Arj an is. said .t<?. p~ye c<>I1Y(3rt
ed _ .~11ll~~t the entil:'e J.at •· peasantry of the Manjl~a,Jr~ct 
an.'iltliere c~n be little doubt that by the time of Guru 

.,.?ffargobind tll~ ... J~~.~ ... f?.rJ:rl~d .. lJY Jart}1e pr(lp?nderant 

~~~~-~~ ~£. ~~~.~~~~. c(>~~;~it! ...... Like the Vaishnavism 
~ortiier!r - tr1afa: 8ik~'"\1lso could not escape a 
similar reaction and the character of the Jats imper-

cept~b~! ... 1llodified·········tli; '8y8t~ill", ' a;it'w~S"boui'{a't~ ·do. 
rrseein~ t~ us that th;;orrespondence between certain 
preponderant traits in the J at character and some of 
the later developments associated with the Khalsa are 
remarkably close and that the transformation of Sikhism 
thus affords a more or less striking example of ' the 
assimilation of the form of the religious system to the 
innate tendencies of the people.' But at the same time 
it is important to remember tba.t we are dealing with a 
very complex affair and we should take guard against any 
tendency towards over-simplification lest we perpetrate 
what bas been called ' the fraud of history made easy.' 

1 Glossary of the Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, p. 507. 
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THE AGE OF GURU NANAK 

Guru Na.nakwas horn at Talwandi in the district 
1\of. Lahore in 1.4s9whe'n':Bah1ol :Lodi \Vas ... r~i~nillg ~t; 

~:~~~.t"by ;:hu!~: ;;:;:r:~:: :: J~;a~!~~s~f;;r:~ 
~be eve of that temporary eclipse of Mu gbal authority 
\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .... . ·~·········"···· ., 
~efore it was finally re-~~tablisbed on a surer founda-
tion. Guru Nanak tb.'us lived and worked in age of 

.. •tragsi~io~ w~e~. :N<>rth~:~ !ndia 'ias nl()~iiig""fb~~r~s a 
ne\V. ~e~a,djust~ent a~a tbE;.?'"Ji! suitauate .. ofifeYhi .was 
making way for a new imperialism of a somewhat more 
enlightened character. It was necessarily . an •· age of 
disintegration, the centriFal1tb.ority wa~:~ .. ~e.ak ~nd tb.e 
\~~~trifngal tendencies W;ere,, .• m()re ()r)e!>~rp~raiJ10Unt. 

)
lrhe Lodis, no doubt, had effected a considerable 

, improvement in the situation and the aln:wst. total 
1 

anarchy of the Sayyad days was a thing of the past, 
but the authority of the Sultan still rested on precarious 
foundations as the Afghan nobles '' were accustomed 
to regard the prince, as their chief, not as their master 
..-as the representative of the national force, raised to 
power and maintained in it by their support." 1 The 
unsatisfactory character of the Sultan's authority 
became clear when Ibrahim Lodi attempted to define 
the cla.irns of bis prerogative more rigidly a.nd wa.s. met 

1 Erskine, History ~~ India under • Babar and Humayun Vol. I, 
p. 411, 
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with open .opposition.. ~s .. !rskin.e •points out, the 
Lodi p<lB~~ssions, t}1()1lg1Le~~~.R:~l!E:l_, had .tto very. strong 
~":Iiiili~~':'i;ir',<:~""~-c>;::>'r: "-- - "· .·- : : • · · - · __ : -----. · ·-· - · -- · · --- -• · · - · -- · · -_-- . - •~ 

prm~lple.of~2~~~lOD.·•• '' '!'~e Inonarchy·.was a.congen~s 
OT~e~ij-·-·independ~nt ... p;illcipalities, .. jagirsand ······•pro
vinces:· (:lach ruled by a· hereditary chief, or by a 
zt;minder or delegate from Delhi ; and the inhabitants 
looked more to their immediate governors, who l:iad 
a,bs.Qlute· power in the province, and in whose hands·, 
consequently, lay. their happiness and misery, thari to 
a, distan.t and little known sovereign." 

This unsatisfactory state of affairs was due pri~ 

marily to the " appalling atrocities '' of Tim1lr's 
invasion. Since the death of Firoz Tughlak the 
Sultanate of ·Delhi had been gradually decaying in 
prestige and power. The provinces were . falling off olJ.~ 
af.ter another and at the capital the later Tughlaks, 
who were, without exception, weak, incompetent arid 
inexperienced, found themselves helpless amidst the 
machinations of rival factions and unscrupulous chiefs. 
The ·weakness of the Government and the proverbial 
opulence 'of.Hindusthan must have been enough to fire 
the cupidity of Timor, who was a man o£ insatiable 
ambition and had great confidence in his own tested 
strength, but the wanton violence of his horrible raid 
can never be fully realised if we forget that neither 
conquest nor plunder was the principal object of ·his 
expedition. 2 The destruction of the infidels, their 
idols and temples was Timor's primary aim and his 
fanatical policy was .carried out with a ruthlessness 

1 Erskine, op. cit., p. 406. 
2 Ishwari Prasad, Mediaeva~ India, p, 291. 
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which has led some to characterise him as a monster in 
human form .. I 

A After the departure of Timur "all semblance of 
/ "" ·• •· .. . .. . . . . .. .... .. ., .. ....... . , .. .. , .,,, .. .... . ' ' ... ' "' ..... ..... ,, .. ,,,,,_ '"'"'' '·' ..... . 

''*overnment was .. c1~st.r?~e.d ... J]] 1Jpp~~f])dia '' and ·the 
extent to which the · Punj~b · s~ffe~~d· d~~ift~~: 
vailing anarchy may be gauged from the fact that 
when Mubarak Shah, the second Sayyad monarch, 
entered Lahore in 1421 he found the city in ruins, 
" in which no living thing except the owl of ill omen 
had its abode." 2 This Sayyad monarch appears to 
have been a man of some ability but the circumstances 
were against him and he failed totally to stem the tide 
of disruption. Besides the Mewatis, who held the 
tract between Delhi and Agra, and the Hindu Zemin
(lars of Kateber and the Doab, the Turkbachas of 
Sarhind kept up a continuous opposition and the 
situation in the Punjab was made hopeless by the 
constant intrigues of rival governors, the machinations 
and adventures of Jasrath Khokar and the raids of 
Shaik Ali of Kabul. This J asrath Khokar, whom 
Yahya bin Ahmed calls " an impndent rustic," 3 had 
his headquarters in the hills at Tekhar and as soon as 
the news of the death of Khizir Khan reached the 
Punjab, he crossed the Beas and the Sutlej, plundered 
the country from the town of Ludhiana to Rupar 
and marched towards J alandhar. " Intoxicated with, 

1 Dr. Sachau calls him a monster and Prof. Dowson agrees. Elliott, 
History of India as told by its own Historians, Vol. IV, p. 560. 

2 Elliott, Tarikh·i-Mubarak Shahi, op. cit., Vol. iv, p. 56. This is 
no doubt an exaggeration but the· extent of the exaggeration gives some 
measure of the truth. 

a Ibid, p. 54. 
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victory and elated .with the strength of bis. forces, hE! 
began to have visions about Delhi." His designs failed 
in the end but his intrigues and adventures made the 
Punjab a. hotbed of endless strife. Again artd again 
he descended from his hill retreat, now attacking 
J alartdhar and now investing Lahore, time and again 
harrying the open coq.ntry and carrying the peaceful 
inhabitants away as prisoners, and he continqed in this 
manner till Bahlol Lodi ascended the throne. 

On the other hand, " Shail;{ Ali, the lieutenant 
of the . prince, the son of Sar 'atmash '' l il)vaded 
the province and for some time his raid became 
almost an annual affair. The local authorities were so 
very impotent that Malik Sikandar, the Governor of 
Lahore; gave Shaik Ali two thousa.nd rupees annually 
to keep him off. The continued rebellion of Pulad'
the Turkbacha leader of Sarhind, who invited Shaik Ali 
more than once to his assistance, strengthened the 
hands of the invader and he seems to have met with 
little effective opposition in his deliberate game of 
harrying and plundering. His methods were so ruthless 
that even the. Muhammadan historian of the period is 
constrained to call him an infidel. At Tulamba " he 
gave his accursed foiJowers permission to take posses
sibn of the fort. Next day, · all the Mussalmans 
became the prisoners of the unclean ruthless 
infidels. Although many good men of the ·place 
were imams, Saiyids and Kazis, no respect for the 

.Elliott, op. cit., p. 59. Firishta says that he was a/ MughSJ 
chieftain in the service of Sharokh Mir~a, Governor of Kabul; Briggs, 
History .of the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in Inrlia, Vol, I (R. 

Cambray, 1908), p, 517. 
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Mussalm'au:religion, no fear :of God, :could restrain that 
accursed··. wretch, d~void alike of feeiing and shame. 
Women·,. youths and little children were ;til dragged to 
his .... house.'' 1 On -another 6ecasiou·rut•·Lahdre ''the 
accursed Sbaik Ali made all the Mussalmans of the 
eity, both men arid women, prisoners. Thi~ vvr'etc~ed.I 
gra.celess fellow had no better object oroccupation than 
to lay 'waste the seats of Islam and to make Mussal
mans captive." 2 If such h!lid been the fate of the 
Mussalmans, what the Hindus suffered at his hands 
can easily be guessed. Firishta says that on one 
occasion, after having received two lakhs of tunkas 
from Pulad, the Turkbacha leader, for the service be 
rendered in comJ:)elling the royal army to abandon the 
Siege of Sarhind, Shaik Ali recrossed the Sutlej and 
realised by plunder ' one hundred-fold beyond the 
value of what he had received from Pulad.' He con
tinued his depredations in the districts ··of Lahore and 
De pal pur ' insorn~ch that 40,000 Hindus_svere com
puted to have been massacred, besides a great number 
carried away prisoners.' Even making due allowance 
for possible. exaggeration it is not difficult to realise 
the extreme wretchedness of the plight in which the 
inhabitants of the Punjab found themselves during 
the so-called Sayyad regime. 

With the assassin~tion of Mubarak Shah the little 
vigour that still characterised the Sultanate of Delhi 
.disappeared and Under his SUCCeSSOr I the busin'ess . of 
,the state day by day fell into greater confusiqn, and 
:.affairs came to such a pass that there were amirs .at 

1 Tarikh·i-MubarakShahi, Elliott, op.-cit., Vol. IV, p. 73; 

' Ibid, p. 76. 
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twenty ko~ from J:)elhi who shook off their allegiance, 
and made pretensions to independence.' In 1441 ·the. 
Sultan had conferred the country of· Depalpp.r and 
Lahore on Bahlol Khan and sent.· him against J" asrath 
Khokar, f who made peace with him and flattered hin:l 
with hopes of the throne of Delhi .. ' B;thlol now 
v:irtu.ally ~ade himself independent of Delhi and calling 
together the Afghans from all . directions organised a 
strong party. His first attempt failed but with the 
accession of Alanddin the Sayyad power was weakened 
still further and finally in 1451 Bahlo1 Khan !Jodi 
seized Delhi and declared himself Sultan. 

The situation immediately improved. Bahlol 
succeeded in subduing the eastern kingdom of Jaunpur, 
which had always been a thorn on the side of the 
Sayyads and " he may be said to have recovered a 
certain amount of control extending from the foot of 
the mountains to Benares and as far south a.s the 
borders of Bundelkhand." 1 But as we have said 
pefor.e, the Lodis could only stern but not turn. the 
tide oe di~ruption. Under Bahlol and his successors 
the Afghans of the Lodi, Fermuli and Lohana tribes 
naturally held the principal jagirs and chief offices of 
trust; ' which, from the habitual modes of thinking of 
their race, they considered as their own of right, and 
purchased by their swords, rather th:w as .due W a.ny 
bounty pr liberality ·on the part of the soyereign.' 
BahJol Khan Lodi was too clever a man not to realise 
~he situ~tiop anSI he was tactful anp sagacious enough to 
~d9pt ,a policy that kept the Afghanuoplesfriendly and, 
more or less, attached to himself. He is said to have 

l Yinc,ent Smit,b, Oil?/or;d Hwtl:rry of India, p. 253. 
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maintained a brotherly intercourse with ali chiefs arid 
soldiers. (< In his social meetings he .never sat on a 
throne ·and :would .riot allow • his. riqbleEI. t(). ~tarid ; arid 
e'ven during public audiences he did ·riot occupy the 
throne, but seated himself on a carpet.'' 1 This 
ingenious policy of disengaging the . suspicion •. and j~al

ousy of the Afghan nobles was eminently successful. 
It is remarkable that inspite of the traditional im
patience of the Afghans of a controlling authority and 
Bahlol Khan's own preoccupation with the King of 
Jaunpur for a number of years, the Afghan nobles gave 
him very little trouble save some minor disturbances, 
here and there, 

;:'"' ' S~k~~.~a~ .•.. l:J()c1i, ... ~h~ . . ~?Il: .. l:l.P..1 .. sucqess()r_ of .Bahlol, 
'\,pegr~r":W~1{ar{a he :~v~~ · '-eitended ~i~ · .. ~i~~Q!ll . by 

~nnexing)3ehar, the last of _th~ Sh\lrki 1?2~-~~§.t>ion§l, in 
the east, and Dholpur, Chan.deri and Gwalior in the 
west. But he failed to manage the Afghan nobles and 
governors as successfully as his ·father had done, 
H The Afghan nobles chafed and fidgetted ·• under the 
restraints that had · to b~ · impos~d upon them in the 
interests of good government, and it was with great 
difficulty that Sikandar was able to hold in check their 
turbulent and factious spirit.'' This was clearly 
illustrated in the attempted rebellion of several Afghan 
chiefs, who wanted to place Prince Futeh Khan, the 
Sultan's brother, on the throne when Sikandar attempt
ed to interfere too closely withthem. The attempt 
fizzled out but ' the tendency to revolt was so common 
that the Sultan found it impossible to secure the 

1 ',I'arikh·i·Daudi, Elliott, op./.Jit., Vol. tv, pp. 436·37, 
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permanent loyalty of .his Muslim vassals, to say nothing 
of the Hindu chiefs ' and the last years of Sikandar 
were spent in suppressing ' Rajpu.t revolts and the 
infructuous attempts at independence made by his own 
governors.' 

~·~·~·.···· ... J?rec~ri()US ~OUl}datiQI1 .. Oil. wh.i8h , .~he Lodi 
kinga'<Jtl1 :e~t~d is }bus evi(lenP.. ~ut we ha,ye not seen 
the.~h~Ie <;):it yet. Sika,llda,r Lo?i Cl()!llPletely .alienated 
the. ~~rnllasthies of tlJ.e :Eiindus, >Vh.()foriJ:lt~<lby far·the 

~~J:o~i'~kr,;~t~;';~t?·oii'iu~~~;;ez~;:~:: 
· rhadan historians are full of unqualified praise. 
'' Sikandar never omitted to devote a certain time to 
hear complaints in public, and he has been frequently 
known ·tt>· sit at business the whole day long., even after 
his appointed time for meals and rest." 1 The author 
of the Tarikh-i-Daudi gives him a very btgh character. 
'' Sultan Sikandar was a most illustrious monarch and 
of a benevolent disposition ; he was famous for his liber
ality.~. honour and politeness ; he bad no · affection for 
pomp and ceremonies and cared not for processions and 
magnificent dresses. No one who was a profligate 
and a bad character had access to him ; he always 
associated with men of religion and the virtuous, and 
was both inwardly pious and outwardly handsome ; he 
did not give way to his desires, and was exceedingly 
God-fearing and benevolent to the people. He was 
very just and courageous, his equity beheld the weak 
and the strong with the same eye, and he was con
s~antly employed in balancing evidence, deciding suits, 

1 Briggs, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 585, 586, 
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arranging the affairf1 of the Empire, .. and .. tryi!lK t8 
render his subjects happy ; he personally assisted the 
wretched." 1 But· Sikandar's benevolence and sense 
of justice had very serious limitations. They stopped 
short with a section of his subjects, his ovvn co
religionists. Under him" the. State once more assum
ed a theocratic· character and officially !rtl.:P.o~~tl.I~!ain 
upon the Hindus," so that in spite of what th~ M1lhalil.
madan writers say about Sikandar's justice, we need 

not be surprised. at G.l1r1J.:N"~nak's corr1plaint tl1~~.i11 his 
1'~ge ''.Justic~ .. hath·-ra~e~ ~i~~S.~ ~!l.~fl..ed.'' 2 · ~h~ .G:uru 

ih ori~ ... P.lace directly refers to the practice of bribery 
that tainted the administration. We are told : 

• ' c8J:llP~ssi8:n .is :n?t ~:cercis~d by I1lerel~ beholding IL slli~.81\ 
Tll~;(; 'fs.ilo 6ne who receiveth or giveth~iJ.~t-brlb~S:'=· · . 

.):. )T'h; ·ki~gdi~pen~~tb.j~~ti~;;h~·;;,i~i~p·~i~·T~'fi!i;d.'' 3 

:'A·/~nd Bhai ~~rdas. also spea~s of the almoAt univers~l 
),,vice of bnbe~takmg .. ()f which.,.Vf3ry, J~\Y .Qg,J;b~ ... -~a,zis 

;er~ free.-! But apart from these considerations, the 
fierce bigotry of Sikandar Lodi makes all talk of his 
sense of justice a cruel mockery. 

Even before his accession, Prince Nizam Khan, as 
Sikandar ·was. then called, had given unmistakable 
proof. of his blind intolerance. It is related by the 
author of the Tarikh-i-Daudi that on one occasion 
"when a crowd of Hindus had assembled in immense 
numbers at Kurkhet, he wishe,d to go to Tbanesor for 

1 Elliott, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 445. 
i! Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. I, p. i7o. 
a- 'ibid, p. 5 · ·-· , .. , ...... ___ .. · .. · · · · 

« Bhai !Jurdas, War,.!, 30·. 
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,the purpose of putting them ~ll to death.'' Even 
when Miah Abdulla, the Maliku""l Ulma, assured the 
prince that it would be very improper to destroy an 
ancient idol temple and that he ought not to forbid the 
accustomed rite of performing ablutions in the tank, 
'a~ the custom was very ancient and bad been. left 
unmolested by the previous Muhammadan sovereigns, 
it was with difficulty that the Prince could be dissuaded 
from his intended project. He placed his hand on 
his dagger and exclaimed, " You side with. the 
infidels. I will • first put an end to you, and then 
massacre the infidels at Kurkbet." Unperturbed the 
Mian replied that he had given an answer in con

,formity with the precepts of the Prophet and if the 
Prince had no reverence for them, it was useless to ask 
questions like these. At last the Prince's wrath was 
appeased and the project was given up.l It can 
'easily be seen what the Hindus might expect when 
such a prince wielded the sceptre of the realm and 
many · illustrations are available to prove that through· 
out his reign one of the most cherished aims of 
Sikandar Lodi was the extirpation of Hinduism. 

Firishta says that " Sikandar was firmly attached 
to the Muhammadan religion, and made a point of 
destroying all Hindu temples,'' 2 and we read in the 
Tarikh-i-Daudi that " he was so zealous a Mussalman 
that he utterly destroyed diverse places of worship of 
'the infidels, and left not a vestige remaining of them.,. 
Every city iihus conformed as he desired to the customs 

1 Tarikh-i-Daudi, Elliott, op. cit., Vol. IV, pp. 439, 440 ; see also 
Briggs, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 587. 
·. 2 · Briggs, op. cit. , Vol. t, p. 586, · 
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of Islam/' 1 In 1504 Sikandar captured Mundril. 
The Hindu temples-.in the_ place were fmmediately 
destroyed and mosques - were · built il:l -'til~i~- it~~(f~2 
In 1506 Ha.numantgarh was captured, the Rajput 

_garrison was put tothe sword and the I!indu temples 
shared the same fate as at Mundril. 3 I11 the same 
year Sikandar marched against Nurwar, a ettdtl'€; ·fort 
in the - district of Mal wa, then in possession of the 
Hindus. After the capitulation of the garrison the 
Sultan remained at the place for six months, 'breaking 
down temples and building mosques. He also estab
lished a college there, and placed therein many holy 
and learned men.' -! But the greatest havoc that was 
wrought by the Sultan's fanaticism was in the ancient 
:S:indu city of Mathrtra. The celebrated temples of 
Mathura were all destroyed and the Hindu places of 
worship were turned into caravanserais and colleges. 
Mosques and bazars were built opposite the bathing
stairs leading to the river and the Sultan ordered that 
no Hindu should be allowed to bathe there. "Their 
stone images were given to the butchers to eierve them 
as meat-weights, and all the Hindus in -Mathura we:t:e 
strictly prohibited from shaving their heads and beards, 
and performing their ablutions ...... and no Hindu, if he 
wished to have his bead or beard shaved, could get a 
barber to do it." 5 

But even these atrocities seem mild and moderate 
in comparison with the execution of the Brahman 

1 Elliott, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 447. 
2 Briggs, op• cit. ,Vol. I, p._ 578; 
3 Ibid, p. 580. 
4 Ibid, p. 581, 

5 Tar.ikh·i-Daudi, Elliot-t, op. cit., Vol, lV, p, 447, See also B:ri~ga, 
op._ cit., :Vol, I, p. 586. 
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Bndhan'" The sole offence of the Brahman was that he 
had. declared in the presence of some Muhammadans 
that ' the religions of both the Moslems and HindP.s, 
if acted on :with sincerity, were equally acceptable to 
God.' Two of the local Kazis ' gave fatwaa wbiqh 
did not coincide respecting the merits of the case. ' aUd 
consequently the matter was. referred to tbe Sultan. who 
caused all the wise men of note to assemble. The 
Brahman and the two Kazis were also brought in and 
after some disputation the Ulama determin.ed that the 
Brahman should either embrace Islam or suffer exe
cution. He refused to apostatise and wa.s consequently 
put · to death. I If this was justice, Guru Na11ak 
might very well say that ' J us.tice bath taken wings 
and fled.' After this incident it is needless to refer to 
the case of Ahmed Khan,. the Governor of Lucknow. 
It is said that this man had become a convert to the 
Hindu doctrines and that as soon as the Sultan heard 
of this he ordered that Ahmed Khan .should immediate~ 
Iy be relieved of his government and sent a priso11er 
to court.~ 

I Elliott, op. Cit., Vol. IV, pp. 464, 465; Briggs, op: cit., Vol. 1:, 
pp. 576, 577. The Tarikh·i-Daudi says that the name of the Brahman was 
Laudhan,, who dwelt in the village of Kaner. Kazi Piyara and Shaikh 
Badr, who resided &t Lakhnauti, gave fatwas. Azam Humayun, tl!e 
governor of the district, sent them to the SultaD;'s court. Firishta says 
that the name of the Brahman was Budhan and he was an inhabitant 
of Kataeo, near Lucknow. See also, Ishwari Prasad, Mediaeval India, 
p. 482. 

2 Briggs, op. cit., Vol. I, p. !5S2. There !llay be so!llething in tbe 
suggestion that the Brahman Budhan belonged to the sc40QI ()f Kabira~d 
in tha.t case his incident might very well be the·.· foundation of the 
story of Sikandar's meeting with Kabir, which involves an obvious 
anachronism. The case of the Luckn(!W Governor may also perhaps be 
attributed to the same influence.' 
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The Hindus bad, therefore, no cause for gratifica-

tion at the restor~ti~~ ~i~~a~~·· hY t£~ r.;~ar;;:v:~r~Ig~~'~ 
4'-_•f':':~"'t'~'"''"'"'~~-·--~'<",~tt~·'';i:>' '~~-' ·~~-,_-;...,.. ,, ... _, ~., .....• ~ ------'< ·~ ---~~, .- .. ,;.:, .~· --~ ---~ ·····£-... ;j~--.,...~ ... ,~ .......... . 

The • .' pe~ce .and. s~~urity ' .... ~hich. .... t,l1~Y,~~!!,~,E~."~?-~2~e 
extent, enjoye~c ~asi11.ore tban. couJ)t~rck~l~E£~.g.J>ytpe 

! fi.erce religious pers~9l1~i()I1 ... t,() .. !Yll19£. ,c~~~~)i
jected. But, as .we have seen, the sovereignty of the 
todis was based on very weak foundations and on 
Ibrahim's accession the situation immediately • became 
worse. Ibrahim lacked that tact which had enabled 
his father and grandfather to keep the greedy and 
factious Afghan nobles, more or less, in check. The 
first two Lodis were content to enjoy the reality of 
power without caring too much to limit its claim to 

·definition but Ibrahim was a man of a different mould. 
" At a very early period, contrary to the custom of his 

. father and grandfather, he made no distinction among 
his officers, whether of hi~ own tribe or otherwise, and 
said publicly, that kings should have no .relations nor 
dansmen, but that all should be considered .as subjects 
and servants of the State; and the Afghan chiefs, who 
had hitherto been allowed to sit in the presence, were 
constrained to stand in front of the throne' with their 
hands crossed before them.'' 1 The result was soon 
perceptible in the conspiracy of a group of Afghan nobles 
to set up Prince Jalal Khan, a brother ofibrahim, in 
independent possession of J aunpur. The conspiracy 
:was · crushed but the • Afghan nobles were alienated for 
ever, and the rest of Ibrahim's reign was, more or less, 
occupied in subduing successive rebellions in different 
parts of his kingdom. The Sultan soon made himself 

1 Briggs, op. cit., :P· 590. 
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an object of almost universal distrust and the climax 
was reached when Daulat Khan I.Jodi, the Governor of 
Lahore, invited Babur to invade Hindusthan and place 
himself on the throne of Delhi. 

Even before this Babur had led several expeditions 

into the Punjab. ~abur s~y~ iJ1hi~ .LV~e1}'bgirs .. ~h .. a,.t ever 
since .. ~~. caJX1e.to ... l{a,bul it.)ad. bee11 .. his·.:i~t~ntion• • to 
m(}fe ()il=gi~:4-gstharl .... 1Jt1t ... ~ ........ y~~iety .• ... of.rea.sons bad 
hitb·~;t~·--.pr~~ented him from carrying out his plan.1 

However, in 1519 he found his hands sufficiently free 
to make a sudden move towards Bhira, ' the borderland 
of Hindusthan.' The tract was then in the possession 
of Ali Khan, the son of Daulat Kban Lodi. Babur's 
object seems to have been to take possession of .the 
country, if possible by peaceful means, and an order 
was accordingly issued to his soldiers to the following 
effect :-" Do no hurt or harm to the flocks and herds 
of these people, nor even to their cotton ends and 
broken needles." 2 A sum of 400,000 shahrukh~s was 
agreed on· as the price of peace and collectors were 
appointed to realise the arnount. When the news was 
brought· to. Babur that·'' the soldiery were behaving 
without sense and were laying hands on Bhira people, 
persons were sent who caused some of those senseless 
people to meet their death-doom, of others slit the 
noses and so led them round the camp.''s On this 
occasion Babur also sent an envoy to the Afghan Court 
' asking for the countries which from of old had 

1 Memoirs of Babur, Beveridge's Translation, sec. II, p. 377. 
2 Ibid, p. 380. 
3 Ibid, p. 383. 400,000 shahrukhis, nearly 20,000 sterling. · See 

Elliott, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 233, f. 11. 2. 
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depetlded on the Turk.' · But the envoy .. was detained 
by Paulat . Khan at Lahore and returned unsuccessful. 
Nor did Babur remain. long in .• !Iip~gE!thar1. After 
having subdued a • Kahar chief he tnade some fl.E~a,pge~ 
~ents for holding Bhira and the adjoining. dist:ricts 
and t4en retraced his steps to Kabul. 

But he returned soon afterwards. His sect>rl.d 
expedition seems to b~ve been rather unimportant arid 
his activities on this occasion were, more .or less, 
confin'ed in the frontier tract. In his third expedition, 
however, Babur advanced far into the heart of the 
Punjab and his objective seems to have been Lahore. 
' He mad~ a demonstration in force to strengthen his 
position in Bhira,' and then marched right up to 
Sialkot. The inhabitants submitted without resistance 
but not so the people of Sayyidpur. 1 But the 
attempted defence proved abortive. The garrison w.as 
put to the sword 81nd many of the inhabitantsappeared 
.to have been carried into captivity. A very interesting 
sidelight is thrown on this incident by the .sikh Janarn~ 
tHikhis and some hymns of Guru Nan;~~~i~e~~t~d 
in th~ pranth Sahib. At the time of the capture of 
~;y-yldpu'r . by Babur, Guru N anak and· his servant 
Mardana appear to have been near about the scene of 
occurrence and from the Guru's hymns we get some 
additional details about the incident. It is a significant 
fact that as Babur's ultimate object was dominion 
and not merely · plunder, he conducted his Indian 
campaigns with as much restraint as possible. We 
have ~lready seen how he punished his soldiers for 

' 1 The present city of Eminaba.d in the Guiranwala district. See 
Macauliffe, op. vit., Vol. I, p. 43. 
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having taken undue ·liberty with the Bhira people. · 
It is further stated that when, during his fourth 
invasion, on Daulat Khan Lodi's surrender at Mulwat, 
the gates of the fort were opened and the soldiers 
rushed in without orders, Babur even used violence 
to prevent outrage. " On the spur of the moment he 
killed by accident an officer of rank, of his son Huma
yun's retinue, with an arrow; and though he lamented 
the circumstance, it is certain his presence alone 
saved the honour of Daulat Khan's family." 1 In 
l:lis third expedition Babur seems to have anticipated 
an easy march to Lahore and the unexpected resistance 
of the people of Sayyidpur must have upset his balance. 
The inhabitants, in this case, were given no quarter, 
Guru N anak says, "it was death disguised as a M ughal 
who made war on us.'' There appears to have been a 
general massacre of the people and 'houses, mansions 
and palaces were burnt.' Even the women were not 
spared. Says the Guru, 

" The Wealth and beauty which afforded them 
pleasure have. now become their bane, 

The order was given to the soldiers to take and 
dishonour them." 

And again, 

'' There· were the wives of Hindus, of Turks, of 
Bhattis, and of Rajputs. 

The robes of some were torn from head to foot ; 
the dwellings of others r were their places of 
cremation." 

i Briggs, op, cit., Vol. II1 p. !~. 
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Tlle unequal character of tlie contest· also appears to 
have grievedthe Guru. On one side fought -a :trained, 
organised armyund_er the leadership of a veteran, . and 
on the other, an extemporised defence force mostly 
composed of the _ non~coJl1batants of a pea~~ful City . . 
The Guru complains, 
,.,_., ,,.n ... w•,.. ·i" :::·· ······ · ·'····- - · ~- ---· · ··-.... -.·: .. ' 

"yYhenthere was slaughterandlame11tation didst 
not Tho~-~ () O_~d, ) eel p~in?- - --.--- ,_,,.--'"'·"'·· "'···= ---

"''" Cr~ator, Thou belong~st to all. 
If a tyrant slay a tyrant, one is not angry; 
But if a ravening lion fall on a herd, its master 

should show his manliness.'' 

And the . Guru also saw clearly that by i:regleCti:rlg to 
take proper steps for the defence of his subjects against 
the onslaughts of Babur, the LodiSove~eign of Delhi 
was preparing the way _- fol' his own - ulti'inate:·r:uin. · 
" The dogs of Lodi have spoiled the priceless inherit
ance, when they are dead no one will regard them." 1 

And very soon circumstances took such a turn that 
the Guru's prognostication was literally fulfilled.-

_..7-' • By. this _time I?rahim bad _made ___ hi1lls~lf ?ompletely 
/

1:'-,,.pdious to the majo'r!ty of his nobles and soldiers:---Daulat 
~-L . ·_...,_ ·- .-' : .. :: -:- --'--· __ · >: _:. •-.. -~ • · .·' ":' ·. ,. ":· . , .... _-... .:·- "·? •- c : ··:·-·: ·-; :• ···: -· · --~- ~ - , - -,_. ·-~ - · ---<: - ,_.·_ ; ·- <• "' '"•'': ~ , .... ,,.~.,..- •;· · .':'. --·-·.-·,_. .-. _ _._,; -~- .•.•• 

Khan Lodi was summoned to Delhi but be suspected 
treachery aridac?~r41ngly ~~nt his sol'l bi,Ja~aJ: ~n.stead. 
This angered . Ibrahim, Dilawar was· badly received 
and ' was shown a ghastly exihibition of disobedient 
commanders.' 2 Dilawar fled to Lahore and reported 

I For the Guru's comments on the incident o.t Sa.yyidpur; see the 
two hymns in A sa; Mo.cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 115, 119. 

2 A n'lllllber of these ha,d been kept hanged in a. room o.!ld Dila'wal' 
wo.s shown their skele~ops. · Elliot; op. c#., Vol. V, p, 23. 
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matters to his father. Daulat Khan became now 
convinced that no further reliance could be placed on 
Ibrahim and sent Dilawar Khan to Babur. Alauddin 
Alam Khan Lodi, the uncle of Ibrahim 1 also joined 
in the invitation and Babur marched for the fourth 
time into Hindusthan. He easily came up to. within 
1ll miles of Labore when he encountered BibarKhan 
Lodi, who had been sent by Ibrahim against Daulat 
Khan. The latter had fled on the approach of Bihar 
Khan, who now came face to face with Babur. Bih~r 

Khan was put to flight and ' Babur's troops followed 
his fugitive men into Lahore, plundered the .town 
and burned some of the bazars.' Depalpur was next 
• stormed, plundered and put to the sword,' but 
Babur's projected advance on Sarhind bad to be given 
up because of the defection of Daulat Khan Lodi. He 
was dissatisfied because Babur had not restored him to 
his old possession of Labore. He cleverly kept his 
designs concealed but his son Dilawar betrayed him 
and Babur put him under arrest. He was, however, 
soon released and placed in charge of Sultanpur but be 
fled to the hills and there awaited his chance. This 
made Babur's position difficult and compelled him .to 
abandon his intended advance. He made arrangements 
for the government of.the Punjab and retired to Kabul. 

On Babur's retirement Daulat Khan immediately 
came down from the hills, 'seized his son Dilawar, 
took Sultan pur, gathered a large force and defeated 
Alam Khan at Depalpore.' Next he won over a part 
and broke up the rest of the army that Ibrahim had 
sent for the reconquest of tl;le Punjab. Upon this 
Alam Khan .tied straight to Kabul and Babur was 
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easily persuaded to undertake .his fifth . ant:ll~st invasion 
of Hindusthan. Before the climax was reac-hed 
Daulat Khan died .and Babur had an,easy passa.ge till 
he reached the field of Panipat where the final _battle 
was fought. Ibrahim was defeated and slain, Babtir · 
entered Delhi in triumph: a!ld~as •. proclaimed Emperor· 
of Hindusthan. But the __ M~ghaJs -had yet--to -suifer 
another eclipse and Upper India h~d stilhti · w~lt:"iiiore'-~ - · 
than two decades before it got the blessings of a settled 
and efficient administration. 

Such, _in o11t!ine, 'Ya~ _ _the . .P2.!i~t9~l ~i~2.~Y}>f the 

~ a_~,!~~~~Y-~~~~i -~-~~~-~ife, 
!!!?~~!.. ~ ... utcb~~~!. and . 1t s~f3,I~::tL.Ph!l .. Pj~ ___ fjtate~ 

\'~~~~~1~fi~~ii~;;~t~~~~~: 
~~ ~~=~-- - - -~~~~ ... c~tl:l!.t_er_?_~!.~~~~!L.2J'_§:..!£~pd~_r' s ·j~_!!lan 
l\r~.~~~~'!~ J>~;t:s.e,~_~t.ion. Jf the situationis revie\Ved D4?r.e . 
\~losely the details would _appear sickening, Loyalty to 
~ cause, even to a family or person, was rarely ,to be 
found and everybody seemed to work for his own 
individual aggrandisement. Shameless opportunism and 
unscrupulous greed seem to have been the order of 
the day and the light-hearted manner in -which pledges 
were given only to be broken at the earliest oppor~ 

tunity 2 bespeaks a moral decadence which was 
keeping pace only too well with the political disruptio:q 
from which the country had been suffering. Gurq 

j~anak's castigation of_his cont~mpo!ar,ie~ _, i~ .• t~g~?_ugq 
·':=.··· ·' ; ' . :r· ; 

1 Maca.uli~e. op. cit., Vol. I, p. 170. 
, 2 A typical illustration of this is found in Bablol Lodi's dealmgs 

with the Shurki sovereign. 
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/~~:!.!~~~"~E~~~.: .... ,'::;.!If.~~:·•• })Q)Y~~~X.~ .... ll,r.e. ;~~~1 .. only. in 
sHape ~~~ ~~JE~.io,,ll?; .. ~.8t~Bct! .• t11.¥.J:"iit~."'~~~~w-· r, .. says he. 

TEe 'moral . degradation in which the people were 
~~~I,W~F"""~-•-·•:·-'·-.:·•-:• , ·: ' ~--~:-:/'-·_·•,··.:::·:·· ... ··:-:- .. _:··--•-:·-··:··:·•_'·_-,- .. ·.:- ....... - ·_;'·•.:.• ... :·-:--•-• :-<,~-:'-,,-c·...;,-.;,-~--·;~;..c"~-. .,:'"''··' 

steeped becomes more clear when we attern.pt to get 
.•.. · .. -,~"'"''·"'"'" ' "''''·'"~ '""•'6' •··· ·······""''"'~·~······"··· ···: ~··· .... ~ ··· ···~···· ·· iiito·'-c oser grips with their religious and sociaJ life. 

It. bas been said that 'rules which human society 
devises for its protection and conservation soon become 
fetters which hamper its development and ensure its 
degeneration,' and nowhere, perhaps, is this more 
true than in the field of religion. Formalities and 

observances. ar¥. always }1le rn.ea,~~ to. ,a,~1 ... end. In 
aTillost··~rc~;e~ ·;;h;y··~-;~··i~p~-~~"a"'~iu~ ···~· ·· ~i~~ ·to ·the 

creation of a frame of mind favourable to the reception 
of high spiritual truths. But, as almost alwayshappens, 
the object behind them is gradually forgotten and 

they ~ec()Ill~.~l.lds in t~~r:nselves. The mind is securely 
bou~-t\vitb.Trt ''th~.-il.mlt~ of a close circle and free 
thinking diswppears. This has happ(:J.q~f! again and 

.. -.--·;c:·:-.• _;.;l< i'''-";i:'i''·'"'~"-'·._,-.•. ,., ... ,; .•. _.,.,,._-._._ :-.•·:·. :· .. :·· ,·.· ·:-: _,,_ -.: .: ' .. :;:;· ;-., •. -.::· .. ,.; __ ~ 

aga,iiJ···· .iii ~h~. );istory .•of. .J!i!J<il1isrn .but f<lrtunately at 
eadi' ~risis, 'it . had enough vitality left to produce men 
who again put the house in order by emphasising the 
relative value of things in matters religious. That in 

~~~~~t~ss~i£Itr~.Y~~?~;~~t:?Ei.~~~~~ .. ~ · ~~;:~i···~e!~:: 
ofthe Guru's hymns can see that in his dal:S form had 

/
~rry·-~upplanted spirit. ·"·-·- , . . . 

·,;~:-~~i .. t,?~·~t.her hand, ~he advent of Islam had shaken 
the Hindu society to Its very foundations. It is well 
krio;.;ll'· ' how the Muh.ammadan conquerors raised 

I pyramids Of human heads as they went on in their 
victorious career from one place to another .and how, 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. '75, 76. 

6 
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on the conquest of a new city, the tempiestherein ~ere 
turned into mosques and the Hindu •· inhabitants., <in 
many instances, indiscriminately put . to . tl:J.e ·• sword. 
" Fight for the cause of God " is a Koranic injunction, 
Jmd it has been said that '' Islamic theology •• tells the 
true believer that his highest· duty is to make exerti2n 
in the path of God by waging war against infidel lands 
till they become a part of the realm of Islam and their 
populations are converted into true believers." 1 

:What the original teachingl':l of the Koran, in this 
respect, were, it is not for us to decide. 2 The 
.believers are often asked to fight against the infidels, 
but we read in the Koran itself that infidels were not 
to be attacked unless they had themselves been. the 
aggressors. 3 As regards forcible conversion, it is to 
be noticed that though some passages of the Koran 
seem to support it, yet ' Let there be n.o co1npulsion 
in religion ' 4 is also a Koranic injunction, and we 

1 Sarkar, 1-Iist.ory of Au.rangzib, Vol. III, p. 249. 
2 " Fight for the ca,use of God; and know that God is He who 

heareth, knoweth."-Koran (Rodwell's translation), II, 2'JJ5. 
" Make war upon such of those to whom the scriptures have been 

given as believe not in God, or in the last day, and who forbid not that 
which God and his apostle have forbidden, and who profess not the 
profession of. truth until they pay tribute out of hand, and they be 
.humbled."...._Koran, IX, 29. . 

''Ana when the sacred months are passed, kill those who join other 
gods with god wherever ye shall find them; and besiege them, and lay 
lwait for them with every kind of ambush. "-Koran, IX, 5 . 

. 3 ·•·· " A~d fight for the cause of God agai11st thpse w\lo fight ~>gains~ 
you: but commit l]Ot the injusti~e of , attacking them first; God lov~tb 
'not such irijustlce. "-Koran, II, 186. 

• Koran, li, 25.7. 
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know thf1t " the Amb conquerors notably in Sind, 
followed the wise and profitable policy of leaving ·the 
shrines and religious practices of the non-Moslem 
population practically undisturbed." I But with the 
advent of the Turkish hordes of Central Asia the 
more intolerant and iconoclastic tendencies became 
paramount and ' the destruction of temples _and the 
slaughter of Hindus sanctified every war.of aggression/ 
Even when the invaders settled in the country and._ 
established a government of their .own, this .spirit of 
intolerance remained the same· and humiliations oL 
all sorts were imposed upon the Hindus in order ' to. 
hasten the day of their enlightenment.' ~he _poll-tax, 

t~e pi~8Ei~ ta,x~ J>nblie degradati()n in . dress and 
d~~~:~I1~ur, suppression of .religious fairs and processio(IS~ 
prohibition of the building of new temples and the 
repairing of old ones, systematic repression of the 
[i[indu leaders of society and religion, besides ' rewards 
in the form of money and public employment offered 
to apostates from Hinduism ' were some of the mean~. 

adopted by the Government to exterminate the Hindu 
peop1e.2 It is clear that in a regime like this the_ 
Hindus had every reason to consider life in a very 

serious aspect. ':[1?e J?~njab.t . ~or~~ve~' ... . !a~ >particu
l~;ly ?nf?rtunate " in •. th1s respe~t. ··r( th-e Muslim 
G~vernment was firmly established anywhere, -it was 

in the Punjab and 'the wave of proselytism had there 
spread with an overwhelming force.' It should also 
be noted that ' equality for all,' that Islam preached, 
could not but have a great influence on the Hindu 

1 Sarkar, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 253. 
2 Ibid, p. 254. 
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uiind, specially among the lower classes, to vy.hom 
conversion seemed "to offer ··· a · panacea for all · their 
grievances. 

Generally at such crises two ·• different •. parties arise 
who seem to work for the same purpose, vi~ .• ·self
preservation, but with metho!ls that are entir~ly 

different. The conservative become mor~~' conservatl.ve; 
~(>re particular about ·ever¥ detail of s~ci~~ l~!e ~nd 
attempt to save themselves and society by making · it 
scrupulously exclusive and tabooing every little lapse as 
unpardonable heterodoxy. Intolerant, uncompromising 
and necessarily irrational in spirit, exeommunication 
remains the only weapon of such a class, and society, 
the !>reservation of which is the motto of the party, 
becomes more stagnant and sterile through the loss of 
all those elements that make for reform and progress. 
The other party is the party · of · reform who wants 
to move ·· in conformity with the den:la.hd.~· 9!, ~h~ 'J:'ime 
spirit and give up all those stale institutions that cannot 
withstand the onrush of new ideas. At the time of 
which we have been speaking, this latter party bad 
not as yet made its appearance in the Punjab. It is 
undoubtedly true that Nanak did not come alone but 
that be was the member of a family, the great family 
of -religious teachers who arose in the 15th and 16th 
centuries. India, at that time, became the scene of a 
great religious revival, popular in its methods and simple 
in its characteristics. But we do not know anything 
definite about the precursors of Nanak inthe Punjab, 
:ind though it has been suggested that . the echo of 
Kabir's teachings had reached even the land of the 
Five Rivers and that for many of h~s. !d~as Nanak 

r~ ,.- _, ,_,. ~.r. ,~,._ • .-,• - - r ·"' '"·· --- >" ' .,. , . . • - ---- -- >·--.::;.-,~c:::.-~•--
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was .... i_Il~~l]jJ~d ..... to~ .. tbat grea,t.. t(Oacher, itisllerhaps not 
ui1£~~£~.f!,~le,J() suppose that at thE) till1(3 <lf }lfanak's 
advent the party of uncomprom.ioing conservatives still 
held the sway and society suffered from all the evils that 
are generally associated with the activities of such a 
party. Their only care was the preserva-tion of the 
soc.ia.l system and forgetting totally that the system 
existed for the man and not the man for the system, 
they ' fortified the walls. of cas.te and took shelter behind 
them.' 

But even within these narrow limits that they thus 
set to themselves, they were neither consistent nor 
sincere. The circumstances of the time, the fact that 
the Muhammadans were the ruling race, made such 
a policy of isolation impraCticable and the majority, it 
seems, followed more or less a creed of convenience . 

. 1\::r~~~;a~had no mercy for. such .hypoqrites. Says 

':/c··crx'''""''~ 

''You tax the cow and the Brahmin; you cannot be 
saved by the cow-dung. 

You • wear a Ioin~cloth, sacrificial mark, ·· and a 

rosary; yet you earn your living from those whom you 
call Malechhas. 

·~-Youperform the Hindu worship in private; yet, 0 
my brothers, you read the books of Muhammadans and 
adopt their manners. 

Those who devour men yet read the Nimaz; 
Those who ply the dagger have sacred strings on 

their necks, 
Even Brahmins, in such people's houses, sound 

their conches-
And enjoy their food as much as. they themselves. 
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They trade in lies ·with the capital of falsehood, 
and Barn their foocl b)' speaking lies. 

With all their sa.cred .. · Jl}arks on the forehead and 
tbeir.loin-doths tucked in. behind, 

They are butchers of ih(} world, with daggersjn. 
their hands. 

They w13ar blue cl()tbes in order to be acceptable to 
the ruling class, • 

They earn ·their living from those whom they call 
Mdlechhas; yet they worship the Puranas. . . . 

They eat meat of a goat killed in the Muham
madan fashion, with the unutterable words pronounc· 
ed on it. 

Yet they allow no access to their cooking squares. 
Having . smeared a place for cooking purposes. 

they draw a line around it ; 
And sitting within, .false as they are, 
T~e~ ~~y1 'Touch it .. not. I 0 t?uchit not 
o'i: this 'fobd of ours will be polluted.' 
But their bodies are already defiled by their foul 

deeds, 
And . their hearts are false even while they rinse 

their mouths." 1 

This characteristic hymn brings us at once to the heart 
of the matter~ Blind conventionalism leading to 

;~·;:,,,?ypocrisy and znamm.on7"\Vo~ship. 
'"' . " There · is a dearth oft ruth ; . fa!sehood .. Pr~ya.i.leth ; 

the. blac]{l1ess .. of .. tiJ.~s ~gt} " 1£~~~E~. M.m~n -~~~11s,'' 2 

s~y~·· til~ G~ru. · .. f; Th~ .h~ly places in the world have 
fillllen:; there is ajax on the shrines. o~ the Gods; the 
turn of the Shaiks hath come." 3 As Bhai Gurdas 

'·· ·:·: ! 

1 Teja Singh, Asa di Var,gp.l02~04. 
2 :LVra'C':U:liie';"~P'~'~ii:; v~I" i.-p: '23z . 
. ·Ibid, pp. 84, 117. .. . 
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says, " Everybody thought lie possessed kno.wledge bht 
none knew in what •. knowledge or ignorance consisted. 
Men did what pleased ·themselves. Alchemy. and 
thaumaturgy were professed, incantations and. spells 
practised, and men iridtilged in strife, wealth and 
mutual jealousies.'' 1 This•· •belief in miracles and 

• 
incanhtio:ns seems to have been, more or less; univer-
sal alld itappea:rs that it played its patt even in high 
matters of state. The Guru tells us that when Babtir 

&. ~~-~~e<l•• ~N'yigpur, ' ""''i11illi0~8 ·;;r·p~[e~t~~Jiie[))y~ their 
'n:nrac~_l?~~ po"'er t? ... ~estra1n the en1per9r. \Vbeg they 
Tiear·r.of his.3Jpproac;h,' bu.t · ·· · · · 

•. ~;-i.;:: ''l::.;,)·:{,,c.:;;i·-·,·;;;;c;_c,:•·:;·.•c-,;:,• .. :c.•-·-~·····'""'''·-•··--"···c_·---- .. -·· .. -- •---·-· -·-- ; -

":EJ:e ... b.l1rned hou~es,. mansions. and palaces ; he 
cut princes to pieces and had them rolled in the dust. 

--"·--~--~-:-~·:·,_·-·:r:":-:::,·::·:.:: : · .- :·,--_- : ·:·~"""""-""~~"'-<: '~'~:.::o:~.J ;:; ~,~-'""'~--·:.-~-:'''";:;~•'"'..,,c.,-.,,~.~ -" '"'i"''"'-'-'''--~'"''-·-"·-::~•:.,,p,c,--,_··- ' ·~'"· ,,,,.,_..,. •... ······- •------. ·-·· ,._., ,, • •·-· ··---- --_ --___ --·: ~ 

"""" ' , -'No Mughal hath become blind ; . no priest hath 
wrought a. miracle." 2 

··We come a9ross an even more. clear instance of the 
belief in incantations and their use in important 
_politica,l deals .in connection with the attempted revolt 
of J alal Khan, the younger b:rothe:r of Ibrahim Lodi. 
It is said that when Ibrahim c!tme to know of his 
brother's disaffection, he invited him to an immediate 
personal conference bu:t Jalal Khan declined the 
invitation as he suspected treachery. Thereupon a 
deputation of three of the most eminerit nobles of the 
court of Agra was sent to the Prince to persuade him 
to come a,nd we are .told that . the deputation, 'among 
other expedients, resorted to the use of magical charms, 
in the efficacy of which they bad a. faith common . in 

I Bhai Gurdas, War; I. 
• 2 ~bca;uliffe, <rp: cit., Vol. I, p; 115, 
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that age.' 1 It is no doubt true that this faith in 
magical charms and incantations may be found in a 
Rection of the people in all ages but that theeyil was 
more. universal and rather alarmingly . ~E)al ~tt~iiiK the 
days ... of Guru N anak and his sucoE)~So~s i~. "P~?:VE)d by 
the numerous instances in the Sikh records as to . how • 
the Gurus resolutely pitted themselves against it.. It 
seems that in every walk of life men had gone astray. 
Guru Nanak says, 

'' Gre~~. an1 sin .. are ~uler and village accountant ; 
falsehood is master of the mint, 

Lust, his minister, summoneth and examineth 
men, and sitteth injudgment on them. 

The subjects are .blind and without divine know
ledge, and satisfy the judge's greed with bribes. 

Priests dance, play musical instruments, .disguise, 
and decorate themselves 

1'hey shout aloud, sing of battles, and heroes' 
praises. 

Fools call themselves pandits and with tricks and 
cavilling love to amass wealth. 

Pretended religious mea spoil their religious acts, 
and yet want the door of salvation ; 

They call themselves continent, and leave their 
houses and homes, yet they know not the way. 

Every one is perfect to himself : no one admitteth 
himself wanting." 2 

This is, no doubt, the language of reaction and might 
very well be somewhat overdrawn and the same may 
·also perhaps be said of .the remarks of Bhai Gurdas 

I Erskine, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 408. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I,.pp. 232, 233. 
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who possibly depicts the background in a rather lurid 
light in order to give the coming of the Guru an 
advantageous setting. But. even if we make adequate 
allowance for this possible ex2ggeration, the fact 
remains .that the age of Guru N anak was an age of 
ignorance and an age of strife. Bhai Gurdas says that 
forgetting that Truth was one, the Sannyiis"is of various 
denominations, Jogis, Jangams, Digambars and the 
like, the representatives of the six different schools of 
philosophy, the four castes with the four asramas, the 
Brahm.ans with their Purans • and Veds which they 
did not understand, all followed their own separate 
paths, belief in incantations and thaumaturgy became 
widespread and ignorance reigned triumphant.l 

'J:'h~ lY.J:?s~irr1s occupied themselves in pulling down 
t~t]1ples and .. building mosques. in .their.sftead. They 
had their fast, their Id .and their Nimaz but the empty 
formalities without devotion had become sources of 
bondage rather. than of deliven.nce. Pirs, Paigambars, 
ii ulias and others, each followed his own path but all 
ended in egotism and pride. Cows were slaughtered. 
People came to be grouped as the infidels, the faithless, 
the Armenians, the Rumis and the like, and there was 
eternal strife. The world was full of sin. 2 

The Hindus had their four castes, the Muhatn
madahs ·their four mazhabs. The Hindus had their 
G~bges and Benares, the Muhammadans their Mecca 
and Kaaba ; the Hindus their frontal marks, the 
Muhammadans their sunnat. Although Ram and 

7 

I Bhai Gurdas, War, I, 19. 
2 Ibid, War, r, .20, 
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Rahim were one and the same, people pursued different 
paths. _ Forgetting the Veds, the people were ~ misled 

by mammon and became enmeshed in worldly desires. 
Truth stood apart while the Brahman and the Mault:tna 
quarrelled. 

And the extreme disgust that all true and sincere 
men must have felt at the ignorance and perversity • of 
their contemporaries is thus pointedly expressed by 
Guru Nanak: 

" When I rem~in silent, they say I have no under-
standi[)g in mY ~eart ; . 
· When Ispe~~· they st),y I chatter too mu(lh; 

WhEm I sit, they say I have spread my pallet to 
stay; 

When I go away, they say I have thrown dust on 
my head; 

When I bow down, they say I petform my devotions 
through fear. 

I can do nothing by which I may spend mY time in 
peace." 2 

The_, Gra17,th Sahib a£fords . us sufficit:Jilt . materials to 
4~Y~~lOJ> . the theme .. t~ all_' i~ordiJ:l[i:te. )~.qg!J: ~~~t~nough 

, .. ~, has already been said to show that at the time of Guru 
-'( •./, "''"'''''~'''"'•?•,· "~' " ""''"' "" ' .. -

I \{I.~~~rs ad~~nt,_ religi?n ~~--~I-~. ;y~~ . ~8-~f. · 'F~~. spirit 
of both Hmdmsm and Islam was htdden beneath a 
mass of formalities and extraneous observanc.e::~. 

- ·-· - -: -;_ -.,- ~--_-...... ·:·; -: - ·-- -

Tyranny reigned supreme, the tyranny of might, the 

~yranny of •. forD1s . ar1~. th~ . tyranny of ~ames. The 
unity of the Godhead was lost in the worship of 

1 Bha.i Gurdas, War, I, 21. 
2 Macaulitfe, op. ·cit., Votl, p. 80~ 



5i 
numerous avatars and divinities, pirs and da·rgahs ; 
pilgrim:41ges and empty ritualistic practices had taken 
the place of the real devotion of the heart ; blind 
faith and superstition had driven truth away. The 
Hindus and the Muhammadans quarrelled, the 
Brahman and the Mulla wrangled; social and political 
in•equalities reigned rampant and there was strife, 
eternal strife, everywhere. All aspects of life, sodal, 
religious and political, presented the same spectacle, 

~~~:(:TI~:,i~ d"sggr, " how Mall 

""'<,._ 



CHAPT.ER 

1.PHE LIFE OF GURU 

It is almost a universal experience that the life~ 
stories of religious teachers gradually become so inextri~ 
cably mixed up with legends and myths that the real 
facts become obscured almost beyond recovery. Deifi~ 

cation and sectarian enthusiasm soon bring about such 
a transformation that the h mnan element recedes more 
and more to the background and the picture that 
emerges can hardly satisfy anybody.outf3ide the circle of 
the teacher's own .devoted and blind admirers. The 
result has been that of the many striking ·• personalities 
who have left their mark indelibly on lnd.ian history 
we know very little worth the name of history or bio
graphy. Of course the main thing that mattered about 
them, viz., their peculiar approach and their ideal of 
life, survived through their writings or .those of their 
disciples but our understanding of them and their 
messages would certainly have been more complete if 
we stood on surer grounds as regards the details of their 
lives. But here, in almost every instance, the materials 
that we possess are scanty when reliable and unreliable 
when abundant, and any critical account on the basis 
of these is .almost beyond possibility. 

Even aeursory review of the . materials that we 
possess for· the .• reconstruction .. of a. • biography of Guru 
Nanakwould,.weh()pe, make the point .absoi11tely clear, 
The oldest of these •·• is most probably. the Janamsakhi 

.>.-·. , ___ -:-;,,_-_,, .. __ :,:_'_,"_ -' ... :.:·: --':-·-_._::: .. >,,·_ ,. __ : __ ,--_._,._,_,_,_-_. ,·_,.._--,._,·-_::-,:->·-~ ·: .. ··:,;·i.: ;O::: ; -_-,, ~ -" ,,., ,,·r_,_,,_,_·::., c; :-_, ,:~:.:_;.:·i:C.:-:;_:·_.:-:.';;;.:,; ·,; : :.;~·:r ::.o;;;;"'-~-;,-.o""- '"'"'~""'":""""'..,.,.,.,..,.,.~--""'"'"'. , 
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--7 1\ of Sewa Das, -which, accordingto Macauliffe,was com-

' 
1 pfgt~if 'iQ :!~§§. 1········•••1:'~.e·~FTJ0~~~§·ar7;tih~t ..•• ])r~y~tihjpp 
~~§i~~~:!~!£~"Ipdi~. Pffi9e Library apcL whiQh appears 
t?b~~~·. ~~gY, oJ S13vva .. pas'.s••. work ,is pJ~g!3cl. by him, 
'lf~~f~i~8' to.all e:x:ternal. and ipternal•• I]1!1rks , ' . ip the 
ltt~t~r ·R~;~ gfth~ ti[lleof~~ru §rian or. in th~ beginning 
~f~~f~?§il:l~·~.]?()!ltificate. . Trumpp adds that ' we 
~~;'~iiiblectby th~-discovery of this Janamsakhi · to 
distinguish the older tradition regarding Nanak from the 
later one, and to fix, with some degree of verisimility 
the real facts of his life.' 2 Macauliffe also makes the 
Janamsakhi of Sewa Das the basis of his aecount of 
G~tti ~!-i~r1~k. Besides this old Jan~'msakhi, 'Vi'~ ha~e the 
fi;·~t '~TJf.~i~(Bh~iG:~rdas,.in which also a v~ry.~cr~ppy 

:;:: .. -ii:l£G:.::-·~:~.--~Qt . ._ · ~~· ·--.. "~~· - · "' : .. :.,., ..... -· ~--~--. :..·~-:--:~~:::~of ':~ ;;c~:': -·: c · ·,:- ~ -: · : 

acco.u1:1.t?f ~llTll ~.an~k .. 's activities is given. It cannot 
b"e~acliiiif~i{ -said when Bhai Gurdas composed his 

!.~.rs.. l:le w~~}pe l~arned amanuensis of Guru Arjan 
ail'd. wrote out the Granth Sahib at the latter's dicta-

···=··'"' 'J:'hi~ .work is. said to. have . been. completed in 
1604. Now, it is stated in the Sikh chronicles that 
~;:;~;_•J,i';,';c;.c; · ;;z·.:;17'.:~:;;-.:::::,'; '.:_•::"··- ·· - - -·-. 

when the Guru was selecting the hymns for incor
poration in the Granth Sahib he highly praised Bhai 
Gurdas~s work~ and ' offered to insert them in his 
Gtanth : but Bhai Gurdas said that they were not 
worthy of such honour. The Guru complimented him 
on his modesty and ability and said that whoever read 
the Bhai's writings should il'cquire spiritual profit and 
instruction and . faith in the teachings of the Holy 
Gurus.' 3 It would thus appear that portions, at least, 

I Macauliffe, op. cit, Vol. I, p. lxxxyi. 
2 Trunipp, Adi Granth, Introd:uc!Jion, p. ii •. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, Vol. III, pp. 63, 64. 
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of Bhai Gurdas's works were extant even i!l1604 and, 
though internal evidence indisputably proves that some 
of the Wars were written during • the pontificate of 
Guru Hargobind, lV.Eacauliffe is . pro?a?ly . ri~ht in 
thinking that Bhai .Gurdas wrote his accon~i:~~E .·.~~~u 
Nanak not much more.than sixty years afty"{'t,Q~l<t~ter's 
death.l 

These are the two most reliable· records on the life 
of Guru Naiiak. If-we leave out . th·~ £~;·";;~~,.~efer
ences in Guru Nanak's hymns to possible incidents in 
his life, we are faced with the fact that we possess no 
contemporary account of the founder of Sikhism, and 
the oldest that we have were written, one, half a 

l<>eent ~r!. ~n~ .. t~e other, ..••• ~ixty • years after.~~~ ~e~tB.· It 
ls'"iiO'"(l()ubt true that when Sewa Das and Bh~i .Gurdas 
wrote, 'some of Guru Nanak's conternpomries were still 
alive, and one of them at least r.etained the vigour of 
his intellectual faculties.' Macauliffe laments that 
' Bhai Gurdas did not write a complete .. life. of 
the Guru as its details could at that tim.e ..... P.ave 
been easUy obtained.' ~ At least we might hope 
that. the fact that Bhai Budha, one of the roost. revered 
ofthe disciples of Guru Nanak, was still alive, .. would 
have acted as a powerful check on the introduction of 
doubtful and exa.ggerated details. But unfortunately, 
even in these early records, the formation of myths bas 
already made considerable progress. The account of 
Bhai Gurdas, though extremely scrappy, is yet not 
entirely free from supernatural touches here and there. 
We come across a notable instance in connection with 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol.l, ll)trodu()tion, p. lxxiii. 
2 Ibid. 
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Guru Nanak's adventures in Baghdad. Bhai Gurdas 
says that the Guru came to Baghdad with the rebeck
player Mardana and took his place outside the city. 
Guru Nanak shouted the call for prayer and at this a 
dead silence is said to have pervaded the whole crea
tion. The city of Baghdad was no exception and ·the 
Fir Dastgir who lived there became very much as
tonished. By some super-conscious process he became 
aware of the presence of an exalted F11kir and came 
out to meet him. The Pir asked who the Fakir was 
and to what school he belonged. He was told that 
the name of the Fakir was Guru Nanak who had take:a 
birth in this Kal Age to put an end to different schools 
and systems and to establish the one true path. The 
Pir said rather haughtily. that he seemed to be a very 
great Fakir and had already given some proof of that 
in Baghdad, but let him give a further demonstra
tion of his powers so that they might all know how 
great his achievements really were. At this the Guru 
is said to have taken the Fir's son by the hand and in 
the twinkling of an eye caused him to journey through 
hundreds ()f thousands of upper and nether worlds. 
Nay more, even a dish full of kariih prasiid was 
brought from the nether world. 1 In Bhai Gurdas's 
account such instances are by no means rare. Indeed 
it is important to remember that the process that led 
to 'the gradual investiture of a simple fact with the 
gorgeous mythism of memory and imagination' has 

1 Bbai Gurdas, Wiir, I, 35, 36. 
Karah prasad is Sikh sacred food. For the recipe of kariih prasad see 

Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. V, p. 114. For 'dish' the word in the original 
is kachkol, which literally means a pot formed of half of the shell of the 
double cocoanut and which is used by devotees to collect their alms. 
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already commenced. As Cuningham says,{< r_{'he un
pretending Nanak, the deplorer of human frailty and 
~he lover of his. fellow men, becomes, in the mind . of 
Gurdas and of the Sikh people, the first of .heavenly 
.owers and emanations, and the proclaimed instru

ment of God for the redemption of the world.'' 1 

The other. work, viz., the Janarnsiikhi ofSewa I!as, 
though undoubtedly the most reliable of all the extant 
works about Guru N anak, also falls much below the 
m1mmum we would require in £tudyiog the de
tails ofthe Guru's life on historical lines. Besides 
the introdt;Iction of many stories which cannot be in
cludedin a critical analysis, the work suffers .in another 
way. As Macauliffe. says, "Several ofthe details of 
this and of aU current Janamsakhis appear .to us ... to . be 
simply settings for. the . verses and sayin~s of .Guru 
Nanak. His followers and admirers found dainty word
pictures in his compositions. They considered under 
what cireumstaoces they could have been produced, 
and thus devised the framework of a biography in which 
to .exhibit them to the populace.'' 2 An illustration, we 
hope, will make Macauliffe's remark absolutely clear. 
Among the hymns of Guru Nanak incorporated in the 
Granth Sahib we come across an acrostic on the 
Gurumukhi alphabet. Now, the J anmnsakhis state 
that this acrostic was uttered by Guru Nanak when at 
the age of seven he was taken to the village school by 
his father for the first time. It is said that the school
master wrote the thirty-fiv..:: letters ofthe.alphabet on a 
piece of slate and asked Nanak to read. Thereupon the 

1 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 54. 
2 Macanliffe, op. c.it., Vol, T, Introduction, p. Jxxxvi 
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Guru uttered the acrostic referred to above. The Pandit 
was astonished and is said to have paid reverence .to 
.Nanak " because this is a perfect one." 1 In this ins
tance there cannot be any doubt that the acrostic itself 
is the origin of the incident at the village· school, or 
in other wotds, the story was devised in order to give 
a setting to the acrostic in :.J.uestion. As Trumpp says, 
no doubt the story was invented in order to account 
for the verses, as is evident from other cases of the 
kind. 2 Thus the• position becomes almost desperate. 
If we leave out these details, as we certainly must, al}d 
those that savour of the mythical and supernatural, 
only a bare skeleton would remain which can hardly 
be regarded as even the necessary minimum. 

~he .l~ter •.·•· ~an~m:sq~l~"i~ .. . IJ,rl3 •.... PI'actically .. useless for 
our .pi'ipose· · ·a;n:a ·"thei~ chief interest lies in the fact 
£hat through them we can trace to its furthest develop~ 
ment that process of 'gorgeous mythism' which had 
already made considerable progress in .the days of BJ;lai 
Gurdas. Leaving aside. Bhai Mani Singh's Gyan 
Ratnawali, which is primarily an expansion of the first 
War of Bbai Gurdas, we come next to the Nanak Pra
kiis, a work written in 1823, nearly three centuries 
after the death of Guru Nanak. By this time imagi
nation has assumed almost complete control. Taking 
his cue from the current tradition that Guru Nanak 
bad visited Ceylon during his peregrinations, Bhai 
Santokh Singh coolly narrates bow the Guru met Hanu
man and Bibhikhan. 3 Tbe Guru is further made to 

I Trumpp, op. cit., Introduction, p. viii. 
2 Ibid, p. iii. 
3 Niinak Pra,kiis, Part II, xviii, 

8 
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have had meetings with :Prahlad, .Dhruba and several 
of.her bhaktas of old and sometimes long•dialogues are 

introduced in order to give a touch ofreality to the 
narrati6n. 1 In fact, imagination once let loose does 
not. stop till it has effected a complete metamorphosis 
of the personality of Nanak and brought him into line 
with the legendary figures of old. • 

Most of the later J anamsiikhis seem to have· been 
based on the work of Bhai Santokh Singh, wherein 
we are introduced for the first time to the story of the 
compilation _of a Janrtmsiikhi under the auspices of 
Guru Angad. 2 We read in the Nanali! Prakiis that 
there was a pious Sikh named Bala Sandhu who had 
been a direct disciple of Nanak. One day he thought 
within himself: who it was whom the Master appoint
ed in his place to carry on the mission ? On enquiry 
he came to learn that it was Guru Angad who had his 
residence at Khadur, and Bala thereupon came on a 
visit to Guru Nanak's successor. Guru Angad is said 
to have asked Bala whose disciple he was and what 
his religious convictions were. Bala informed Angad 
that he was a disciple of Guru Nanak and that he had 
been associated with the Master since his • very child
hood. On bearing this Guru Angad became exceeding
ly pleased and asked Bala to tell him all that he knew 
about the Master. Bala began with the circumstances 
of the birth of Guru Nanak and incidentally informed 

1 Nanak Praka$, Part I, lxxvi, lxxii. 
2 Ibid, Part I, ii. We are, however, told that "Mibarban, Prithi 

Chand's son, wrote a janam sakhi of Gur11 Nanak, wherein he eulogised 
his father. It contains .the first mention .of Bhai .. Bala." (Glossary of 
Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. III, p. 104.) But as no details are 
vo11chsafed we refrain from any comment on the ID!Ltter, 
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Angad that a fanampatri or horoscope bad been 
d:r;awn up by a . Brahman at the time of the M~ster's 
birth and it must have been with his father 
Kalu. Though Kalu was now dead it might n.otbe 
improbable that the horoscope was still with his younger 
brother I_jalu. Bala himself volunteered to go to_ Lalu 
tv bring the janarn,patJ"i and went to Talwandi accom
panied by a Sikh named Pannu Lal. -Lalu appeared 
to have known nothing about the horoscope but he 
agreed to a. search being instituted in the house and it 

. is said that after five days of close and rigid hunt the 
.-poroscope was found at last. An gad was _pleased 
beyond measure when the horoscope was brought to 
him, placed it on his head and heartily praised Bhai 
Bala for having in this manner put him in touch with 
his Master. However, on looking at the horoscope 
Guru Angad . found that it was in Sanskrit 1 and as 
apparently none of those present knew the script, the 
Guru enquired whether some one could be found who 
might transliterate the horoscope into Gurumukbi. 2 

At this a Jat, named Mahima Khaira, is said . to have 
suggested that Paira ¥tikha Khaira of Sultanpur migbt 
be brought for the purpose. Mahima Khaira himself was 
sent to Sultan pur and very soon he came back with Paira 
MukhEJ,. On the latter's arrival Guru Angad asked 
him to write out the janampatri in Gurumukhi. Bhai 
Santokh Singh then gives a list of the more important 

1 Sahas krti achar. i.e., Devaniigari script. 
2 Relying on this incident Trumpp wrote that Guru Angad 

was altogether unlettered and could himself neither read nor write. 
(Adi Granth, Introduction, p. lxxviii.) But it proves nothing of tbB 
kind. All that can be said is that Guru A.ngad was ignorant of the 
script in which the horoscope was written. 
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Sikhs who were present there to hear the Htory, Bhai 
Budha, Bhai Jiwa. and Amar Das amongothers. Arid 
then we are told that 'Bala narrated the story, Paira 
wrote it out and. that Guru Angad caused> it to be 
written for the edification of the world. 

Trumpp was the first to draw attention to 
the incongruities of the story 2 and Maoauliffe :has 
effectively exploded this myth of a J anamsakhi com~ 
piled in the days of Gurp Angad. As the latter poi.nts 
out, the popular Janarnsiikhis, 'which no doubt have 
been compiled by altering some one original volume,' 
are written in the current Punjabi dialect whereas the 
.Tanamsakhi of Ba.la, if it ever existed, must have .been 
written in the archaic language of Guru Angad's time. 
Moreover, with regard to Bhai I3ala himself ' it is 
remarkable that Guru Angad, who was so · well 
acquainted with Guru Nanak, knew so little of Bala 
that he is represented as having asked whose 'disciple 
he was.' If Bala had really been a close. companion 
of N anak, as he is represented to be, he must certainly 
have been known to Guru Angad. Finally, it is also 
remarkable that the list tbat Bhai Gurdas gives in his 
eleventh War of the well-known Sikhs up to his own 
time, as also the more complete list given by Bhai 
Mani Singh in his Gyiin Ratnawali, does not mention 
Bala. It is thus extremely doubtful whether any 
Jand.msakhi of Guru N anak had been compiled in the 
days of Guru Angad and it would seem that the author 
.oftbe Janamsakhi, upon which allthe later ones are 
based, invented the fiction in order to gain credence for 

1 Nanak Prakas, Part I; rr, 79. 
Trumpp, op. cit, p. 'v. 
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his narrative .1 Indeed a careful study of the account 
of the compilation given by Bhai Santokh.Singh leaves 
little doubt that the jana1npatri is really the vital .. theme 
of the matter and that the story of the Ja.namsiikhihas 
been super-imposed. It seems to us that the bringing 
of the janampatri .and its transliteration or. transla-

• tion into Gurumukhi were historical facts, which were 
seized upon by a later writer who added a J anamsakhi 
to the janampatri and thereby gave currency to 
the fiction that a biography of Guru Nanak had been 
compiled under the auspices of Guru Angad. 

The rnore recent Janamsiikhis, almost all of which 
profess to have been .based on the work of Ba.la, need 
not detain us but this rapid sketch of the sources of 
information about Guru Nanak would hardly be 
complete without a notice of the Dabistan. The author 
of this work, who wrote under the pseudonym of 
Mohsin Fani,. appears to have been a contemporary of 
the fifth, sixth and seventh Gurus and a personal 
friend of the t;ixth Guru, Hargobind, with whom he 
even occasionally ~orresponded. 2 The testimony of 
this writer must, therefore, be regarded as of special 
value, particularly as he is an independent witness. 
In the midst of the Sikh J anamsakhis, with their 
cobweb of miraculous and absurd myths, this work 
brings in a welcome and refreshing relief, but it must 
be said that Mohsin Fani's account of Guru Nanak 
as well is, on the whole, disappointing. Though on 
several points the Ja,namsakhis receive independent 
corroboration and a few details are added here and 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Introduction, pp. lxxviii, lxxix. 
2 Dabistan, Translation by Troyer and Shea, Vol. II, p. 281. 
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there, most of it is concerned with mythical stories 
about the founder of Sikhism which Mohsin Fani had 
heard from the Sikhs of his day . . Indeed; the Da.b1:stiin 
indisputably confitms what we said iri · con11ection 

with the work of Bhai Gurdas, viz., that by the time 
of the fifth Guru deification had already made sta.J:tlipg 
progress~ Mobsin Fani tells us in one place that 
according t<> tbe belief of the Sikhs 1 Bah a N a;oak is a 
god, a.nd the world his creation.' He adds that Nanak 

. reckoned himself merely as a servant of God , ' who is 
without a bodily frame.' But we. are told that 'the 
Sikhs say that Nanak, in the same manner, bad been 
without .a real body, but visible by the power of his 
individuality .' 1 However, several of the stories 
that Mobsin Fani incorporates in his work seek. to 
establish rather the divine character of tbe p.Jission 
~f Nana.k than an actual identi ty between Nanak a,nd 
God Himself. · Learned Sikhs a re xeported to have 
told Mohsiu Fani a story , the point of whkb appears 
to be that G uru Nanak had begrm his work of delivet-
ance from the Sat-Yug. When he was born in tlutt a.ge 

a large numbef of Sikhs assembled Mound hiQJ b~t a 
few only coulcl pass the required tesli s.nd the rest were 
told to wait till the next age , viz., ~he Treta-Yug when 
they would m.eet t.he Guru again. This time also a. 
few' passed tln:ough, the :::.amtl tbiug ha.ppened ag!lin 
in the Dwa.par Age, till at last the Guru assumed his 
present birth to continuo his work of emancipation. 2 

It is also stated that " w ben N anak died in t he 
Sat. Yug , two roads opened . before his soul : the one led 

l Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 253. 
z Ibid, pp. 268, 269. 
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to heaven, the other to hell. Nanak chose the latter, 
and having descended below, he brought all the inhabi
tants out of hell. The Lord God said to him:' These 
sinners cannot enter bea ven; you must return into 
the world and liberate them.' On that account Nanak 
came to this world, and his followers are the former 
inhabitants of hell; the Guru comes and goes, until 
that multitude shall have found their salvation." I 
We are further told that ' Guru Nanak, according to 
the belief of his followers, was in former times the 
raja called • Janak, and. united the dignity of a king 
with· that of a saint.' 2 These and other stories 
testifying to the eternal character of Nanak as a 
deliverer and the miraculous powers that he possessed 
form the bulk of what Mohsin Fani writes about the 
founder of Sikhism. Nevertheless, the little that 
remains is illuminating and must, circumstancetl as we 
are, be regarded as invaluable. 

Our position is thus a desperate one and it can be 
easily seen that though there might be a very interest
ing study on the biog.raphies of Guru Nanak, we have 
hardly .. any material for . a .. satisfactory . biography on 
critical lines. Indeed, when the attempt is made ' to 
get rid of the fable mixed up with the Sikh legends, 
and to work the residue of fact into some sort of 
historical order,' difficulties crop up at amost every 
step. The only two dates about Nanak which we have 
known more or less definitely are those of his birth 
and death, and throughout the huge interval of about 
seventy years we have to grope in the dark as best as 

I Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 269. 

' l!)id, p. 268, 
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we c:tn with the assistance of the dim, reflected light 
of one or two independent references, •. The (hymns ()f 
N anak do not help us • in any way, for,. so fafil't~ .t})e~e 

are concerned, we may very well repeat whfl.t 
Carpenter says about the verses of. Kabir: <(( .H:ir; 
copious utterances may be classified according to their 
metres, but they cannot be arranged in dates. 'the 
clues to his spiritual history are lost, and the phases 
of his experience toss to and fro in his verses, lighting 
up his character and illustrating his moods, but 
obscuring his development.'' 1 The chronological 
difficulty arising out of the meagreness of fixed dates 
might have been to some extent obliterated if we had 
been more or less certain about the general seque.nce 
of events .. But, unfortunately, here again the authorities 
do not always agree and it sometimes becomes very 
difficult to reconcile them with the few hints that we 
get indirectly from more reliable records. We. would, 
therefore, preface the account that follows with the 
remark that in it an attempt has been made only to 
provide a broad framework a.ud that very often quantity 
has been unhesitatingly sacrificed to quality. 

The earlier part of Guru Nanak's life constitutes a 
well defined period and the. main trend of events is 
comparatively easier to trace. l''rom his birth at 
Talwandi 2 in 1469 down to his resignation of the 

1 Est!in Carpenter, op. cit., p. 461. 
2 Modern Nankana, ' a village sihuated on the river Ravi , 35 miles 

south-west of Labor, in the Sarakpur sub-division of the ~ahor district.' 
(Irvine, Later Mugh11ls, Vol. I, p. 73.) Recently the place came very 
much into public prominence owing to the most cold-l:>looded massacre of 
a Sikh Jiithii .perpetrated there by the Mahant Narain Das and his 
men. (The ·details of the tragedy may be read in the Gurdwara 
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~fjj_ce ~?~~ hy, h~ld under. Daulat. Khan . LQdi, we can 

Nra€8."1~~ hi~ ~n .• il1t~l1~.~ i11"'ard str?~~le,, ••. ~ept alive 
1 tg·~li1(so~stant. •• association with ]J'akirs •. • and> culminat

iii'ti~·~~ ·final erdightenment when at Sultanpur:b.e made 

~~f~~~~~~;~~~:~~~·~t~~:~~:::~;;! 
j uso the ··imp;ession that from his very boyhood the 

Guru exhibited symptoms of an other-worldly tem
perament and that be soon proved himself an embar
rassment and a disappointment to his more worldly
minded parents. They got him married and tried 
various expedients to bring him to a sense of the stern 
realities of worldly existence, but all their efforts proved 
fruitless. ' In the dense forests around Talwandi were 
to be found ascetics and anchorets who sought the extreme 
retirement of the locality for the combined objects of 
undisturbed prayer and escape from the persecution of 
bigoted Moslem rulers.' Guru Nanak preferred to 
pass most of his time in the company of these men and 
persisted in doing nothing 'useful' and it was possibly 
the intervention of Rai Bular, the owner of the village, 
who appears to have been one of the earliest admirers 
of the Guru, that prevented his father from going to 
unpleasant extremes. At last an invitation came 

Reform Movement and the S~kh Awakening, Labore, 1922, pp. 220-239) 
It is one of the most important places of Sikh pilgrimage. " Besides 
Janam sthan, the house of Baba Kalu where Guru Nanak was born, 
there are several other places in the town associated with the different 
events of Guru Nanak's boyhood.'' There is also a place sacred to Guru 
Har Gobind who had come and tied his horse to a tree which is still 
preserved.' (Ibid, pp. 212·213.) See also Glossary of Punjab Tribe• 
and Castes, Vol. I, p. 6761 f. n. 2, 
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from Nanak's brother-in-law, Jai Ram, who was an 
officer of Daulat Khan Lodi at Sultanpur and through 
his influence· Nanak was appointed a grain-factor. 
'!'here he worked for some time, apparently to the satis
faction of his employer, but it is said. that one morning 
he disappeared in the river and on his unexpected 
reappearance after three days, be threw lliway 'his 
appointment, distributed all that he had among the 
poor, wore the garb of a Fakir and, with Mardana as 
his companion, set out on travels. 

The first important incident of Guru Nanak's life 
appears to have been his admission to the. village 
school when he was seven years old. We have already 
noticed the story, how, according to the J anamsakhis, 
Guru N anak astounded his teacher by composing an 
acrostic on the alphabet as soon as the Pandit had 
written the characters on a slate for him to read. A 
similar story is told of the Guru's first. meeting .with 
his Persian teacher with another · acrostic on . the 
Persian alphabet to boot. 1 In short, the Janamsrihhis 
want to make it appear that Guru Nanak had little to 
learn from his teachers. As Macauliffe says, " 'rhe 
scholastic ignorance of the founders of great religions 
has been made the subject of many a boast on the part 
of their followers. The object, of course, is that the 
acquirements and utterances of the religious teachers 

1 Nanak Prakas, Part I, vii; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 11·15. 
".This composition is not found in the Granth Sahib. Some Sikhs 
deny that it is the composition of Guru Nanak." There can be 
little doubt that in the first instance the incident in the village school 
has been inspired by the acrostic, and in the second both the acrostic 
and tbe story by the earlier ones, 
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may be attributed solely to divine inspiration." 1 But 
there is satisfactory internal evidence in Guru Nanak's 
own compositions that be bad become a fairly good 
Persian scholar and it has been said that he was 
introduced to Daulat Khan Lodi by his brother-in
law Jai Ram as an educated man. 2 There is thus 
no • reason to think that Guru N anak was practi
cally an uneducated man as the J anamsakhis st:>em to 
suggest. 

The next important incident of Guru Nanak's life 
was his investment with the sacred thread when he 
was nine years old. On the basis of a composition that 
occurs in the Asa k"i War, the Janamsakhzs have woven 
a long story in connection with this incident. 3 As we 
have tried to show elsewhere, there can be little doubt 
that the details were invented later on and that the 
stanzas in the A: sa ki War, referred to above, suggested 
them. Five years later 4 Guru Nanak was married to 
' Sulakhani, daughter of Mula, a resident of Batala in 
the present district of Gurdaspur.' In course time 

Guru N anak had two sons and possibly also daughters, 5 
._., .• ,..,,,_. ..... _.,.-_. " _...,.,,,._.-_ •. ,_-.• ·>-'•---·; ·:_,:_:····;.: .. •--··----.-·;··_ ..... ····--··---. ·.'.:;:.-·:·.··::-,, --,------.-, .•. _.;_: ·_·::·_:··:: .• --_:-···.:·-···.>;_._,_--,,,, ... _,_;·-:·-····.:·:···-:·.-:,-·:··:·-.··--: .. ···-:·::· _.-_.-, .... -. __ .·. -.·_···-:··::.• ·. ·:_:-:·. 

but his other-worldly temperament continued as before. 

'J:I:~ ~~l?tco1YlPl1nywith Fakirs, with any oneels.e he did 
nbt conv~rse.' Indeed it seemed. that he was becoming 

secular occupation and it is no wonder that 
he was completely misunderstood. His actions were 
attributed to insanity and his spiritual ecstasies 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 10 
2 Ibid, p. 33. 
3 Nanak Prakiis, Part II, ix. 
4 Bhai Mani Singh's Gyan RatnawalZ (Gulab Singh and Sons), 

p. 103. 
fi Trumpp, op. cit., p. ix. 
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confused with illness. His father Kalu first tried him 
in the capacity of a . herdsman, then in that of 11 

cultivator and finally attempted to turn him.. into a 
merchant but alUo no purpos~. ';he. J~njm~0khis 
narrate these incidents in greatdetail, b~t it}would 
be enough for us to know that in none of • these did 
the Guru show any promise of worldly 81:l.cc(i88. •At 
last being thoroughly disgusted his father agreed to 
the proposal of Jai Eamthat thfl Gnrn Rhould be sent 
to Sultanpur and there enter government service. 

We now come to the great turning-point in Guru 
N~nak's career. On Jai . Ham's re~;ornrn.~I1dation 
Daulat Khan I_~odi appointed Nanakhis store-keeper1 

and we are told that this time the Guru performed .his 
duties to· the .entire satisfaction of. his. employer. The 
life of the Guru at Sultanpnr is thus described by the 
old Janamsiilthi: " The Khan was "Vel'y much pleased. 
Whatever salary Guru Nanak got, of that he ate some
thing, the rest he gave away for God's sake. By night 
he sang always praise to God. Afterwards Mardana, 
the Dum, came front Talvandi and remained with the 
Baba. To others, who came afterw3;rds, he procured 
an interview with the Khan and a stipend, all got their 
qread by the favour of Guru Nanak. All were pleased 
and when the Baba's food was. prepared, they all came 
and sat down. By night continually praise was said 
&nd when as yet a watch of the night was remaining, 
the Baba went to the river to bathe. :When it became 
dawn of day, be put on his clothes, applied the tilak 
to his forehead, and having taken the account book in 

It seems that Guru Nanak acted at;; an assistant of his brotber·in· 
Ja.w Jai Ram, who was in charge of Dll.ulat Khan's granary. 
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the office he sat down to write." 1 But the. Guru . wab 
11ot desti11ed to co11tinue -lci11g i11 this ma11ner. We are 
told that o11e day, 011 going to the river tp bathe, . he 
stripped himself pf his clothes a11d disappeared. A 
vigorous search was instituted but it proved fruitless, 
and . N anak was giv,en up for lost. Three days later he' 
m:Pracu:lously reappeared. " Nanak .entered };lis hou_se ; 
givi11g away everything he removed his abode . far off. 
He conti11ued in silence for o11e day. The following 
day be rose and said .: 'There is no Hi11du and there 
is 110 M usalman.' " 2 Speaking historically, this was 
the first- significant U:tterarwe of Guru Nanak and:with 
it. began his career as . a religious teacher and refor• 
mer. 

The Janamsiikhts, as usual, have loaded this inci
dent ~ithfables and myths, beneath which the real 
facts are almost irrecoverably bidden. Regarding Guru 
Nanak's disappearance in the river we are solemnly 
told that 'accordi11g to the order of the Lord, . servants 
took him away to the threshhold of the Lord.' There 
the Guru had an interview with the Almighty Lord, who 
charged him with the mission of preaching the glory 
of his Name. Then came the order; ' N a11ak on whom 
thyfavourable look is, on him is also mine ; on whom 
thy benevolence is, on him is also mine. My name i~: 
the Supreme Brahma, the Supreme Lord ; and thy 
11ame is: the Guru, the Supreme Lord.' 3 Then, 
accordi11g to the order . pf the Lord, 011 the third day 
Guru N anak was brought back to the very ferry 

I Trumpp, op. cit., p. xi. 
! I bid, p. xii. 
3 Ibid, pp. xi, x ii. 
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where he had disappeared and the Guru came out of 
the river. It is clear that this story has been intro
duced in order to establish a divine sanction for the 
mission of Nanak and in attempting this the author of 
the J a.namsakh'i has not hesitated even to seek an iden
tity between him and the Lord in direct opposition to 
the Guru's own teachings. The utmost tha.t this st&y 
can mean to a student of history is that at tnis time 
Guru N anak felt an irresistible urge within himself, 
call it divine if you like, to proclaim the truth that he 
had inwardly realised. 

Further, it appears that when on his return after his 
miraculous disappearance the Guru entered his house, he 
gave away not only his own belongings but also the pro
perty of his employer, Daulat Khan Lodi. The later 
Janamsc'ikhis develop this incident in great detail, and 
we are told that complaints having reached the ears 
of the Khan that the Guru was in the habit of distri
buting to the ],akirs things belonging to the State, be 
ordered an enquiry to be made into his accounts. But 
on investigation it was found that the Guru's accounts 
were. not only correct but that money was due to him 
fro:n the State. 1 The J anamsakhis do not deny that 
Guru. Nanak had actually given away to the Fakirs 
things belonging to the Khan but indirectly suggest 
that it was through a miracle worked by the Guru 
that inspite of this his accounts showed excess. But 
it seems almost certain that the truth of the matter 
is given in the following statement of the Dabistcin: 

" A durvish came to Nanac, and subdued his mind in 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. r, pp. 42, 43; Bhai Mani Singh, op. cit., 
pp. 107ff; Niinak Prakiis, Part I, xxix. 
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such a manner that he, Nanac, having entered the 
granary, gave away the property of Daulat Khan, 
andhis own, whatever he found there and in his 
house, and abandoned his wife and children. Daulat 
Khan was struck with astonishment at hearing. thiE!, 
but recognising in Nanac the mark of a durvish, he 
withheld his hand from hurting him.'' 1 There is 
nothing improbable in the statement that in the full
ness of his heart Nanak had given away the property 
of Dau]at Khan Lodi. On the other hand, the J anam-

. siikhis are unanimous in stating that the Khan had 
always a very high opinion of Guru Nanak's work and 
character. Indeed, Bhai Gurdas seems to claim this 
very Daulat Khan as a Sikh of Guru N anak. 2 Under 
the circumstances, it is not difficult to believe that 
Daulat Khan had willingly refrained from taking any 
steps against the Guru. 3 

The statement of Mobsin Fani brings in another 
very interesting question. His remark that the Guru's 
renunciation was due primarily to the influence 
exercised on his mind by a certain darvesh makes one 
naturally curious to know who this man was and ·what 
was the nature of his hold on Nanak. We have 
alrea.dy seen that Guru N anak passed most of his time 

I Dabistan, Vol. II, pp. 247, 248. 

2 Bbai Gurdas, War, XI, 13. 
3 Malcolm, however, states that Daulat Khan put Jai Ram under 

2rrest but Nanak carne fcrward and expressed his readiness to render 
the strictest account. of all be bad lost. "The Khan accepted his 

proposal : J ai Ram's accounts were settled· and to the surprise of all, 
a balance was found in his favour on which he was not only released, 
but reinstated in the employment aud favour of his master. "-Sketch 
of th~ Sikhs, P· 15, 
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in association with Fakirs .and anchorets and · it can 
easily be conceded that he learnt • much fr~rr1 them. 
But the Sikh records give us no indication. that Nanak 
was specially indebt~d to any.. pa:rti6ular inai\ria\:.'~1. 
To men who regarded N anak as • God the very · idea 
of any earthly superior was absurd. It is • •• rio doubt 

• true that in his compositions N anak often speaks of 
his ' Guru,' but in these instances the word is general~ 
ly taken in the sense of God, and Ivlacauliffe actuaiiy 
says that 'Nanak's Guru was God.' 1 But the recent 
discovery at Baghdad seems to lend some support to 
the statement of the Dabistan. One of the Sikh 
commanders, who went to Mesopotamia during the 
last Great War, writing to the. " Loyal Ga~ette " of 
l;ahore in January, 1918, says .that " he saw .the 
place commemorating the visit of Guru Nanak to 
Baghdad. Outside the city to the sol1th~vvest . beside 
a grave-yard, there is an open room situated within 
an enclosure wall. In one corner of the room is a 
pla,tform on which Guru Nanak is said to have sat, 
while he was conversing with Shah Bahlolwho sat on 
another plat.form in the opposite corner. The present 
priest named Sayad Usaf, who is in charge of the place, 
described himself as the tenth in succession to the 
first incumbent of the place. " 2 But the most im
portant thing for our present purpose is the inscription 
in Turkish that was found on the wall behind the 
platform. The inscription may be translated thus: 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 54, fn. I. 

The and the Sikh Awakening, 
pp. 1, 2, f. n. 
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"Guru Murad died. Baba Nanak Fakir helped im 
constructing this building which is. an act of grace 
from a virtuous.follower. 927 A. H."1 GU.ru Nanak 
thus appears to have been a follower of Guru. Murad 

. . 

and it may not be improbable that the latter • is ··•· the· 
person referred to by Mohsin Fani. 

• 
Whate!~~ ~~~t> IJ:lB.Y .. b.e' .... as we have seen .above 

(l~ru~,~~~~k 11~§ re11cbed .• .th~ .. supr~IIle crisis in his 
~~re~~· ...... I!i~r~mark that 't}lel'~is J)O l3:inqu a11d no 
/ ~~·sil~~~.·.at•·•once• brought him . to the forefront at · 

'S[~~;~~!,· /~?ID.ei,nodoubt, regarded him.with. deri
sion and attributed his remark to insanity but he could 
not be left alone for long. His remark was not only 
astounding but sounded offensive and the Janamsakhis 
state that at last the Kazi prevailed upon Daulat Khan 
J..Jodi to call.Guru Nanak to his presence. On being 
questioned as to the meaning of his utterance the Guru 
explained that ~ot~ .. t~~ :FJ:indus and the Muhammadans 

11¥~~:~t~~t~~;~~;;~Ef!~l~Sfi~ 
/ the Guru told the Kazi and the Khan point~blank that 

their prayers had not been accepted by God because 
while they ostensibly performed divine service, the 
one had been thinking of a new- born filly which be 
had kept unbound at home and feared lest it might 
fall into the well within the enclosure, and the other 
of purchasing horses in Kabul. At this ' the Sayyids, 
the sons of the Shekbs, the Kazi, the Mufti, the Khan, 

1 For the translation of this inscription I am indebted to the 
courtesy of my colleague the late lamented Maula,na Aga Muh~~ommad~ 
Kazim Shirazh 

10 



the Gbiefs and leaders were amazed,' and when the 
Guru .uttered !1 l;lymu showing how salvation could be 
o,bt!1ined, all became convinced .. that ' God was speaking 
t)J.ro!Jgh :Nanak.'s mout.h.' It is said that the ' :t-Jawab, 
i!l an outbqrst of JtffeQtionate admiration, offered him, 
a sacrifice. of his a.uthority and estate ' but the Guru 
was in no mood to care for worldly possessions ~nd 
we .are . told that after a short stay with some Fakirs. 
be., went out on travels in the garb of. an U diis'i 1 with 
Mardan11 as his companion. It is clear that much of 
t]ie :above story is uuac;ceptable to a. critical student of 
history and tber$ iii littJe doubt that portions of it 
have been built up on the basis of certain verses occur
ring in the compositions of Nanak. But the fact 
s~ands . that on this occasion the Guru had made a 
gre::tt stir .at Sultanpur. 2 

Our account of Nanak hitherto has, no doubt, been 
s.crappy .and unsatisfa.ctory; nevertheless, we have been 
able to trr,tce the general sequence. and. the. main· trend 
of ;(:)Vents, more or less, .accumtely. But henceforward 
even this • becomes difficult. Trumpp writes, " with 
the comrnenceroeut of the wanderings of Nanak nearly 
aU points in common cease and the old and the · later 
tradition diverge in such a manner that they cannot be 
reconciled. This proves sufficic:mtly, either that very 
lit~le was known about them or that very little 
could be said about them, as the old J anamsakh'i 

, I Literally, a man who has renounced the world. For t.he garb 
that the Gum took up on this occasion, see Macauliffe, dp. cit., Vol. l, 
p. 58. 

!.~ For :details see Macauliffe, · op. cit., Vol. I, PP• 34·43; Nanak 
Prakiis,Part. I, :Xxviii, xxx, xxxi. 
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testifies." I It is true that 1,rl1mpp took an U.nduly. 
gloomy view of the matter. His theory that the story 
of the . Guru's visit to Southern India and Ceylon '.is 
so mixed up with the miraculous,. that it bears the 
Rtamp of fable on its front: and his characterisation 
of Nanak's alleged journey to Mekka as ' an ·inventio:i:t> 
froin beginning to . end' ·2 have been corupletely dis.i 
proved by recent discoveries, 'but the fact stiJ:l remains 
that even on • the basis of the oldest J anamsakhi. it iBI 
hot always possible to give au outline, in the proper 
sequence, of the main incidents of N anak's life 
posterior to his retirement from Sultaupur. The dis-· 
covery of the inscription at Baghdad, no doubt, gives' 
us a fixed date but this makes matters. more complex.' 
In the face of it the arrangement in the old J anam-· 
sakhi can no longer be accepted as true, though. we 
hardly possess. the . requisite material to attempt a 
fresh one. It appears that after remaining in the 
Punjab and its vicinity for some time the Guru set 
out towards the east. He W'~J::lt as .. far .a!'l .1\anarup,, 
vi~~ted. J?l.lri and after yarious adventures returned to 

!~l~.~~di, hisbirth place: ·.·It waspow.twelve years: 
sinb~ the resignation of his office under. Daulat Khan; 
lJodi. The Guru is said to have ha,lted in a forest, 
about three miles distant from the village. He met hisi 
parentsand relations there and then again set Qut on; 
travels with his companion Mardana. It seems) that) 
the Guru now began a detailed tour throughou,t .. tM: 
Punjab. From Sialkot in the north to Mithankot in 
the south he visited almost every place of. hnportance 

1 Trumpp, op. ii.it., p.•v. 
2 Ibid, pp. v, vi. 
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and the Sikhs claim that he succeeded ·• in making a 
good many converts ... It was ·.in • ·.course of .. this tour 
that he. came in tbe vicinity of the city .of . S~yyidpur 
when that city • was qaptured •· and pillaged llY the 
soldiers of Babur. We know that this incident occurred 
during the third Indian expedition of Babur ~nd 1llnst 
therefore be placed in the year 1524. Now,< tbe dlffi
culty is that the Baghdad inscription, referred to 
above, is dated 92'7 A.B.., which is equivalent to 1520-21 
A.D. 1 Guru Nanak, therefore, must have visited 
Baghdad in 1520-21 or some time previously. The diffi
culty is not obviated even if we postulate two separate 
viait.s on the part of N anak to Baghdad. In any case, 
the arrangement of. the Janamsakhis cannot be 
accepted. 

There is no hint anywhere as to the age of Guru 
Nanak when he became an Udasi and~ent out on 
travels. It is stated in the. Gyan Ratnawali that when 
the Guru was twenty years old he had ·been· thinking 
of going out on pilgrimage and had actually asked 
Mardan& if he would accompany him. 2 We are also 
told that just on the eve of · his departure for Sultan~ 
pur the Guru reminded Mardana of the proposal and 
told him that they would go out on travels as soon as 
Mardana would be free to join him. 3 If there is 
any truth in these statements it appears that the 
Guru· s renunciation could not have taken place later 
than his twenty-fifth year at the utmost. It is clear 

,· 1 . 927 A. H. begins on December 12, 1520 and ends oo November 30, 
1521. 

2 Bhai Mani Singh, o,p. e,it., p. 104. 
3 Ibid, p. 106. 
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that the Guru did not remain long at Talwandi after 
his initial proposal to Mardana .and that hi$ stay at 
·Sultan pur was not a. protracted one. Tbe Guru having 
been born in 1469 this would bring ·• us somewhere 
near the year 1495. The J ananisiikh~s state that 
Guru Nanak revisited Talwandi twelve years. after he 

· had left Sultan:pur. Having regard . to the fact that 
there is a custom alllong Sannyiisis of revisiting their 
birth-place twelve years aftf:)r .their initiation, this 
statement may .be accepted. as true ana· consequently it 
seems.that .the first.period of the Guru's travels ended 
some time about ··1507, 

The Janamsakhis call this first tour of Guru Na:nak 
his ' travels in the east .. ' ·Many adventures are piously 
narrated; but if we leave out the miraculous and those 
details which appear to be simply " settings for the 
verses and-icompositions of Guru Nanak," very little 
relllains besides a series of names of places which the 
Guru is said to have successively visited. According 
to the old Janatnsiikhi, ' taking Mardana with himhe 
wandered about; they did not enter any village, they 
did not stop .in any jungle nor on any .river.' It 
appears that the Guru was performing great austerities 
particularly in the matter of eating and Mardana some
times found it difficult to keep company with a man 
who required little or no nourishment.! Mohsin 
Fani says, " At first he took little nourishment ; after
wards he allowed himself but to taste a little cowmiJk ; 
next a little oil ; then nothing but water, and at last he 
took nothing but air~'' 2 Bhai Gurdas also testifies 

1 Trnmpp, op. cit., p. xiii. 
2 Dab(stiin, Vol. II, p, 248. 
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to the austerities qbserved by J;!ariak 1 arid the diffi
culties of Mardana, al111ded to in the J ana.rnsakh"i, must 
have been veryhard .. as the Guru at first • seems to have 
scrupulously avoided human habitations, However, 
the Guru met his first notable adventure when he 
came upon Shekh Sajan, a notorious robber. This 
man is said to have.built a temple and a mosque ior 
his Hindu and Muhammadan guests respectiveiy ·and 
'he otherwise osLensibly providecl them with every

thing nec·essary for their comfort.' But this pompous 
hospitality was merely a cloak, for when his 
guests • went to sleep he threw their bodies into a 
well and misappropriated their belongings. 'Next 
niorniog he took up a pilgrim's staff and rosary, and 
spread out a carpet t6 pray .·in the·· true spirit . ·of ·an 
ancient Pharisee.' He attempted to play the same 
trick with N anak but the latter proved to<F much for 
him, the incident ending in the complete reclamation 
of Shekh ·· Sajan. 

Hereafter really begins thE\ Guru's wanderings in 
the east but the conflict among the authorities becomes 
so frequent that the details become more arid more 
difficult of acceptance. According to the old J anarn~ 
sdkhi, the- Guru next came to .Panipat but the later 
works mention visits to :KurkbtJtar and El:~nlwarjn 
between. The old record states that at this time the 
Guru :practised wind-eating 2 and we have seen that 
all the more reliable authorities agree, but the later 
traditi<Jn has it that when the Guru was at 
Ktirkhetar, ' needing refreshnient he began to cook a; 

I Bha.iGurdas,'Wiir, I, 24. 
2 · Trumpp, 6p. cit., p. xv, 
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deer which a ·disciple . . had presented to him.' The 
Brahmans are said to have . expressed their horror at 
the sight ,." .whereupon the.Guru )·emarked: 

'' Man is, first co11cei:ved ip flesh, hedwelleth ip flE)Elh. 
When he quickenetb, be obtainetb a. mouth of flesh; 

• his bone, skin, .and body are made of fles'h. · 
When he i;;. taken out o£ the womb,he s~izetb teats 

of flesh. 
Hhfmouth is of flesh, his tongue is of flesh, his. breath 

is in flesh. 
When he groweth up he marrieth, and bringeth flesh 

home with him:. 
Flesh is produced from flesh; all rnan.'s relations are 

made £r'om flesh." 

And so on. 1 As there can . be little doubt that the 
original incident of the Guru's cooking a deer is an 
invention, we may reasonably conclude that this is an. 
~nsta.nce of what JY[acauliffe calls ' settings for the 
verses and compositions of Guru N anak,' or in oth~:r 

worde, that the whole story has j)ee11. suggestt)d by the 
verses tl1at have been put here in the .mouth of the 
Guru m reply to the disgust expressed by the 
Brahmans. It may very well be that another consi
deration also has been at work .here. It was the sixth 
Guru Hargobind who first permitted animal diet to 
his followers ; that it was not tolerated during the 
earlier days of Sikhism is c1early proved by the testi
mony of the Dabistr'in. .Mohsin ],ani says, " Having 
prohibited his disciples to. drink wine and to eat pork, 

l Macauli:ffe, op. cit., Vol. I,. pp. 47-49. 
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he (Nanac) himself abstained fron:f e~ting flesh, .and 
ordered not to hurt any living being. After him, this 
precept was neglected by his followers; hut Arjun1llal, 
one of the substitutes of his faith, renewed the iP~phi .. 
bition to eat flesh, and . said: 1 This ·has not been 
approved by Nanac.' , 1 It may not be improba~le 
that when meat-eating became common among the 
Sikhs this story was invented to find for it a precedent 
in the practices and precepts of Guru Nanak and the 
verses in question were brought under requisition, 
though in reality they neither support nor reject meat

eating but are a homily addressed to those who confuse 
religious purity with abstention. frorn fle~h·... In this 
manner the later works, in most cases, make. confusion 
worse confounded and it would be futile to expectin 
them any useful material for sober · history. \Ve •are 
thus left almost exclusively to the old record for follow
ing up the subsequent adventures of Guru Nanak. 

At Panipat the Guru is said to have met a Pir 
named Shekh Saraf with whom he had a long dis
course, at the end of which the Shekh recognised in 
Nanak a superior being, ' kissed his hands and feet 
and went to his house • .' Going next to Delhi the Gurn 
revivified a dead elephant belonging to Sultan Ibrahim 
Lodi. After one or two unimportant adventures the 
Guru and Mardana came to Benares. Here lived a. 
Brahman named Chatur Das with whom the . Guru is 
represented to have entered into a long controversy, 
the Brahman being finally humbled as usually happen
ed in all such cases. The details appear to be ' set
tings' and need not, therefore, detain us. We come 

:Oabistan, Vol. IT, p. 248. 
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next to the adventure at · N anakmata. 1 Here a huge 
pipal-tree .• of 'many a religio~s reminiscence , bad .long 

withered fromi age ht1tiit is/said tll~t • ' a small ismoki!lg 
fire was kindled there by Nanak and it became 

green again.' r.I'l1~i Jogis wlio•·••••residedi.there became 
astonished and after. a brief .conversation paid him 
reverence. Unfortunately, from. this .poi!lt tlw Janam
siikhi abandons all seriousness and descends almost 

completely into the reahns ()£ phantasy. .·The •• Guru's 
encot111ter witll .a ?odyofiThags who come to. kill and 
rob him and • are · finally brought to their senses .·by 
being shown a funeral pyre where troops of Yama . and 
Rama are found quarrelling; his journey to the Kauru 
country (Kamrup ?) where Mardana is transformed 
into a ram by a sorceress. and is brought back to human 
form by the Guru'!:! powers, and finding all her 
charms fail against the Guru, Nur Sbahi, the head of 
the conjurers, .falls down at Nanak's feet and becomes 
a worshipper of the Name ; his meeting with :Kal· Yug 
who comes to frighten him assuming a visi}lle • form; 
Nanak's joumey jo the city of ants '\Vhere ' whe11 
they looked about, trees and shrubs, all appeared 
black ' ; all these belong to the domain of • fable and, 
indeed, it seems that it is not till we trace the Guru 
back to the Punjab that we can discern faint glimpses 
of possible facts. The only other incident during this 

1 Situated about 20 miles north of Pilibhit in the United Provinces. 
Macauliffe says that the place was originally called Gorakhmata. but is 
now called Nanakmata in memory of the Guru's visit (see Macauliffe, 
op. cit., Vol. I, p. 59). As we shall see later on, it became a place of 
considerable importance in the history of Sikhism and Guru Hargobind 
is said to have actually led an expedition there in order to rescue it 
from the Jog'is who are said t·O bave usurped the place. 

11 
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first t<mr of Guru Na.nak ,. that we may notice is his 

meeting with Shaikh Br,:1hm, the then •·. incqmpent of 
Shaikh Farid's shrine at . Ajodhan. 1 . It appears Jhat 
' Mardana had by this . time had t3.~PJigb ot.travel, 
hardship and hunger ' and became anxious ·to retqrn 
home. The Guru also saw the propriety, of once 
visiting his birth-place after twelve years •of 
wandering and accordingly retraced his steps towards 
Tal wandi.' 2 

The J anamsr1khis make it appear that the Guru 
now began a detailea tour of the Punjab but as we 
have already stated our reasons for thinking that the 
incidents connected with this tour must be placed 
later, we would come at once to ' the second retired 
life of the Guru passed in the South.' It is said that 
accompanied by two Jats named Saido and Gheho the 
Guru proceeded towards the south and reached tbe 
Dravidian country. On this occasion " he got his 
livelihood by filling his begging vessels with morsels ; 
on his feet he had sandals of wood, in his band a staff, 
on his head rolls of rope ; on bisf<:J.r~[g~ad as Tilak 
the paint of a point.'' 3 But the whole narrative is 
so grossly overloaded with fabulous myths that it is 
difficult to ·blame Trumpp for having discredited 
its authenticity. In fact, excepting the story of the 
Guru's meeting with a Jain priest and some aspects 

1 According to the old Janamsiikhi the Guru met Shaikh Farid 
himself but as the latter was long dead the then incumbent of his shrine 
must have been meant. See Macauliffe, op. cit., Vd. I, p. 84. · 

2 Laying the laterworks under contribution Macauliffe gives a much 
fuller account but we have already stated, more than once, our reasons 
for omitting the addit.ional details . 

. 3 Trumpp, op.cit. , p. xxxiv. 
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of his relations . with Raja Shivnath of Ceylon the 
whole thing appears to be a long excursion into the 
realms of the supernatural. Regarding. the Guru.'s 
visit to Ceylon Tru mpp wrote : '' It is based on 
altogether erroneous suppositious, • the king and the 
inhabitants of Ceylon being represented as common 
Hindus, the Sikh author being quite unaware of 
the fact that the popular religious belief there was 
Buddhism. That Nanak founded there a ' Sangat ' 
(congregation), the order of whose divine service even 
is detailed, contradicts all history, and is an invention 
of later times, when Sikhism had commenced to spread 
to the south.'' 1 It cannot be said that these remarks 
are entirely uncalled for, but at the same time there 
can be little doubt that whatever the details might be, 
the main story of Guru Nanak's journey to South 
India and Ceylon has now been, more or less, definitely 
substantiated by the discovery of a manuscript at 
Dacca by Gurbaksh Singh. It purports to be ' the 
itinerary of a pilgrim• to the Sikh temples in S.outhern 
India and Ceylon and· it is clear that the writer lived 
long before 1675. 2 

• • We are told that he found stray 
colonies of Batra Sikhs in Malayalam and at Sattur 
met Mayadairiall, grandson of Shivnath. The substan
tial truth of the Guru's southern tour ' must therefore 
be regarded as established inspite of the pilgrim's exag
gerations in his account of the victuals consumed at 
the daily Yagya in the principal temple in Ceylon.' 3 

1 Trurnpp, op. cit., pp. v, vi. 2 Dacca Review, 1916, p. 376. 

3 Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, p. 687, fn. 4. ·n 
is further stated that " the name given in the Sikh books is Shivnabh 
~nd not Shi vnath. • ........ It is quite possible that the name ~as changed 
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After his.return from Ceylon N"anak is said .to have 

passed a few days at Talwandi and then set out again 

'to.pass his third.retired ·life•intbe •• uorthElrn.region.' 
This time he was.•a,ccompanied byiiassu, a, .smith •. anq 
Sihan, a calico-printer .. ' In this retired life. he was 
eating the fruits and blossoms of the. Akk-tree, but •• in 
a dried state. On his feet he had a skin and on •his 
head also, his whole body was wrapped up. On his 
forehead be had a Tilak of saffron.' He went direct to 
Kashmir where he humbled the Pandit Brahm Das in 
such signal manner that many people became his fol
lowers. The Guru then proceeded further towards 
the north and ' having passed a lakh and a quarter of 
mountains he ascended Sumeru, where the residence 
of Ma.hadev was.' There Nanak is said to have come 
across an assembly of Sidhs. After the usual enquiries 
as to who he was and how be could come there the 
Sidhs asked N anak bow things were going on in. the 
earth below. In reply Nanak said. that "the moon of 
truth was completely enshrouded · in the darkness of 
ignorance. Sin had devoured the world, religion was 
crying in distress. 1'be J ogis had given up the pur
suit of knowledge and were engaged in besmearing 
their bodies with ashes. The Ridhs had taken their 
place in the mountain, there was none to deliver tbe 
world. Without the true Guru the whole world was 
drowned in ignorance." Thereupon the Sidhs attempted 

on purpose and the Sikh books give it correctly as known at Jalfna. 
Another explanation is that Shivnabh in Persian character was 
misread as Sbivnath by early chroniclers. Even in Gurumukhi 
Shivnabh is apt to be misrea,d a,s Shivnath, the letters b and th being 
SQ alike." 
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to overwhelm Nanak by working a miracle but he 
stood the ordeal · successfully and at last the Sidhs 
became convinced of the genuineness of the Guru's 
mission. 1 As Trumpp says, the Guru's visit to mount 
Sumeru and bis discussion with Sidhs • belong of 
course to the realm of fiction.' 

·Hereafter Nanak is said to have started towards the 
west and. v1si~ed Mekka and Baghdad among other places. 
We are t9ld that this time 'on his feet he had shoes of 
leather and trousers · of leather ; on his neck he had a 
necklace of bones, on his forehead a Tilak of a dot, his 
clothes were blue.' From the Janamsiikhi it appears 
that on this occasion Guru Nanak travelled alone but 
Bhai Gurdas says that he was accompanied by his old 
attendant Mardana. 2 It is said that on reaching Mekka 
the Guru lay down to sleep stretching his feet in the 
direction of the Kaaba. On being admonished by the 
Kazi the Guru is reported to have said '' Turn my feet 
in a direction in which God is not." Thereupon 'the 
Kazi Rukn Din turned the feet of the Baba round, but 
in whatever direction be turned the feet of the Baba, to 
that direction the face of the Mihrab was also turn
ing.' 3 At this the Kazi was astonished and fell 
down at Nanak's feet. Macauliffe says that 'some 
understand this in a spiritual sense, and say it means 

1 Bhai Gurda.s, War I, 28-31. 
2 Mardana. is mentioned ·· in connection with the Guru's visit to 

Baghdad (War I,. 35) and therefore he seems to have been with Nanak 
throughout his western tour. 

3 Trurnpp, op. cit., p. xli ; 'Mihra,b' is the arched niche in a mosque, 
the front of which is always . directed towards Mekka. (Ibid, 

f. n. 2.) 
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that Guru N anak . made all Mekka. <t\lrn to his teach
ing.' 1 Butle.aving.aside the rniracle,.it.seerps..that 
what the Guru meant was that the fact of .• the • 'God's 
house' being situated in a particular .d.irE)etiondi<l.not 
exclude the possibility of His· being present. in the 
other directions as well, for 'God is everywherecontain
ed.' Whatever that might be, it seems· probable 
that the Guru then retraced his steps and carne to 
Baghdad. The old record does not mention this visit 
to Baghdad but we have it in Bhai Gurdas 2 and 
the recent discovery, already referred to, has placed it 
beyond dispute. However unacceptable the details 
might be, the main fact of the Guru's journey to the 
west must now be regarded as definitely ··established, 
though we arenot quite sure that it is yet safe to say 
that 'while returning from Arabia Guru Nanak left 
a sangat of Mohamedan converts to Sikhism in 
Mesopotamia! ' 

We have already seen that this incident must 
have happened about 1520 and it seems that the Guru 
immediately returned to the Punjab and began an in
tensive propaganda, travelling through the ·province, 
almost distriet by district. The Sikh records; no 
doubt, say that having defeated the whole world in 
controversy the Guru made the wheel of the Name to 
revolve 3 and that wherever he went he converted 
thousands to his way of thinking, but it can be easily 
seen that very little had been done as yet by Guru 
Naoak in the way of building up a solid body of 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 175. 
2 Bhai Gurdas, Wiir I, 35, 36. 

Bhai Gurdas, War I, 37. 
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followers. This Work he now seems to have taken up 
in earnest and the Janamsakhis state that the Guru 
first went to the country of Patan t and had another 
interview with Shaikh Brahm, the incumbent of the 
shrine of Shaikh Farid. The details of the interview 
are, as usual in such cases, very probably later settings 
and· need not detain us. Next we follow the Guru 
through Depalpur, Kanganpur, Kasur and Patti .to a 
village on the site of the present Goind wal where be 
cured a leper who became a votary of the N arne, 
Nanak then travelled through Sultanpur, Vairowal, 
and Jalalabad and came to a place called Kiria (Kari 
Patbandi in the Amritsar district) ,2 where . he is said 
to have made many Pathan converts. Continuing his 
journey the Guru passed through Batala in the Gurdas
pur district and arrived at Sayyidpur just on the eve of 
the capture of that city by the troops of Babur in 
1524. That the Guru was near about the scene 
appears from his own compositions but the Janam
siikhis develop the theme further and introduce us to a 
personal interview between Nanak and Babur. It is 
said that the Guru and Mardana were imprisoned and 
placed under the charge of Mir Khan, an officer of 
Babur's army. Like the other prisoners these two 
were also condemned to do manual work but when Mir 
J\ban found that the work entrusted to them was being 
smoothly performed without any effort on their part 3 

1 Pak Pattan, the modern name of Ajodhan. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 108. 
3 " Tbe Guru was condemned to carry loads on his bead, and 

Mardana to do the work of a groom. Mir Khan saw th>~t the Guru's 
bundle was raised a cubit over his head without any apparent support, 
and that the horse entrusted to Mardana followed him while he played 
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be became astol}ished a.nd reported the matter to 
Babur. ''The ... emperor.repliedtbat,•if he hadiknown 
the. city· contained such holy me~,ihe. i"WO\lld npt ha.ve 
destroyed it ,. and then came on a visit \.to / the (}l.lru, 
withthe usual result that he becam.e .yonvinced. of 
Nanak's greatness and fell down at his feet. Suffrceit 
to say that though a meeting · between • Nanak "n.nd 
Babur ' is not impossible, it is not very probable,' 1 and 
we would forthwith proceed to trace the rest of the 
Guru's adventures. It appears that from Sayyidput 
the Guru went to Pasur and thence to Sialkot and 
finally came to Mithankot, in · the present .. district of 
Dera Ghazi Khan, where the celepr11ted saint . Mian 
Mitha had his abode; We are given a long discour.se 
at the end of which ' Mian Mitha got up and kissed 
the Guru's feet.' Nanak then left Mithankot and, 
going along the bank of the river Ravi, came to 
Labore, where he is said to have converted a Khatri 
millionaire named Duni Chand. Then the Guru pro
ceeded to the north-west and finally ·took up his re
sidence at a spot on the bank of the Ravi. A 
millionaire, who from a detractor had grad1ally turned 
into a great admirer of the Guru, founded a village 
there which came to be known as Kartarpur. 

This brings us to the · last aspect of the career of 
Guru N anak. From this point his life seems to turn 

sacred music on his rebeck." It is. also stated that. the Guru had been 

given a hand-mill for grinding .cor~ .~nd. it. na.s. follncttliat the mill 
revolved of its own accord. See }.:{acauliffe~ op. cit., VoLI, pp. 111, 113. 

1 There appears to have beeu a strong tradition that Nanak bad 
something to do with Babur .. BhaiGurdasrefers.t()this (War XXVI, 21) 
and Mohsin Fani &peak& of a repott that •• Nanac, being dissatisfied • with 
the Afghans, called the Moghuls into the country ' ti>abistiin, Yol. II, 
p. 249), 
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in a new direction. and it appears that .henceforward 
he busied himself .. in the work of .consolidation. 
:Bll~Gl'if7i·~,.-~ .• ,., .. ... , .~. ··h:·······"····r···=····-· 11·;······· "·~a·····==·t······=··· ,··· · · ·· · 

~t~f~~;i~~~~:·~~~~i~t~~: 
lillaTiy''·gave up his Udiisi style. Nanak again wore 
the•garb of a householder and took up his seat on 
the manji. 1 . His. family also appears to have. 
joined him . here 2 and thus it seems that the Guru 
now gave a practical demonstration of what he had 
asked o( his followers, viz ., 'to abide pure amidst 
the impurities of the world.' 3 Of the Guru's life at 
Kartarpur we get several hints in the Sikh records. 
Bhai.Gurdas says that the people there were conti
nuously engaged in dissertations on truth and know
ledge, the So dar and the Arati were sung and in the 
early morning there were devotional songs. Indeed, 
the whole atmosphere resounded with the glory of the 
!'i.ame. 4 Apparently on the basis of the later works 
'M'~cauliffe gives a more systematic account. '' At 
Kartarpur, a watch before . day, the Japji and the Asa 
ki War were repeated. Then followed readi!lg and 
expounding of the Guru's hymns, until a watch and 
quarter after sunrise, This was succeeded by singing 
and the reading of the Arati. After this, breakfast 
was served. In the third watch there was again 
singing, after which in the evening the Sodar was 
read. Then the Sikhs all dined together. The repast 

1 Bhai Gurdas, War I, 38. 
2 Ibid; Trumpp, op. cit., p. xliii; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 135. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, p. 61. 
4 Bbai Gurdas, War I, 38; 

12 
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ended with further sin~ing. After a watch of night 
~1ad elapsed the Sohila ~as readr and every _ on~ then 
retired." 1 It thus appears that a. Sikh society was 
already in the making and its divine services, more or 
less, clearly formulated. Guru N anak had not remain
ed satisfied by merely pointing out to his followers 
that singing the Name with true devotion was J;he 
very best of religious practices but attempted to give 
them something definite. 

A notable incident iluring this part of the Guru's 
life was his visit to Achal Batala. 2 On the occasion 
of the Shivrat festival a large fair was held there and 
people from different directions assembled at the place. 
The Guru availed himself of the opportunity tg pre~h 
his doctrines but he seems to have met with very serious 
opposition from a Jogi named Bhangarnath. The Jogi 
is said to have asked the Guru why be had given up 
his hermit's dress and had worn ordinary clothes. 
The Guru retorted that though . Bbangarnath ·had 
given up the life of a householder he still went t9 the 
houses of family men to beg for alms. The Jogi 
abandoned his ground and abruptly asked the Guru to 
work a miracle whereupon ~anak repli(3~ - -~hll>t besides 
the True Name he -had no other 1lli;~~i'e-: ·s~'- "' E:~re -- at 

1 Ma.cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p . 136. 
2 Acha!, about three miles from Batala, contains the shrine of 

~amkartik, son of Shiv. See Uacauliffe; ibid, p. 157, f. n. 2. 
3 Bhai Gurdas, War I, 39-43. bajhu sacca nam de hor 

karamat asathe nii,hi. It is to be noticed that there is nothing here 
about the 8angat as has been suggested in the Gurdwara Reform 
M ov~ment a111i the Sikh Awakening, p. 1. Macauliffe also apparently bases 
his account of the incident IVo.l. I, pp. 157-58) primarily on the same 
source but we do not understand why inspit.e of the clear t estimony of 
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~;~t~r?g g:~ea ::i%fxs\o~~e!h~{ii~~~~~~:~;}~h~s~;:r~ 
~io~- ,-~ith .. shnple ...... devotion,_ ... sincerity_and. jr11th. 
'i'11e'·oniy ·other · occasion when the . Guru. left Kar-
tarpur seems to have been when he paid a visit to 
Multan 1 and had a discourse with Pir Bahavadin, but 
the incident appears to be of no importance. 

This practically finishes the story of Guru Nanak's 
earthly career. The date of the inscription at Baghdad 
and the fact that Guru Nanak was present near 
Sayyidpur at the time of the capture of that city by 
Babur, have led us to present the facts of his life in an 
altered sequence but it cannot possibly be denied that 
the whole thing ha;s now: become more consistent and 
clear. We can now divide the life of the Guru into 
three well-defined periods: the period of inward 
struggle and enlightenment, the period of travels and 
propagandism, and the period of consolidation. The 
firat period ended with the resignation of his office 
under l)aulat Khan Lodi ; during the second we find 
him undertaking arduous and extensive tours in the 
north, south, easf and west, visiting the important 
centres of religious opinion, Hindu, Muhammadan and 
Buddhist, and ending his travels with a detailed tour 
in the Punjab ; then he settles down at Kartarpur and 
engages himself in consolidating his followers and 
propounding the essentials of his creed. It is thus no 
longer necessq,ry to face the difficulty that after having 
settled down at Karta.rpur and actully begun the 

Bhai Gurdas that it occurred after the Guru's return from Mecca he 

places it just after his return from Ceylon. 
1 Bhai Gurdas, Wiir I, 44-15; Trumpp, op. cit._, p. xliv. 
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important work of consolidation the Guru . again left it 
and set out on travels to such diAtant· countries as 
Ceylon and Arabia. 

However, at last the Guru saw tllll.this end.was 

approaching and appointed . Angad to b~ .. h~s .. .. sl1cces
sor. The original name of the.l1e\V Gl]ft1 ;.v~s,~,.Qahina, 
he was a Khatri by caste and a resident of the villft.ge 
of Khadur. This was the man whorn Guru Nanak 
now entrusted with the charge of continuing his 
mission af~er hiA death. ' N anak put five Paisa before 
Guru Angad and fell down at his feet; this became 
then known among his retinue.' After the initiation 
ofLahina to the Guruship in this manner, a di~pt1t.e 

is said to have arisen between the Hindus and the 
Musalmans as regards.the.disJ_)o~~l. of. (j'tir~ "·~~nak's 
body. The Hindus wanted to burn. ·.i( ' wl1ii0"'1be 
Musalmans were in favour of a buriaL Then· Guru 
N anak said, " Put Ye flowers on both sides, on the 
right side put those of the Hindus and on the left those 
of the Musalmans. If the flowers of tlie Hindus will 
remain green to-morrow then they will burn me •; and if 
the flowers of the Musalrnans will remain green, then 
they shall bury me.'' 'rhe Guru next asked his 
followers to recite God's praises. As these songs were 
going on, Nanak fell asleep and his body waseovered 
with a sheet. When next day the sheet. was removed 
the flowers of both the parties were found green but 
there was nothing else. The body had disappeared. 1 

1 Trumpp, op. cit., p. xlv. 
An almost similar tradition is current about Kabir ; see Wilson's 

ReligioU8 Sects of the Hindus, p. 74. It is nlso given with a slight varia.· 
tion in the Dabistan, Vol. II, p. 191. 
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The r:;tory may be absurd but nevertheless it testifies 

1\ t~ t~~~,,~i,?~ ..• tole.ra)Jce ... that characterised. th~.t~aehings 
{>I::N"~I18.~· TJ:le. sweetness of pis ehar.aeter.. and the 

~ ~~:t'!i~ .. ;:~~:~~i::~:n~~:~::~!:::.Qbject 
\ . " ····· .. · ........ ·.· .. . . . ' 

.:Hindu ka Guru, Musalmall ka Pir." 



CHAPTER IV 

THE 

Guru N anak began his career as a teacher of men 
with the significant utterance that 'tb~;~ .{~ ~~?' Jlindu 
and no Musalman.' The expression may no doubt be 
taken to mean, as has been done by Pincott, 1 that the 
Guru was hereby taking his stand on the eternal unity 
of humanity and that he was in reality saying that 
everybody was primarily a ' man,' and a Hindu or .a 
Musalman afterwards ; or, in other words, that here 
we have what may be called the gospel of the universal 
brotherhood of mankind. In the hymns and composi
tions of Guru N anak such sentiments are by no 
means rare. Says Nanak, ' Regard all 
since God's light is contained in the 
We are told: 

····t·'· 

· ' •'.' Castes are folly, names are folly; 
.• All creatures have onesheltE)I\ ,~1!~~. ()~ «9'od." 3 

And thus one might not be wrong if one took the ex
;pression in the abstract and said that Guru Nanak was 
preaching the gospel of universal brotherhood. Never
theless, we would understand Guru Nanak's message 
better if we take his first significant utterance in a more 
concrete sense. Magauliffe says that 'the Sikhs interpret 

1 Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, p. 589. 
2 Macauliffe, op. c1:t., Vol. I, p. 332. 
3 Ibid, p. 278, 
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this to mean generally that both Hindus and Muham
madans had forgotten the precepts of their religions.' r 

Considering the circumstances the Guru was called upon 
to face, it seems that the expression has to be taken more 
as a criticism than as a constructive pronouncement, as 
an assertion more negative than positive in its import. 
As ~eja Singh says, '' Guru Nanak saw that the real 
difficulty in making the people truly religious was not 
so much their want of religious spirit as the very pecu
liar turn. of their mind, with which they would take 
those things as ends in themselves which were origin
ally intended only as means." 2 He, therefore, began 
by launching an immediate attack on the blind conven
tionalism of his age and telling his contemporaries 
point-blank that there was no true Hindu and no true 
Musalman. 

It hasbee~.s:.:~ t~~t the~g~ ?f(}t1ru Nanak was 
a11 ~~~"O!i~??fance-and a:n_age .o-f .. -~t~ife, .. and. •we may 

/f ~-~~:,:~~.~~11~~-.~~~~ ~l1e• I1less;1ge of N anak was a. message 
"oftrtl~~ ~Ild a, .. I1l.ess11ge of peace. The positive side of 

'G'ur~~~~~~k's ~e~tchil}gis sirnJ?licity itself. The .True 
L~d. is ·.~ne .• . ' ... the.Prirna1 1 .tl1e_.I?.~E~•-.\Vitho,11,t beginni!lg, 
T§"'I~~~~·t~u~tible, _the same -in . every age,' and Be 
~~~iiro-niy be reached by truth and sincere devotion. 
Singing the Name. was the very best of religious prac
tices ; indeed, without the spiritual condition that is 
obtained by a repetition of the Name, there is no sal
vation. 3 And it is solemnly laid down that it was only 
by submitting to the Guru that the wandering of the 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 37. 
2 Teja Singh, The Japji (second edition), p. 2. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, Vol. I, p. 27!). 
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heart was restrained. ' Men could not be saved by 
themselves, it was idle to say so.' . B~tit 3~s too 
much to expect that such a, creed could be accorded ap 
immediate acceptance. A good deal of spade-work \Vas 
necessary before people could be made to comprehend 
its virtues, the field had to be cleared .and made ready 
before the seeds of truth could be sown. Guru 

h Nanak's message may thus be regarded to have 'E'een 
'presented in a twofold aspect : he had first · to·· :rpake 
clear what religion WaS not, before he .. COUld '§§il(:JJO 
make people understand what it was. And in his very 
first utterance the Guru went straight into the heart of 
the matter. 

The trouble lay, as we have seen, in a confusion of 
the means with the end, in a too ready pursuit of the 
form in utter disregard of the spirit. It was this empty 
formalism which Guru N anak attacked when he said 
that there was no Hindu and no Musalman. On being 
called upon to explain what he meant, the Guru is 
reported to have told the Kazi: 

"To be a Musalman is difficult ; if one be really so, 
then one may be called a Musalman . 

.Let one :first love the religion of saints, and put 
aside pride and pelf as the file removeth rust. 

Let him accept the religion of his pilots, and dis
miss anxiety regarding death or life; 

Let him heartily obey the will of God, worship the 
Creator and efface himself-

When he is kind to all men, then N anak, shall he 
indeed be a Musalman." 1 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., VoL I, p. 38. 
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The Koran, the Kaaba, the rosary, fasting and pray
ers, were all unavailing without the essential condition 
of surrender to God, for 'he is a Musalman who 
effaceth himself.' Nanak says, ' if thou make good 
works the creed thou repeatest, thou shalt be a Musal
man.' Indeed, " worldliness and hypocrisy, the profes
siono of religion and secret vice, sensual indulgence 
combined with the Hindu ascetic's long hair and ashes 
smeared upon his person, the Mohammedan judge 
telling his beads and taking bribes, these are lashed 
with unsparing scorn." The Sikh records give us 
many indications how the Gurus had to encounter very 
serious opposition in their work of propaganda and re
form from the followers of Goraknath, generally styled 
J ogis, who appear to have had several strongholds in 
the Punjab and its vicinity. The struggle became 
inevitable when Guru N anak openly declared : 

"This is not the age, there is no longer acquain
tance with Jog ; this is not the way of truth. 

The holy places in the world have fallen; the world 
is thus ruined. 

r'.~}' 

/\,, In this best thing." 1 

This was, indeed, sufficiently serious but the matter 
was made more unpleasant for the Jogis when the Guru 
said: 

"He who effaceth wrath, avarice, and greed; 
Who guencheth the fire of the five evil passions 

· within his heart; 
Who day and night flieth the kite 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 84. 

13 
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By which divine knowledge is produced and evil 
inclinations depart: 

Who cherisheth holiness, restraineth his evil 
passions .· 

And repeateth no spell but the Guru's:..:... 
The habits of that good man are the best....-. 
N anak saith, these are the marks of a J ogi." 1 · . 

And it must have passed beyond the bounds of endu
rance when the Guru further advised them thus: 

"Meditate, 0 Jogi, on the Guru's instructions. 
Consider weal and woe, union and separation of 

friends as the same. 
Make the protection of God and the Guru earrings 

for thy heart." 2 

In short, the Jogis were told plainly that a few 
external marks of holiness could not make them what 
they pretended to be, and that a t~taff, an earring, and · 
a body besmeared with ashes were but poor substitutes 
for the qualities of head and heart which their name 
imported. As the earring or staff could not make a Jogi, 
even so the mere janeu could not make ·a Brahman, 
mere names like Bairagi, Khatri or Kazi did not count 
for anything, for 'names are folly' and 'it is the real
ity that is. tested.' He is aBairagi who abandoneth 
desires ; s he is a J ogi who knoweth the way to God : ~ 
he is a Kazi who turneth away men from the world; 5 

1 Macauliffe, op, cit., Vol. I, p. 161. 
2 Ibid, p. 350. 
3 Ibid, p. 333. 
~ Ibid, p. 338. 
5 Ibid, p. 338. 
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he is a Brahman who knoweth God ; 1 and only he 
could be .called a Khatri, 'who is brave in good deeds 
and employeth his ·body in charity.' 2 Exs,mples might 
be multiplied to show • how the Guru ws,s never tired 
of exposing the futility of mere forms and names 
without the essentials implied therein, for such empty 
forrris and empty names inevitably meant blind conven
tionalism, cant and hypocrisy. 

~ But the Guru's initial difficulties did not end here. 
j~t has'al1~eady~e,ei1 J;>Oii1ted out.thatin ... his a?ethe idea 

~'~?~~i1,["~T'fl~~ .G-odh~ad had. pr11cticl1lly disappeared. 
~:at~~s ·~~d ... divinities, prophets and saints, pirs and 
a:fg~~so~~cured .. tpevision of men, dividing thell1.into 
irreconCilable and often actively hostile groups and 
destroying the very bedrock of all true religious belief. 
In the minds of the Musalmans the Prophet had come 
to occupy a position almost equal to that of the Lord 
Himself and in practice even superior to His. Among 
the Hindus the worship of avatars and divinities for 
centuries had practically destroyed all semblance of the 
unity of the · Supreme Self. Herein N anak detected 
one of the root causes of the ignorance and strife from 
which his contemporaries suffered. Indeed, it seems 
that in a .sense religious quarrels have been the most 
unfortunate and unnecessary of world's tragedies. It 
can easily be seen that if Christians can be persuaded 
to think of God before Christ, and likewise the Hindus, 
the Muhammadans or the present-day Sikhs, much of 
our difficulties would automatically disa.ppear. Guru 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 381. 
2 Ibid. 
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Na.na.k had realised this, th~t the unity was fundamen
tal and eternal, and . the . differences • only · sec~l,}daty and 
accidental. It is said that when the Guru yi!'!~ted 

Shaikh Brahm at Pak Pattan the latter asked : 

'' There is one Lord and two ways; 
Which shall I adopt and which reject?" 

In reply N anak said : 

'' 'rhere is but one Lord and one way ; 
Adopt one and reject the other, 
Why should we worship a second who is born 

and dieth ? 
Remember the one God, Nanak, who is contained 

in sea and land." I 

/:~. The h.Yens an_~ c~rr:tpositio!ls of G~!~ .... 1'f.l!~ .. ~:~. re
~<plete w1th th1s Idea of the greatnessof God and the 

'- -::.:.. ,' ... : ...... :- ···-::. - ,-_ -- - -~ -_ --- -_: -- -- ,~, ... ,.,.,_,,.~-.;~_~:z-.. ... ~- . 

comparative insig!li!ica!l.c~ _ ()f ey~~Y~hi.llJ~· .. ~!~13 · . " There 
are hundreds of thousands of Muhammads," says the 
Guru; "many Muhammads stand in his Court." 2 . It is 
:ridiculous to try to conceal the greatness . of God by 
glorifying the deeds of Krishans or Rams.'' 3 These 
before God are not even like a tiny star before the 
mighty sun. The Guru says: 

"Nanak humbly asserteth, God is contained in sea and 
land, in the upper and lower regions; 

He is unseen, inscrutable, omnipotent, the kind 
creator. 

l Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 102. The ' setting ' may not be 
historically true but that does not affect our argument. 

2 Ibid, p. 121. 
3Jbid, p. 305. 
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The Merciful alone is permanent ; the whole world 
beside is transitory. 

. 

Call him permanent on whose head no destiny is 
recorded. 

The heavens and the earth shall pass away; He the 
one God ~ioi:te is perman.Emt. '' 1 

Thl!~ .... ~id. "N" .. anak strive to .transc13nd all transitory forms 
aii'dtake men direct to the ultimate reality. But men's 
·oob'se~si~~~".W~re so ~a~i~d a~d so numerous that the 
lesson had to be continually hammered upon them 
before any appreciable impression could be made. 
This is important to remember, for otherwise the fre
quent repetition of the same idea in the hymns and 
compositions of Guru N anak as well as in those of his 
successors may lead us to conclude hastily like Trumpp 
that 'the Sikh Granth is incoherent and shallow in the 
extreme.' 2 As Macauliffe says, "It is intelligible that 
repel;itions should be found in the sacred books of 
several religions, for the teachings of their prophets 
were orally addressed to crowds who clustered round 
them, and repetitions served to impress on the listeners 
the instruction accorded." 3 

Further, the Guru had to tackle the obsessions that 
arose from a blind adherence to sacred texts and the 
unintelligent pursuit of mechanical rites. N anak was 
not the man to mince matters and his onslaught was 

x:~~~;··~~:i;~:~:t~h{c~cit:c:~t:i::~ ~:r:v;ii~~i:a~7s: 
==..,."""·"'~"""<''~"·'-'."'''"'" 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 154. 
2 Trumpp, op. cit., Preface, p. vii. See also, pp. cxxi, cxxii. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, Preface, p. xvii. 
4 Ibid, p. 370. 
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repeating the Smritis and bestowing alms all day long 
is obtained in one gbari by remembering the Name that 
conferreth greatnes§.'' .1 ':ril,e .]?ap.gi~ .rr1ay f3\!IY <tb.a..t 
' by reading the Veds sinful inclinations are •• destroyed, 
but the reading of the Veds is a. seCular .occripatiori. 
Without understanding ~his every one be · dis
graced.' 2 Indeed, ' God's secret is not. found in the 
Veds or books of the Musalmans,' s. and though 
' the thousands of Purans and Muhammadan books 
tell that in reality there is one principle ' none has 
discovered Him. Expressions like these might be 
multiplied almost indefinitely but it appears that .the 
following verses give us in a nutshell all that we 
require in this connection and we need not pursue the 
matter further. Says the Guru: 

'' Heligion consisteth not in a patched coat, or in a 
Jogi's staff, or in ashes smeared over the body ; 

Heligion consisteth not in earrings worn, or a 
shaven head, or in the blowing of horns. 

Religion consisteth not in more words ; 
He who looketh on all men as equalis ~eligious. 
Religion consisteth not i:O. wandering tb tombs or 

places of cremation, or sitting in attitudes of contempla

tion ; 
Religion consisteth not in wandering in foreign 

countries, or in bathing at places of pilgrimages. 
Abide pure amid the impurities of the world; thus 

shalt thou find the way of religion.'' 4 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 117. 
a Ibid, p. M5. 
3 Ibid, p. 362. 

4 Ibid, p. 60. 
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T~e ~11ru thus.brin~s.lis.to })is own .view of the 
atf~f ~; ·J1e. makes . ' purity ' . a. supreme .. te.st of true 

:~~}i~c~.~~ life. ButJhis ' purity '.had .. little. t<)(Io with 
outwa~d pr~stic~, it .was primarily a matter . of inward 
aev"Otioii·. --· Int9xicated with avarice, covetousness • and 
p;[a;,men become absorbed in mammon. • The blind
ne~ of the inward eye, the lust of the world, the great 
illusion of moral materialism ' hide the truth from 
them making them impure in word and deed. Guru 
N anak recognises in egotism and pride 1 the root of 
man's troubles. In complete forgetfulness of the 
eternal · presence of God man believes himself to be 
the ' sole' maker of his destiny, the supreme controller 
of his actions, his success and unsuccess, his pleasures 
and sorrows, and becomes enmeshed in worldly desires, 
paying the price of his indiscretion in sufferings through 
repeated births. Impurity consisted in this chronic pride, 
in the refusal to recognise the supremacy of God's will, 
in the wanton pursuit of worldly desires. And purity, 
therefore, meant abandonment of egotiem and abandon
ment of desires. But how can this be attained·? 
:Where to :fihd the antidote to this chronic qisease .? 
Nanak says, in the Word, in the Guru's instruction, 
in the support of the Name. ' Efface thyself, what 
other art is there? ' 2 says the Guru. ' The pious 

1 Asii k'i Wiir, 8lok vii. The word in the original is hau and some
times haumai. Macauliffe renders them by ' pride ' which hardly gives 
the sense and Teja Singh's 'ego' (Asa di Var, pp 75, 76) is a distinct 
improvement It appears to us that by ' hau ' the Guru probably means 
that sense of false individuality which is produced by worldly attach
ments under the instrumentality of Miiyii. 

2 Macaulift'e, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 77. 
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who meditate on God receive nectar ; it is they who are 
pure.' 1 Nay, 'even the perverl.'!e · who obtain divine 
knowledge under the . Guru's instruction are .•• pure.' 2 

Thus the ' purity ' whieh Guru N anak ·speaks of 1s 
hardly distinguishable from ·inward· devotion. a.n.d a 
recognition of the supremacy of God's will, for 

"By His order man cometh ;, by His order man 
goeth ; 

Before and behind us His orderprevitiieth." 3 

Thus we are brought to the very fl]n~aU1~Il.tals of 
Guru Nanak's teaching. It has already been seen 
bow the Guru attempted to dissipate the • ()bs~~~i(;J:l.s of 
his contemporaries by breaking- throug-h t~e shj],ckles of 
\1conv~Iltio~alism and proclaiming the unity and the 
t.reatness of God, making all else look ji}sig[lifiqant 

1in His mighty presence. The field is thus set: man 
J is brought face to face with the Supreme Spirit. 
" N anak is never tired of preaching the glory and great

ness of God. Self-created and self-existent, the IJord 
pervades everything and the whole creation moves in 
accordance with His will. The greatness of the Lord 
is beyond all human conception, His glory cannot be 
described. His praises, His mercy, His knowledge, 
His gifts, ' what He seeth and what He heareth ' 
cannot be ascertained. ' Nobody knoweth His limits.' 
It is only the True One Himself who knoweth how 
great He is. But the Lord, who appears to be far 
is yet known to be near ; 'beside Himself he made 
Nature, wherein He bas His seat;' indeed, 'this world 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 81. 
2 Ibid, p. 134. 

3 Ibid, p. 78. 
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is the true One's house ; the true One lives in it ' and 
He also lives within us. In the Asa ki War we are 
told: 

'' Ee.nl aJ:e ');hy universes, regions, 
Coun.tri.es, and (lre!tt§d objects. 

• Re!tl are ·Thy works a.n.d • Thy purposes, 
Thy rule and Tpy administration, 
Thy orders and Thy edicts, 
Thy mercy and the mark of Thy acceptance, 
Hundreds of thousands, millions upon millions 
Call upon 'l'hee as the true Reality. 
All energies and forces are from that Reality. 
Thy praise and glorification is of real worth. 
'l'hy laws o£ Naturt), 0 true King, are rea1." 1 

~e~Iit.Y. is. thus ascribed to the Lord's creation. as 

~~~?::~;~·:~~~~~·~ =~~;:~:·.qi~J!~~i~!~, ··~:; 
~nd · N;r;:re· for:m one. grand truth. m: rel1lity, not a 

~£¥"" ~-~-~._all~---a;q~d\~·- l:mt _a reality on account of 
f)~"·a-Rr~,~.e.~ce in it. Everything in its own degree is 

as real as God.' 2 In Guru Nanak's compositions we 

/ ~ · .. f;;~ s;~gh~2~~~ Yt~:~~~f~~fid· that ' Real ' should be under-

stood as " not simply true as opposed to false, but real as opposed to 
imaginary, delusive, and baseless as conceived in Vedantism." 
Teja Singh would have been more accurate if he had written Vedantism 
as interpreted by Sankara. We are also told that in presenting the 
double phase of the Supreme Being by combining immanence with 
transcendence ' the Gurus have avoided the pitfalls into which the 
people of both East and West had fallen.' We have no concern here 
with what the writer says about the Semitic peoples of the West. It is 
said that the Aryans of the East who believed in the immanence of God 
were not true monotheists but were either pantheistic or polytheistic or 

14 
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are, therefore, to understand Maya 1 not in the sense 
of metaphysical unreality but rather as the producer of 
that sense of false it)dividuality whicn makes !Dan 
forget God and his real ·Self and . induces him to 
set up his own in antagonism to the Supreme 
Will. As we· have already pointed out, this was 
the root of man's troubles and Guru Nauak offers 

(, us his great antidote-surrender t~--{Jocf ;1~d .. tb.;. j6ve 
6f His Name. As ' God is self-greated ; so is Ris 

•·:·~····. ~'--·"'•)';""'~"'"=~~""""'-"'-;,_"".· 

Name,' and' by obeying Him man attaineth the 
• ·'"-·-~-··-· of salvation.' 

at best rigid monists (pp. 1'23-2()1. We cannot but point out that these 
remarks are absolutely without foundation. Tbe Sikh Gurus. cannot be 
given any credit for originality .in this respect becau8e .tbe d\lal aspect, 

r~fel'J:ed .t~ ... abo.ve, . _ i~ . ~I:_arl;r .~I~~<lH.t.~g, }~ .•. .. ,,thl'l.,,~~e~,"'?!.,.!!~~~nuja. 
Asl{adhakrisbnan says,.' 1'o Ramanuja, God is bothyhe . tr~nscendent 
~~~the i~n!lla~e_nt .zro~nd of. the 'World ' (Indian. Philosophy, Vol. II, 
p. 686). And Ramanuja. is anticipated in still etttlieJ: wqrh (Of. Giiii, 
x, 42 : via.tahbyabam idttlp krtsnam ekatp~ena sthito jag at; Katha, iv, 9: 
ekastatM sarvabhihantarattma ri'iparp rfiparp pratirfipo bahisca.) 
Indeed, it would serve no useful purpose to fo1·get that the. Sikh Gurus 
were simple. men whose strength lay . not in the origi~ality of their 

/ philos~pbical conceptions but rather in _that innate, ';Viodorn and charm 
of personality that compel respect. F(lr roost, of their_ .. id~~s ·the Sikh 
Gurus, like the other teachers of the Medieval school, were indebted 
to the great Vaishnava philosopher Ramanuja, whose theistid id~alillm 
was the fountain _thi'Lt fe.d .the §hakti.. movement. The speciality of 

f ,,-... ,.· ...... -·:·-·:·.:· :··.··_- ....... . ·. . . - ~-_,;.c __ .. ;,.i;..c.....--:...~-"-"'' H Sikhism did not consist in the novelty of its ideas but rather, as we have 
!Jsaid before, in that unique spirit of organisation that madeit __ so definite 
\ lin its practical res.11Its.. . . 
'' 1 " Maya is that by which man forgets Goa, a false ~ttachment 

is produced in him, alld he begins to love. somethin~ else in th~ place of 
Godr." .iinand, III, 29: quoted by Teja Siugb, Asa di Var, p.l37. Aa 
we have indicated above, M iiya produce!!"tiiaf~•·•:!lS:~~-,; ;hl~h is .. the root 
of all troubles. · · ··~· "' · · · · .... · ,. -~-- ·--··~~-· .. ····~-..... 
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T~e -~"~2EY()ftheNamel a11dthe.m.~rit of t;;inging 
it are also as. enthusia,stically • and solemnly proclaimed 
as the glory and greatness of God. The Guru says: 

" By hearing t.he Name truth, contentment, •· and 
divine • lillo~Iedge~·are"~[f~i:ti~a.:'" · ·~'~·· · ·"~~· ·· ~ ··~·· · ·· ··· · · ·· 
.- He"a;i~'g'Tli7t'N;'Ule is equal to bathing at the sixty
eight places of pilgrimage. 

By hearing the Name and reading it man obtaineth 
honour. 

By hearing the Name the.mind is composed and 
fixed on God. 

Nanak, the saints are ever happy. 
By hearing the Name sorrow and sin are no 

rnore.''2 

A J:>ilgrimages,. austerities,reading the sacred books, 
· ').~~.~.~.li~~~c :practices and thousand other devices of the 

kin~. \Vei~. ~lll][lll:Y~ili[J~.\Vit~.ou~ ... t.he .. }la~e. Indeed, 
t"€~~?#·~~~·f~~~~t tl1e Na1~e~ ~~; t.he fal~est of the false 
f€de~er<'.vander in transmigration. Salvation is . for 
th~~e ~ho areimrnersed in the ambrosial nectar of the 
Name andwalk in tbe path of obedience. We are 
told: 

''By obeying Him man's path is not obstructed; 
By obeying Him man departeth with honour and 

distinction ; 

1 As Teja Singh points out, the word' Name' bears various mean
ings. Sometimes it is used for God Himself; sometimes in the sense 
of •God as revealed' and it also bears a third sense, 'the word as record· 
ed in the Holy Scripture' (Asa di Var, pp. 126·27). In studying the 
message of Guru Nanak we might as well take it in tbe sense of 'the 
Word as revealed through tbe Guru.' 

2 Japji, X: Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 200-201. 
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By obeying Him man proceedeth in ecstasy on his 
way; 

By obeying Him man £ormeth an alliance with 
virtue~ 

So pure is God's name-
Whoever obeyeth God knoweth the pleasure of it 

in his own heart. "1 

Thus the two essential requisites for a pure and 
virtuous life are the love of the Name and ohedience 

.•.. to God, by which we should possibl.Y un?~~~t~pd ' the 
1'\attuning of the individual to the Supreme :Will.' 

~".. But this is not all. It is emphatically laid down 
that a man can never be imbued with a true love of 
the Name and a spirit of surrender without the Guru's 
instruction. Unequivocally Guru Nanak states: 

" None has realised .. (}C!d without .the true Guru ; 
without the true Guru, none. 

God has placed Himself in the true Guru, and 
has manifested and declared Himself through him." 2 

The True One, the Formless was incomprehensible and 
He could only be attained by faith and love. But how 
shall the love of the Name be instilled :into one's mind? 
Nanak says, the Guru will show the way: 

" Under the Guru's instruction God's word is 
beard; under the Guru's instruction its knowledge is 
acquired ; under the Guru's instruction man learns that 
God is everywhere contain(ld." 3 Through the 

1 Japjz, XIV: Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 202. 
Teja Singh, Asa di Var, VI, pp. 74, 75. 
Japfi, V. Macauliffe, ibid, Vol. I, p. 198. 
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Guru's instruction it is known that God is in the heart 1 

and men become absorbed in the love of the Name. 
How to scale the fortress without a ladder ? ' The 

Guru giving me God's name is my ladder, my boat and 
my raft.' 2 How: to cross over this fearful ocean of 
the world, which has no shore or limit, no boat, no 
raft; no pole and no boatman ? 'The Guru has a 
vessel for the terrible ocean, and ferrieth over him on 
whom he looketh with favour.' 3 There could thus 
be no salvation without the Guru ; ' without a religi
ous· guide man would run riot in evil and haste to 
perdition.' 4 

But the question still remains, how could the Guru 
be found ? The answer is immediate : 

" Only that; man finds peace, who meets the true 
Guru, 

And enshrines the N arne of God in his heart ; 
And that too, Nanak, if God sends him Grace." 5 

The spiritual regeneration of man is thus made ini-

tial~~·:?e~e~~e~t()Il J?ivil1e pleasure ...... I! ere we have an 
ecno .. ?.Lihe old Upanifadic saying, ' only .. he gains 
Him whom the Self chooses for Himself.' 6 Like 
the doctrines of the unity of the Supreme Self and the 
indispensableness of the Guru this idea of Divine grace 
is also repeatedly stressed by Guru Nanak. ' The 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 297. 
2 Ibid, p. 262. 
3 Ibid, p. 270. 
~ Ibid, p. 296. 
5 Teja Singh, Asa di Var, IX, p. 82. 
G Katha, II. 23. 
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greatness of the N arne is • bestowed according to Thy 
pleasure, 0 God,' 1 says he. 'The worshipP.E~rs on 
whom God bestoweth kindness worship !]:ip,:x,' ~r1d ' by 
the Guru's instruction to his disciples this knowledge is 
obtained that the kind One saveth those on whom He 

~;·, .. ·· ... ::. ·:::,.:::: .. :.c·; -:·.·.:· .. ·: .. ;,:-·.-· ........ : .. :.:;.-.,· . .-.: 

looketh with favour.' 2 This . theory of (j-rac~ i~tf()· 

duces us to that implicit contradiction Vflli<lh ~~- '":find 
broadcast m Guru Nanak's compositions. " r.rhe 

?y~ns of N al1ak: .. _li~~ tll()S~ .. c?f I{a,bir, eonta,in two 
distinct currents, which fr~quentl); ·a~·; ;rt;Td;by ~ia~ 
like the Rhone and the Saone, and hardly mingle." 
T,he dual aspectofthe Suprern~ Self, asitis~~~§~ in 
the Guru's corrtp?sitions, has • already bee~rreferred to. 
" He is the Absolute, raised above all .• differentiation, 

of whom .nothingean be_ •predica,te1, . §e?~~~~ ~~ Tseter
~al .. a~? .. i.rn .. rn.~t-~ble, "!it?o.l1t •• attributes_ .• _.(nirgu~a) .·· ·But 
he 18 ·also . the immanent Gb.d of the visible world, 
Maker of a.ll beings, as f ~fly ~()!ltained II1 ti16''~b.t ·a,s 

in the elephant, dowered with all the qualities of . his 
boundless creation (sarva.-gUJ:w). a Besides, there is 
that contradiction between what may be called free 
will and predestination, between man. 11s the maker of 
his destiny and man as a helpless instrument in the 
hands of Fate. On the one hand, we are told that ' as 
man soweth so shall he reap.' Man's life is as his acts 
constrain him and each person is responsible himself 
for his actions, and shall have to settle his account him
self. Men shall be judged according to their acts ; an 
account of every ghari and moment shall be taken, and 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 20. 
Ibid, pp. 57, 58. 

3 Estlin Carpenter, ibid, p. 485. 
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the soul shall obtain punishment or reward. I ' Here 
is an ethical demand, strictly encompassing the rap
tures of religious . ecstasy, which recognised a. .sphere of 
independent action, and set up man as the maker of his 
own fate.' And the point is further emphasised by a 
description of the terrible fate tbat would await all 
sin:ders after death. 2 ' As sesame is heated and 
pressed, or cotton carded by means of a thong, so shall 
sinners be punished,' says the Guru. But, on the other 
hand, it is definitely laid down that ' what pleaseth 
God shall happen, there is nothing whatever in the 
power of His creatures.' Such destiny shall atten.d 
man as God's pen has recorded upon his forehead, and 
if it please God man crosses the terrible ocean, if it 
please Him he is drowned therein. ' It is the God 
Himself who acteth, no one else acteth.' The kind 
One saves those on whom He looks with favour and 
the holy have thus good fortunes written on their fore
heads. 3 Here then we have . an entirely different 
approach in which man appears helpless in the bands 
of inexorable Fate, receiving his share of preordained 
pleasure or pain. Carpenter says. that " the implicit 
contradiction is partially solved by the incorporation of 
the moral order as realised by the Law of the Deed in 
in the Divine WilL •' 4 But this hardly goes to the 
root of the matter for it still leaves uncertain whether 
man is an entirely free agent so far as his actions are 
concerned. Another explanation may possibly be that 

1 Macauliffe, op. Cit., Vol. I, pp. 70, \JO, 124, 133, 244. 
z Ibid, p. 125. 

Ibid, pp. 08, 66, 87, 100, 145. 

Eathn Carpenter, op. cit., p. 487. 
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there is really no contradiction in Guru Nanak's 'utter 
ances and that whu.t appears to be such is due to the 
fact that these words were addressed in different times 
to different persons .. in • different stages of spiritual 
development. 1 However, it appears to us that in 

' practice the problem was solved in a more effective 

manner. Gur~ ..... :N an~k ~~~s .S>f ....... hi.~.~~i~il~~~ .... ~ • total 
.
1

1. sUxre>lder .. tO the (lur~, •• ""igna~ion of his wisdom 
so .. that.he might be saved. by !h~. ~-~E!d9£ .... ~,1.~~9m 

IOf the Guru. Thus it is evident that as soon as an 
!individual came under the protection of the Guru, the 
i contradiction, referred to above, disappeared so far as 
he was concerned, because henceforward the Guru alone 
acted, the disciple having no separate will apart from 
that of the former. His sole business was to walk in 
the path laid down by the Guru and carry out his 
wishes in implicit obedience. 

This gives us in outline the main elements of the 
'\ p:1essage of Guru Nanak. Three things st~~d ~ut pre-
\\ t ._·:__ .. '. . : _·. ·.. . ., ·_ . :-· -•·:·· . ''''.''."''"' '· "',-•:•co~-:'-" '~ ·•:•---· , --,.:.· : 

'\,\\eminently: The One True Lord, the Gurl.), a,nd the 

~~~.· .• am.e. Sa!v. ation lay in the Word of Godaud: th~"Word 
1\Pould only be known under the Guru's instruction. 
!if' Without the Guru all is darkness ; withoutth.e .\V'ord 
!nothing can be known," 2 says Nanak. The Guru is 
:thus the main link in the chain, the pivot on which 
everything else hinges. And the importance of this will 
become more and more evident as we trace the develop
ment of Sikhism through its various stages. But 
there is another aspect of the matter which requires 

1 This e,xplanation has been suggegtecl to me by my Gurumukhi 
teacher,. Bbai Ajmer Singh. 

2 Macauliife, op. cit., Vol. I, p, 135. 
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immediate attention. From what has been said 
above it may well appear that Guru Nanak was a 
revolutionary who aimed at upsetting the cherished 
institutions of the society in which he was born, 
bringing about a social cataclysm and building a new 
order on the ruins of the old. It :may seem that he" 
had· denounced in turn almost all the important usages 
and institutions .that he found in vogue and · ·• that • he 
had asked ·• his contemporaries to follow a new path • in 
absolute indifferepce to all past traditions and practices. 

~vat~~~ ... ~r1d .. ~ivin.ities_,_, ,Pilgrimages ...• and .... ritualistic 
Pffil5t1~e&; ~t1ie caste sy~tem and its usages were all 

s~~~£aside ~~d the religious ... observances on.. . which 
:Yogis, ~Sidhs and others like them prided themselves 
wef'itthrown ag~in~t their faces as .,so many heaps of 
dust. In short, one. might be inclined to think that 
(}u~~ :Nanakwas· not. a reformer who ... wanted. to re
move the abuses that had crept into the old order and 
s~t'Tttlifhfby restating it in terms of newer environ
ments but that .his object was to cut hi];ll§E3~f adrift 

£from the'bfd' ' IT1()()~illg~ ~lld s~t up a~ i~clep~11dent path 

, '2:~I~""""'!~-~···9a. : ·~~z;;· · nf1~~~~~9.9{: J~!.~.·~~ig4t ...• •·• ·tf1is 
seems to be .tl1~ v1e\V of Macauhife apd JllEir:t:l (l~n be 
I\t!!fa--iubifh~ t.t.~~-t!~I1.c1gf rnoqerp §i~h - . opil}ion. also 
If~s ' i.U.tl:lat ... <fi~~~ti~ll . . Ther~ Indeed can be no question 
ib;isikhi;rrt -gradually developed on certain distinctive 
Ii~e~. ~~'d!1riast·atooa ClearlY differentiated ·· from the 
older~creeds but the point with which we are at present 
concerned is-how are we to understand its start ? A 
close study of the question has convinced us that 
an immediate answer is no easy matter and that 
several important facts have got to be explained and 

l5 
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accounted for before one~ could accept the VIews of 

rq.o~~f~l !rit~rs }i.~e .. J\1:.~?a~li~~ f1I1d. ~~~i.,:£{ahJ);mngh.1 --..... we· wbuiif ·begi"U: ··with- ihe - i~J?o;t·a:r;r"'" question, 
the most important of all, vi~., the :.?~~.ttsysteJI1 
which formed the steel frame of tli~ · · ·~()~i;ry--~in 
·which Guru Nanak was born. The trend of modern 
opinion is that Nanak attempted its total a}joli
tion. Macauliffe is inclined to think that the 
Guru attacked the caste-system most vehemently 

and most successfully and Carpenter says . t~~~ : .. ~_an~k 
\,broke down caste restrictions in every dire~ti9!J..r J3hai 
··<Kahn Singh and Teja Singh also appe~r tgj>~ ~rnpha

tic in their opinion. that t}Je . Guru .. haC!11~ ~~PX for 
casF~ a.nd its l1sages. This sweeping conclusion is 
based primarily on ~tEirtaiil. remarks of .. Gufli Nahak 
about caste and its various obligations that we find in 
his hymns and compositions. But it appears to us 
that this sort of evidence should always be taken ,with 
a good deal of caution. In the first place, it should be 
remembered that the context is, in most cases, irre
coverably lost, the 'settings' attempted in the Janam
sakhis being almost wholly unacceptable; secondly, the 
remarks themselves are not always consistent ; and 
lastly, they often contradict indisputable facts. Indeed, 
it seems to us that their true import has not unoften 

/~ 1 In his_ .w!lll-known treati.~e,_ Hifm. Hiru{t< .. <N~~'Il&.w~~Tfl_l:hn 
. \ Singh seeks .to establish that the. S~.~h~ . a:re . IJ.O~ :Elind1l!l· It should be 

clearly understood that we have no concern with that question here. 
There ~annot be any doubt that Sikhism graduall.r .. ~e.!£!?~ certain 
distinctive lines of its own and particularly after the reforiJ)aj;ig_n by_ Guru 
Gobind Singh the Sikhs have stood clearly differentiat~d .from every 
other communlty. But we are not so sure of th~ dse ~of-Sikhi·;;;; -~nd 
its earlier d,ays, - · · .. . -·--~ --··-··--..... 
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been misunderstood. A few examples, we hope, would 

make our position absolutely clear. 
Vitally connected with the question""ofcaste is the 

custom of wearing the sacred thread. Bhai Kahn 
Singh and others of his way of thinking would have 
us believe that Guru N anak sought to abolish the· 
custom altogether. The sole evidence on which the 
Bhai relies is that well known Slok on the sacred 
thread that is found ill. the Asa k~ War. It runs 
thus: 

'' Out of the cotton of mercy make threads of 
temperateness, and twisting them with Righteous 
Zeal tie in them the knot of continence. 

The sacred threa.d thus formed will be for the soul, 
If thou hast it, 0 Pundit, put it on me. 
It will not break, or geb soiled, or be burnt or. lost. 
Blessed is the man, 0 N anak, who goes about 

with such a thread on his neck. 
Thythread is bought for four pies, and is put on 

in an outlined place. 
With instructions whispered in the ear that the 

Brahmin has become the guru. 
When the man dies, the thread falls· off, and ·he 

goes away threadless.'' 2 

The Janamsakhis state that when Nanak was nine 
years old his father Kalu made arrangements for in
vesting him with the sacred thread and that the Guru 
uttered this Slok in remonstrance to the Pandit. when 
the latter was just going to put the thread on his 

Ham Hin'Ju, Nrthin, p. 87 ; Gurumat PrabhiJ,kar, p. 402. 
2 Teja. Singh, Asa a,: Var, pp. 98, 99. 
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neck. 1 There can be no doubt that this is a later setting 
and we would, therefore, turn immediately to tge Slok 

itself. Now, apart. from this dubious context, what 
does this Slok by itself prove ? Does it indicate that 
Guru Nanak wanted to do away with the custom of 

wearing sacred .threads· or is it a homily addressed to a 
Pandit who considered the wearing of the sacred thrt:lad 
by itself a ground of r-eligious excellence .? •.• Now, on 
another occasion the Guru says : 

'' They are not to be called pure who wash their 
bodies and sit at leisure . 

.Rather are they pure, Nanak, who enshrine the 
Lord in their hearts." 2 

Can this verse be taken to mean that the Guru is 

here attacking the practice of .• washing and bathing ? 
If the answer be in the negative, we would be hardly 

entitled to take the previous Slok as a . diatribe against 

the custom of wearing sacred threads. And again, ·to 
come to a more pointed illustration, in a hymn in Rag 
1Isii the Guru says: 

'• There is only one kitchen of the Lord and none 
other. 

No other kitchen can work, nor can it remain long 
in the world, 

The giver himself is merciful and the whole universe 
is at play, 

He alone is competent to give and feed ail. 
He has given soul, life, body, \vealtb, flavours and 

delicious victuals. We ourselves cannot do anything, 
the Lord has preordained all, 

I Nanak Prakas, Part I, ix ; Macauliffe, op, cit., 
2 Asa ~J War, Slok XVII. 
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The Lord at the head of all is one, the Sidhs and 
Sadhs are helpless, 

0 N anak, .all are applicants, whereas the giver.is t,he 
only one, the Creator." 

It is said that this was the Guru's answer when Rai 
Bular offered him three wells for the maintenance 
of a"public kitchen. 1 :Whatever that might be, it is 
certain that this hymn cannot be taken to mean . that 
the .Guru was hereby rejecting the practice of maintain
ing Langars or free pqblic kitchens, for we definitely 
know that in the earlier days of Sikhism the Langar 
was one of the most characteristic of its institutions. 
Indeed, it seems clear to us that in every one of these 
instances the Guru was warning the listeners against 
their persistent habit of confusing the means with the 
end by pointing out to them the limited trtility of such 
practices as the wearing of the sacred thread, bathing 
and washing, or the maintenance of a public kitchen. 
Teja Singh thinks that the sacred thread was only a 
symbol of exclusiveness 2 but when rightly understood 
it was a constant memento.to its wearer of the tradi
tions of the family in which he was . born and . of the 
natural proclivities of the blood that was in him. 
What the Guru said was that it meant nothing more. 
He did not seek to abolish the custom of wearing the 
sacred thread but vigorously denounced the untenable 
claims advanced on the strength of the thread alone. 

Indeed, if we do not take the Guru's utterances 
in this light several indisputable facts become difficult 

1 Khazan Singh, History and Philosophy of the Sikh Religion, 
Part II, pp. 359, 360. 

2 Teja Singh, Asa di Var, p. 27. 
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and almost impossible of explanation. Gul'l1 N anak 
was not the man to advocate one thing and practise 
another and if it had really been his . intention to 
abolish the custom of wea,ring sacred thl'eaqsit becqmes 
difficult to understand why be himself bad worn · it to 
the last. 1 There is no evidence to show that any of 
his successors had given it up; on the other hand; it 
appears from the writings of Bhai Gur Das Bhala, 
quoted by Malcolm, that "the family of Govin, proud 
of their descent, had not laid aside the Zunnar, or holy 
cord, to which they were, as belonging to the 
Csbatriya race, entitled." 2 Mohsin Fani speaks of 
a disciple of Guru Hargobind, Sadah by name, ' who 
was neither gladdened by good nor affiicated by. bad 
fortune.' The author of the Dabistiin .. goes on to say, 
''I was once his companion on a journey. frorrl K~:tPJ.Il 

to the Punjab. The belt of my coat broke ; Sadah 
gave me immediately his Zunnar to serve me as a 
belt. I said to him : 'Why do you this?' He answered: 
' To tie the Zunnar purports an engagement to serve 
another ; as often as I render some service to friends, 
may I resignmy Zunt~ar for it.' " This incident must 
be regarded as extremely important as it practically 
sets the question at rest. This Sadab was a man 
who was every inch a true disciple of the Gurus. 
Mohsin Fani says that on one occasion be did not stop 
even to see his dying son because that might delay the 
execution of the mission entrusted to him by the Guru. 
' I .went about the Guru's business and will not 

I Dabistan, Vol. II, p. 249. 
2 Sketch of the Sikhs, ·PP· 67, 68 f. n. 
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return, " 1 said he. Such a man also had not given 
up. the janeu but he had no fetish about it and to 
him it was not a symbol of caste-pride and exclusivenesH. 
Still another incident may be mentioned to show that 
there had been no abolition of the custom of wearing 
sacred threads. It is said that on one occasion Guru 
Gol:1:ind Singh asked· for some thread to tie up his 
sword-belt. Daya Singh, the first of the Guru's 
disciples under the new system of initiation by pahul, 

was present there and he at once tore off his janeu 

and offered it to the Guru. 2 It thus appears that the 
sacred thread had not been given up ·even after the 
introduction of Guru Gobind Singh's reforms. The 
argument would possibly be advanced that a time
honoured custom like this could not be made to die 
out so soon and that these instances are to be taken as 
exceptions which rather prove .the rule. But it should 
be remembered that we come across no example of the 
contrary type, and when we find that Guru Nanak 
himself had not given it up and that possibly the flOns 
of Guru Gobind Singh himself had worn it and also 
that two ideal Sikhs like Sadah and Daya Singh had 
it on their necks, the conclusion is irresistible that no 
abolition of the custom had at all been attempted. 
Guru Nanak had merely emphasised the limited 
character of its utility and denounced the perversions 
that it produced in proud and hypocritical mirds. 

I Dabistiin, Vol. II, pp. 284, 285. 
2 It is said that the matter did not end he~e. Day a Singh did not 

take up the sacred thread again. The matter was then reported to the 
Guru on which the latter remained silent, and so on (Surai Prakash, 
Rut, III, 28). But this sequel has nothing to do with us at present. 
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This gives us a new view-point and compels us to 
look more closely . into • the . whole question qf Guru 

~ana~'s. attitu4e. to\Vards the SILst~:syst~Il1· ...••. In the 
Eymns and com'positi~~~ --of - G~rl11fS:~ak - there are, no 
doubt, several remarks which may seem, at first sight, 
to lead to the inevitable conclusion that the Guru 
wanted completely to brush it aside. On one occasion 
the Guru tells us : 

'' What difference is there between a swan. and a 
crane if God look kindly on the latter ? 

Nanak, i£ it please Him, He can change a raven 
into a swan.'' 1 

And again, 

"Castes are folly,uamesare folly: 
All creatures have one shelter, that of God. 
If a man calls himself good, 
The truth shall be known, 0 Nanak, when his 

account is accepted." 2 

In the if sa ki War as well the Guru speaks in the 
same stra1n : 

"Man's evil becometh known, 0 Nanak; the true 
One seeth all. 

Every one maketh endeavours, but it is only what 
the Creator doeth that taketh place. 

Caste hath no power in the next world : there is a 
new order of beings. 

They whose accounts are honoured are the good." 3 

1 Maca~liffe, 
2 Ibid. 

c~t., Vol. I, p. 278. 

a Ibid, p. 223, Slok IX. 
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Teja Singh remarks that '' the Guru mo'st effectively 
refutes the reason or necessity of ·this ,institution 
(casteY by inculcating the belief in •.. one God. who fills 
all beings, whether high or low, and whose light 
reaches down to the lowest orders of beings~" 1 · We 
are not here in any way concerned with the. reason or 
the necessity of the caste-system but our point is . 
whether_ the passages referred to above in,dicate in 
any way that Guru Nanak wantedto abolishit al
together as some modern writers wo;ulphave us believe. 
Indeed, after what we have seen. about. the custom of 
wearing sacred threads no question of abqlition can 

' · · .C. ; .• __ , ___ .,._., 

at all arise,. but ev~n · if we take the above remarks by 
themselves all that can possibly be said is that Guru 
Nanak: was warning his listeners that exclusive reliance 
on caste was absolute foolishness. It was the work 
and mentality that really mattered because, ' high or 
low caste influenceth. not God when He makes any one 
·great.' If we want to understand the attitude of 
Guru Nanak it . seems· essenital that we, should recog-
nise a distinction which is very easily lost sight of, the 
distinction betwe~n caste l},nd caste-pride. .. Th£l. Gu_ru 
had no mercy for the_ latter. To the hypocritical and 
arrogant Brahman the Guru says: 

'' 0 Brahman, so meditate on God 
That his name may become thy purification, 
His name thy learning, and His name thy wisdom 

and good .acts. 
The sacrificial thread is only on thy body as long 

as thou hast life, 

. 1 Teja Singh, A$11 i[.i V.ar, p. 9~ 

16 
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Make the remembrance of the Name thy loin-cloth 
and frontal mark, 

And it shall abide with thee in this world and the 
next.'' 1 

And, as we have seen before, Jogis, Sidhs, Bairagis, 
Khatris, Kazis and Mullahs, all met witlt the.sam~ 
reception in his hands. He used his lash vigofotisly 
on the pride of caste and the pride of na~e but his 
remarks hardly entitle us to conclude. t.bat .be wanted 
a total destruction of the entire social system. 

In this connection much bas • been • rn.a.de • · •· of • the 
remark of Bbai Gurdas that ' Guru Nanak had reduced 
the four castes into one. 2 But, do the facts as we 
know them lend any support to a literal interpretation 
of this remark ? Is there any evidence to show that 
the Sikhs were ignoring the prohibitions of caste 
and forming themselves into a new brotherhood in 
which caste-usages bad no place ? We would have 
occasion .hereafter to discuss the point in detail ; for 
the present, suffice it to say that we know of no 
instances of intermarriage but, on the contrary, we 
have definite information that marriages • even between 
Sikhs and non-Sikhs took place when the caste-con
siderations were favourable. 3 How are we then to 
interpret the remark of Bhai Gurdas? Having regard 
to the circumstances of the time of Guru N anak and 
even that of Bhai Gurdas we are. left no alternative 
but to take it in a figurative sense. All that Bhai 

1 Macauliffe, op, cit., Voloi, p. 307. 
2 Bhai Gurdas, War, I, 23 •. car varan ik varan karaya. See Harn 

Hindu Nahin, p. 81. 
s For a further discussion of the qm)stiori, see Appendix A. 
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Gurdas possibly meant is that N anak had brought meri 
. belonging to all · the four castes under the protection 
of the same true Guru and the Name. At .. any 
rate, his remark is not in the least ·conclusive 
regarding the attitude of Guru N anak towards the 
caste-system. 

Ilil faqt, there is no solid ground to contend that 
Guru Nanak had attempted the abolition of the . caste
system. But at the same time it will not do for us to 
forgetthat the theistic teachers of the medieval school 
brought about a significant innovation. The Guru says: 

'' No one calleth clarified butter or silk impure; 
Such is a saint in regard to caste.'' 1 

Here we have almost an echo of the well-known 
Vaishnava saying that even an outcaste with real 
devotion to God is superior to the Brahman. 2 It 
has already been pointed out that the medieval Bhakti 
movement. owed its inspiration and most of its ideas 
to the system of Ramannja but there was a remarkable 
difference. The glorious and blissful freedom that 
Ramanuja proclaimed to be the gp~J>l of man's spiritual 
endeavours had been reserved by him to the Twice· 
born of the first three castes. " Not for the qudra 
is the grace of God available in this life. By dutiful 
conduct he may work his way up to another birth in 
which he may be admitted to the study of the Vedas 
which is indispensable for the saving knowledge." 3 

1 Macauliffe, op. eft., Vol. I, p. 120. 
2 The original in Sanskrit is " Ca~qalo'pi dvijasrefl!tha:Q. Hari· 

bhakti. paray a ~a:Q.." 
3 Carpenter, op. cit., p. 403. 
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This • barrier.· was .now broken through . ai)d the secret 
of the N{J,me thrown open to all persons, irrespective 
of birth. But. as Carpenter points out, even. in< this 
respe.ct the way had already been prepared by the doc
trine of. prq,pattt. or surr.ender to God. 'Those who felt 
themselves helpless might seek the advice of a precep
tor and resign themselves to the heavenly will,' and• this 
path was open to all, irrespective of caste. or colour 

or creed. 1 This doctrine was now given ... ~··.· .. ~.2~~" ... 
general and extended application and took the form of 
surrender to God and the Guru, and the love of the 
Name. And the historical reasons for this are not 
difficuit to seek out. The political ascendancy ofTshtr:n 
and its vigorous proselytism had shaken the Hindu 
society to its very foundations. The reaction, in its 
first phase, resulted in a strengthening of the forces 
of conventionalism and scripturalisrn but the futility of 
the attempt became soon evident. It became 11ece,s_s~rY.. 
to put forward an ideal, simple yet manly, popular yet 
vigorous, suitable to the masses yet unsuitable.to none. 
Speaking historically, this was what teachers like 
Chaitanya or Nanak sought to achieve. But the new 
idealgrew out of the old, it was a development and 

Carpenter, op: cit., p. 416~ Radhakrishnan Sll!ys,' Prapatti is com
plete resignation tl) . God, and is, according to the Bhagavatas, th~ 
most effective means for gaining salvation. It is open to all, the learned 
as well as the ignorant, the high as well as the low, while the path 
of I?:P.akti, involving as it does jfii1M and karma, is confined to the three 
upper classes.' We are further told that while according to the northern 
school prapatti is one way of reaching the goal and not the only way, the 
southern school, which follows more closely the tradition of the Alv;ars, 
holds that prapatti. ia the only way to s&lvabion. (Indian Phflo$OiJhy, 
Vol. II, pp. 705, 706), There can be no doubt that the medieval teachers, 
in that respect, lllgree with the southern school. 
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not a new departure. Guru Nanak bad not attempt
ed a destruction oftbe. old order but a reformation to 
suit the growing needs of the time. 

Indeed, if we do not take Guru Nanak in·thislight . 
it. becornes difficult; to u11derst~nd his rn~ssage. Leav
ing aside the question of cast.e for the present, we 
would try to illustrate the point by taking up an appa
rently· more simple matter, viz., Guru Nanak's 
attitude towards such customs as pilgrimages, ritualis
t-ic observances and the like. The writers, referred to 
al;>ove; pave. absolutely no doubt that the Guru had no 
mercy for· such futile practices and that he bad asked 
his fqllbwers .to eschew them altogether. 1 It is un
doubtedly true that in the Guru's hymns and composi
tions w1:1 come across many remarks that would seem 
to support. this conclusion. 2 On. one occasion the 
Guru pointed1y obs~rves : 

" Let Jogis practise Jog, let gluttons practise 
gluttony, 

Let penitents practise penance, and tub and bathe 
themselves at places of pilgrimages j 

But let me listen. to thy songs, 0 Beloved, if any 
will sit and' sing them to me.'' 3 

These are strong words· and one cannot be blamed · 
if orhi thinks that the Guru was hereby advocating an 
unqualified rejection of these practices. But is there 
anything intrinsically wrong in 'Such practices as pil
grimages, penl1nce or charity ? Are we to believe 

1 Ham Hi'fl;du.Nahin, pp.165-174; Macanlilfe, op. cit., Vol. J, p. xxi. 
2 Supra, pp. 101, 102. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, p. 10. 
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that a man like Guru Nanak had denounced such 
virtues as mercy, alms-giving • and self-restraint ? If 
not, we are bound to seek a differe~t e:pla~ation of 
his attitude and fortunately • there are ~no~g~ illdica
tions in his own sayings for such an ex:plauation, In 
the J apji the Guru says : 

- ---• 
" Pilgrimage, austerities, mercy, and aliD.s·giving 

on general and special occasions 
Whosoever performeth, may obtain some little 

honour ; 
But he who heareth and obeyeth and loveth God in 

his heart, 
Shall wash off his impurity in the place of pilgrim-

age within him. '' 1 

Here again it is clear that Guru Nanak was laying 
stress on the limited utility of these practices and the 
superiority of true inward devotion. We may even 
go further and say that without the latter the former 
were of no avail. The Guru had possibly this in mind 
when he said : 

" Burnt offerings, sacred feasts, and the. reading of 
the Purans, 

If pleasing to God, are acceptable." 2 

The meaning obviously is that these things by 
themselves were of no value and that they could be 
helpful only when they were performed in a true 
spirit of devotion. In his satire on the Jains the Guru 

1 Japfi, XXI. We have preferred Macauliffe's tQ Teja Singh's 
tra.nslation (The.Japji, p. 36). It is not necessary, however. to discuss 
the respective merits of the two renderings because even if Teja Singh's 
interpretation be correct, tbe atgument is not .vitiated. 

2 :Macaulille, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 28. 
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says/that ' the gods appointed the sixty-eight places of 
pilgrimages, and holy days were fixed accordingly hy 
their orders,' and he ridicules the Jains because they 
were granted no access to these places of pilgrimage. 
They are further censured because they had no sacri
ficial marks on their foreheads and 'did not give 
thtlir deceased relations lamps or perform. their last 
rites, or place anywhere barley rolls and leaves for 
them.' Macauliffe remarks that the Jains conformed 
in many ways to Hindu customs and the Guru here 
censures them. for not being altogether consistent. 1 

But this is more or less true of all sects that have 
arisen from within Hinduism including the followers 
of Guru Nanak himself and it becomes difficult to 
understand why the Guru should particularly select 
the Jains and censure them for the non-observance of 
certain customs which he himself regarded as of little 
or noconseq11ence. In short, it seems to us that, as 
in the matter of the sacred thread, it is necessary that 
we should revise our judgment regarding Guru Nana~'s 
attitude towards such prac'ticesas· pilgrimage,· penance, 
alms-giving and the like. The Guru says: 

"The Ganges, the Jamna; the meeting .of the three 
rivers at Tribeni, Priyag, the seven oceans, 

Alms, charity, and worship are all contained in 
God's name. I recognise Him as the One God in every 
age. 

Nanak, in tbe month of Magh, if I repeat God's 
name with great delight, I. bathe at the sixty-eight 
places of pilgrimage." 2 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. l, p. 151. 
2 Ibid, p. 144. 
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.With this, taken as a whole, nobody needhave any 
quarrel but from this it would be a big jump to <mme at 
once to the conclusion that the Guru was hereby denounc
ing pilgrimage,alms-giving, charity and worship. Indeed, 
it cannot be too strongly insisted that the evidence of 
the Guru's sayings and compositions should be taken 
with a good deal of reservation. His was the language 
of reaction and his persistent endeavour to hammer the 
fundamental truth on his listeners gives a seemingly 
destructive tone to his sayings which may well mislead 
the unwary. The point appears to us so important that 
we make no apology for adducing a few examples. It 
is stated in the J anarnsc"ikhis that when Guru N anak's 
father Kalu represented to him that he required assist
ance in the cultivation of his land and asked Nanak 
to turn his attention to agriculture the Guru said.: 

" Make thy body the field, good works the seed, 
irrigate with God's name ; 

Make thy heart the cuitivator; God will germinate 
in thy heart, and thou salt thus obtain the dignity of 
nirvan." 

And again, 

'• Make thy mind the ploughman, good acts the 
cultivation, modesty the irrigating water, and thy body 
the field to till, 

The Name the seed, contentment the harrow, and 
the garb of humanity thy fence : 

By the work of love the seed will germinate ; thou 
mayest behold happy the homes of persons who .thus 
act." 
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It is said that Kalu then wanted his son to take up the 
occupation of a shopkeeper and the Guru replied: 

" Make the knowledge that life is frail . thy shop, 
the true name th7. stock-in-trade ; 

Make meditation and contemplation thy piles of 
v.essels ; put the true Name into them. 

Deal with the dealers of the true Name and ·thou 
sha,lt gladly take home thy profits.'' 

Nanak was next asked to take up the occupation 
of a merchant and to deal in horses but he replied in 
the same. strain: 

'' Make thy hearing of thy sacred books thy mer
chandise, truth the horses thou takest to sell ; 

Tie up virtues as thy travelling expenses, and think 
not in thy heart oftomorrow." 

At last in despair Kalu asked him to take govern
ment service, whereupon the Guru remarked: 

• • Make attention thy service, faith in the name 
thine occupation ; 

Make the restraint of evil thine effort, so shall men 
congratulate thee." 1 

The story of the conversation between the father 
and the son may or may not be true but we are here 
concerned with the verses alone. It is clear that these 
utte.r.ances can, in no way, lead to the conclusion that 
the • Guru was hereby .denouncing the professions of 
cultivation, shop-keeping, trade or government s~rvice. 
Similarly, when the Guru says: 

'' Make kindn~;~ss thy mosque, sincerity thy praJ.er
.cl).rpet, what is just an.d lawful thy Quran, 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 21·2". 

17 
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Modesty thy circumcision, civility thy fasting, so 
shalt thou be o. Musa.lman ; 

Make right conduct thy Kaaba, truth thy spiritual 
guide, good works thy creed and thy prayer, 

'rhe will of God thy rosary, and God will preserve 
thine honour, 0 Nanak," 1 

we would be hardly justified in thinking that. N.ariak. 
is attacking Islam and rejecting its institutions and 
practices. Again, when the Brahman is told: 

''Make the remembrance of the Name thy loin· 
cloth and frontal mark, 

And it shall abide with thee in this world and the · 
next. 

Search for nothing but the true Name; 
Make God's love thy worship, the burning of the 

love of wealth thine incense. 
Look only on the one God, search for none other." 2 

we must not hastily conclude that the Guru is here 
denouncing the Brahman, the loin-cloth and the frontal 
mark. And this gives us a viewpoint which has got to 
be consistently applied if we wish to understand Guru 
Nanak aright. As we have said more than once, Nanak 
was primarily concerned in dispelling the illusion tha,t 
arose from a confusion of the means with the end and 
his criticism of the means was concrete. and not abstr~ct. 
He had nothing to say against ... pharitj', p€lna~(l~, er 
pilgrimage as such but denounced them as be found 
them in actual practice. He attacked the perversions, 
-not the customs ·themselves. When the Guru says, 
" the more one wandereth on pilgrimages, the m,qre one 

I U~c~uliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p, 38. 
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babbleth," 1 his criticism is directed more towa.rds the 
ma.n than the practice itself. 

And further, it is admitted on all hands that Guru 
Amar Das had undertaken a pilgrimage to Kurkhetar, 
the Jamna and the Ganges. It is stated in the Sura,j 
Prakas, a work written nearly three hundred years 
aft& the event, that this was done in accordance with 
the advice of Emperor Akbar and that· the object 
was to divert the wrath of the Hindus. This story 
may very well be of doubtful authenticity ; ~ in fact, 
Bhai Kahn Singh ignores it altogether and takes his 
stand on entirely different grounds. In the first place 
it is stated in Jetha's account of the pilgrimage, 
which is incorporated in the Granth Sahib, that 
'the true Guru made the toil of pilgrimage in order 
to save all people,' and Bhai Kahn Singh remarks 
that the Guru's object in undertaking the journey 
was to preach the truth and thereby dispel ignorance. 
Secondly, attention is drawn to the fact that the 
Guru did. now her~ perform the customary rites and 
consequently his was not a pilgrimage in the ordinary 
sense. 3 But there is another instance which Bhai 
Kahn Singh ignores and to which this explana
tion does not seem to apply. Guru Tegh Bahadur 
bad also visited various places of pilgrimage and we 
are told by no less an authority than Guru Gobind 
Singh himself that when he came toPrayag,' he passed 

I Ibid, p. 307. 
2 But it is important to note that the remission of the pilgrim-tax 

on the Guru and his party establishes a connection of the Emperor with 
the Guru's pilgrimage. 

3 Kahn Singh, Ham Hindu Nahin, pp. 172-73. 
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his days in charity and other meriLorious acts. • 1 

The conclusion is obvious. Gmu 'l'egh Bahadur at 
least had no prejudice about certain formalities which, 
in the .opinion of several modern writers, had been 
denounced and abolished by Guru Nanak. 

YV e venture to hope that the foregoing remarks 
have made at least this much clear that the que!:!tion 
in hand is a complicated one and that any conclusion 
based solely on the uttenvnces and compositions of 
Guru Nanak may very well be misleading. There are, 
however, several matters where, in addition to the 
Guru's own remarks, the history of Sikhism as well 
points invariably to only one possible conclusion: we 
may £ake, for instance, the question of Nanak's 
attitude towards avatars and divinities and sacred 
texts like the Veds and the Koran. It has already 
been pointed out that one of Guru Nanak's constant 
themes was the glory and greatness of the One True 
Lord and the comparative insignificance of everything 
else ; he was never tired of harping on the idea of .the 
unity of the Godhead and his language is always .strong 
and sometimes even violent. And there cannot 
be any doubt that Sikhism enjoined the worship 
of the One True Lord alone. Similarly, with regard to 
the sacred texts as well, the fact cannot possibly be 
disputed that Sikhism grew independently of these and 
that it recognised the authority of none but its own 
Gurus. The conclusion, therefore, seems obvious that 
in these matters at least Guru Nanak's attitude was 

1 Bacitra Natale, VIII, i. In Macauliffe's translation it is written 
that the 'Guru bathed at various places of pilgrimage' (VoL V, p. 303) 
but there is nothing in the original about bathing. It runs thus : 

jab hi jat tribeijilbha'e, punndan din karat bita.'e. 
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destructive. But several considerations lead us · to 
think that even this cannot be regarded as final ; here, 
as well, a qualification is necessary. 

It is not difficult, even in this connection, to 
develop an argument on previous lines. But leaving 
that alone, we would concentrate our attention on one 
sigrrificant fact which appears to us more or ·Iess 
decisive. Besides the compositions of the first five 
Gurus and the hymns of Guru Tegh Bahadur together 
witn a verse of Guru Go bind Singh which were added 
afterwards, the Granth Sahi!b also contains hymns of 
sever~1}3hagats or saints of various orders, Of these, 
Jilide·~-- ·was indisputably a worshipper of Kr~!fa, 
'Namd.~V: ·~a~red. the sall1e deity as Vitthal, Ramananda 
wor~I~ipped V1~1fU as .. Rall1challdra, . and .. Pipa, Sain 
afur!r~:v D~e were the latter's disciples. 1 Macauliffe 
is of opinion that probably the intention of Guru Arjan 
in incorporating the hymns of these saints was to 
enable the readers of the Granth Sahib to follow the 
historical development of the Sikh reformation, ' for 
otherwise he could not have included in his compilation 
hymns quite opposed to the principles and tenets of 
his predecessors.' 2 But this is reading modern ideas 
in the mind of Guru Arjan and we are simply unable to 
accept this explanation. What was the Granth Sahib ? 
It was the very embodiment of the Gurus, the 
r=J:I?oratecrwo?-a·, ·truth asreveaJea·; 'eve.n· the Guru 
CliO~t~g~for ' li:irnseif a seat lower than tha:t" of the 
Scripture.' 3 Is it conceivable that Guru Arjan had 

1 Kabir has been purposely omitted because the current view is 
that be, too, had denounced avatars and divinities. 

2 Macauliffe, ibid, Preface, P• xxxii. 
3 Teja Singh, Asa di V ar, p. 19, 
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inc:orporated in such a work writings .which were 
opposed to the principles that he advocated ? The 
conclusion must be that there is nothing in these 
hymns which is opposed to the principles arid tenets 
of Sikhism, as Guru Arjan understood them. 

Indeed, it seems probable that Macauliffe himself 
realised the difficulty of his position, for, furtheroon, 
he remarks that ' the Hindu Bhagats for the most 
part began life as worshippers of idols, but by study 
and contemplation arrived at a system of monotheism 
which was appreciated by Guru Arjan.' 1 Again, 
speaking of the hymns of Namdev that are found in 
the Granth Sahib, Macauliffe says that ' they belong 
to three periods of his life-boyhood when · he was an 
idolater, manhood when he was emancipating himself 
from Hindu superstitions, and old age when his hymns 
became conformable to the ideas of religious reformers 
at the time, and to the subsequent teaching of the 
Sikh Gurus. It is on account of his later and more 
matured opinions that his writings have been incor
porated in the sacred book of the Sikhs.' 2 AJthqugh 
we think that this division is uncalled for and that 
there is a fundamental unity in the hymns taken as a 
whole which Macauliffe fails to perceive, we would 
content ourselves by pointing out that even this does 
not clear the position. Guru_ Arjan might clearly have 
stopped with the hymns of the third variety and he need 
not have gone out of his way to incorporate others, 
which, in the opinion of Macauliffe, are definitely anta
g~mistic to the fundamental tenets of Sikhism. .There 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., VoL VI, p. 1. 
2 Ibid, p. 40. 
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can thus be little doubt that we have got to seek a 
different explanation for the fact in quflstion. And that 
seems simple enough if we could only, for a moment, 
lay aside our preconceptions and relax our attention to 
details. With his lofty spiritualism Guru Arjan had 
no difficulty in perceiving that the main thing that 
mattered was sincerity of purpose, earnest devotion 
and the spirit of surrender, and he had catholicity 
enough to appreciate these qualities wherever he found 
them. It is the selfsame spirit that made Chaitanya 
" as devout in a temple of <;Jiva as in one of Vii?I].U. 
,Whatever form or emblem had acquired sanctity served 
to remind him of the object of his love. This was not 
the result of a crude Pantheism. It was the recogni
tion of the value conferred by the devotion of others 
on objects which had aided them (however incongruous 
they might seem)' to approach the Deity." 1 The 
parallel is not exact for, in the first instance, it is the 
devotion itself that matters, whereas in the second we 
are concerned w1th the objects of devotion. But the 
spirit .is the same. Guru Arjan asked his Sikhs . to 
worship and to sing the praises of the One True Lord . 
alone but, at the same time, he taught them. to respect 
earnest devotion and the spirit of surrender, irrespective 
of the object of adoration. This would explain why 
he incorporated .in the Granth Sahib several hymns 
which, !lit first sight, seem opposed to the most vital 
tenet of Sikhism. Thus the worship of the avatars 
and divinities were not entirely valueless if it could be 
performed in the right spirit of devotion and surrender. 

1 Estlin Carpenter, op. cit., p. 444, 
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But at the same time it must be distinctly understood 
that the hymns of Guru Nanak as welLas those of his 

successors lend •• absolutely . no support to ithe theory of 
incarnation. It may not be improbable · that the 
statement of Mohsi11 Fani, whose remarkE!iare almost. 
always refreshing, gives us a clue to the reaL attitude 
of Guru N anak in this respect : '' Nanak praised" j}le 
religion of the Musalmans, as well as the Avatars and 
the divinities of the Hindus ; but he knew that these 
objects of veneration were created and not creators, and 

he denied their real descent from heaven." 1 In fact, 
Guru N anak does not deny the missions of • prophets 
and holy persons. On one occasion we are told that 
many such came into the world, started many 
religions, served the one Lord who is the God of 
all and departed after playing their respective 
parts.2 And, as regards the divinities, we should not 
forget that Guru Nanak does not reject them al
together. In the J apji we are told : 

·~; One Maya in union with God gave birth to three 
acceptable children. 

One of them is creator, the second the provider, 
the third performeth the function of destroyer." 

This is the Hindu Trinity in toto ; but, at the same 
time, the Guru makes it clear .that these are no 
independent agencies because ' as it pleaseth God, He 
directeth them by His orders.' 3 Again, in empha
sising the glory of the Name and recounting the profits 

1 Dabistiin, Vol. II, pp. 248, 249. 
~ Khazan Singh, op. cit., p. 411. 
3 Japji, XXX. 
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that on~ could obtain by its repetition, the Guru says 
that ' by hearing the Name man becometh as Shiv, 
Brahma, and I~dar.' 1 It thus appear!\ that 
what Guru N anak did was to place the divinities in 
their proper positions in relation to the One Supreme 
Lord ; his attack is directed not towards the divinities 
them.selves but rather to those who allowed them to 
obscure the vision of the Lord and worshipped them 
exclusively in utter ignorance or disregard of the True 
One Himself. 

And it appears to us tl:mt with regard to the sacred 
texts as well, the position is not dissimilar. So far as 
Guru Nanak is concerned Bhai Kahn Singh quotes 
only one verse from his hymns to support his theory 
that the Guru had rejected the sacred books. 2 A few 
others might possibly be added 3 but, apart from 
the defective nature of the evidence furnished by th~m, 
it is so difficult to reconcile them with several explicit 
utterances of the Guru on the matter that we have 
little doubt that their trpe import pave )JeeJ) ;misunder
stood. In the Japji tbe Guru sa,ys; 

" Men have grown weary at last of searching for 
God's limits; the Veds say one thing, that God has no 
limit. 

The thousands of Purans and Muhammadan books 
tell that in reality there is but one principle; 

If God can be described by writi:p.g, then describe 
Him ; but such description is impossible." 4 

1 Japji, IX. In both the instances we have followed Macauliffe's 
translation. Teja Si:p.gh's renderings are different and give, in each 
case, a considerably altered sense and they are har<).ly borne out by the 
original. See Appendix 13. 

2 Ham Hindu Nahin, p. 60. 3 Supra, p. 102 ~ Japji, XXII. 

18 
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This is a positibn which ncine need dispute, and ifthis 
be construed into an attack on the sacred books it, 
should be remembered that the criticism would apply 
with equal force to the Granth Sahib as well. In the 
Sodar we read : 

'' The Pandits and. the Supr~me Eikhis, reasling 
their Veds, singThee in every age, 

The jewels created by. Thee with the sixty-eight 
places of Hindu pilgrimage sing Thee." J 

And in the Asa ki W("ir we have what seems like a 
justification of the Veds. 2 Indeed, in one place the 

· Guru distinctly says: 

"The four .books and the four Veds, which were 
prornulgat13d in the world, 

Came down from high under the pr(iers ofthe 
Lord God." 3 

Further, it is important to note that the Guru asked 
his father to make the reading of sacred books his 
merchandise and he advised Mian Mitha thus: 

•' Act according to the Qura.n . and • thy sacred 
books.'' ~ Utterances like these are difficult to 

:reconcile with the theory that Guru Nanak had 
advised a wholes.ale rejection of . the. sacred books. 
But we think that. the apparent ·inconsistencies 
would autoinatically disappear if we could once 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 250 1 251. 
2 SlokXIIl: 
3 Khaza.n Singh~ op. cit., p. 343. 
i .Maeaulilfe; ibid, Vol. J;'pp• 2s; 11}3. 
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realise the . difference between .an attack on Scrip
turalism and one on the Scriptures themselves. 
Guru N amtk had no mercy for men who bad 
no real devotion and piety but still prided on their 
knowledge of the sacred. texts, for those who con
sidered the reading of those texts by itself a greatl:r 
meritorious act. Such persons were told plainly tha,t 
'the reading of the Veds was a secular occupation.' 
It qQe.s not see:rn improbable that the following verse 
of Kabir, which is found in the Granth Sahib, gives us 
a clue to the real attitude of N anak in this respect : 

'.'What availeth thee to read the Veds and Pur.11ns? 
It. is like loading a donkey with sandal whose 

perfume he valueth UOt." I 

Again, it is significant that Bhai Gurdas attributes, 
partially at least, the ignorance and superstition 
prevalent in the wor1d on the eve of Guru Nanak's 
advent to the faqt that the people had forgotten 
the Veds. Thus, the perversity was there not 
because of the Veds but rather owing to the fact 
that the Veds had ceased to .function. Further, 
the same author remarks that the Veds are 'the 
warehouse of the Guru' which enables ·a man to 
cross thb .. ocean of worldly desires, but they could 
not be understood without the true Guru. 3 This is 

1 Macaulift'e, op. cit., Vol. VI, p. 247. 
2 Wiir; I, 21. 
3 Ibid, I,. 17. For 'warehouse of the Guru' we have in the original 

'guru hat.' The meaning probably is that the Veda were the store
house of the Guru's instruction. It shouLd, however, be rioted that in 
I, 25, Bhai Gurdas writes in a somewhat different strain, for l!e says tha~ 
pothin~ about ' lqve ' is fpund in the Veda .. 
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in effect what Kabit tells us in· the following verse: 

" The words of the sacred texts are as seas of m.ilk ; 
For that ocean let the Guru be churning-staff.'' 1 

It thus appears that the theory of tbe tejecti()l} 
of the sacred texts is by rio means so obvious. 
On the other hand, it seems that Guru Na.nak • had 
merely pointed out the inutility of relying on scrip
tures without the saving grace of devotion and piety. 
Again, to speak iri the words of Kabir: 

" Say not that the Hindu and Musalman books are. 
false ; false is he who reflecteth not on them." 2 

And to this we might add that false are those 
:who parade their knowledge of the sacred texts 
:without understanding their spirit, who confuse learn
ing with wisdom, and who. in their hypocrisy and 
arrogance, prefer blind scripturalism to devotion and 
piety. As the Guru himself says: 

" A man may load carts with books ; he may load 
men with books to take with him ; 

Books may be put on boats ; pits may be filled 
with them. 

A man may read books for months ; he may read 
them for years ; 

He may read them for life ; he may read them 
while he hath breath--

Nanak, only one word, God's name, would be of 
account ; all else would be the senseless discussion of 
pride.'' 3 

I Macauli:l'fe, op. cit., Vol. VI, p, 219, 2 luid, p. 277. 
3 Asii ki Wiir, Slok IX; Ma<laulille, ibid, Vol. i/p; 229. 
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Here again, it is not difficult to understand that 
the Guru's objective is the man and not the books 
themselves. 

And the fact, that in the subsequent development 
of Sikhism the s~cred books played little or no part. is 
easy to explain. So long as the appeal had been, more 
or less, to the intelligentsia the old texts bad sufficed. 
Only re-interpretations had been necessary from time 
to time and Sanskrit was adequate to serve as the 
medium. But the advent of Islam had changed the 
whole situation ; the masses bad now to be taken 
into confidence and the teaching administered in. a 
language intelligible to them. This was why the ' 
teachers of the medieval bhakti school took up the 
Vernaculars as the medium of their instruction and 
propaganda. It is interesting to note that the con
temporary political movernent of our country provides 
us with an instructive parallel. Herein as well, so 
long as the intelligentsia alone were concerned, English 
bad conveniently served the purposes of political agita
tion but, as the movement filtered down and reached 
the masses, the question of a lingua franca, other than 
English, has come prominently to the forefront. 
Thus, the cii·cumstances pressed the Vernacular in, and 
its use by Guru N anak does not by itself prove any
thing regarding his attitude towards the old Sanskrit 
texts. 

We thus find it extremely difficult to follow the 
lead of the writers referred to above. It appears that 
the~~is no sllltisfactory evi~.~11ce to contend that Guru 
N~n~~.·~~!liunced. almost everything that he bad found 
iJi"";ii~t~nce and that it was his object to build an 
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;{". elltir~lY_Ilo~e! •.. s~rll .. Ptu~e ... ?.n~h~ r·uin~ . . ~f the ?ld ... ()n 
· th·e ·-~o~tr~ry, t.~~ ... ~~P~ii~!~- - -af our comman<r1eaa·us 
to--thi~k~th~t- he left a-lmost ~~-;tythftiK~i~he~~nd--that 

was pis ·pd~ary · c~!lc~rn t~ pr?Y~~-~::.~I§:_iQ:~~impo• 
:raries with a new viewpoint an(i l:l. ... deta~hrnent 

wb,ich would enable them to understand the relative 
value of things in matters religious and . to distinguish 
the fundamental from the secondary. In fact, it has 
been maQ.e sufficiently clear that the message of Guru 
Nanak's hymns can never be understood aright unless 
they are approached in a:q altered perspective. The 
apparent inconsistencies would then automatically 
disappear and we would begin to appreciate the 
true significance of the Guru's utterances. How else, 
for instance, are we to explain a hyrnri like the 
following ?-'-

" The demigods in order to behold 'l'hee, 0 God, 
made pilgrimages in suffering and hunger. 

Jogis and Jatis go their own ways, and don ochre
coloured garbs. 

For Thy sake, 0 my Lord, the darweshes are 
imbued with love. 

Thy names are various, Thy forms are various, the 
number of Thy merits cannot he told. 

Men leaving houses and homes, palaces, elephants 
and horses go abroad. 

Priests, prophets, holy and sincere men leave the 
world to obtain salvation. 

They abandon good living, rest, happiness, and 
dainties; 

They doff clothes, and wear skins. 
Imbued with Thy name they in anguish and pain 

hecc;nn,e darweshes at Thy gate. 
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They don skins, carry begging-bowls, staves, and 
wear hair-tufts, sacrificial threads, and loin-cloths." I 

We make no apology for having quoted this hynn1 
in extenso because it appears to us that it is, more .or 
less, decisive and practically sets the question . at rest. 
It wjll be seen that here the Guru makes it perfectly 
clear that Jogis and Jatis going their own ways; 
priests, prophets, holy and sincere men who become 
_udiisis in order to obtain salvation; and person13 
practising austerities of various kinds, may ' becom~ 
darweshes in God's gate ' if they are imbued with the 
love of the Name ; and that the wearing of ochre
coloured robes, loin-cloths, sacrificial threads, or 
hair-tufts: the abandonment of worldly life, and the 
carrying of begging bowls and staves are not, in 
any way, inconsistent with true devotion and piety. 
In short~ t~e Guru says t~at the t11iJJg that really 
mattered--w~s- sincere devotion: without it all else 
were- f~\mi~~~7 ;1:1<1 very often became . i:chpedi.ments 

~i~~!, : __ £r2~ress. But where devotion_ W\ts earn:
est and sincere, everything changed its colour and 
even impediments . became useful auxiliaries. Guru 
Nanak had realised the truth, but it was. n()t _a 
truth that cut its way aloft in supreme indifference. to 
all around: it was rather that which revitalised every
thing by its magic touch and encompassed all in one 
wide synthetic sweep. 

~. ~~~~;f~~~l.i~c~~;;~l!th~;r;'#'f~~: Z!: 
agi);i~~t. Hinduism:. In Nanak, perhaps,. tl;!e reaction 

1, :M:aeaulifi'e, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 93; 94. 
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reached its limits and _thus gl:i,ve a poi~{la,nti.-/ 

tone to many of his utterances which _af:f'tr~(~ight 
-give the im_}:)ression that his was a ge.strl1ctiy~--~I1dre
\1volutionary ideaL But_there is no _.s,a,~isf~;to~J"~iide~~~ 
;:to show thathe intended to overturntp~ ~o~iaf ' orde:. 

/ At the same time, it should be noted th~t -h~- ~-;;;-;ot 
a reformer of the modern' type who wa1lt8 to Ilil;.t6:V~ 
matters by piecemeal reformation, t~k:il1g the ftbuses 
'one after another. He had realised that the ignorance 
and strife from which his contemporaries suffered was 
due primarily to the fact that form had supplanted 
spirit. This was what he sought to remedy and_he 
went straight into the_ heart ?ft~e ,disease, leaving tlJ.e 
s}'riJgto[llsto take care _?f t~~~~el~e~. _He knew that 
if ·people- could be persuaded to regard things in the 
right spirit all that were unmeaning and ·unhealthy 
would automatically disappear ; and the senseless dis
putes that troubled society were also bound to lose 
much of their venom and bitterness, if men could 
be convinced that all that they were quarrelling for 
were, after all, immaterial. It is an .ad1llitted fact 
that in the medieval b haldi movement the - supreme 

i~~~-~-s~-· o~------'l?ve' __ d?.II1ti1a,teq _____ ~Y.Y!Y_t&i~K-~l_se _but, 
unfbrtunately' its jmplications haye Il9P 11:tlO{tel1 been 
misunderstood. It has been rather too readily taken 
for granted that as 'love' implied equality the main 
assault of. the movement was directed against the 
caste-system. But as we have seen, at least so far 
as Guru Nanak is concerned, facts speak otherwise. 
He had the vision to perceive that any unnecessary 
attack on time-honoured institutions and practices 
would only intensify the prevailing bitterness and 
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strife and thus defeat his own object of extending the 
s-

spirit of equality and fellowship. We IIlust potforget 
_ that 'Ioye' ~Is() , , . irnplie~}oleration .and thay it caii syn
thesise with~ut - ,des-truction. The mess~ge of 'love' 
""'--~~~-'""""'..="";;;;~o:;::o::•.7\';;:."··"''·' ·'l.,r;. ,, ··· ·· ··-· --....... ~--······-- · - · -

ed_ n?t 11ecessarilj' be op,~ . of uniformity; _ it maj'as 
wefrh'e .that ofuiiity --1~ - cfi~~~slty. Thi~i~ ho.w we h~ve 
~~~~:;>;;t~=""-~""'~"";::>~="".,,..,;·c:;.:~•.:;-·;:-:;..,-." ·"""'!f""":-~'"'"• ' "'- ' ·'-"·--•- - .- --- -- -.. ~ - · -.-

uridel'stood _ the •teach~:t;~g of G-uru Nanak. He was out 
·~~-:.<!!:1~~>!;'.=- ~::~.-- -:~---~"'"~,.q. .. ,..~.or, ~ -·---"· •. .:.,;, ._.--,-.-"""'" ---- ----- .- '· 

not to Jnll but to _ h~~l, _ no~ _ to d~f:lt!~.Y", ~1]~ , -to _ con- ; 
~:,;::.~~,__>.,c.;:;. -"~-,-=~~--...:.,~-·~---·-· "'1 :- --:-:- ... -....,...-~'--•--'-'---~----~..._,. __ ,,, .:;: ... ~ .... _ .. ~--~ - ---- ... ~ 

serve--1 -'" ' - 'However, it was idle to expect that all 
~o~ld . accept his diagnosis _or his remedy .and a new 
order consisting of the followers of Guru Nanak 
grarually came into being. How that came about 
i$ the enquiry that we intend to pursue in the follow-
ing pages. 

1 This is a subject which · can hardly be treated adequately in a 
siu~le chapter. Thfl'I"e are sollie ot~er aspects o£it which we have not 
brought under review for want of space; for instance, we may mention 
the very interesting questions that are raised by the following statement 
of Carpenter:" The movement of Nanak, which culminated in the forma
ti a;";;T;;-ki~dof church nation, was fed from two sources, aud. attempted 
to establish a religion combining the higher elements of Hinduism and 
Islam alikP" (op, cit., p. 489}. Our treatment of Nanak's message will 
show that this is a view with which we can hardly agree. However, for 
the present, we leave the discussion out as we intend to return to ,the 
whole question in a separate . monograph. 

19 



CHAPTEH V 

THE FouNDATION ~F THE SIKH PANTl:I 

The nomination of Angad to the Guruship is a fact 
of the profoundest si gnificance in Sikh history. When 
(,}uru N anak had stressed the indispensableness of the 
' Guru ' he was making no new departure, because this 
had been recognised by almost all the teachers of the 
medieval school. But the really vital moment came 
when he appointed a successor. As Trumpp says,. 
' the disciples of N anak would no doubt have soon 
dispersed, and gradually disappeared, as well as the 
disciples of many other Gurus before Nanak, if he had 
not taken care to appoint a successor before his 
death.' 1 Whatever might have been the object of 
Nanak, whether be intended to found a separate p~th 
of his own, or whether, as Narang says, 'it was simply 
to leaven the social and religious thought of the 
Hindus, and to improve the general tone of their 
moral and spiritual life,' 2 it is clear that under the 
circumstances some" sort of a cleavage was inevitable. 
It can be readily believed that Guru Nanak's propa
ganda bad given many of his contemporaries a rude 
awakening but at the same time it should not be 
-forgotten that the number of those who had come, 
directly or indirectly, under the Gurll's influence and 
accepted his teachings must have been insignificant in 

/ 

1 Trl)mpp, op, cit., p. lxxvii. 
2 Narang, op. cit., p. 15. 
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comparison with those who had not ; and if Nanak's 
message was not to prove a cry in the wilderness it was 
ess ential that his followers should unite and fight for 
the principles that their Master had preached. Looked 
at from this standpoint the nomination of Angad was 
a matter of supreme importance as it placed the move
men11 under the guidance and control of a definite and 
indisputable leadership and gave it a distinctive turn 
at the very out set of its career. 

As we have tried to show before, Guru Nanak had 
practically !eft the details to take · care of themselves 
and had concerned himself more or less with the 
fundamentals. In fact, there had been very little of 
direct innovations, at least so far as social usages were 
concerned, and as yet there was not much to distinguish 
the followers of N anak from the general Hindu mass. 
It is no doubt true that the Guru had clearly pointed 
out the uselessness of mere formalities and observances 
when they are divorced from the spirit that should 
animate them, but this was not enough and the supreme 
need of the moment was to clothe the Guru'B message 
with some distinctive emblems which might give it an 
individuality of its own. Moreover, certain peculiar 
chara.cteristics of Hinduism made such a course all the 
more imperative. It is important to remember that 
Hinduism has no cut-and-dried creed and that it never 
prescribes the same mode , of worship for everybody. 
Broadly speaking, adhi.krira or aptitude has always been 
regarded as a factor in the prescription of Hindu reli
gious duties and opinions have generally been tolerated 
almost to any extent provided certain social usages 
w:ere not wa,ntonly violated. Under the circumstances 
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it was not at all difficult for Hinduism to accoil)roodu,te 
the followers of Nana.k within its fold>J , and absorb 
them totally in time. As the ~QU.t$1y,, .. inieci~v.e, _peFioGJ., 
of a religious movement does not Ia,st long ai114 as, in 
the large majority of .cases, the form ·has a teqd~ncy: to 
get the bettet of the spirit, 'it is quite conceivable .that '' 
Guru Nanak's efforts might easily have been dissipated. 
' In order that the influences . started by N anak might 
conti~ue. to work, it was essential that those influences 
should be perpetuated,' and paradoxical as it may 
seem, new forms forged in order that the spirit might 
not disappear. The appointment of Guru Angad to the 
Guruship was the first great step in that direction and 
others were soon to follow. 

Guru Angad or Lahina, as he wasealled before his 
nomination to the Guruship, was a Khatri ·Of the 
Tihuu 1 dan and was born in A. D. 1504. His father 
Pheru who was a trader by profession lived in the 
village of Matte di Sarai but later on removed first to 
Harike and then to Kbadur ' now a famous Sikh ~QW:11 . 

in the Tarn 'l1aran sub- collectorate of the Amritsar 
district.' It appears that the people of Khadur were 
devoted worshippers bf the goddess Durga, and Lahina, 
who from his very boyhood was of an intensely religious 

1 The Tihuns or Tribuna belong to the Biua-Sarin group of the 
Khatris (Nanak Pralciis gives the name as TihaJ;~, Part IT, xlvii, 3). 
The Bedi, the Tihun, the Bhal!a and the SoQ.hi became sanctified by the 
births of the various Sikh Gurus to them. Nanak was a Bedi, Amar 
Das a Bhalla, and Ram Das and his successors,. Soqhi. ' In· each case 
the section, as a whole, appears to have acquired a.. sacred character by 
the birth of the Guru witbin.l.t, and it is not merely his descendants who 
possess that character.' (Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, 
p. 512.) 
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temperament, ' organised a yearly pilgrimage of devout 
Hindus to J awalamukbi, a place sacred to Darga in 
the lower Himalayas, where fire issues from the 
mountains.' 1 But Labina's religious life suddenly took 
a new turn when oLe day be beard a voice that stirred 
the innermost depths of his being. There was a 
Sikh at Khadur whose practice it was to recite the 
hymns of Guru N anak and it was this that Lahina had 
heard. The Sikh told him all about Guru Nanak who 
lived at Kartarpur on the bank of the Ravi and at 
whose feet he had obtained peace and contentment. 
Lahina's mind was soon made up and he determined 
to pay a visit to the Guru at the earliest opportunity. 
At the time of the next annual pilgrimage to Jawala
mukhi Lahina visited Guru Nanak on the way and 
was so overwhelmingly impressed by the latter's perso
nality and the charm of his discourses that he parted 
company with his villagers and stayed on with the 
Guru. In due time he got initiation and soon became 
the most devoted of the Guru's followers. 

All authorities agree that Lahina was of the very 
essence ofobedience and of his career as a disciple of 
Nanak prior to his nominati~n to his Guruship we 
know little else. The va.rious incidents narrated in 
the J anamsiikhis are all calculated to show the depth 
of Lahina's devotion and the implicit character of his 
surrender to Nanak. Indeed, the Guru is reported to 
have said, " Thou hast performed excessive devotions. 
Between thee and me there is now no difference. None 
of my Sikhs hath such faith and confidence in me as 
thou, and therefore I love thee most of alL Thou 

I Nanak Prakas, xlvii, 12, 13; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 1. 
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art verily Angad a part of my body. I con
gratulate thee." 1 It is no wonder, therefore, that 
when GnruNanak, in Varioqs ways, tested the devotion 
of the Sikhs Lahina alone could stand the trial and 
he finally obtained tLe Guruship ' as a reward · of 
devotion and service. ' 

It can be easily surmised that Angad's noiD.il.J.ati6n 
to the Guruship was not likely to be looked upon with 
favour by Nanak's family at Kartarpur and one 
of the first acts of the second Guru was to remove his 
seat to Khadur. In fact, the Coronation Ode distinct
ly states that the sons of Guru Nanak did not obey his 
words. and had become rebels, 2 so it was idle to expect 
that they would now give their allegiance to their 
father's nominee. We are also told that almost imme
diately after his removal to Khadur Guru Angad kept 
himself concealed in a room in the outskirts ()[ the 
village. The room was locked upon him arid his where"' 
abouts were known only to a Jat girl, named Nihali, 
who brought him a pot of milk every day. The Guru 
remained in this manner for six months till at last his 
retreat was disdosed to the Sikhs through the • super
natural knowledge of Bhai Budha. As we shall see 
later on, a similar story has been current about Guru 
Amar Das as well. It is said that when Angad's son 
Datu attempted to usurp the Guru's office, Amar Das 
retired to a secret retreat in his na,tive village and in 
this instance as well it was Bhai. Budha who found 
out the Guru's retreat. If these stories have any 
factual basis it seems probable that the object of these 

1 Ma,cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 9. 
~ Tikke di War, II, Ma.ca.uliffe, ibid, p~ 26. 
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temporary retirements might as well have been the 
same in both cases. On. the analogy of the case of 
Amar Das we may surmise that Guru Angad's object 
in thus resorting to a secret retreat was poi'>Sibly to 
test the devQtion of the Sikhs and incidentally bring 
home to the sons of Guru Nanak the futility of dis
putibg their father's decision.' 

Whatever that might be, Guru An gad soon resumed 
his proper place among his followers and the Sikh 
chronicles undeniably give the impression that he 
worked . unswervingly in the path chalked out by his 
Master. The details, however, are more or less 
legendary and do not offer us much on which we can 
build a framework - of sober history. There are the 
usual stories of the Guru's disputations with Jogis 
and Tapas or penitents, the point of which all seems to 
lie in Guru ' Angad's strict adherence to the simplicity of 
his Master's teachings and his ceaseless efforts, by pre
cept and example, to keep his spirit alive. 1 There is 
again thevery doubtful story of Humayu_ll'~ "'isit to the 
Guru after his defeat at Kanauj 2 and there are others of 
a more or 'Iess apocryphal character. But one incident 
~~ere is_ which isextremely interesting and at the same 
'time important because to it, perhaps, we owe the Tikke 
dl War or the Coronation Ode, which throws such a flood 
of light on many points of ea,rly Sikh history. We are 
told that the two minstrels of Guru Angad, Satta and 
Balwand, suddenly took it into their heads that all the 
Guru\; glory was really due to their own . skill as 
musicians and in their conceit attempted to bring home 

1 Suraj Prakiis, Ras I, xxi-xxiii . 
~ I"Qid, Ras I, x. ~9-!13, 
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to the Guru the seilse of their indispensa~ieness by 
keeping away for some time. InspH<:<ot"the &ur-n's 
requests to attend the Sang at they . persisted 'in their 
attitude ' of defiance and at last Angad fi_nished with 
them and · made his own arrangement. The two 
minstrels soon realised the folly of their action a!ld made , . 
repeated attempts to get reconciled with the Guru. 
But Angad refused to relent because the minstrels, in 
their arrogance, had not spared even the memory of 
Guru Nanak. They had suggested that. even the 
latter's court would not have been known without the 
music of Mardana. Guru Angad refused to entertain 
any further representation on behalf of the minstrels 
and deciared that " he would have · the beard and 
moustaches of any man who again 'spoke in their 
favour cut off and his face blackened, and he would 
have him mounted on a donkey and led · in disgrace 
through the city." In their extremity Satta and 
Balwand went to Bhai Ladha of Laho;re, who possess
ed great influence with the Guru. Bhai IJadha took 
up their cause and " .having shaved his head, blacken~ 
ed his"face, and mounted a donkey with his ~aceturn
ed to the tail, went round the city of Khadur, and 
finally arrived in the Guru's presence." Being asked 
as to what. be meant by thisext~aordii}a,ry gui~se Bhai 
Ladha said that he was merely obeying the Guru's 
order and prayed for tl}e reinst'at-ement ofthe minstrels . . 
The Guru could not refuse and the minstrels were 
sent for. They arri:vedand fell down at the Guru's 

.. feet . .. They are then said to have composed and sung 
the well-known Coronation. Ode, which, with subsequent 
~dditions 1 was it;lCorporated in the Gra'Yf,th Sahib by , 
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Guru Arjan. But even of this incident there are differ
ent versions and some state that the whole of the 
Coronation Ode was composed during the days of Guru 
Arjan.I 

It is thus clear that the details of Guru Angad's 
pontificate are generally vague and uncertain and we 
are •given the impression that it was more or less un
eventful. But it was not unimportant. On the con..: 
trary, we can trace here the first signs of those deve
lopments that gradually marked the Sikhs out as a 
distinct community by themselves. lnspite of the 
unsatisfactory character of the Sikh records it is pos
sible to trace one or two notable developments that 
took place under th~ auspices of Guru Angad. Of 
these undoubtedly the most important was the 
invention of the Gurumukhi alphabet, which the Sikh 
chronicles unanimously attribute to Guru Angad.2 

1 Santokh Singh places the entire incident in the pontificate 
of Guru Arjan (Silraj Prakiis, Rt;s, 111, xliii-xlv). Bhai Gurdas 
also lends some support to the Suraj Prakiis : he makes Bhai Ladba 
parupkari live in the time of Guru Arjan (Wiir., xi. 25.). Macauliffe 
says ' It does not, however, follow that Bhai Ladha did not live, in the 
time of Guru Angad also. · ·The statement that the circumstance occurred 
in the time of Guru Arjan is totally negatived by the internal evidence 
of the composition itself, if it be carefully examined. It was written 
by the minstrel Balwand to make his peace with Gum Angad. Satta 
afterwards, as we shall see, added three pauris to it in the time of 

Guru Arjan when the apotheosis of the Guru had become complete ' 
(Vol. II, p. 24 f. n.). It may be pointed out, however, that Bhai Budha 
lived up to the days of Guru Hargobind but Bhai Gurdas does not place 
him in the days of any of Nanak's successors and, as regards the inter
nal evidence of the composition itself, there may he room for difference 
of opinion. 

~ Bhai Gyan Singh, Panth Prakiis, p. 65 ; the Tawiirikh Guru 

Khiilsii gives the exact date (Sambat 1597, Baisakh sudi panchmi) on 
which the invention was made (p. 294). 

20 
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But this claim has been disputed by more than one 
writer on grounds that would seem insuperable. It 
has been pointed out that in Rag 1Isa of the Granth 
is found the patti or the thirty-five verses by Guru 
Nanak, each beginning with a letter of the alphabet. 
''The letters are exactly the same 35, as are now 
found in the Gurumukhi Alphabet evenincludin~r "the 
letter (:r) which is peculiar to Gururnukhi, .thus .pl'ov-' 
ing that the Gururnukhi Alphabet existed before his 
time and was not invented by the second Guru, 
Angad, though the name Gu:rumukhi may have replaced 
its original name." I 'rhe Silchan di Raj di Bikhia 
seeks to evade this difficulty by suggesting ·that the 
patti in question was. the composition of Guru An gad 2 

but as the .verse occurs in Mahalai,whichis the place 
assigned to the compositions of Guru . Nal1a.k1 • t~ere 

ca,n be no doubt that the compilers of the . .Granthtook 
it to be of Nanak. Besides, there are other difficl1I
ties. Trumpp says, " Guru Angad was altogether 
unlettered and could himself neither read nor write. 
The later tradition, which makes him .the inventor •·· of 
the Gurumukhi letters, is therefore without any foun
dation." In fact, B. Gurbuksh goes so far as to 
suggest that '-' the tradition that the .second Guru 
invented the Gurumukhi alphabet is based on a mis
reading of the spurious book called the J anamsakhi of 
Bhai Bala. Guru Angad only secured the J anampatri 
or horoscope of Guru Nanak from his uncle Lalu. '' 8 

]3:owever, this last suggestion seems hardly acceptable. 

1 Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, p. 677, f. n. 1. 
2 Court's Translation, p. 13. 
3 Glossary of Punjab Tribes anq GastQs, Vol. I, p. 681, f. n. 1. 
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~e ourselves think that the story of the .[ anampatri 
might very well have led to the story of the Janam
siikhi but that it was responsible for the tradition about 
the invention of the alphabet 1s certainly far
fetched. And we · have shown elsewhere that 
Trumpp's contention that Guru Angad could neither 
read •nor write does not follow from the passage on 
which he relies; 1 But the patti seems really 
insuperable. In fact, Macauliffe gives up the 
claim of 'invention'· and says that 'Guru Angad, deem
ing tbat the compositions of Guru Nanak were worthy 
of a special written character of their own, adopted 
and modified a Panjabi alphabet, called Gurumukhi, 
to give expression to what fell from the Guru's lips.' 
And he also gives a hymn which he found in an ancient 
maimscript at Khadur and which is said to have been 
composed on the occasion of the adoption of the new 
character. 2 It should be noticed that the tradition 
that Guru Angad was the originator of the Gurumukhi 
characters is very strong and we think that the 
difficulty about the patti al§O considerably disappears 
if we take the view that Guru Angad 'modified and 
adopted' a script already in existence . This is really what 
Grierson suggests. " The true alphabet of the Punjab 
is known as the LaJ;~ga or 'clipped.' It is connected 
with the Mahajani character of Northern India, and 
resembles it in having a very imperfect system of vowel 
sounds. Vowel sounds are frequently omitted. It is 
said that in the time of Angad, the second Sikh Guru 
~1538-1552) this LaJ;~ga was the only alphabet employed 

1 Supra, p. 59, f. n. 2. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 56· 57. 
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in the Punjab for writing the Vernacular. Angad 
found that Sikh hymns written in Lal}ga were liable to 
be misread, and he accordingly improved it hiborrow
ing signs from the Devanagad alphabet (then. only used 
for Sanskrit manuscripts) and by polishing up the 
forms of the letters, so as to make them fit for record
ing the scriptures of the Sikh religion. Having been 
invented by him this character became known as the 
Gurumukhi, or the alphabet proceeding from the mouth 
of the Guru. Ever since this alphabet has been 
ewployed for writing the Sikh scriptures, and its use 
has widely spread, mainly among the members of that 
sect." 1 Indeed, it is certain that the question cannot be 
dismissed so lightly as Trumpp and B. Gurbaksh have 
done. A tradition cannot be ignored simply because 
it is a tradition, when we have nothing positive 
against it. The only difficulty, that of the patU, can 
be explained on tbe very reasonable supposition that it 
had originally been composed by Guru Nanak in the 
LaJ?-9-a script and that it was subsequently transliterated 
into Gurumukhi with necessary emendations. It is im· 
portant to remember that Guru Angad had notinvent
ed any entirely new script but had merely ' adopted 
and modified ' one already existing, and given it a 
characteristically Sikh name together with the seal of 
religious sanctity. 

If this view of the matter is cor.rect, and we have 
little doubt that it is, jt must be said that it was a 
very remarkable achievement. As N arang points out, 
'The very name of the new script reminded those 
who employed it, of their duty towards their Guru, 

1 Linguistic Survey of ln~tia, Vol. IX, Part I, p. 624. 
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and constantly kept alive in their minds the conscious
ness that they were something distinct from the common 
mass of Hinduism.' 1 The use of the Vernacular and 
that too through a script which was peculiarly their own 
could not but deal a blow at the domination of the 
priestly class, whose influence mainly rested on their 
kn~wledge of Sanskrit, which had hitherto generally 
been the language of religion. The appeal of the 
hymns was certainly more direct because it came in 
a language which all could understand, and the new 
script made it doubly so because it served as a constant 
memento to the followers of the Guru of their dis
tinctiveness and solidarity. Guru Angad possibly had 
been led to the adoption of Gurumukhi by the 
necessity of inscribing the hymns of his predecessor 
in a suitable and convenient form but he had forged 
a weapon which proved to be of unforeseen possibilities 
in a variety of other ways. 

According to the Ia.ter Sikh chronicles, the next 
great achievement of Guru Angad was the compi
lation of a biography of Guru Nanak. As we have 
shown elsewhere, 2 ther-3 Can be little doubt · that 
this claim is entirely unfounded. But it is practically 
certain that the work of collecting and compiling the 
hymns of Guru Nanak had already commenced. 
Indeed, this was the reason which had led to the 
modification of the La1).9.a into Gurumukhi. It appears 
that this work was earnestly continued during the 
days of Guru Amar Das. The latter is reported to 
have said that " to make a careful collection of the 

I Narang, op. cit., p. 18m 
2 Supra, p. 60. 
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Guru's hymns and give them to the Hikh.s io God's 
name " was a highly meritorious act 1 an~< the result 
of this. exhorta~ion is to be seeo in the fa~t .. that •\\7])en 
Guru Arjan conceived the plan of compiling. tb.e bym.us 
of his predecessors and of himself in qne graud volume 
he got the materials, at least so far as • the • hymus of 
the first three Gurus were coucerned, more or loe.ss 
ready. Thus it appears that the credit of initiating 
the work that finally led to the production of the 
Granth Sahib is also due to Guru Angad. 

Lastly, we come to the characteristic Sikh institu
tion of the Langar or the free kitchen. It is said 
that ' the system had already been set on foot by 
Nanak and was simply enlarged and expanded by 
Anga,d.' Guru Nanak had said that ' those who eat 
the fruit of their own labour and bestow something 
will recognise the right way ' 2 and we know that 
presentation of offerings to the Guru was · regarded a.s 
one of the most essential duties of the Sikhs. But 
Nanak had, at the same time, characterised offerings 
as ' poison which could not be digested ' and so truly 
had Guru Angad imbibed the spirit of his Master's 
teaching that he is said to have earned his liying ' by 
twisting the coarse twine made of munj,' though there 
was no dearth of offerings from the faithful. In the 
earlier days of Sikhism these were wholly utilised for 
the maintenance of the Langar. 3 ' The iustitution 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 85. 
2 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 374. 
3 The Coronation Ode says t.hat Angad's wife Khivi' distributed 

the Guru's wealth in his kitchen--rice boiled in milk and ghi tasting like 
ambrosia.' (Macauliffe, ibid, Vol. II, p. 27,) 
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proved a powerful aid in the propaganda work.' 
]3esides serv;ing as an asylum for the poor it •• also 
became a great instrument for advertisement and 
popularity and ' it gave a definite direction to the 
charities of the Guru's followers.' It served as· a 
great bond of union among the Sikhs and also helped 
to tn.itigate caste prejudices to some extent, as all 
those who came to have their food in the Langar had 
to take it together, irrespective of caste or creed. 

It may not thus be unreasonable to say that Guru 
Angad ' had succeeded in giving a sort of local habita
tion and a name to the mission of N anak.' 1 The 
need of the moment was to save the followers of Guru 
Nanak from ' total absorption by the Hindu mass.' A 
distinction had to be created in order that the prevail
ing apathy and ignorance might not get the better 
of the influences which it bad been Nanak's mission 
to bring into being. The efforts of Guru Angad con
tributed considerably to this end. Besides the Guru, 
whose position as the sole and supreme religious leader 
was in itself a great source of unity a,nd solidarity, 
the Sikhs had. now the Guru's hymns inscribed in 
their own Gurumukbi and the Langar maintained by 
their joint efforts and sacrifices. They could now 
claim an individuality of their own, however imperfect 
as yet it might have been. 

But the initial difficulties that beset the Sikh move
ment did not end here. Besides the danger of ' ab
sorption ' there was the further possibility that the 
followers of Nanak might gradually ' narrow down 
into a sect of quietists.' It is undoubtedly true that 

1 Narang, op. cit., pp. 19, 20. 
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Guru N anak had solemnJx. declared the possibility of 
the- ~tt~I;;-;;;:e~t~Ts~l;;:t·i~~-'by a ho~s~h;;]d~~,;~,,_;:r;d his 
er;-r;r;~~;~7'tb.-;;--~~;ssity-~Y -i~b~~;--r~;,~~m:;riiten
ance-oToile''8-"0~n -- li~~fn~~~a~;;~;c]£;;; ever 'io".J?';~-
S~~~-~-- ~P~- ~~~-~i~i._!i_ty -Qf _ any of his .. l2!!2.~ji~~a9:eting 
the life of a recluse and prefe_rr.!PK th~ silynce of the 

.... ,_ ,- .-·-N .~< "> ' ''•·,:,·:_ ; . •~ '·:·"· ~'""'c''' '" '' '·' "·· "- · ""'' ' '•':'·.··:·•::·:··:· :: .·: ·-·.:: · .. _:: ·. ·:._,->---····:> ··.:-···:··•·····.··: .,, . . :.: ... ·:·. . ... ····· ·• .. ·. ~--'""''-\·"". 

forest to the hurry and bustle of worldly life. ~ays 
,_.,.,_.,~. -...,.,.,+..:. 

Nanak, 

'' ]3ett~r .. t8.Ji.~~--- £.J' ?.~~~~,tl~:J:>~~r!ha~ b;t z~~S' ... ; 
They who eat the fruit of their labo_ur and bestow 

something, 

0 -~~~-~~· . r.~~?~~i~e. t~~ .. r.i~h~ way.'' 

?~~J:ing~, a~ .Vfe ... hav_e . _.see~, . weret9 P.l3 regarded as 
poiso11 whi?h could not b~ ·. ditSested. .. . '"VY'~i~ ... man 

,1 p~:.!2E~~t~ .seant cer~ll:l~~,:¥,,~~~"'~'~J?.~~.~~~h.~~~ ,,?.~~!~I1g.s 
lithe effect on him is as if he hath_ taken :poison.' 1 

I <l'ui:u"'Nanak. had clearly pointecCout"tEe a'dvantages •. of 
(( 

Y domestic devotion, 2 and with regard to U das he had 
A. · said : "to make use of all things in this world and 

not to deem them one's own, but only God's property, 

and ~yerJo.J?oSS,es.s.. a •.. desire •.. to ..... J1l.e~t ... ,.;ti~ .. )Lc:l0§~ '' 
f~~~~,~t· , ?e .·llad_ pr()nounced the 9i§tingtjuiYJ!9Y.i()p-

·~" Abide pure amidst the impurities of the world, so 
}shatry<;li~ sl'i~cee·c-r.•"r4 · · ·· ····Ttlus ··rr·;;;;r~r~;:wear • th~£:]11 

Af/ Nanak's system there was. no room_ f?~. ~sceticisrn. 
~. Yet, it is perhaps equally true that Nanak's hymns 

and compositions afforded sufficient materials for the 

1 Macauli:ffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 45. 
2 Ibid, pp. 319, 103. 
3 Ibid, p. 106. 
4 Ibid, p. 60, 
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rise of 13, sect of quietists who would renounce the 
world and seek refuge in isolation and meditation. 
Nanak E>ays: 

" Were I to become a monarch on my throne and 
raise an army; 

Were revenue and regal revenue mine--0 Na.nalr, 
they would all be worthless." 1 

And again, 

Look to truth alone and know that the world is false ; 
Th-;;y"";t0- tiih1:k."tl1at . the world .. is . true . shall -die 

confounded.' • 2 

Many similar expressions might be quoted which . 
would tend to show that Nanak regarded the world as 
false and several aspects of his own life seemed to 
give further countenance to this view of his teaching. 
His wanton indifference to all worldly affairs from his 
very boyhood and his answers to his father.'s entreaties 

asking him to return home' might .. be .. rna.de .. to show 

~t,£.~"~' .~~te.r .. all __ ~a_nak .... ~is~arded t~e life of a house
~£>.!~~!: _ Indeed,~e even find i11 Nanak'a compositions 
t£~g~e~tig[lf()r a wandering life. 3 There can no 
doubt that Guru Nanak had clearly indicated which 
way his sympathies lay by appointing Angad, a house
holder with wife and children, to be his successor and we 
~~~.._.,_ .. : .. :.· -~--¥<~-~~--·'----~-:.-_, ·>''·'-~ --' ·-· ···· ''" ;;_;-,_ , _,~,--_ .. ; 

~ .. ~ ... 2:9.,~b-~ .E~]i~~.l.~ .. ~RtJJ:f?.IitY . ()fJ:?.!3~LG-t1r9as that 
~l~~"~~e (}uru finally settled .. down at. Kartarpur he 
resumed his family ties, but still the fact remains that 

21 

I Macau!iffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 80. 
2 Ibid, Pt 14. 
3 Ibid, p. 291. 
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by careful selection and emph11sia Guru Nanak's life 
aur-;riti-~g;"'·;;Tghr-G;··-~~-d~ .· to-yi;;fd" ~u~·~ riie9J of 

asceticjsm. . w~' o~gbt ~~t-t~ be ~~rp~y;;d~--th;;~foi-e to 
find that an influential body of opfriion'~·'arose under 
the leadership of Nanak's eldest son Sri Chand, who 
discarded the world and sought consolation in the 
undisturbed meditation of the True One in the soMmn 
silence of the forest or the hill. The U diisis, as the 

-. .. :.::-:•--.-····_.:._, -._ .... __ ,,-:.-. __ ._ .. _,_ ,. __ .... , 

followers of Sri Chand were called, ' .•. also prim:~ facie 
possessed the same credentials and claimed the same 
amount of sanctity as Sikhism proper.' Besides eeli~ 

bacy and asceticism 'the other tenets of the sect were 
the same as those of Sikhism and it regarded Nanak 
:with the same veneration as the Sikhs did.' It ... '\\'as 

, th~s ple~rly • essential. that the . f~tl1d~p:~~J'lt!tl. (l~.!tr.acter 
of Sikhism was determined once for. all as the . whole 
future of the-movement depended'upon it. A ... Rro!Dpt 
decision was all the more imperative as the Indian 

~~~? .... llas. g~ne~ally .. flut. a .. premium .on ~~q~~iqi~!D -~nd 
even to • this day the life of a recll)S8 is regarded. as· the 
most honourable of all human: existences. We do not 

;! know of any definite measure taken by 9"l1ru • 1\ngad 
! to avert this danger, unless his active preaching and, 

exposition of the hymns of Guru · Nanak be so con
strued. It is said, however, th~.t }lis ~Jtgc~s~or, Guru 
An1ar Das, authoritatively deglared th~t ''t}1<3 active 
and domestic Sikhs were wholly . se.I>aEat~ .... f~oiil the 
passive _and recluse ... Udasis.'' •· and thus preserved the 
infant .faith from disappearing as • one of the • many 
sects that have arisen and vanished within the fold of 
:Elinduism. 1 ·:: 

1. ()un11ingham, op. cit., p. 50; Nar&ng, op. cit., :p. i22; Glossary of 
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!~~E~,s,~.lt.of this .. separation from the Udasis was 
~o ... ~~ve . t~. t~e ·Sikhs ' son1ething. of . a social5haracter in 
~~~itio~ t~ .~~e religi?us .. ties .... that. heia .. them .. t o~ether.' 
Tb.e"{oiiowers of Guru Nanak could no longer b.e a mere 
fraternity holding .advanced. views on religion and 
attempting to work their ideals through some recognised 
ins&itutions of their own but their outlook had perforce 
to be broadened and made to take in its purvieW' all 

_,important aspects of social life. Sik.hism had become 

/\:~~~f~,2l~~-•tL ... ~!L6:i~~~ ?.L~9.qst31Jo1{}(3r§ aHd • tq cpreserve the 
1de~~i~.t?~ it~. v9~afi~s s~9ia,linn9vations .. pa~.r1eeessarily 

~ ~~I:~~-"~~~~·t~~r; ;~xa:~·tiJ. ·.~s ne~- ~~ligious i~stit~tions had 

!•tt!1li~~!d~•bitoNt:!~Bo:c;h:~hew:t·t:~;t.ho~!:zra:~:!a 
i ""' '' '' ' "'''''•'•'··········· · 

~ r~4~~~~]~i~wtf.t~::,;:!:~:~~~:r.~·~o::~::~~! I anotbor ; o.~ .. tho. ?~hor, thorc was • gradual ilriltillg 
I a'Y.l1~from the orthodox Hindu society and. attempts 

;~~~ fr_lade through. innovations to bring into existence 

a-~~.~ .br?t1J~r~ood, social 'Nell as religious, self
"waci;?t""an? ip<l~pendel1t ... It has been said that from 
th;;·6n:t·~e"t' "8ikhism stood distinguished from other re~ 
form movements by its reconciliation with secular 
life. 1 But, as we have seen, it is certainly going too 

Pu.njab Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, p. 681. It should be pointed out, how· 
ever, that there is no clear evidence for attributing this measure parti
cularly to Guru Amar Das. Mohsin Fani merely sa.ys that • the 
Sikh.s establisbed that an audasi, or one that has abandoned the world, 
is not to be esteemed higher tharr any other man (Vol. II, p. 271). 
Only Malc:>lm states distinctly that Amar Das made this separation: 
(Sketch of the Sikhs, p. 27). 

1 Narang, op. cit., p. 13. 
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hr to suggest that the schools like those of Chaitanya 
or Kabir had no room for householdert!. In • fact what 
Sikhism really did wa;s to bar the door to • as9eticism 
and thus to make the influence of Nanak ava.ilable hOt 

only for religious uplift but also for social regeneration. 
The pontificate of the third Guru Amar Das clearly 

illustrates the truth of wha.t has been said ab'JVe. Ie i"' 
not always easy to follow the details of the Guru's 
career through the supernatural myths and the autici. 
patory legends that abound iu the Sikh chronicles but. 
on the whole, the few sober facts that emerge are suffi· 
cient to enable us to understand the importance of his 
leadership. The career of Arnar Das previous to his 
nomination to the Guruship reveals throughout the 
sincerity and consistency of his religious efforts. He 
was a Khatri by birth and belonged to the Bhalla tribe. 
His father Tej Khan was an inhabitant of the village of 
Basarka near Amritsar and there the future Guru was 
born in A.D. 1479. It is said that Amar Das grew up 
to be a zealous Vaishnava. and his whole life was on~ 

of assiduous devotion and sincere piety. But he was 
always tormented by the thought that he bad not been 
able to place himself under the protection and guidance 
of a spiritual preceptor. His anxiety on this score be
came almost intolerable when one day a monk expressed 
great concern because he had eaten food cooked by 
Amar Das, who had no guru. Amar Das felt very 
much distressed and fervently prayed to God for a guru 
' as will possess the alchemic power of turning dross 
into gold.' When he was in this anxious frame of 
mind one morning he heard " the dulcet chanting of the 
Guru's hymns.'' The song made a great impression on 
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his mind and on enquiry he learnt that it had been sung 
by Bibi Amro, Guru Angad's daughter, who had been 
recently married to a nephew of his. From Bibi Amra 
Amar Das learnt all about Guru Angad and the rest 
followed as a matter of course. Accompanied by her 
he went to pay a visit to Guru Angad. On beholding 
the 6-uru his joy knew ·no bounds and, in his ecstasy, 
he fell down at Angad's feet.l For several years 

. afterwards he devotedly served the Guru in a spirit .of 
complete self-surrender and was rewarded with the 
Gnruship on Angad's death in 1552. 

The pontificate of Amar Das began in stress and 
trouble. He had foreseen that his appointment to the 
Gnruship would not be accepted without a struggle by 
the family of his predecessor and had accordingly re
tired to Goindwal in the foundation of which he him~ 

self had been mainly instrumental. 2 But even there 
he was not left alone. It is said that Datu, the son of 
Angad, who had usurped the Guru's gaddi at Khadur, 
derisively called Amar Das a servant of his family 
and declared himself to be the rightful successor 

• 
of his father. When he found that inspite of this 

1 Macaulilie, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 30, 31; Surai Prakas, Ras I, xv. 
I The place was originally named Gobindw!Ll after a mali named 

Gobind, who, it is said, • had been involved in a law-suit with his rela
tions and vowed that if ever be were victorious he would found a city in 
honour of the Guru.' He gained the suit and true to his vow obtained 
the lease of an open plot of land on the Beas from the Emperor and .laid 
the foundations of the city. It seems that his relations created difficulties 
alld Gobind sought the assistance of Guru Angad who sent AID.ar bas to 
his rescue. The work vvas then finished without any further difficulty. 
The name of the town was later changed to Goindwal. (Macauliffe, 
ibid, Vol. II, p. 34; Suraj Prakas, Ras I, xviii, xix). 
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proclamation people flocked around Amar Das and 
saluted him as the true Guru, Datu proceeded to 
Goindwal and .. is said to have kicked Arnar Das off 
his gaddi. In a spirit of perfect non-resistance .the 
Guru forbade retaliation and retired to a secret retreat 
in his native village Basarka. The subsequent story 
is wrapped up in legends but this much appears 
clear that Datu could not make good his ·claim as 
the .... Sikhs. would not accept him and at last. went 
back to Khadur. The storm having blown <over, 
Amar' Das returned to Goindwal• and· reseated himself 
on his rightful throne,! 

The Guru was now. free to devote himself to organi
sation and reform. The work already' begun by 
Guru An gad was earnestly continued and the Langar 
in particular considerably increased its activities. 
The Coronation Ode says ' Ever in ·thy kitchen, 
0 Amar Das, are clarified butter and .. flour to eat.' 2 

The Guru, as before, lived on coarse food purchased 
by his own scanty earnings and observed the most 
ascetic habits. The off~rings which had now largely 
increased in quantity, went entirely to the mainten
ance of the Lnngar. ' What he daily received was 
daily spent, and nothing was saved for the morrow.' 
We have already seen that the Langar knew no caste 
distinctions and a further blow was now • given to 
caste prejudices inasmuch as all his visitors were to 
eat from his kitchen before • they were allowed to 
behold him. 3 On the other. hand, there is evidence 

1 Macauliffe, op. cU., 
xxxvi. 

' Macauliffe, ibid p. 59. 

64-66; Suraj Prakas, Bas I, xxxiv-

a Ibid. 
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to show that the work . of collecting and compiling 
the hymns of the Gurus went on vigorously. Arnar 
Das is said to have declared that 'to make a 
careful collection of the Guru's hymns and giye 
them to the Sikhs in God's name' was a highly 
meritorious act I and his followers were not slow to 
act tlp to this exhortation. It is said that Sant Ram, 
the son of Mohan, compiled the hymns of Guru Amar 
Das in a volume which is believed to be still extant,2 
and we are further told that when Guru Arjan 
made known his desire of compiling the hyrci.ns of 
the Gurus in one grand volume, Amar Das's son, 
Mohan supplied him with copies of the first three 
Gurus' works. 

But the Guru had now to take a much wider view 
of his responsibilities and the expedient of binding the 
Sikhs by. a few religious ties no longer sufficed. The 
increased activity of the Langar clearly shows that 
the Sikh movement was daily gaining in strength and 
popularity and the Sikh records piously narrate how 
by active preaching and propaganda, and often by 
exhibition of miraculous power· the Guru increased 
the votaries of the new faith. In one instance a 
corpse is said to have risen to life again through 
the Guru's power but generally his intercession took 
the form' of blessings of offsprings to barren 
couples. 3 Leaving these legends apart, there can 
be little doubt that Sikhism made a considerable 
headway during the pontificate of Amar Das. We 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 85. 
2 Ibid, p. 131. 
s Ibid, pp. 76, 79, 80. 
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are told that several Muhammadans even embraced 
the new faith and of these the most importa~t ileems 
to have been Alyar, who, under the · riatlHl <>f Ala. 
Shah, settled down at Dalla, where a ooncourse of 
pious Sikhs gathered around him. 1 Butt]:re cle~rest 
indication of the spread of Sikhism during th<:l day!> 
of Amar Das is provided by the introduction of what 
has been known as the manji-system. That the 
Sikhs had grown rapidly in number and lay SC!tttered 
throughout the province is evidept from the fact 
that Amar Das found it necessary to devise some 
means for administ(:lring to the local needs of his 
followers. It was now impossible for the Gqru to 
offer instruction to all his followers in person and the 
Sangat or Sikh congregation that daily met around 
him no longer sufficed. Guru Amar Das, therefore, 
'divided the Sikh spiritual empire into 22 bishoprics/ 
or manjis 2 as they were called. A piou& and 
devoted Sikh was placed in charge of each ·a.nd the . 
Sikhs were thus provided with conveni~nt : 1~6:~1, 
centres. A great .. step .. was ·in this . ni~nn~r t~k~n 
towards givipg the_ Si~hs an qrga,p)sa.ti<)n qL their 
own bpt the Guru was not less careful ·about his 
duties at the ·centre. His own person no doubt 
provided a strong binding force but the cohesion was 

I Maca.nliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 77, 78. Bbai Gnrdas' ~lao testifies 
to the fact that Dalla had become an important Sikh centre, though in 
his account of the more notable Sikhs of that place no Muhammadan 
names appear. (War, XI, 16.) 

2 Macauliffe, ibi~, p. 151; manjis literally mean 'couches on 
which the Gurus used to sit and communicate instruction to . their 
audiences.' . The word in the singular is ma1J}ii. See also (Jlrusary of 
Punjab Tribes:and (Jastes,yoL I, p. 681. 
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further strengthened by the creation of a central 
place of pilgrimage. 1 The story of the founda. 
tion of the Bawali, or well with descending steps 
at Goi:o.dwal has been e.rnbellished with rnttcb irna,gi~ 
native fancy by the later Sikh chroniclers. It is said 
that one day •• A mar Das fell into a trance when 'be 
saw "Guru Nana,k appear and order him to •make a 
place of .. pilgrimage where God alone should be wor~ 
shipped.' Thereupon the Guru purchased some land 
and with due religious ceremony the work commenced. 
The Sikhs enthusiastically joined in the work and for 
some time the progress was satisfactory. But soon 
they found large stones hindering further progress. 
When the obstacle proved insurmountable ' the 
Guru inquired if there were any of his Sikhs sufficient~ 
ly courageous to drive a peg into its base with the 
object of removing the. obstruction. At the same time 
the Guru warned · his hearers that the operation in· 
volved great peril. The man who performed it must be 
able to stem the current which would issue from the 
aperture. formed by the peg ; otherwise he would be 
drowned.' The Sikhs were dismayed and remained 
silent. At last a young man named Manak Chand 
volunteered. The peg was duly driven and the Bawali 
was overflowed with water but inspite of his strenuous 
efforts Manak Chand was drowned. Next morningri 
the lamentations of Manak Chand's mother and wife 
drew the Guru to the Bawali. He assured the two 
ladies that the young man was not really drowned and 
called him by name. It is said that thereupon the 
body at once rose.,to the surface and when the Guru 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 87, 95, 96. 

22 
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touched it with his feet ' Manak Chl:l.nd walked forth 
from the water .in· the full possession. of life .a~~ V"igggr.' 
How far and how lamentably had the >inventors of 
these stories strayed . away from the straight patb,.Ia,id 
down. by the Gurus, whom they claim.~d to follOw ! 
No praise can be too high for the spirited and ardent 
manner in which the Gurus disclaimed all roirac~lous 
power and strenuously fought against the exhibition 
of all those 'clever tricks' that weee bound to lead to 
spiritual sterility and hypocrisy. But such a besetting 
weakness is the love of the miraculous, particularly in 
the writers of religious records, that even the honest and 
ardent Sikh Gurus have not been spared. Measures 
have been attributed to them the like of which they had 
repeatedly denounced in no uncertain terms, the Sikhs 
of a later age entirely failing to perceive that they 
were only belittling the meu whom they iutended to 
glorify thereby. 

But to return to the Ba.wali, the foundation of 
which marked a very important step in the history 
of Sikhism. The well was provided with eighty
four steps and Amar Das is said to have decreed 
that 'whoever should attentively and reverently repeat 
the J apji at every step, should escape from wandering 
in the wombs of the eighty-four lakhs of living crea
tures.' It soon developed into a very important place 
of Sikh pilgrimage and the prestige and prosperity of 
Goindwal enormously increased. The story of the 
healing virtues of the waters of the Bawali might very 
well be a pious afterthought but there can be little 
doubt that pilgrims from far and' near visited the place 
and a 'busy traffic' went on. Indeed, Sikhism was 
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no longer an obscure creed professed by a select ba,nd 
of religious enthusiasts and nothing would have testi 
fied more clearly to the increasing popularity of the 
new faith if we could accept without cavil the state
ment that Amar Das succeeded in claiming some 
votaries even from among the chieftains of the hills. 1 

How~ver, to crown all came the visit of the Emperor 
Akbar in person. On his way to Lahore the Emperor 
came to the Guru's residence at Goindwal and being 
very much impressed by the saintliness of his charac
ter and the purity of all around him requested the 
Guru to accept a favour. Amar Das politely but firm
ly refused and at last the Emperor made a grant, in 
the name of the Guru's daughter Bibi Bhani, of several 
villages, in and around which the city of Amritsar 
subsequently grew up. 2 But apart from the material 
gain which was by no means unimportant, the visit 
of the Emperor enormously increased the fame a,nd 
prestige of the Guru. We are told that the visit of 
the Emperor made such a profound impression that 
'crowds of converts were brought to the fold of 
Sikhism.' 3 And the new faith wa,s further raised 
in the general estimation of the people when the Gurus, 
as we shall see, utilised their friendship with the 
Emperor for the relief of popular distress. 

But these successes had not been achieved without 
struggle and opposition. There were of course the 

1 The Raja of Haripur is said to have accepted the Guru's teach· 
ings. (Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. li, p. 262; Panth Praklts, pp. 73, 74; 
Sii.raj Prakii.s, Ras I, xxxii.) Subsequent events, however, show that 

this is extremely doubtful, 
2 Macauliffe, ibid, p. 97; Panth Prakiis, p. 77. 
3 Narang, op. cit., p. 28. 
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inevitable J ogis, who, as usual, were worsted in dispu
tation but this time their discomfiture appears to have 
been more severe. We are told that two .Sikhs named 
Phiria and Katara, of the neighbourhood. of . J)elhi, 
took possession of a monastery belonging to the follow
ers of Gorakhnath. This rriade such a profound 
impression that ' several persons were gradl1any· con
verted, ;Jogis' monasteries were destroyed, and in their 
places imposing Sikh temples reared to the glory of 
God and true religion.' 1 These stories may very 
well be greatly exaggerated and even apocryphal, but 
their frequent recurrence in the Sikh records leaves 
little room for doubt that in their work of emancipa .. 
tion and uplift the Gurus had · to encounter •· very 
serious opposition from the Jogis. Agai11, "\\7t3hear of 
a second Tapa who resided •• at Goindwal a11d who had 
made it his business to slander the Guru. He was in 
reality a worthless hypocrite given to inordinate greed. 
As a contemporary observes, ' he will not approach the 
place where he seeth little wealth ; where he seeth 
much there he forfeiteth his faith.' 2 But his greed 
proved his undoing and he was soon found out. The 
same observer remarks that ' when he sitteth qutside 
among the village elders he is calletl a penitent ; when 
he sitteth at home he is committing sin ; God hath 
disclosed his secret sin to the elders.' But apart 
from these familiar incidents of J og'is and Tapas, of 
which there is no dearth in the Sikh chronicles, it 
appears that Amar Das had to face troubles of a more 
serious character. It is said that early in his career 

1 :Macauliffe, op. cit., Yol. II, p. 140. 
2 Guru Ram Das in Gauri ki Wiir; Macauliffe, ibid, pp. 99, 100, 
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at Goinqwal the Guru and his Sikhs had to suffer a good 
deal of annoyance and oppression from the Muham
madans who had settled there. The Guru met them 
with stoical forbearance but still the insolence of the 
Muhammadans daily increased. Particularly did their 
wrath fall on those Sikhs who went to fetch water for tbe 
Guru's kitchen. Their earthen vessels were broken 
with pellets and clods, and when, in accordance with 
the .Guru's advice, they began to use goatskins, the 
Muhammadans pierced them with arrows. At last the 
Sikhs substituted the goatskins by brass utensils but 

these also were knocked off their heads with bricks and 
stones. But still the Guru would not move. When 
the. Sikhs. asked him how long they were to suffer this 
tyranny of. the Muhammadans the Guru replied, 'as 
long as you live. It is not proper for saints to take 
revenge.' The chronicler hastens to add that a divine 
chastisement soon overtook the tyrants. A body of 
armed Sannyasvs arrived at Goindwal and a quarrel 
broke out between them and the "Muhammadans in 
course of which many of the Guru's enemies are said to 
have been killed. The authenticity of tll.is story 1llay 
be somewhat doubtful but there is nothing improbable 
in it and it may be pointed out that even armed 
Sannyasis were by no means rare in those days.' 
Moreover, this incident very clearly illustrates the 
spirit of earlier Sikhism and the narrative is at least 
unlike others 'in which subsequent principles andevents 

I . For instance, the Khulasatu-t-Tawarikh refers to a severe fight 
between one such band and some Mussalman Fakirs near about Batala. 
We are told that the Emperor Akbar personally intervened and settled 
the matter (Zafar Hasan's edition, p. 41!5), 
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are anticipated, insensibly throwing back their light 
and colour upon the tissue of tradition.' Wihatever 
that might be, more serious trouble was in store for 
Amar Das. Indeed, his solid sticcesses, one after 
another, could not but raise enemies against him. The 
new faith soon became important enough to excite the 
jealousy of the Brahmans, who had perhaps hithocto 
looked upon the endeavours of the Sikh Gurus with 
indifference. The Kbatris also made common cause 
with the Brahmans and a Marwaha1 among th'em 
is said to have taken a leading part in the campaign 
against the Guru. To these were also added the men 
from whom the Guru had pure hased the land for the 
Bawali, who now falsely complained that the Guru had 
not paid them its stipulated price. The confederates 
then drew up petitions detailing their grievances 
against Amar Das and went on a deputation to the 
Emperor. The petition of the Marwaha Khatri was 
summarily rejected but the Emperor is said to have 

1 Marwah:t or Merwaha-a :Khatri clan belonging to the Sarin 
gronp and claiming a central Asia,n origin. "Their earliest traceable 
settlement is at Govindwal .or Gondwa,l, jn Arndtsat, which they sa,y 
was made into a large pl:tce by one B>tb:t Govind Rai, a devotee. This 
man wa,s granted lands in jilgir for giving food t., a Mussalrnan king, 
who came to him hungry during a hunting expedition. Afterwards one 
Guru Bhala, with whom ·the Marwahas had quarrelled, cursed them for 
refusing to allow his followers to drink from the sa,me well. 'l'hereupon, 
huge numbers of them settled elsewhere" (G!ossary of Punjab Tribes and 

Castes, Vol. II, p. 524). It seems to us that in thii Marwaha tradition 
we have an echo of the quarrel between the Sikhs and the Marwaha 
Rhatris for supremacy at Goindwal. It is interesting to note that the 
Sikh chronicles also state that the place had been founded by a man 
named Gobind and the Guru Bhala referred to above might very well be, 
Gurn A mar Das, who, as we know, belonged to the Bhalla tribe of 
the Khatris. 
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summoned the Guru in order to confront him with the 
Brahmans. Amar Das excused himself on the score 
of age and sent Jetha to Delhi to deputise for 
him. 'l'he latter had no difficulty in explaining away 
the frivolous charges levelled against the Guru and the 
Emperor had no hesitation in giving a decision wholly 
fav~urable to the Guru and his cause. However, as a 
matter of friendly advice the Emperor sent a request 
through Jetha to Guru Amar Das to make a 
pilgrimage to the Ganges in order to divert the wrath 
of the Hindus and promised that he would issue an 

order to the effect that no pilgrims' tax should be 
levied on the Guru's party. 1 But these details 
should be scanned thoroughly before they are 
accepted as history. It must not be forgotten that 
the main authoriLy for most of these stories is the 
Suraj Prakiis, a work written about three hundred 
years after the days of Amar Das and in this particular 
instance we canno(also entirely ignore the possibility 
that the Emperor's well~known patronage of the Guru 
might easily have led to fanciful embellishments · on 
the part of later writers. But at the same time it 
should be clearly understood that for two items at least 
of the above narrative. we have got contemporary evi
dence. The deputation of the Marwaha Khatri and 
the remission of the pilgrims' tax on the Guru's 
party are testified to by two hymns, the first in 
the Gau1·i ki Wiir and the other in the Tukhari 
Chant. However, from the first hymn it only appears 
that 'the perverse man,' as the Marwaha is called, 
bad sent his servant somewhere with a complaint 

1 Maca,uliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 108. 
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against the Guru but was compl~:~tely · thwarted in 
his designs. But there is no hint as . to whom the 
complaint was made or what it. was abo~t. The 
discomfiture of the. man is described in some detail 
and the hymn concludes with the warning~' Him who 
slanderath the perfect true Guru, the . True. One 
punisheth and destroyeth.' 1 There is thus nothirigin 
the record which entitles us to say that the Marwaha 
had sent a deputation to the Emperor or. that he had 
been in league with Brahmans and other Khatris. 
Further, although we are quite conscious of the limita
tions of what is known as argumentum ab silentio., it 
seems rather strange that J etha .left no record of 
what has subsequently been described .. as ccnnbined 
move against the Guru and in discrediting which he 
himself played the most. conspicuous -part, . particularly 
when we find that he deigned to notice even the very 
insignificant incident of the Tapa at Goindwal. It 
may not thus be improbable that the narrative about the 
deputation to the Emperor is compounded of faCt arid 
fiction, the genuine statements of J etha supplying 
the foundation and the Emperor's friendship the 
motive for the later embellishments. 

But the other story about the Guru's pilgrimage 
stands on much surer grounds. The motive for this, 
as suggested in the narrative discussed above, may be 
unacceptable but there is little difficulty in accepting 
the plain . statement of J etha that ' the true Guru 
made the. toil of pilgrimage in order to save all people,' 
or in other words,· that it was undertaken with the 
object of preaching the message of Sikhism. Inspite of 

l Macauliffe,op. cit,,Vol. II, p. 104. 
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app·arent ex:lj,ggerations · here and . there, Jetha.'s 
account of the pilgrimage is, on the who!~, a sober 
document and may be safely followed. · It appeaJ:s 
that, the Gurq and hi13 party first visited Kurkheta.r. 
lt was an aqspicious time and a fair had assembled a,t 
the place, · Many Sannyasis and J og'is, · as also the 
reprasentatives of different schools of thought had corqe 
.there on the occa~ion and with these the Guru entered 
ioto disputations. On the whole, he made a profound 
impression at the fair and then went to the Jumna. 
Here an interesting thing happened. The toll"collectors 
JUade no difficulty in allowing the Guru and his par~y 

to pass but many others also escaped by taking ~he 

Guru's name. The same story repeated itself ilt :S:ard
war which Amar Das next visited. There also every 
one escaped under the cover of ·the Guru's name apd 
'the toll-collec.tors by their skill and cleverness saw . it 
was best to close their boxes and go away.' In other 
respects also the Guru's triumph was complete and it 
is said tgat 'the leading men of the city went in a 
body and took sheltt)r in the true Guru." I '!'he )ast 
rerpa,_rlqpight very ~~ll .be of t.he nature . of .a _pious 
wish but there can be little doubt that the remission of 
the pilgrims' tax on the Guru and his party and the 
fact th.at others also could escape under the cover of 

_hi~ name marked him out as a person of special sanc
tity and · privilege and greatly redounded to the glory 
and prestige of the faith be represented . 

. Henceforward the Gurq passed his days in com
parative ease and there is little outstanding to record. 
But as has been hinted above, with the definite split 

1 M:a.ca.ulilfe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 112-114. 
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with the u dasis' br gradual dissociation with their 
ideals and principles as the case might be, the social 
aspect of Sikhism became at once •. avitalquestion. 
Sikhism had becotbe or was becoming exclusi!elya relif 

'gion of householders .• and in order •. to •. sa!.e its ~?ta:ies 
from absorption it now became necessary to SUJ:>pleiDent 
tlie work of religious organisation by . spcial reforms. 
This aspect of the work of Guru Amar Das would novv 
demand our attention. The Sikh records state that the 
Guru proclaimed that gatherings of Sikhs should be held 
on the first days of the mouths of Baisakh and Magh 
and on the day of the ancient festival of the Diwali. 
The Sikhs were thus provided with opportunities of 
coming in contact and fratetnising with one another and 
this must have resulted· in the strengthening of .·their 
sense of brotherhood. And, as M:acauliffe su.gg~sts, the 
Guru's object might as well have been ·to wean his 
followers away frorn the Hindu practices associated 
with those particular days of the year.l But though 
this step was not without its social implications its 
main interest was religious and the Guru's attempt at 
social reconstruction is best illustrated in his attempted 
reform of the ceremonies in vogue at marriage al1d 
death. In view of the ·unsatisfactory character of 
most of the Sikh chronicles abounding in anticipatory 
legends of various kinds, it would no doubt have been 
uncomfortable if we had to depend on them alone but 
there. are two references, of a more or less authentic 
character, which lead us to think that something had 
been done though it might not have beell as sweeping 
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and decisive as the latenvriters suggest. In.the first place, 
it is said that a.t.the request9f Guru Arjan, Sundar 
Das; a grel),t-grandson .of Guru Amar Das, wrote an 
account of;thedeathof the third Guru. Now, in the 
'Sadd,' as the composition is called and 'which is now 
sun:g by Sikhs pn: alLoccasions of mourning,' we read: 

'' Final ly, the true Guru spoke, 'After my death 
sing God's praises. . .. . 

'Call God ine~tead of a pandit and, for the Garar 
Pur an, read Go~ 's word ; 

' Read God's word, hear God's name ; the Guru 
desireth, God;s love instead of a lofty bier, 

' Barley rolls, bread on leaves,. Hindu obsequies, 
lamps, and throwing his bones into the Ganges.' " t 

Here we have. a clear hint that Guru Amar Das 
desired that at least in his own case his followers should 
dispense with the elaborate Hindu ceremonies connect
ed with death. The point may no doubt be raised 
that Sundar Das wa.s. certainly not an eye-witness of 
what happened at the time of his great-grandfather~s 

death9 and that hi~ . statement might easily have. 
been coloured by subsequent developments, but the 
fact that Suridar Das wrote not more than thirty 
years after . the death of Amar Das when several 
of the latter's contempora.ries were still living and that 
his statement obtained a. ready acceptance considerably 
weakens the above objections. In fact, there seems 

.1 Sadd, v : Ma.ca.uliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 153. 

2 Sundar Das was the son of Mohri's second son, Anand, who him. 
self was born posaibly towa.rda the middle of Guru. Ama.r .Das's. p.onti· 

fie ate. 
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to be little doubt that in the Sadd we get a genuine 
hint as to the views of Guru.Arru1Jt J)aa regarding the 
Hindu obsequies, though it is quite possible that he 
merely attempted a mild disco11ntena:nce and .•. not a 

prohibition by. positive enactment.. . Secondly, .t~e 
hymn of Guru Ram Das in .the Suhi Chant, wh~ch · 

has now become a Sikh epithalamium .and in whi.ch is 
described the spiritual significance of the Lawan, 1 

indirectly shows that some change had been introduced 
in the marriage ceremony as well. The statement 
that this hymn was composed on the occasion of his 
own marriage by Guru Ram Das may or may not h(} 
true but that hardly affects its significance. It clearly 
appears th.at the Guru was commenting o :1 a cust6m 
already in existenc.e and we may as well accept the 
Sikh tradition that the change had been introduced by 

his predecessor. •.. ••.. • .·· . .. ..• • .. ·••·•.·••••··.···· ....•.••...•....•.••..••.••.. . 
Moreover, it has been said that Guru A mar Das 

prohibited the practice of Sati or the burning ofwidows 
on the funeral pyre of their husbands. As far as we 
are aware, the only authority for this statement is the 
following hymn of the third Guru : 

".Women are burnt in the fire with their husbands: 
If they appreciate· their husbands they undergo 

sufficient pain by their death. 

1 " Liiwiin is that part of the marriage ceremony which consi~ts in 
tying together the upper garments of the bride and bridegroom, and 
causing them to go four times round the Granth Sahib, while this hymn 
is repeated by the Sikh priest." (Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 334, 
335). It should be n(jted, however, that this is a common Hindu practice, 
though the number of the rounds is generally seven and the Granth 
Sahib is, of cou,.se, absent. The Sikh rite was thus merely an adap
tation. We do not know whilt the exact Hindu practice was in the 
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Nanak, if they appreciate not their husbands, why 
should they be burnt ? 

Whether the husband be alive or dead such women 
will flee far away from him." 1 

As Cunningham remarks, this was rathe~ a very 
mild discountenance ' leading the way to amendment 

• 
by persuasion rather than by positive enactment.'· 2 

And the same remark would possibly apply to the 
following hymn of Guru Amar Das which sounds like 
'an order to absta.in altogether from wine.' S~tys the 
Guru: 

" One man bringeth the full goblet, another cometh 
and filleth the cup. 

The intellect of him who drinketh departeth, and 
intoxication entereth his brain. 

He distinguisheth not between mine and thine, ail.d 
is buffeted by his master. 

If possible, drinknot at all the false wine, 
By which man forgetteth God and receiveth 

punishment at His co urt." 3 

This is all that we know of the work of Guru 
Amar Das as a sOciaJ reformer. The changes he de
sired to introduce in the very important ceremonies 
connected with marriage and death struck at the very 
root of the influence of the priestly class, and though 
in such a matter, where long-standing customs and 
cherished practices were concerned, success must 
necessarily have been slow, the ball bad been set rolling 

days of Ram Das. If the number of the rounds bad been four, evidence 
supplied by this hymn would become at once doubtful. 

1 Maca\lliffe, op. cit., Vol. II., p. 228. 
2 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 50. 3 Macauliffe, ibid, p. 215. 
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and Sikhism put on the way of gradual dissociation 
from Hinduism and consolidation into .a.separate.sect. 

The • poutificate • of Guru A mar .. Das. may thus he 
regarded as a turnin~ poipt in •• the history of~ik~isll1 
in more 'Yays. than one. Starting· i~ an atte!Xlpti to, 
reform an~ restate, Sikhism, like other similar move~ 
Illents in .all ages and climes, met with 3. tardy bU,t 
progressive response and much more vigorous opposi~ 
tion. It was ~;~oon round that even the perversions and 
ab)lses of the old had staunch adherents who far out~. 
numbered the advocates of the new message and thus, 
a breach arose which at every step became more 
~ide and at last almost irreparable. This is a phepo~ 
n;tenon common .•. enough in .• religious .• l:listory. an.d it .is 
the innate coll.servatis.m of human· nature in matters 

' . ·. · .. ··. . ... · .... ,, 

re~igious that makes tlie dividing1ine betwee11 reform 
and revolution so thin and . unsteady, and so difficult 
to comprehend. Whatever that might he, .the. original 
mission of Sikhism had perforce . to be circumscribed 
and now it only remained .for it to force its own way 
as best as it could. It had to forge its own weapons, 
hedge itself 'behind newer forms a,nd customs, in short 
to develop an individuality of its own. And, as we 
have seen, the split with the U dasts made it incumbent 
that the followers of Nanak were not merelyto be a 
religious fr~ternity but a separate community with its 
own social customs and ideals. From what has been 
said before it W'Ould appear that Guru An:uir Das had 
altfiost unreservedly accepted this position and worked 
strenuously to give reality to it. Under his auspices , 
the name of the infant church spread · far and wide, 
rudimel}ts 9£ a separate organisation were. given to the 
Sikhs, and new forms and practices were.i~~ti,"oduced to 
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supersede the old and bind the neophytes more closely 
together. Guru Angad had, no doubt, done something 
to give the Sikhs an individuality of their o~n but it 
was ttnderAmar Das that the difference between a 
Hindu and a . Sikh became more pronounce~ and 'the 
Sikhs began gradually to • drift . a way. from.. the Orthodox 
Hinuu society and form a class, a sort of new brother,. 
hood by themselves.' 

Guru Amar Das was succeeded by his son~ip-law 
Ram Das, a Khatri of the Soq.hi tribe, whose father 
Hari .Das was an inhabitant of Lahore, where the future 
Guru was born in A.D. 1534. From his very boy .. 
hood • Ram Das appears to .·have . been of a religious 
bent. of mind and exceedingly fond of the fl.OCiety of 
holy men 'to whom he gave w.hatev~r hereceiv.ed from 
.his parents.' Whe.n still rather young Rarp Da..s is 
Haid to have fallen in with a company of Sikhs who 
were on their way to Goindwal. He accompanied the 
party and on his arrival at Goindwal unhesitatingly pros
trated himself before the Guru. . The latter, on his 
part, was so favourably impressed by Ram Das's sin
cerity and devotion, as also his handsome exterior, 
that he married his younger daughter Bibi Bhani to 
him. Contrary to the usual custom, hecontinued to 
live with .his wife at Goindwal and soon became the 
most conspicuous figure there, as is clearly·shown by 
his nomination to the Guruship by AmarDas on the 
eve of his death in 1574. ·· 

In the Sadd we read : 
" As the true Guru spoke, so his disciples obeyeq 

his wishes. His son Mohri became obedient to him1 

f£Pd fel1 at Ram Das's f~et. · 
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Then all fell at the feet of the true Guru into 
whom Guru • Arnar Das had infused his spirit. 

Any person who through jealousy did not bow 
before him was brought by the supern_atural power of 
the true Guru, and made bow before him.'' t 

Here we get a clear hint that Ram Das's successiqp 
was viewed with disfavour by at least one person • and 
there can be little doubt that the recalcitrant was 
Mohan. Of the two sons of Guru Amar Das, Mohri 
readily accepted Ram Das as the legitimate Guru but 
Mohan thought otherwise. His opposition, however, 
was by no means so insolent as that of Datu who did 
not spare Amar Das even when he had retired to 
Goindwal and it appears that Mohan bowed to the 
inevitable, though with evident reluctance. In the 
Sikh records we come across several statements which 
'seem to show that the reconciliation was never sincere 2 

and this must have been one of the main reasons which 
led Guru Ram Das to build a new place for birnself 
away from Goindwal. In fa.et, on the authority of 

l It is said thlllt Jetba was of an other-worldly temperament from 
his very boyh<;od and though his parents desired that he should turn 
to some occupation for his livelihood J etba himself thought otherwise. 
We are told that on one occasion Jetha's mother boiled some pulse, pnt 
it in a. basket a.nd gave it to her son to sell. There was a poor neigh· 
hour who mads hia living by selling boiled pulse and this gave Jetha's 
mother the idea, But instead of goiug to thd bazars and streets for 
sale Jetha went with his basket to the river Ravi, where he came across 
a company of holy men to whom he gave the whole contents of his 
basket and returned home. It is to be noted that similar stories were 
current about Nanak as well a.nd it may not be improbable that the 
present one had been inspired by them. (Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, 
p, 8.8) 

~ Macauliffe, i~id, Vol. II, p. 258; Vol. III, l.J· 56. 
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the Suraj Prakas Macauli:ffe says that Guru Amar 
Dq,s had anticipated this difficulty and had accordingly 
advised Ram Das to build a house in the lands assign~ 

ed by the Emperor and ' then excavate a. taiJ.k • to the 
east of it as a place of . Sikh pilgrimage.' 1 . The work 
appears to have commenced during the lifetime of 
Gmu Amar Das and continued for some time after 
Ram Das's &ccession. But for some unaccountable 
reason it was left &lone and the Guru began to excavate 
another tank, which he called Amritsar or the t&nk of 
nectar. by• enlarging a•pool the water of which is said 
to have possessed miraculous efficacy. " While the 
tank was being excavated dwellings arose in the 
vicinity for the accommodation of the Guru's Sikhs, 
visitors and workmen ; and in time a bea,utiful city 
was. constructed .which was at first called Ramdaspur." 
But in fact Ram Das only laid the foundations of the 
tank as well as of the city and the work was completed 
by his son and successor Guru Arjan. 2 

1 :Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. IL p. 141, 
2 The whole question is involved in some complexity and we have 

in the main followed :Macauliffe. A notable miracle connected with 
the poolthat formed the nucleus of t,he ' tank of nectar • is represented 
in the Suraj Prakiis to have occurred _in the tirne of Gurri Arjan, This 
would.te:D.d to suggest that the excavation of • the tank of nectar ' 
really commenced in the days of Guru Arjan and that Ram Das had 
nothing to do with it. Macauliffe sa,ys that ' it is not likely that Guru 
Ram Das would have neglected to carry out the work which he himself 
had begun under the order of his beloved father-in-law, the third Guru.' 
But as this statement also is based on the authority of the Suraj 

Prakiis it cannot be regarded as conclusive. All that we can say 
is that this throws a doubt on the narrative of the Suraf ,Prakiis 
(Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 226-270). The other argument adduced 
by Macauliffe seems to be more convincing. The fact that the city of 
Amritsar in its early days was known as Ramdaspur ' furnishes an 

24 
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The excavation of this tank, which too was left 
incomplete' has been the only outstanding . record of 
the pontificate of • Ram Das. Bhai Gurdaa says : 

" 'l'he SoQ.hi king Ram Das sat 
and was called the true Guru. 

He dug a perfect tank, and awakened the light 
of divine knowledge. in Amrisar. '' 1 • 

Bhai Gurdas's account of the successors of Nanak 
is, no doubt, hopelessly meagre and often practically 
useless but it appears that in this instance at least he 
has notfailed to record the central and the most out
standing fact. It is true that the credit of laying the 
foundations of the city of Ramdaspur is also due to 
the fourth Guru but it can be easily· seen that this 

additional proof that Guru Ram Das continued the work he had 
begur1 under his predecessor' (ibid, p. 276, f.n.). We may add that 
Mohsin Fani'a description of Ramdaspur as a place ' where tl:l.e Gurus 

Ramdas and Arjun-mal had built great edifices and dug tanks,' further 
strengthens Macauliffe's conclusion (Dabist.an, Vol. II, p. 275). 

On the other hand, some writers say that the grant of the villages 
by the Emperor had been made to Ram Das !Forster's Travels, 

Vol. I, p. 25B; Cunningham, op. cit., p. 50; Glossary of Punjab Tribes 

and Castes, Vol. I, p. 682). The Amritsar Gazetteer (1888~84, p. 61) 
, states that the site of Amritsar . was first occupied by Ram Das. ' It 
was marked by a s\:nall natural pool of water, which is said to have 
been a favourite resort of Baba Nanak. On the margin of. this pool 
Guru Ram J)as erected himself a hut. Soon afterwards, in 1577, he 

obtained a grant of the site, together with 500 bighas of land from the 
Emperor Akbar on payment of Rs. 700 akbari to the Zemindara of Tung, 
wbo owned. the land.' .If this is true the statement of the Sfiraj 
F'rakas t;hat Guru· A mar Das had r.sked Ram Das to build a place 
for bim:,selfoin the land granted by the Emperor is obviously wrong. 
But as the Ga~etteer gives us no hint as.to the source of these statements 
we\cannot &ay anything about their authenticity. 

1 · $haiGu:i"di!is, War, I. 47, 
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was, more or less, a bye.,.product of the main business 
of ex:ca vating the ' tank of nectar.' The Sikh. chro
niclers, no doubt, add many other details and sever11l 
stories about. Jogis and Tapas rE)appear as usual, but it 
seems to us tbat the. only other matter that • deserves 

.· rnbre than a passing notice is the statement that Ram 
:Oar; earnef:ltly took up the work of propagandism and 
sent preachers to different parts of the country to 
spread the new faith. It is sai(\ that Bhai Gurdas 
himself was sept to Agra to preach the Sikh ~eligion 
there. He became a famous and successful preacher 
and ' sent several of the Agra Sikhs to the Guru, 
who taught them the advantages of human birth and 
the necessity of working out ultimate salvation therein. • 
Sikhism spread by rapid strides during the days Qf 
Guru Arjan and Bbai Gurdas himself refers to a very 
prosperous • Sikh Sangat at Ag:ra. It may not be im
probable that the initial impetus that led to these 
results had been given by Ram Das but still it appears 

, to us that his regime was more or less uneventful 
and ' though he is among the most revered of .the 
Gurus, no p:reqepts <>L wid.e applicfl,tion or rules of 
great practical value or force, are attributed to him.' 

Guru Ram Das died in 1581 and was succeeded by 
hi& youngest son Arjan, who was then 18 years of age 
having been born in 1563. The eldest son Pritbia 
bad . enraged his father by constant intrigues to dis
credit. Arjan whom he knew to be the Guru's favourite 
and .the second son Mahadev ' was a religious en
thusiast and heeded not sublunary affairs.' It is stated 
in the tlikh chronicles that, on one occasion, Sahari 

1 Macaulilie, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 264, 271. 
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Mal, a first cousin of Guru Ram :)as, call1e from 
J.Jahore and invited the Guru to grace his son's marri
age with his presence. The Guru excused himself on 
grounds of heavy responsibilities at. home but promised 
to send one of his sons. Ram Das first asked Prithia to 
go to Lahore to attend the marriage Cefemoti'y' ' hU.t 
Prithia refused. We are told that '' Prithia had •two 
motives of his own for refusing. He was in charge of 
the offerings, and was able to furtively set aside much 
wealth for himself. If he went to Lahore this illicit 
gain would fall to some one else. The time, too, was 
approaching for the selection of a Guru in succession 
to his. father and he apprehended. supersession during 
his absence.'' Absorbed in his • o~r1religious pursuits 
Mahadev also positively refused to • have anything to 
do with the affair but Arjan,. who was all hurn.ility 
and obedience, unhesitatin5ly agreed and forthwith 
proceeded · to Lahore. It was arranged tl:tat • after the 
wedding was over Arjan would remain for some tirne at 
Lahore and look to the affairs of the Sangat there. 
It is said that after some days Arjan felt the pangs of 
separation from his father and wrote him a letter 
requesting his recall. Prithia intercepted this letter 
and the Guru could know nothing about it. From 
what Arjan heard from his messenger he could easily 
guess what had happened and he addressed a second 
letter but with no better result. This time, too, 
Prithia got hold of it and kept his father in the dark. 
Therefore Arjan sent another letter and took the pre
caution of writing No. 3• on it,. so that the Guru might 
know that two other letters bad been. previously written. 
The messenger also .was duly instructed to deliver the 
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letter personally .. to . the Guru and thi~ time PJ;ithia. 
failed tQ play the . saiJ1e old tric~. The letter . w!).s 
delivered to the Guru and Prithia's .deceit was imme
d$~Ltely foul}d, out. The two previous letters were dis
CQvered in Prithia' s roo1U hidden inside • a, coat all.d }iis 
discomfiture was complete. Arjan was immediately 
sent• for and on his arrival ' the Guru sent for fiye 
p;:tiE>a and 8> cocoal}ut, placed tliell1 before .Arjan,.!LJ1P 
d¢spending from his throne sea tell him on it in the 
presence of the whole afjseiJ1bly. Bhai :j3udha affixed 
the. tila~ or IJ1ark of spiritual. sovereignty to Arjan's 
forehead,, al1d he was publicly procl~Lime.d Guru amid 
univer!lal manifestations of delight.' 1 But Prithia 
positively ref11,sed to submit and adopted an attitude 
of open defiance. He declared that the Guru hll>d 
acted iiJ1properly and wwed that he would yet seize 
the Guruship by force. Prithia did not hesitate 
even to iJ1sult hi~ father again ll>Dd again till at last 
the Guru could bear it no longer. He drove Prithia 
out and said, ' Thou art a Mina ; my Sikhs will not 
obey thee 1 al}d will never associate .with thee.' 2 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 281. The ceremony of initiation was 
strikingly simple. The old Janamsakhi states that; in the case of Angad 
Guru Nanak merely ' put five paisa before him and fell down at his 
:Ceet' (Trumpp, op. cit., p xiv). In later cases a cocoanut also seems to 
have been laid before the successor. Further the tilak or coronation mark 
was affixed on the successor's forehead. Bhai Budha, a Jllit disciple of 
Guru Nanak, performed this with regard tq five of his successors. We 
are further told that " the significance of the tilak is well known. It is 
often if not generally affixed by a dominant or auto'3htbonous agricul· 
tural class and in this instance the choice of Bhai Budha represented 
the Jat recognition of the Guru's chiefship'' (Glossary of Punjab Tribes 
anrl Castes, Vol I, p. 680). 

' Suraj Prakas, Ras II, xix-xxii ; Macaulilfe, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 
276-284. Macauliffe says that ' this word originally meant a. tribe of 
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Though it is quite possible that muc~ of the .. above 
·story -is .a later setting and that· the··· details about the 
blackne~s ·of Prithi8.'s character have been somewhat 
overdrawn, the fac't stands that Prithia qllarrelle.d with 
his father about Arjan's nomination to the Guruship 
and could never reconcile himself with that decision. 
The two hymns ·of Guru Ram Das that Mac!\uliffe 
quotes, .leave absolutely no doubt that Prithia's bicker
ings embittered the last days of his father. In the 
first the Guru gently admonishes his son not to quarrel 
as ' it is a sin to quarrel with him who begot thee and 
reared thee ' and in the second the Guru proclaims 
soberly but emphatically the irrevocability of his 
decision and the utter futility of all slanderous protee
tations. Says the Guru: 

·'' God in the beginning bestowed on his • saints 
the ambrosial storehouse of saintship. 

The fool who trieth to rival them, shall have his 
face blackened both in this world and the next. 

They are saints, they are worshippers to whom 
God's name is dear. 

Hindu robbers of Rajputii.nii. In the Panjab the name is now applied to 
a :villain with a smiling face' (Vol. II, p; 28~, f. n.). It appears, how· 
ever, that the tribe iF. almost invariably criminal in thl'l Punjab though 
in. Alwn.r and Jaipur, where their original home lies, this is not the case. 
They are professional thieves and the boldest of the eriminal classes in the 
Punjab. (Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, Vol. II, pp. 102, 103.) 
It id thus quite conceivable that the word mi1}ii became a vile term of 
opprobrium. In War XXXVI, Bhai Gurdas gives a long discourse on 
the mittii and, though one might be tempted to connect the verses with 
Prithia and his followers, it Sf'ems clear that the word is used in the 
sense of kapati or deceitful. But though the story that Guru Ram ·· Das 
called Prithia a rnit~-ii and drove him out is only to be found in the late:r 
Sikh records, it seell.ls. that the application of the name to Prhhia's 
foll()wers. is as old. as th~ Dabistan. ( VoL. II, p. 278.) 
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God is obtained by . their seryice ; ashe& shall 
be thrown on the slanderer's head. 

In the case of the four Gurus none hat:Q. ever 
obtained the Guruship by revilings ; it is by God's 
service the Gurus hip is obtained." 1 

It seems clear that though in none of these hymns 
Pritl:ria is ·mentioned by name, they undoubtedly refer 
to him and his doings. , 

Under the circumstances, it was b~rdly to be 
expected that Prithia would take Arjan 's accession to 
the Guruship in the light of anything but usurpation. 
Ih fact, he regarded the Guruship as his by right and 
remained tb.e bitterest enemy of Guru Arjan praJctically 
till the Closing episode of the latter's career. We are 
told that immediately after the accession of Guru Arjan 
Prithia entered into intrigues with Sulahi Khan, a 
revenue officer of the province of Lahore, and com
plained to the Ohaudhris of Amritsar that be and his 
second brother Mahadev had been left without main
t-enance. On a ·representation being made to the 
Guru ' he granted certain taxes and house rents t() 
Prithia, the customs duties of ·· Pasian .ka Chauk {a 
ward or Amritsar)' to Maharlev, and merely reserved 
for himself the voluntary offerings of the faithful.' 2 

This cornpromi~e appears to have worked ~ore or less 
satisfactorily for several ye[trs and left Guru Arjan free 
for a time at, least to devote his Emergy to more vital 
matters. 

The first task to which the new Guru set himself 
was to complete the work left unfinished by bis prede-

1 Macauliffe>op. cit., Vol. JI, pp.·283, 284. 
2 Suraj Prakas, Rlis II, xxix ; Macauliffe, ibid-, P•' -2;. · 
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cessor. It has.. alreadyb¢ei1 seen that <:j.l~Iu .. J&~rn])as. 
had beg-unthe.construction of the ·. citJ7.?f ..• :ft~tpdaspur 
within •• the limits of vvhich he l!a.d. ~.gg- t~~ :~~n~ ?f 
nectar '.which was .a.Iteady .. climbing u_p ·• i~t:o· 'dvalry 
with the sacred Ganges in the eyes .of the .~ik~s-.' ••. But 
death cut him off. before the vvork could be. finally com
pleted. There was further another tarl.k called Sdntokh
sar which, too, had been left unfinished. It appears that 
during the first eight years of his pontificate Guru 
Arjan was busily occupied with this threefold task and 
ge further extended the scope of the undertaking by 

>'\'projecting the Har Mandar. or the temple of God, 
which he built in the midst of Ram ])as's ' tank of 

:•.·. ' . . . . . . ... . .... . . . . . ....... , . ·'" ···. '.. . . . .. ... " ' . .. . . . ~ 

nectar;' From a remark i1l one oft he Gurg'~ hyii1ns 
that' the creator stood in the midst, of the vvork, .and 
not. a hair of any man'shead was touched ' 1 it seems 
that the work went on smoothly and when it was 
finally completed, .Guru Arjan, in ~ . his charaeteristic 
manner 1 attributed everything to the mercy of .God. 
"God Himself came, and stood up to do the work of 
the saints. He did it whose work it was ; .what is 
wretched man ? " said the Guru. 2 In the fullness ()f 
his heart the Guru proclaimed : 

u He who here below singeth a song of rejoicing 
over this work, 

Shall obtain the fruit his heart desireth. 
He who while meditating on his God 
Cometh to bathe here shaH be made safe and whole. 
He who batheth in the saints' tank 
Shall obtain final salvation..'' s 

1 Maoauliffe. op. cit., p. 12. 
2 Ibicl, p. 12. 

3 Ibid, p. 11. 
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It c~JJ. b~ e~~ily .seen that the res11lt of this . qeclaration 

wlis · ~~ · .rr{ake .Atrl.r~~s~F.,. ~~. t~~ sitYJ1<>'Y9a.ffie to..l>e 
~r~1;tb~most.importal1t: pia~e . _~i. ___ Si~l1 •.. Pilgri!tlage. 
~J;i-'u~rjt],,JJ. a,lso •. finallyremoved, .. his _residence there. aud 
ri}~~fit,. t.he . .centre .of Sikh _ activities. 1 'This was. of 
tfi'e'''greatest importance for the firm establishment .of 
Sikhism, for the. Sikhs obtained thereby a fixed ce11tral 
pl~~~ ?f worship, where the qisciples annually 
\~~~:~.~led round tMir Guru and performed their ablu

:f)··ti~J1Sjl)the __ ne9tar tank.' 

. .~!.~I:I,;;;.=;~~~:~;:~~::~:::~n~:~ t!~ 
1 l)a'Sv~B'i'Iniism bad been thoroughly reconciled with 

S.I:)Cular life and how the. dis.ciples. had been told ' to 
worship God in their own homes and not to go to the 
wilderness. tq find l:Iim.' 2 The Gurus were never 
tired of _hammering this idea upon their followers. 

' r~~e .)ife . of the hermit. was. of_ no _ avail '3 and 
' _1-~adiJJ.s .th~ •life of a householder by which somebody 
~·~~;~·-~ain .. _.was _better thap. putting .. _ on . a,_. _sectarial 
Cf~~-~¥~' .f . 4\.!ld ' the best use· to \Vhich_ • . rrwney could 
6e~~{>pHed woqld,_be_._to ..• fill the Guru'skitqhen with 
cO'rnand _ supply _the _necest')ities _ of pilgrims,' 5 The 
..._:J:.t~X;;''#~' , ,~ , 

1 But it appears that the Guru still continued to reside off and on at 
Goindwal as is evident from the fact that J ahangir describes him as an 
inhabitant of that place. (Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Rogers and Beveridge, 
Vol. I, p. 72.) As we shall see later on, the visit of Akbar to Arjan also 
took place at Goindwal. 

2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 193, 
a. Ibid, p. 214. 

4 Ibid, p. 37. 
5 .]bid, p. 90. 

25 
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Sikhs were ' to give a tithe of their substance to 
God ' I and the result • of this teaching was to convert 
the Sikhs into a body of householdE)rs, one, .. of whose 

,most .. ~s~~ntial .. du~ies. was• to .• offEl! .. §9.!!H~.1!:i£~-~f "their 
\substance to the Guru. Offerings came in profusion 
t . . . .. . < .•.• •• • • •• • • • • • • • ••••••••••••.•• ·· ·· ·· ····~···-·"·~~--

\and the Guru's Langar d~ilyincr:~~~ed it.s activities. 
\:A change seems to have been made. during"'11)(Fdays 
\of Guru Ram Das, who . is said,, ,to ba,vesent.age:nts 
throughout the country for the purpose of collecting 
contributions from his followers for the excavation of 
the tanks he had planned. 2 But as yet the contri~ 

butions were absolutely voluntary though it was be
coming difficult to ,allow things to continue in this 
irregular manner. The Gurus had considerably widen
ed the range of their activities and their enterprises 
in building and excavation required a more steady flow 
of 1·esources. On the other hand, ' the number of the 
Sikhs had immensely increased and as they . were 
scattered over all parts of the Punjab, from Peshawar 
to Delhi, the collection of these gifts was very difficult 
and very often they did not find their way into the 
treasury of the Gurus.' Nay, the Sikhs bad even 
spread to provinces far distant from the Punjab 3 

and it can be easily seen that a change in the method 
of collection had become imperatively necessary. The 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 71. 
2 Ibid, p. 271. 
3 Mohsin Fani says • the number of these sectaries increased every

where, so that, in the time of the Guru Arjunmal it became very 
considerable, and at last there was no place in any country, where 
Sikhs were not to be found.' (Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 270.) Bhai Gurdas's 

account of SikhSangats iu his XIth Wiir also clearly shows how Sikhism 

had widely sprea.d by his time. 
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Sikh records are more or less silent. about the matter 
but fortuna.tely the Dabistiin tells us how Guru ,Arjan 
sought to meet the difficulty. Mohsin Fani says, 
" Before the fifth period no tribute was exacted 
from the Sikhs, but presents were given by them 
according to their own discretion to their Gurus. 
Arjuninal sent in his time a person to the Sikhs of 
each town in order to collect a tribute; in that manner, 
the Sikhs accustomed themselves to the government 
of a masand or deputy." 1 It will be seen that the 
voluntary contributions of the faithful were now made 

compulsory and arrangement was made for their collec
tion through authorised agents, who came to be known 
as masands. 2 This innovation was, more or less, 
revolutionary in character and far-reaching in its con
sequences. As Narang points out, 'the Guru could 
now arrange his budget with much more certainty, as 
the dues of the Gurus were paid more readily and 
unfailingly than even the Mughal revenues ' 3 and, on 
the other hand, 'the Sikhs were gradually accustomed 
to a kind of government of their own, and began to 

I. Dabistan, Vol. II, p. 271. 
2 Macauliffe sa.ys that ' in the time of the Afghan Kings, nobles 

were styled Masnad i-Ali. Hence, the word masnad was employed as 
the ordinary appellation of courtiers. From its frequent use it. was 
changed in the mouths of Sikhs into masand. The Guru was called 
Sacha Padshah, or the true king, so his ageuts were styled masands.' 
(Vol. II, p. 271.} See also Dabisti'in, Vol. II, p. 271. 

3 Narang, op. vit., pp. 34, 35. Narang says that' masand seems to 
be a corruption of ma,nad, shorter form of masnad-i-Ali or His 
Excellency, the title of Mug hal governors. This is another proof of the 
rising power of the Sikhs. When the Gum became the true Kiog his 
Viceroys mnst of course be their Excellencies.'' 
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feel themselves as a firmly organised•.and· •. strong party 
within the State.' 1 

But these successes. proved •• too much for Prithia, 
who now threw • over the coll1proil)ise a,nd p~gll,Il a11ew 
his intrigues against the Guru. The position appears 
to have become so serious that the Guru thought it 
best to leave Amritsar alone for some time and go out 
on a tour of propaganda. This was indirectly of the 
greatest importance in the history of Sikhism. Guru 
Arjan appears to have undertaken a rather detailed 
tour in the Malljha country and as a result of his 
efforts the hold of Sikhism over the .tract in question 
was henceforward indisputably established. The Sikh 
records give us many details, some of which at leaSt 
are hardly acceptable but, on the whol1:3, it is not difficult 
to trace the Guru's progress in this tour of propaganda. 
He first visited Khadur and Goindwal, places sanctified 
by two of his predecessors, and then passing through 
the vi11ages of Bhaini and Khanpur, artived at Khara 
where, ' the prospect around him-the flowering woods 
and glades, the limpid water, and the fresh and 
exhilarating atmosphere ' appears to have made such a 
profound impression on his mind that. he forthwith 
procured land from the villagers and laid there the 
foundation of a city, which came to be known as Tarn 
Taran.2 The tank which the. Guru planned could 
not be completed owing to the interference of a local 
Muhammadan official but a good beginning had been 

1 Trumpp, op. cit., p. lxxxi. 
:a The place 'appears to have been founded in 1590. ' The name 

Tarn Taran means a raft to take men across the world's ocean.' 
(Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, 25.) 
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made and the place forthwith gained ground as an 
important resort of Sikh pilgrimage We have already 
seen that Sikh tradition claimed rniraculous • healing 
powers for the waters of the sacred tank of Amrltsar ; 
a similar arid even more insistent declaration seems 
to have been made in the case of Tarn Taran as well, 
ana· there may be something in the suggestion that 
' the mythical powers of the water of the tank in the 
cure of leprosy would appear to have been pronounced 
by Guru Arjan with the object of getting rid of persons 
afflicted with that loathsome disease from the sacred 
precincts of the temple at Amritsar.' 1 At least this 
much is certain • that many lepers were in past times 
drawn there by the reputation of the place and a large 
quarter of the town is now inhabited by lepers. 2 

However, the foundation of this city was of great 
importance in the history of Sikhism. ' Tarn Taran 
is the capital of the tract of country known as the 
Manjha o:r middle land, which extends from the Ravi 
to the Bias, the nursery of the chivalry of the Native 
Army, an.d the home of a sturdy and strong race of 
agriculturists." 3 The people of this tract have always 
formed the backbone of the Sikh community and this 
fact may very well be attributed to the propaganda 
work of Guru Arjan and the foundation of the city of 
'l:arn Taran in the very heart of their country. 

It appears that the Guru then crossed the Bias and 
went over to the J alandhar district where he is said 

1 Arnritsar District. Gazetteer, 1883·4, p. 76. 

2 Ibid. ' About a mile from the town there is an asylum for the 
reception of indigent lepers from all parts of the province.' 

3 Ibid. 
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to have laid the nucleus of another city which he called 
Kartarpur and which has since risen .to considerable 
spiritual and temporal eminence. The Guru next 
passed through a network of villages, preachingevery
where with success and making many converts, and-8:t 
last arrived at Lahore. Here he made arrangements 
for the construction of the Guru's Bawali at Dabbi 
Bazar and then proceeded to the Gurdaspur district. 
He visited in turn the shrine of Guru N anak at Debra 
Baba N anak and the U dasi Srichand at Barath and 
finally returned to Amritsar. 

The next important incident in the Guru's career 
is the birth of his son Hargobind at Wadali in 1595 
A. D. It seems that the tour of propaganda bad lasted 
about 5 years and it was possibly ab()u,t 1594 that _he 
returned to Amritsar. I _The Sikh records state that 
the Guru's long absence had not,. in the least, soothed 
the feelings of Prithia who continued to annoyhim ___ as-· 
before. Indeed, this enmity of Prithl.a proved such a 
great obsession with the Sikh chroniclers that they 
have mixed it up even with the circumstances of the 
birth of Hargobind. It is said that -Prithia's jealousy 
was continually fanned by his wife Karma but Prithia 
consoled her with the assurance that as Guru Arjan had 
no issue their son Mihrban was bound to succeed to the 
gaddi. This conversation, we ar~ told, was overheard 

' 1 Macau!iffe says tha.t it was· in 1589 that the Guru laid the first 
brick of the masonry foundation of the liar Mandar (op. cit., Vol. III, 
p. 10). We are told that the construction of Tarn Taran began in 1590 .. 
It thus seems that the Guru Qlust have started on. his tour about_ the 
end of 15_89.: From the Sikh records. it also· appears that the Guru 
returned to Amrit.sar at least a. year before the birth of Hargo.hind 
:w:hich happened in.l595. 
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by the Guru's wife· Ganga who became forthwith 
anxious for a child and prayed of her husband to 
grant her the boon of a son. The Guru thereupon sent 
his wife to Bha.i Budha, an ancient Sikh of Guru 
Nanak's time who dwelt in a neighbouring forest, 
to pray for the desired boon. The mission to .Bhai 
Booha, however, proved unsuccessful as he seems to 
have been perturbed by the display of the Guru's wife 
who had gone to him in great state, 'taking with her 
as her. attendants the wives of the headmen of Amrit
sar.' Bhai Budha is said to have humbly represented 
to her that he was merely a grass-cutter and servant of 
her house. He disclaimed all powers of intercession 
and told her that it was the Guru alone who fulfilled 
every one's desires. Ganga returned disappointed to her 
husband and reported the failure of her mission. Guru 
Arjan told her that the saints and the true Guru never 
liked display and that if ·she wished to succeed she 
must go to Bhai Budha in an attitude of humility and 
supplication. She did as ~:>he was told and this time 
Bhai Budha blessed her and said that she would have 
a son who would be 'very handsome and brave; possess 
spiritual and temporal power, become a mighty hunter, 
ride on ro~ al steeds, wear two swords, be puissant in 
battle, and trample on the Mugbals.' 1 

It is clearly unnecessary to bring in the jealousy 
of Karmo to explain Ganga's very natural desire for a 
son. From Guru Arjan's own hymns it appears that 
he had become very anxious for a son and when he got 
one he wrote in the fulness of his heart : ' The True 

1 Suraj Prakas, Ras III, i-iii; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. ill, pp. 
29-32. 
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Guru, bath granted me what my heart desired.' And it 
is possible or even probable .that. t4e . prophecy about 
the character and achievements of Hargobind bad. been 
put into the mouth of Bbai Budha by a later chroni
cler. But the story of Bhai Budha's having had 
some connection with the birth of Hargobind cannot 
be altogether brushed aside. Besides the fact that. we 
have a very strong Sikh tradition to that effect we have 
to take into account the hymns composed · by . Guru 
Arjan on the occasion of the birth of his son, which 
contain distinct references to a saint. The Guru says 
that 'everybody hath been making his own remarks,' 
or in ot!)er words, people had been saying that he 
\<Vould have no children but 'that the words of holy men 
are immutable is apparent to alL' 1 Further on the 
Guru adds-' The saint hath been merciful, and all my 
family is delighted.' 2 There can thus be little dOubt 
that Guru Arjan himself believed that the. birth of 
Hargobiud was due t.o the kindly intercession of a 
holy man, presumably Bhai Budha. 

Hargobind, however, was not born in Amritsar but 
at a village called Wadali about seven miles distant. 
We are told that at the instigation of Prithia a revenue 
officer of the district named Sula,hi Khan prepared to 
attack Amritsar under the pretence of levying tribute 
and anticipating the troubles and annoyance the Guru 
retired to Wadali where he remained for two years. 
His stay there seems to have been, more or less, pn
eventful, excepting the part that he is said to havl,'} 
played in amicably settling the disputes betwt:)en W adaii 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 33. 
2 Ibid, p. 36. 
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11.nd the neighbouring villages~ I The Sikh records, 
however, state that even in his retirement he was in
cessantly troubled by the intrigues of Prithia. The 
birth. of an heir to Guru Arjan had proved too much 
for Prithia and his wife and it is said that they plan.ned 
to murder the child. They got hold of an old nu.rse 
of tb{f family, and persuaded her, on. promi~e of a re
ward of one hundred rupees, to go to Wada.li and poison 
the child. ' The deceitful nurse went home, applied 
poison to the nipples of her breast, mixed some 
more in a medicine called gurhti given to infants in 
the East and proceeded to Wad ali.' It so happened 
that Hargobind· was at that time suffering from some 
temporary illness and refused to suckle. Ganga was 
very much ·pleased at the coming of the old nurse 
at this crisis and, deceived by her specious words, 
entrusted the child' to her. The nurse at first tried 
the medicine but the child would not take it. Then 
she opened her breast and offered it to the _child but 
it was refus~;~d again. Thereupon the nurse fainted 
and fell backwards. When she regained her senses she 
was so• much overwhelm@ with terror •• that ... she .. gave 
opt the designs of Prithia. It is further st'ated that 
the Guru's brother next got hold of a. snake-chanher 
and persuaded him to kill Hargobind by exposing 
him to a cobra. But the plot failed again. When the 
snake was let loose Hargobind is said to have taken it 
in his hand and killed it immediately. 2 These stories 
clearly illustrate how in the later Sikh chronicles 
incidents of doubtful authenticity have been freely 

1 Macaulitle, op. cit;, Vol. III, p. 34. 
2 Ibid, pp. 86-39 ; Siiraj Prakiis, Rii.s, Ill, vu. 

26 
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introduced into the body of the narrative, making it 
sometimes almost impossible te get at the facts. But of 
this more anon. 

Guru Arjan returned to Amritsar ·in 1597 . when 
Hargobind was two years .old but be was not destined 
to ternain in peace. It appears that soon after 
Hargobind was attacked with small~pox and • the 
hymns written by the Guru on the occasion show • the 
intense anxiety of the father and, at the <>arne time, his 
implicit reliance on God's name at this hour of crisis. 
Guru Arjan says: 

"I have ever and ever repeated God's name, 
And God Himself hath preserved my child. 
The small-pox is stayed ; 
Our troubles are removed by God's riame." 

_. __ _.. ______ . _____________ _ 

And in the fulness of his heart be attributes· the child's 
recovery entirely to the grace of God. We are told : 

'' God bath protected the honour o£ His servant .. 
The Guru gave the medicine of God's name, and all 

the fever hath departed. 
God of His mercy hath preserved Hargobind. '' 2 

But as soon as this calamity was over Pritbia 
engineered another plot. to ensure the succession of his 
own son to the gaddi. This time he is said to have 
entered into a conspiracy with Hargobind's ' male 
nurse' who was a. Brahman by caste. We are told that 
the nurse succeeded in putting some poison into a cup of 
milk intended for the child but he could not persuade 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. TII, p. 43. 

' Ibid, p. H. 
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Hargobind to drink it. When he persisted in his 
attempt the child began to cry and this brought 

• Guru Arjan to the scene. He suspected foul play and 
gave a portion of the milk to a dog which instantly 
died. At this discovery the Brahman is said to have 
been seized with colic. He confessed his intention of 
poiso~ting the child at Prithia's instigation and soon 
afterwards expired. This incident also, no doubt, in 
some respects resembles the previous attempts ofPrithia 
to murder Hargobind but it stands on an entirely 
different footing. In one of his hymns Guru Arjan 
notices it and there can thus be little doubt about its 
basic truth. 'rhe Guru says: 

" The poison produced no impression whatever on him ; 
The evil Brahman died of the colic. 
The Supreme Being Himself preserved his servant, 
The sinner died by the Guru's power." 1 

It may not, therefore, be improbable that the stories 
of. the ·female nurse and the snake-cliarmer were 
later embellishments reared on the edifice supplied by 
the remarks of the Guru, particularly as it :is not 
difficult to trace therein the influence of Krs1Jaite 
legends. 2 

However, the discovery of this outrageous project 
must have put Prithia in a very uncomfortable position 
and we are told that in order to anticipate any charge 
that the Guru might make against him he set out with 

1 ~'facauliffe, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 47. 
2 Cf. the legends of the nurse Putana sent by Karhsa to kill Krsl}.a 

and also the story of Kr~J}.a's having saved the life of Nanda by killing 
a serpent. (Bhiigavata Puriina, X, 6, 34.) 
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his family for Delhi. In vain did Mahadev, the Guru's 
second brother, remonstrate with him and equally 
fruitless was the·· attempt at reconciliation made · by 
Guru Arja.n himself who sent Bhai Gurdas to • Rebar 
where, on his way to Delhi, Prithia had gone on a 
visit to his friend Sulahi Khan. I In due time Prithia 
and Sulahi Khan went to Delhi and a memorial 
is said to have been presented before the Emperor. 
Akbar 'decided in first place that he would not interfere 
in the affairs of religious men, and secondly that the 
memorial was false.' In a hymn of his the ·Guru 
seems to refer to this incident though the Emperor is 
not expressly mentioned. He attributes the discom
fiture of Prithia to the grace of God 'who himself 
showed the memorial to be false,' and adds that 
'Pritbia is involved in the consequences of his own 
acts.' 2 

This proved a crushing blow to Pritbia and be 
seems to have been so much disheartened that, at least 
for some time, he ceased to annoy the Guru. This 
respite was of the greatest importance as it enabled 
the Guru to turn once more to that wholesome work 
of consolidation which he had begun with such promise 
during the earlier part of his career. And the work 
that he now commenced may very well be regarded 
as the crowning achievement of his life. This was 
nothing less than the compilation of the Granth Sahib. 
Macauliffe says, "Guru Arjan now felt the necessity 
of laying down rules for the guidance of his followers 
in the performance of their daily religious duties and 

1 Suraj PraMs, Ras. Til, xviii-xxv. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 49. 
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expiatory rites. This course would reduce his religion 
to consistency, and binder divergent. tenets. and rituals. 
That oonsummation, however, could only be atta,in(:ld 
when the exact words of the Gurus were permanently 
recorded in one grand volume." J It is further stated 
that information reached the Guru to the effect 
that Prithia had begun the compilation of a Granth 
in which he was trying to pass his own compositions 
as those of Guru Nanak and steps to meet this arro
gant encroachment could no longer be delayed. But 
apart from these considerations an authoritative compi
lation of the hymns of the successive Gurus bad become 
a matter of vital necessity. In the practical side .of 
Sikhism the most obvious religious exercise enjoined 

on the followers bad been the singing of hymns .in 
praise of the True One and it bad also been laid down 
tbat only the real hymns of the Gurus should be used 
for the purpose. For instance, Guru Amar Das says: 

" Come, ye.disciples, beloved of the true Guru, sing 
a true song. 

Sing a song ofthe Guru, the. song o£ songs. 
Saith Nanak, ever sing this true song;'' 

And he adds: 

" Without the true Guru everysong is false, 
Every song is false without the true Guru. 
They who utter it are false, they who hear it are 

false, and false is its author." 2 

And we have .already seen that the work of collect
ing and compiling the hymns oftbe Gurus had made 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 56. 
3 Ibid (iinand. xxiii, xxiv), p. 12!. 
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considerable · progress during . his p'on'tfficil.te: But ·this · 

had necessarily been incornplepe and \ve_r6, Ito~· pr"~~~k 

callyinaccessible to t~e generality of the f,3i~4 , ppbl~Gi 
The compilation that Gl1r11 . Arjan ,I:l.OW ,pl~pP:~4 · ~11,$ 
thus clearly a desideratum and its cornpletiohftir'riished 
the coping-stone to his strenuous work oforganisa:ti?_fi, T 

Naturally .. Guru Arjan' s first object, wa~ to. s~ci~t~ · 
the previous compilation which' he knew' wa,s in:the : 
custody of Mohan, one of the sons of Guru Amar Das .. : 
It appears . that the Guru sent Bhai Gurdas and Bhai 
Budha, one after another, for the purpose but tqey 
both failed and then Guru Arjan went to Mohan in 
person. The Sikh writers have enshrouded the story in 

a. veil of mystery but it seems .. that tl:tefailq~e ,o.f_ t~~ 
two emissaries had shown the Guru that. a little diplo
macy wasneeded and after some initial. difficulties he 

did at last succeed in getting the o~jes_~ --:~~ji~:-~~i-~~~~;· ~- ~ 
Tn the ecstasy of his delight the Guru wrote ·: 

'' I am wealthy and fortunate in the true name. 
I sing God's praises with composure and love. 
When I opened and saw my father and grand-

father's treasury of sam·ed boolcs 
My soul was enriched. 
My store-houses were filled with gems and rubies 
Inestimable, inexhaustible, and unweighable. 
0 my brethren, Jet us eat and spend this wealth 

together.'' 1 

I , Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 58. We are told that this manu
, script is still found at Goindwal and that the order of the Granth Sahib 
was. a.t least in part suggested by it. Guru Arjan is said to have used 
another manuscript which 'was aeeri by Gyan Singh with a woman who. 
lived in Katra Mahan . Singha.t ,Arnritsar.' Further, on the authority of 
the Tavaril,h·Khalsa Mohan .. Singh. saysth at "in response .to a general 
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To these were now added Guru Arjan's own com
positions, which were very numerous and formed by 
far the major portion of the entire collection when 
it was finally completed. IPurther, the Guru made 
selections from the compositions of various bha.gats or 
saints, both Hindu and Muhammadan, whose teachings 
agreed with those of the Sikh Gurus in their funda
mentals, and)~e?rJ?()rat~d them in the Oranth. Lastly 
we are toTrth~t· - ;,~~~~~al bards who had accepted the 
Sikh religion appeared before the Guru, and offered 
him panegyrics of himself and his predecessors. The 
Guru graciously gave such compositions a place in the 
sacred volume.'' The · huge amount of material thus 

~ 

A~oH,e~~~'~'' '~~~.>the~ ~~~tt~p.ol1t .. P:Y:J3.~ai .. Si"l1~~as at the 
' · <l'i~t~t18~ ()f (}l1rl1 Arjan and after much arduous 

i~b~ti~ . ti;e ;vork was. at last completed in ,<\·J?· 1604. 

~G;~~tl~ ... ~qhib •. 1 
. ~s ..... it ..... c.~ll1~ ... t.? .. ~e. e~ll~~;. was 

:Pfi'Ce'd"''in-th~ ·Har Mandar with .Bhai B~dh~ in charge. 

invitation issued by Guru Arjan Deb to the holders of MSS. containing 
the poetry of the previous four Gurus, one Bhai Bhakta, of Arora caste, 
belonging to J alal Pur, in the Paragana of Hasan Abdal, produced a 
huge tome containing uhe Ban·i of the first four Sikh Gurus and much 

other poetry besides, which was duly used by Guru Arian Dev, the s!tid 
MS. having been finally returned to the owner. It is further stated 
that the MS. was a priceless heirloom in the family as it bad been com

pleted contemporaneously with the respective Gurus whose autographs 
v:ere obtained. The signatureS of the first four Gurus were shown to 
the fifth Guru who. gave his own signature. The signatures of the 
other, later Gurus, are also said to be present in th(l MS. which was 
stated by Gyan Singh, the author of the Tavarikh, to be then in the 
custody of one Buta Singh Pasari of Rawalpindi. (Kabir and the 
Bhagti Movement, Vol. I, pp. 49, 79.)" 

1 It is also called the Adi Granth to distinguish it from the 
Dasam Piitshiih kii Grant],, or the Book of the tenth Ring, i,e., Gur\l 

Gobind Singh. 
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This closes the . history of G11ru .. Arjap.'t~ ..... ~chieve'
merits as a peaceful organiser, But almosta:lL~2~e.rn 
writers state that Guru Arjan also did something to 
foster trade and industry among the members . of his 
community. This is quite conceivable and there seems 
nothing improbable in it. The Sikhs had become 
purely a community of. bo11seholders . apd the" 'G-!tl'us 
were never tired of emphasising the dignity o,f }ll,~?ur 
and of all honest avocations. I But the matter has 
been carried much further. Particular stress has been 
laid on the alleged fact that Guru Arjan encouraged his 
followers to engage in horse trade with countries 
beyond the Indus and one writer in particular has taken 
considerable pains to explain the importance and pos
sible effects of this step. It has been suggested that 

1 Teja Singh very rightly emphasises this aspect of the Guru's 
work (Growth of Responsibility in Sikhism, pp. 29-32) but it seems that 
in his enthusiasm he bas overstepped the limit. For instance, we are 
told that ''the creation of an intelligent middle cla.ss was (as it still is) 
the crying need of the time. The society in India was so constituted as 
to give no scope to the development of :1rts t1nd industrieo. The rigid 
ct~>ste rules bad made it impossible for the men of higher castes to tu.ke 
pu.rt in the cultivation of ar~s and sciences. They stood aloof and left 
the sweating work to be done by the so.called lower castes." This is 
only another instance of the present-day tendency of attributing n;ll the 
ills of India to the caste-system but facts speak otherwise. To say that 
the higher classes took no part in the cultivation of arts and sciences is to 
ignore plain facts and there is enough material in the Sikh records them
selves to show that the higher classes, particularly the Khatris, were 
traders par excellence long before Sikhism made its influence felt. There 
might have been some apathy on the part of men of ability and talent to 
take to producing but, as Moreland points out (From Akbar to Aurangzib, 

p. 233), the chief rea.son for th[l;t was not the ' social constitution of 
India ' . but the revenue policy of the administration, which reacted un
favourably on production. 
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the Guru's motive was political and that ' it is 
likely that the trade, or at any rate a considerable part 
of it, was carried on with public funds of the corn
mimity, and the major portion of the profits therefore 
went to the funds gf the church.' 1 As Cunningham 
says, "Nor was Arjun heedless of other means of ac
quiri~g wealth and influence; he dispatched his follow
ers into foreign · countries to be as keen in traffic as they 
were zealous in belief, and it is probable that his 
transactions as a merchant were extensive, although 
confined to the purchase of horses in Turkestan.'· 2 

In similar strain Trumpp says that the Guru engaged 
in trade in grand style 3 and he is ahnost echoed by 
Irvine. 4 But it appears to us that the matter has 
been treated rather carelessly and, so far as we are 
aware, there is no clear and reliable evidence in support 
of these contentions. Cunningham remarks that 'the 
ordinary Sikh accounts are to this effect • but it is . evi-• . . 
dent that he does. not attach any great value to these. 
He aJso refers to the Dab£stan, but the passage which 
he undoubtedly means clearly refers to the masands and 
not to the Gurus, though the word 'guru' is used .. 5 

Moreover, there is nothing here about trade in horses or 

1 N arang , op. ciL , pp 35, 36. 
2 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 52. 
3 Trumpp, op. cit ., p. l xxxi. 
4 Irvine, Later Mughals, Vol. I, P· 76. 
5 Mohsiu Fani says that the Sikhs established that au udiis"i or one 

that has abandoned thP world, is not to be esteemed higher than any 

other man. ' On that account, some of their Gurus are inclined to agri

culture, others to comrpercl:l, and to various trades and occupations' 

(D ab,istiin, Vol. II, p. 272\. Cunningh•m apparently deduced a dubious 

conclusion from this passage and it seems that all subsequent writers 

have followed him without looking closely into the matter. 

27 
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Guru Arjan's participation in it. In another connec
tion, not noticed by Cunningham., Mohsin Fani speaks 
of a Sikh named Sa,dah who had been sent by Guru 
Hargobind to bring horses from Balkh. He· brought 
three beautiful Irak horses for his master but thE)y were 
seized by a tyrant named Khalil Beg. I . It should. be 
noted that in this insta,nce the horses were ordered. to 
be brought for the Guru's own sake and there is abso
lutely no suggestion of any trade in the affair. More
over, trade in horses was no new thing. It is stated in 
the Janamsakhis that Guru Nanak's father Kalu had 
once asked him to be a dealer in horses and in his 
characteristic fashion N anak replied : 

'' Make thy hearing o£ the sacred books thy mer
ohandise,-truth the horses thou takest to sell ; 

Tie up virtues as thy travelling expense and think 
not in thy heart ofto-morrow. 

When thou arriveBt in the land of God, thou shalt 
obtain happiness in his abode." 2 

These verses clearly show that even m the days of 
Nanak trading in horses by men of his class was not 
an uncommon event and consequently a few isolated 
instances of later days cannot be regarded as in any 
way conclusive unless it can be shown by direct evi
dence that Guru Arjan had actually encouraged and 
himself taken part in the lucrative horse trade with 
Balkh and Irak. 

But. trade or no trade, Guru Arjan's achievements 
had been solid enough and we are told that during the 

1 Dabistan, Vol. II, p. 2B4. 
2 ;Macau!iffe, op. oit., Vol. I, p. 23. 

lil 
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closing years of his life his enemies again combined and 
made a determined attempt to bring about his ruin. 
The inveterate Pritbia had in the meantime been grelj,t
ly weakened by the accidentaldeath of his friend and 
patron, Sulahi Khan. It is said that ' one day Prithia 
took Sulahi to admire some brick-kilns he bad made. 
On" arriving, Sulahi's horse started at the accidental 
flight of a bird from under his feet, and ran with his 
rider straight into a kiln in full blast. In a few 
minutes horse and :rider became a mass of cinders.' 1 

But this loss was more than made up by an unexpected 
recruit of a much more formidable character to the 
ranks of the Guru's enemies, This was Chandu Shah, 
an imperial Dewan, who appears to have been an in
habitant of Lahore but whose official duties necessitated 
his residence· at Delhi. The story runs that he had 
sought the hands of the Guru's son Hargobind for his 
daughter Sada Kaur but the Guru refused the alliance 
primarily because his Delhi Sikhs were averse to the 
proposal. It is said that the proposed alliance was not 
at all to Chandu's liking as he considered the Guru to 
be a person of inferior · status,··· particularly as he was 
dependent on offerings for his subsistence. But the 

1 In a hymn in Bililval Guru Arjan refers to this incident Says 
the Guru: 

" God preserved me from Sulahi. 
Sula.hi by no means succeeded; Sulahi died unclean. 
God drew forth his axe and smote off his head and in a. 

moment he became ashes. 
He wa.s consumed ever meditating evil; He who created 

him thrust him into the fire." 
\Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 86.) 

See a.lso Suraj Prakiis, Riis IV, xviii. 
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importunities of his wife proved too much for him and 
he at last gave his coment. However, it seems that 
Chandu's offensive remarks bad reached the ears of the 
local Sikhs who became very much annoyed and imme
diately sent a messenger post-haste with a letter to the 
Guru requesting him urgently to refuse the alliance. 
The result of the whole matter waR that Chandu's }1ro
posal was rejected and in the very presence of his 
emissaries Hargobind was triumphantly betrothed to a 
daughter of Narain Das and next to that of Hari 
Chand. This was an insult 1 which Chandu took 
seriously to heart and henceforth he became the dead
liest enemy of the Guru. And, according to Sikh 
tradition, it was not long before be was sought out by 
Prithia and his friends and a grand combination against 
the Guru arranged. 2 

It is said that Prithia succeeded in persuading 
the Kazis and Brahmans to lay a complaint against 
the Guru on the ground that the GrantJ~ compiled by 
him blasphemed both the Hindus and the Muham
madans and through the influence of Chanda the 
memorial was duly placed before the Emperor. At 
the Emperor's order the Gra,nth was brought before 
him together with Bhai Budha and Bhai Gurdas who 
deputised for the Guru. After some discussion the 
Emperor became convinced that the complaint against 
the Guru was totally groundless and the deputies 
were dismissed with dresses of honour for themselves 

1 Narang says (op. cit., p. 40, f.n.lthat "under a mistaken 
notion of honour, a noble Khatri could not brook to marry his daughter 
to any one else, after a bridegroom for her had been once selected." 

2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 81·8:4. 
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and their Guru. And we are further told that the 
discomfiture of the conspirators became complete when 
the Emperor next paid a visit to the Guru and in 
compliment to him remitted the revenues of the 
Punjab for that year. 

This is the Sikh tradition as we find it embodied 
in tM later Sikh chronicles but the story in all its 
details can. hardly be acceptable unless we find it 
corroborated by some independent and more reliable 
testimony. The stories of these deputations to Akbar 
are by no means few and we must not ignore the 
possibility that some at least might have been inspired 
by Akbar's well-known toleration and his predilection 
for saints and fakirs. But it must be pointed out that 
with regard to Akbar's alleged visit to Guru Arjan 
we possess some independent evidence. Macauliffe 
says, '' Badaoni states that on another occasion, 
namely, the thirteenth of the month of Azur (Jamadi 
ul sani), Akbar, with a gorgeous military retinue, 
crossed the Bias and went to Goindwal to visit Guru 
Arjan, whose teaching and character he appreciated." 1 

This seems to est.ablish . the visit and the Khulasatu
t-Tawarikh says distinctly that a small portion of ·the 
revenues was also actually remitted at the request 
of Guru Arjan. Sujan Rai states that '' when Akbar 
left Lahore and reached Batala he came to know 
that a fight had taken place between M usalman 
:Fakirs and Sannyasis. He went to the spot and put 
to prison the Musalman Fakirs who had done in
justice and had broken some of the temples. He 
ordered the temples to be repaired and from there he 

I Ma.cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 84. 
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crossed the Bias .and visited .the house .of G11ru Arjan, 
a disciple and successor of Baba · Nanak .. and • he was 
very much rleased when he recited some.of the poems 
of Baba N~nak. about the• unity of . the Godhead. 
The Guru expressed his obligation tq t~~ :Ji1Ir1ge.~gr 
for his visit and atthe time· of his departure represent ... 
ed to him that in the Punjab the ·price • of • corn 
had gone up and the people found it difficult to pay 
the revenue. The Emperor accepted his request and 
issued orders to his officers to reduce the revenue by 
one-tenth or one-twelfth." l The Sikh tradition is 
thus substantially corroborated though, as we have 
pointed out before, it is difficult to accept it in its 
entirety. 

Looked at from the secular point of view this visit 
of ·the Em.peror a.nd his pa.rtial remission of the 
revenues at the Guru's request must be regarded as 
the high water-mark in Arjan 's career. But almost 
immediately afterwards his fortunes set on the ebb 
and brought his career to a tragic and lamentable 
end. That incident 1 however, was the first of a series 
of events that brought in a new phase of development 
and belongs more properly to the history . qf .... the 
~ransition to militarism under Guru Arjal1'~ - son ~?d 
succes3or, Hargobind. We have been co~cer~~~j'~ till 
pow in tracing the history of the development of the 
Sikh Pan,th since Sikhism was first brought into 
being by the bold and unequivocal declaration of Guru 

~;" Nanak that ' there is no Hindu and no Musalman' ; 
/~;. •• _ ;-,:·-.'<::::-:· .. ::-_:>_:._.·- ··. __ . . . : , . : :. . . . . > ._ .. ,.. . :'''' .. _, .-_··:·: ·· .. ··: · __ :·•·---': _.,,_._•--->··•: ,-•--c·_ :·:··· .. :c .,,-~ _,·•-·:·--:,··,-,.,,._._.,- , ,., ,,,,.,.".-'·"'·'·"'·~ 

1 

""c~J)d t~~ ~r~t ?h~s~_.I~-~! ••. ~~····said .to .~a;.e ended }~< ~?O~, 
tne'"''~ellr · in which .the . ,p;:~~i1Fsii'hffi·-~~~~::~2§~~!~d 

l Khulasatu-t-Tawarikh {Zafar Hasan's edition), p. 425. 
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and placed il1Jhe Har Manaar.. The progress hitherto 
;;i ·,:,~_-.:::;,;:a.:IQ:~:L:._ :~;-~~_. : : : ~~?~'1"'"'\'~'~"'""''-·'"' - :d-- -,;•~-" --: :; .-. '' ""':·--"··· ' 

bad been almost entirel~ • peaceful with practically no 
interference from the established state, which, on tbe 
contrary, had on occasions been friendly and helpful. 
In the new epoch that was about to commence cir
cumstances entirely changed, methods became openly 
violent and the state stood out in determined opposi
tion. But it is needless to point out that the new 
was based on and conditioned by the old and before 
we pass on to the new epoch it is thus necessary that 
we should take stock of what had already been achieved 
and acquaint ourselves more thoroughly with Sikh 
ideals and institutions. 



CHAPTER VI 

IDEALS AND INSTITUTIONS 

Tradition affirms that towards the close of his life 
Guru Nanak began a systematictrial of his followers. 
His object, no doubt, was to discover the person who 
was qualified above all others to bear the burden of 
the Guruship after his death and we are told that 
the trial generally took the forrn of apparently un
reasonable commands at unseasonable times by Guru 
Nanak to those around him. Thus, on one occasion, 
in a winter's night when heavy rain was falling, .a 
part of the wall of the Guru's house was demolished 
and he expressed his desire that it should be imme
diately repaired. His sons very naturally sa.id that 
that was not the proper time for doing the work and 
that in the morning tbey would call masons and 
labourers and have the wall repaired. But Nanak 
would not hear of it ; he said that the Guru's work 
must be performed by his Sikhs and that there was 
no necessity to wait for masons and labourers. At 
this reiterated command of the Guru ' everybody was 
silent except Lahina (afterwarils Angad) who at once 
stood up and began to repair the wall. The Guru's 
sons and other Sikhs went off to sleep.' But foe Lahina 
this was only the beginning of his trial. After some 
time the Guru came to inspect the work, expressed 
his dissatisfaction and asked Lahina to pull it down 
and begin _.,again from the beginning. This was 
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repeated several times till at last the Guru's sons 
could hold their patience no longer and told Lahina 
plainly that ' he was a fool to obey unreasonable 
orders.' In all humility Lahina replied that ' a servant 
should make his hands useful by doing his master's 
work.' 1 There the matter apparently ended and it is 
needless to state that the point of the story lies in its 
illustration of the virtue of implicit obedience to the 
Guru. 

There are several other stories of the kind but we 
would content ourselves by noticing only one other, 
wherein we·· are given the traditional explanation as 
to how the name Lahina was changed to Angad and 
which we find incorporated in the oldest Janamsiikhi. 
The story runs that one day Gorakhnath, 2 who by the 
way was dead several centuries back, came to Guru 
Nanak and congratulated him on ' the wide diffusion 
of his name.' The Guru said that Gorakhnath would 
soon see how many of these alleged votaries really be
longed to the Guru and then a very exttaordinary thing 
happened. Guru Nanak came out of his house with 
the alleged 'votaries of fihe Name' as well as Gorakh
nath and proceeded in a. certain direction. In the 
meantime the ground, at successive stages, had been 
strewn by the order of the Lord with copper, 
silver and gold coins and at the first stage when 
they reached the place with the copper coins scat

tered broadcast many of the votaries took the coins 
and went away. The silver and the gold coins 
proved too much for most of those who had still · 

1 Ma.cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. IT, p. 6. 
I Evidently the founder of the sect of the Jogia ia meant. 
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been in the party till at last, _when they reached 
a funeral pyre two only of the votaries ren1ained. 
Upon the funeral pyre ' four lamps were burning, a 
sheet was spread over it, under which a dead one 
was lying, but a stench was coming from him.' Guru 
Nanak asked the two disciples whether· any of them 
was ready to eat the corpse. One of them turned 
his face and left the place in disgust and then 
Lahina, who alone had stuck to the last, asked the 
Guru: '0 Sir, from which side shall I apply my 
mouth ? ' On being told to begin from the side of the 
feet, Lahina lifted the sheet when he found that 
Guru Nanak was lying there asleep. Thereupon 
Gorakhnath said: '0 Nanak, he is thy Guru, who 
will be produced from thy body,' and the name 
Labina was changed to Angad. 1 The story may 
be absurd and even ridiculous but it is interesting 
to note the points that the chronicler wants to make 

1 Trumpp, 011. cit., pp. xliii-xliv. 
Ap>>rt from these stories, the main fact tha.t Guru Nanak had actually 

tested his followers in order to find out the man who wa.s best qualified 
to sueceed him is testified to by the Coronation Ode. It says that 
'Lahina, obeyed the orders of Guru Nanak whether necessary or unneces
sary ' and further that ' Lahina obeyed what the Guru had ordered him, 
and earned the rewa.rd of his acts.' We are also told: 

" He tested his Sikhs and his sons, and the whole sect saw what he 
had done. 

It was when Lahina was purified that Guru Nanak consecrated him.'' 

And we also get clear hints as to why the name Lahina was changed 
to Angad. Angad literally means "of the body " and the Coronation Ode 
says, 'A scion of Guru N anak exchanged bodies wit~ him and took posses· 
sion of his throne,' and that Guru Nanak's light blended with Gutu 
Angad's, and Guru Nan:tk beea.me :tbsorbed in bim. The idea no 
doubt is that Angad was the same in essence as Guru Nanak. (Macau
lifi'e, op. cit., Vol, II, pp. 26, 27.) 
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out. Here again Angad alone comes out of the ordeal 
and the test that he is put to is the implicit and un
conditional surrender to the Guru. 

Coming next to the nomination of Amar Das to the 
Guruship we are again intro:luced to several incidents 
of the type narrated above. But we would notice only 
one which is said to have finally confirmed Guru 
Angad in his determination to nominate Amar Das to 
the Guruship. It was again a dark rainy night, 'cold 
winds blew, lightning flashed, and every human being 
was glad to find shelter in his house and go to sleep.' 
On such a night as this, when three hours were still to 
pass before daylight could be expected to break, the 
Guru called out for water. Nobody heeded him. The 
Guru .then awakened one of his sons and asked him to 
fetch water but he showed no inclination to obey. At 
this Amar Das came forward and cheerfully volunteer
ed to go to the river to bring water for his master. The 
Guru objected on the ground that Amar Das was too 
old a· man for such service but the objection was waiv
ed and the devoted disciple put a pitcher on his head 
and started for the river. After some adventures in 
the impenetrable darkness of the night Amar Das 
returned with the pitcher of water all right and it 
seems that the very next day he was invested with the 
insignia of Guruship.I Thus it is clear that, accord
ing to Sikh tradition, the sine qua non of eligibility 
to the Guruship, or in other words, the essential requi
site of an ideal Sikh was implicit surrender to the 
Guru, 'sacrificium intellectus' as Trumpp would oall it. 2 

1 Maca,uliffe, op. cit., Vol. IT, pp. 42, 43. 

2 Trumpp, oP· cit., p. lx:s:vH. 
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In the case· of Ram Das tra,dition shifts its ground. 
The old point is not abandoned. It is stressed as 
before and we are told that ' Jetha performed such un
remitting service day and night that he ;llowed him
self no repose of mind and body.' But the point that 
now comes to the forefront is the outstanding .. fact 
that the Guruship became hereditary in the line i of 
Ram Das. This required explanation as well.as justi· 
fication and we are introduced to several interesting 
stories and legends for the purpose. These are inde
pendent of one another but in different ways all seek 
to explain the fact of hereditary succession. The 
first story begins in the old. style and exhibits in full 
the extreme devotion and obedience of.Rarn ..•• Das to •. his 
Guru. It is said that one day Guru· A mar Das ordered 
each of his two sons-in~law, Rama and Jetha, to build 
a platform by the side of the Bawali. When the plat
forms were completed the Guru went to• inspect them 
and exactly as Guru Nanak ha,d done with the wall 
Lahina, expressed his dissatisfaction and asked them 
to pull the platforms down and build tbem anew. 
With great reluctance Rama built his for the 
second time and when he was again told that the 
work was not satisfactory he flatly refused to obey 
any further what he called the Guru's whims. But 
Jetha continued to break and build seven times in 
succession till at last the Guru was satisfied and 
blessed him in the following terms : " Obeying my order 
seven times hast thou built the platform, so seven 
generations of thine shall sit on the Guru's throne." 1 

l M!ICa.u!ifi'e,-op. cit.,.Voi.II,pp. 142,143. 
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As we have said, the story is in the old style but the 
denouement is new. 

In the sec<l,fld instance, the matter is approached 
in a different manner and the hereditary succession is 
mage to appear as the reward of the wholehearted 
service and devotion of J etha's wife Bibi Bhani. The 
story runs that one day as the Guru was absorbed in 
deep meditation Bibi Bhani entered his room and saw 
that one of the legs of the Guru's couch was broken 
and might give way a.t any moment. She at once put 
her hand under the broken leg and kept the couch 
level so that the Guru might not be disturbed in his 
meditation. When he awoke the Guru expressed great 
satisfaction at what she bad done and in vi ted her to ask 
a reward. Bibi Bhani is said to have implored that 
the Guruship should be made hereditary in her family 
and the request was granted but the Guru added that 
she had dammed the clear flowing stream of the 
Guruship and consequently great trouble and annoy~ 

ance would result ; no doubt a prophecy ex eventu.l 
It will be seen that in both the above cases the 

Guruship is still the reward of devotion and obedience, 
only that now the distinction is made hereditary 
whereas in· the cases of Angad and Amar Das it had 
been merely personal. But the legend that we are 
now about to narrate goes deeper into the hoary past 
and presents the matter in a setting in which contem~ 

porary events and personalities play practically no 
part. Moreover, this legend appears to be the oldest 
of the series as we find a clear hint regarding it in 

1 Maca.uliffe, op. cit., Vol. li, p. 141:. 
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Bhai Gurdas and the story is. fully . developed by •Guru 
Gobind Singh in his Baoitm Natak. SpeakiJ:Ig of the 
nomination of Ram Das to the Guruship .Bbai Gmdas 
remarks: ' 

" What he previously received must be restored, 
and descend to the line that owneth it. 

The Sodhi king Ram Das sat on the throne, and 
was called the true Guru." 

And again, 

'''The Sodhis will not allow it to depart ; no others 
can endure the unendurable thing. 

What belongeth to the house shall remain in the 
house." 1 

It appears that both the verses hint at some previous 
arrangement or something of the kind, though what 
that might be is by no means clear. We are, how
ever, inclined to think that in his usual cryptic manner 
Bhai Gurdas is here referring to the well-known legend 
which is narra,ted in great detail in the Ba.c'itra Natak. 
The origin of the Sogbi family is traced to the time
honoured ·line of Raghu to which belonged the cele
brated hero of the Ramayana. Lahu and !Kusu (Lava 
and I{usu), the two sons of Rama are said to have 
built the two cities of Lahore and Kassur, which were 
named after them. The descendants of these two 
kings continued to wield sceptres for a long time and 
lived in harmony till the days of Kalket and Kalrai. 
Kalket (descended from Kusu) is said ' to have 
possessed peerless strength ' and had no difficulty in 
expelling Kalrai (descended from Lahu) from the city. 

I Bhai Gurdas, War, I, 47, 
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The latter fled to the Sanaudh country where he married 
a king's daughter. rl'o him a son named So<Jhi Rai 
was born and •· the Sogbi race began from that time. 
The Soghis gradually became independent and influen
tial, conquered many countries and at last invaded the 
Punjab. The descendants of Kusu were defeated, and, 
in their turn, fled to Be nares where in course of time 
they became the readers of the V eds and came to be 
known as the Vedis. Another· turn in the wheel of 
fortune came. To patch up past differences the So<Jhi 
king of the Punjab wrote a conciliatory letter to the 
Vedi chief and invited him and his followers to come 
back to the Punjab. The Vedi chief complied with 
the request. On the arrival of the Vedis the Soghi 
king asked them to recite the Veds. They obeyed. 
The king was very much pleased, gave all his possess
ions to the Vedis and assuming the garb of a Rikhi 
retired to the forest to become absorbed in God's love. 
The Vedi chief bleused the Soghi king, saying, 
" When I come in the Kali Age under the name 
of N anak I will make thee worthy of worship in the 
world. Arid thou shalt attain the highest dignity." 
And the blessing was fulfilled when Guru Amar 
Das gave the Guruship to Ram Das So<Jhi, in whose 
line it became hereditary. 1 

The fundamental ideal of surrender and service is 
absent here and the sole concern of t{w legend is to 
provide a sort of historical justification for succession 
to the Guruship on grounds of heredity. The Guruehip 

1 Bacitra Niitak, II-V. Tbe Sanaudh country iR said to be near 
Benares. According to Macauliffe, ' its inhabitants, the Sanaudhis, 
were afterwards called Sodhis' (op. cit., Vol. :V, p. 291, f.n.}. 
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is now declared to be an inalienable . dignity which 
of right belonged to the Soghi house and the prophecy 
of Bhai Gurdas that ' the So<:lhis will not allow it ... to 
depart ' was, as we know, literally fulfilled. That 
hereditary succession had become a settled and 11:nalter.
able practice is also clearly shown by a hymn which Guru 
Arjan evidently wrote on the birth of his sonHargobiod. 
'l'he Guru makes no secret of the fact that he had 
been most earnestly desiring the birth of an heir and 
be is profuse in his gratification that God had at last 
granted him the favour. But the point with which 
we are more particularly concerned is the fact that he 
regards this birth of a son as a momentous event in 
the history .of Sikhism. '' God hath erected the 
machinery of the faith,'' 1 says he. The Guru's satis
faction was no doubt, to some extent,.due to the fact 
that Prithia's chances had now ·••· becofue remote. 
Arjan's being childless had considerably facilitated 
Prithia's intrigues and we have seen that the birth of 
Hargobind had so completely upset him that he did 
not hesitate to stoop even to murderous designs. On 
the other hand, the Guru's remarks leave little doubt 
that it was now too late in the day even for him to 
think of alienating the succession by nominating to the 
Gurm:hip a devoted and ideal Sikh, a person, for 
instance, like Bhai Gurdas, to whose writings he had 
even offered th~ honour of incorporation in the Holy 

1 Asii, Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 35. We have in the original 
1 dharamkalii Hari bandhi bahiili.' Trumpp renders 1 dharamkalii ' by 
1 lustre of religion' (op. cit., p. 557). It seems that Trumpp take!• 
kalii as in sixteen kaliis or phases of the moon and hence derives 
1 lustre.' But as kala is also used in the sense of a. machine Macauli:ffe'lil 
rendering seem11 more accurate. 
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Gra·nth and which the latter had, only in his extreme 
humility, refused. The Guruship had become the 
inalienable privilege of the house of Ram Das and that 
is why Arjan equates the birth of Hargobind with 'the 
erection. of the machinery of the faith,' or in other 
words, the continued existence and progress of 
Sikhism. 

It thus appears that the circumstances attending 
successive nominations to the Guruship can no longer 
be regarded as affording infallible clues to our compre
hension of the charadenstics of an ideal and perfect 

Sikh. The rule of primogeniture, no doubt, was never 
strictly followed <1r1d, it still remained the pral.ltice to 
nominate the best available rnan. 1 Further, the 
Sikh records claim chat the fundamental ideal of sur
render and devotion continaed to phy throughout the 
same prominent part in this all-important matter of 
nomination to the Guruship but, as the field from 
which the choice was to be made had been narrowed 
down to a single family and it is not in the least 
unlikely that the characters of the disgruntled candi
dates were unjustly blackened in the Sikh records, 
this line of approa,ch has now perforce to be 
abandoned. 

But forbunately for us this would make no material 
difference. The one point that we have been able to 
pickup so far, vi'z., the ideal of surrender and devotion, 
is sufficiently attested by other and more reliable 

I As Narang says, ' it is remark<Lble that even when ~uecession 

became hereditary the best avaibble roc,n were appointed to the Masoad 

of Guruship. ' Flven the child of eight, Gam Harkrishan, ' made the 

best choice, passing over his own brother and uncle ' (op. cit., 
p. 65, Ln.). 
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eyid~nce. It has already been pointed out that in 
N"anak' s system the Guru formed the pivot on which 
everything else hinged. The disciple Was asked. to 
walk in the path of God, to remain ever content with 
His will and to obey His commands. But in these 
matters, as in everything else, the Guru was to point 
out the right path, he was to interpret the will of God 
and the commands of the Almighty were also to issue 
forth through the medium of his ordinances. rrhe 
Guru, therefore, was to be implicitly obeyed. In the 
Grantl~ Sct,hib this is emphasised again and again. 

Guru N anak says : 

" If tho\1 desire to play at love with me, 
Come my way with thy head in the palm of thy hand. 
Put thy feet on this road ; 
Give thy head and regard not human opinion.'' 1 

Here is a demand for complete self-sacrifice. In the 
same strain Guru Amar Das asks his disciples to 
entrust body, soul and wealth to the Guru and obey 
his order if they really wanted to succeed. 2 Guru 
Ram Das says: 

" Sikhs of the Guru and friends, walk in God's way. 
Faithfully obey what the Guru preacheth ; 
Hear, servants of. God and brethren, serve the Guru 

very promptly. 
Tie up service to the Guru as thy travelling ex

P!'lnses to God ; 
·rhink not of to-day or to-morrow." 3 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 382. 
2 Ibid, Vol. II, p. 120, 

3 Ibid, p, 325. 
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Such verses might be almost indefmitely multiplied'. 
We may take it therefore that · the ideal of absdlute 
surrender to the Guru was one of .the f~ndamental 
principles of Sikhism. As Bhai Gurdas graphical,ly 
puts it_;_;_,' To be a Sikh was to be dead.' He was to 
regard himself as a purchased slave fit to· be yoked 
to any work that may serve the Guru's purpose.~ 

And this was no idle precept. Sikh tradition is 
eloquent oil the subject a11d many are theinstances of 
single~minded devotion that are remembered and 

honoured with just and reasonable pride ... But apart· 
from that the point is very clearly illustrated by severai 
anecdotes preserved by Mohsin Fani in his Dabist.an. 
W.e have already . 11oticed the case of Sadah who had 
been ordered by the Guru to bring horses from Irak and 
when he was still only a day's journey from home he 
was informed that his son was dangerously ill and re
quested to go back and see him. Sadah answered : '' If 
he should die, there is wood enough in the bouse to burn 
him; I went about the Guru's business and 1 will not 
return.'' The son died but he did not return. 2 This 
Sadah we may take as the typeot what a Sikh was 
expected to be. The other instances recorded . by 
Mohsin Fani ·are of a more extreme type and show 
that this ideal of implicit obedience was often carried to 
illogical lengths . We are told that there was a Sikh 
named Jabandas 'who was high and proud in his 
speeches, not agreeable to any, indifferent to good and. 
bad that might happen to him.' One day the Guru 
noticed a wound in his foot and asked J ahandas not t~ 

1 Bhai Gurda~, War, III, 18. 
2 Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 284. 
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envelop it too much and keep it raised. Ja.handas kept 
his .foot uncovered and suspended ·for three months and 
he gave up the practice only when . he met the 
Guru again and the latter assured him that the order 
had been intended only afl a precaution against . the 
wound in his foot. On another occasion the Guru went 
into a garden and rtsked Jahandas to remain at the door. 
By accident the Guru returned by another door and 
Jahandas remained three days on his feet till at last 
the Guru was informed of it and called him away. 
Another day the Guru said to him : ' Tell the Sikhs 
to bring wood into the kitchen, that theJ may gain 
some remuneration.' The next day Jahandas did not 
appear. Suspecting some derangement of his brain the 
Guru and his Sikhs went out in search for him and 
found him with a bundle of wood on his shoulder. The 
Guru said: ' I have not ordered you to bear that.' 
.Jahandas replied: ' You gave your orders to the Sikhs, 
a Si~h am I, and know not to be anything higher 
than they are.' 1 This Jahandas was evidently a man 
of unsound temperament and we need not take his 
eccentricities seriously. But the last case which we 
would now take up · is of a more serious eharacter and 
exhibits a perversion of mind which it is difficult to 
justify. One day the Guru expressed a passing fancy 
for a speaking parrot and it is said that a Sikh at once 
rushed to the owner of the bird and bartered his wife 
and daughter to secure it and present it to the Guru. 2 

''The perversion of moral judgment," says Sarkar, "and 
the ignorance of the relative value of things, illustrated 

1 Dabistiin, Vol. II, pp. 282, 283. 
2 Ibid, p. 286. 
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by this anecdote and another that I have omitted for 

the sake of decency, are extreme ; but so too is the 

spirit of devotion am,ong the followers of the Guru." 1 

;whatever that might be, there can, however, be little 
doubt that the ideal of implicit obedience to the Guru 

was a reality and not a mere text~book precept. 

It is thus a matter of paramount importance to 
understand what the ' Guru ' meant in Sikhism and 
what it stood for. It has already been seen that 
Guru Nanak had unequivocally declared that with
out the Guru there could be no salvation and on 

the whole it appears th!1t in Namtk's compositions the 

' Guru ' is to be taken as the vehicle of communion 

between God and man, the medium through which the 

Word and the grace of God are made available. The 
Guru is in possession of the immortal wealth and he 

alone can give it. 2 Without the Word none could be 

saved and it is the Guru who communicates the Word. 
'!f 

The Guru is a ' boat of salvation, • a ladder to rea~h 

one's home, a key to open the lock, a unifier of man 

with God and so on. He is thus an agent but he is 
the sole agent, for 

"Man shall not be emancipated without the Guru's 
instruction; even though man performed hundreds of 

1 History of Aurangzib, Vol. III. p. 357. 
We also cannot include the story for the same reason. Sarkar 

says, " tt shows that the Sikhs of the middle· 17th century held the 
same views about women that the Anabaptists of Munster did." 
It seems to us t.b,at to condemn the whole Sikh. community on the 

strength of two anecdotes preserved by a writer whom Cunningham 

characterises.· as . ' a garrulous and somewhat credulous Mahomedan ' 
(p. 27, f. n. 2) is, to s1q the least, uncribcal and unjust. 

2 Majh ld War, Mah. I, Slok I. 
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thousands of ceremonies, all would still be darkness 
without the Guru." 1 

But, at the same time the ' Guru ' is presented in 
a rather impersonal aspect and it is probable that in 
certain instances ' God ' is meant. In the J apji we 
read: 

'' 'rhe Guru is Shiv ; the Guru is Vishnu and 
Brahma ; the Guru 1s Parbati, Lakshmi, anil 
Saraswati." 2 

Bhai I{ahn Singh says that this verse is to be taken 
to mean that there are no other gods or goddesses 
besides the Guru, who, in his own being, comprises 
them all. 3 '!'here are several other verses in which 
N anak seems to speak of God as the Guru and 
Macauliffe 1 and Bhai Kahn Singh 5 have brought 
these under requisition to show that the founder of 
Sikhism recognised no earthly superior and that his 
Guru was God. Purther, in another verse Nanak says 
that the Creator Himself possesses all knowledge and 
that He Himself spoke the Word. 6 This again is a 

I Ma.cau!iffe, op, cit., Vol. I, p. 302. 
2 Japj'i, V. 
3 Guruma.t Prabhiihar, p. 326, f. n. But it seems that the verae 

may also be t>J;ken to mean that the divinities named a.re qterely different 
manifestations of the one true Guru. 

4 Macaulilfe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 54, f. n 1. 
5 Gurumat Prabhakar, pp. $55, 356. Besides the verse in Sorath, 

Mahala I, to which Macauliffe refers, Kahn Singh adds two others: Maru, 

Mahala I---Hari guru mura.ti eka va.rta\, Na.na.k Hari guru bhaia; Suhi 

4stapadi, Mahala IV-satguru mera sa.da sada, na avai na jai, uha 11bina.· 
slpurakh hai, sabh mahi rahia samai. 

6 Macauliffe, op. cit., p. 290. 
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fresh viewpoint and it seems that here we have in germ 
the theory of the divine origin of Nanak's mission, a 
theory which, as we shall see, assumed considerable 
importance under his successors. 

Thus, at the very outset, the Guruship was invested 
with a mystical halo and with the progress of time 
the mystery increased. But the original conception of 
the Guru as the mediator between man and God never 
lost ground. Guru An gad says : 

'' The Guru hath the key of the lock, the heart is 
the store-room, the body is its roof ; 

N anak, without the Guru the doors of the heart 
cannot be opened, since nobody else hath the key." 1 

The Guru is thus indispensable but he is not an end 
in himself but only a means, though the sole means, 
for the attainment of salvation. In the Anand Guru 
Amar Das writes : 

" Whoever turneth away from the true Guru, shall 
not obtain salvation without him ; 

Nor shall he . obtain salvation elsewhere-go in
quire of persons of discrimination-

He shall wander in many births, and not obtain 
deliverance without the true Guru ; 

But he shall at last obtain deliverance by 
attaching himself to the feet of the true Guru who 
will communicate to him the Word. 

Saith N anak, thoroughly reflect on this- There 
can be no deliverance without the true Guru." 2 ,. 

Macau!iffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 53. 

Mac;>u!iffe, ibid, p. 124. 
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Here ag:1in the Gnrn is the communicator of the 
Word, through which alone deliverance can be obtained, 
Ram Das cornpares the Guru to a. wholesale merchant 
who deals in the N an1-e and ferries a,cross the retail 
deah~rs, i.e., the disciples by means of the Word.1 
The Guru is the mediator or the intercessor 2 and 
' without the true Guru God's name is not found even 
though one perform. hundreds of thour>ands and mil~ 
lions of cerem.onies.' 3 It does not seem necessary 
to pursue the lll<1tter furLher ; suffice it to saythat even 
Bhai Gurdas, in :whose hands the apotheosis of the 
Gurus almost reached its culmination, does not forget to 
lay stress on this aspect of the Guruship, though the 
idea of the intercessor is almost always mixed up with 
that of the founder of the true path and. the savioilr 
of the :world. 4 

But this was nothing new, nor was it a. special 
characteristic of Sikhism. The conception of the Guru 
as the rnediator ~1n d the belief in his indispensable
ness are as old as the days of the Upani~ads, if not 
older still, and they are stressed with equal emilhasis 
by the various other tea,chers of the medieval school. 
The difference arose in other ways till 1~t last the 
Gurusbip in Sikhism assumed a unique character. 
In the first place, it is important to note that most 
of the other sects of the medieval school, notably the 
Kabir Panthis, allowed freedom of choice and incul
cated the greatest care in the selection of a Guru. 5 

l Mncauliffe, op. cd ., Vol. II, p. 31L 
2 Ibid, p. 309. 
3 Ibid, p. 287. 

Bhai Gurdas, War, XVI, 13; XXIV, 2. 
Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. II, p. 546. 
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There was thus room in them for the sin:mltaneous 
existence of a number of ' Gurus,' each exerGising 
undisputed .sway over his own immediate disciples but 
the position in Sikhism was radically different. The 
question of selection or choice did not arlse at all as 
each successive Guru was nominated by his prede
cessor. 1 The Guru, moreover, came to occupy the 
position of a sole and supreme religious leader. Dike 
the Roman Catholic Pope, the Islamic Khalif or the 
Tibetan Dalai Lama he was without a rival. 

Secondly, we come to the peculiar • Sikh concep• 
tion that the ·· Gurus were one and the. same, there 
having been no change of spirit but only a change of 
image. It is stated in the old Janamsiikhi that when 
Guru Nanak finally resolved to make Lahina his 
successor ' he put five Paisa before Guru Angad and 
fell down before his feet.' 2 In the Tikke di War ot 
the Coronation Ode we are told that 'Guru. N anli.k iJl. 
bowing to Guru Angad reversed the order of things. • 3 

If this was really • so, if Guru Nanak had actually 
bowed down before Guru An gad, it must be regarded 
as a very significant fact. It shows that from the very 
beginning the impersonal character of the Gurush}p 
was recognised. The personality of the Guru was 

1 Forster suggests that the Sikh Gurus were elected (Travels, Vol. 
I, pp. 259, 260) and Mohsin Fani also says that ' the Guru is chosen at 
the discretion of his followers ' (Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 271). But 
Sikh tradition is unanimous that the Gurus themselves nominated their 
respective successors. The only a~proach to something like an election 
was in the case of the ninth Guro, Tegh Bahadur. 

2 Supm, p. 92. 
3 Tikke di War, IV; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 27. 

30 
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detached from the spirit of the Guru ship, which was to 
be regarded as one, indivisible and continuous. Fur~ 

ther, the fact that the name Lahina was changed to 
Angad must be regarded as equally significant. Speak~ 

ing of the nomination of Angad to the Guruship the 
Coronation Ode says, ' He had the same light, the 
same ways, the king merely changed his own body.' 1 

The idea is stressed again and again in the Sikh 
writings and must be regarded as one of the cardinal 
doctrines of the Sikh faith. The Guruship was some-, 
thing apart from the personality of the Guru and this 
would explain how the successive Gurus could be 
regarded as identical. To quote again from the Corona" 
tion Ode, ' The wise being Guru N anak descended in 
the form of Amar Das,' 2 and of Ram Das it is 
said, " Thou art Nanak, Thou art :Uabina, Thou art 
Amar Das, so I deem the~." 3 In Bhai Gurdas 
we find this idea stressed again and again, though 
in . almost all cases he goes further and seeks an 
identity between the Guru and God. 4o . Mohsin. 
Fani says, "they (the Sikhs)' believe that, when 

< 1 Tilclce diWiir, II; Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 25. 
2 Macauliffe, ibid, p. 59. 
3 Ibid, p. 254. 

See also Bhai Kahn Singh's Gurumat Prabhakar , pp. 357, 358. 

RamkaJi, Mahala I, di:pak te dipak pargasia, trbhuvan jot dikhiti. 
4 Wiir, I, 45, 48; XIII, 25; XX, 2. At the very beginning of his 

K abits Bhai Gurdas seeks to identify Guru Nanak with God, An gad 

with Nanak, Amar Das with Angad, and so on up to Guru Hargobind 
in whose . time the book was evidently written. The relevant verses 
~~~ as f~llo~s : pa rbrahm piiran brahm satguru Nanak dev; guru 
Angad mil ang sang mil sang udhiiras; satguru Amarpragas miLanmrit 
anmrit bba'e; apd so on, 
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Nanac expired, his spirit became incarnate in the 
person of Angad, who attended him as his con
fidential servant. Angad at his death· transmitted 
his soul into the body of A mar das ; and this Guru, 
in the same manner, conveyed his spirit into the 
body of Ramadas ; whose soul transmigrated into the 
person of Arjunmal ; in short, they .believe that, with 
a mere change of name, N anac the :First became 
Nanac the Second, and so on, to the Fifth in the person 
of Arjunmal. They say, that whoever does not recog
nise in A rjunmal the true Bas a Nanac, is an unL 
believer." 1 In their hymns and compositions' all th~ 
successive Gurus styled themselves ' Nanak' arid frcifu1 

Mohsin Fani's remark that in a letter written to him 
Guru Hargobind had actually signed as 'Nanak' 2 it 
appears that they followed this practice a1s6 in their 
private correspondence. It is interesting to note that 
in the Bahadur-Shah-nama the tenth Guru is called 
' Guru Govind N anak ' 3 and lastly, we may point out 
that in the Bacftra Natak Guru Gobind Singh emphati
cally declare:;; ... that the ·· · Gurus were one and that 
'without und,erstanding this perfection could not be ob...: 
tained. Says ·the Guru : ' 

"Nanak assumed the body of Angad, 
And made his religion current in the world, 
Afterwards Nanak was called Amar Das, 
As one lamp is lit from another-. 

* * * * 

II, pp. 253-55. 
2 Ibid, p., 281. 

3 Irvine, Later Mughals, VoL I, p. 90 •. 
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The holy Nanak was .revered as .Angag, 
Angad was recognised as Amar Das, 
And Amar Das hecaro(J Ram Das. 
The pious saw this, but not the .fools, 
Who thought them all distinct ; 
But some rare person recognised that they .. were 

all oD.e 
They who understood this obtained perfection. 
Without understanding this perfection cannot he 

obtained." 1 

Ther~ can thus be no t'oom for doubt that in Sikh view 
the Guruship was impersonal, indivisible and 
continuous. 

The Guruship, 
when it is studied 

moreover, reveals other features 
in relation to the Word and the 

Name. The meaning of these latter .conceptions is 
by no means clear and there can be little doubt that 
in Sikh literature they .have often been used in different 
senses. Teja Singh says, ' the Name is a term, like 
logos in Greek, bearing various meanings. • Sometimes 
it stands for God Himself, sometimes it means God 
as revealed or His manifestation, and in a third sense 
the Name is ' the word recorded in the Holy Scrip· 
ture.' 2 It might be added that apart from these 
theoretical interpretations the Name also stands for a 
more or less definite course of religious practice as in the 
well-known Sikh formula ' niim, dan, isnan.' And 
instances may be found where it is used in the ordinary 
sense of the name of God as Sat, Hari and the like. 3 

1 Bacitrw Natale, V, '7 -10.. (The transl~tion is Macal)liffe 's.) 
2 Teja Singh, Asa di Var, pp. 126, 127; The .Japii (Second Edition), 

pp. 77-79. 
3 Bhai Kahn Singh, Gurnmat Pr,abhiiJ.:ar,'p, 471. 
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Similarly, the Sabad or the word lends itself to variouf;l 
interpretations. In its primary signification Sabad 
appears to mean the instruction commupicated by the 
Guru to the disciple at the time of hi8 initiation and 
,in this _sense it. maybe regarded as the equiv;:1lent o! 
what is known as mantru. As Guru Amat Dal> says, 
a man can only be saved by attaching himselfto the 
feet of the true Guru who will communicate the Word 
to him.l Sabad is thQs communicated truth, and, 
in the first instance, more individualistic than 
communal in its scope • and significance. This idea is 
. never wholly lost but it is soon mixed up with others 
of a wider import. The Word soon comes to mean 
the essentials of Sikhism as propounded by Guru N anak 
and his successors and finally its own concrete embodi
ment, viz., the Granth Sahib. 2 The Sabad and the 
Narn thus in a sense merge in the Bani or the hymns 
of the Gurus. But the process does not stop h~re. In 
the next place, the Word is identified with the Guru 3 

and it is well known in what great reverence the in
corporated Word has always been held in Sikhism, 
' even the Guru choosing for himself a seat lower than 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 124. 
2 Bhai Kahn Singh, Gurumat Prabhiikar, p. 151 ; Macaulifl'e, ibid, 

Vol. III, p. 12:3. 
3 As Guru Ram Das says, 

'The Word is the Guru and the Guru is the Word ; in the Word is 
the essence of ambrosia ' (Macauliffe, ibid, p. 839). · Bhai Gurdas says 
that Sabad is the very image of the Guru (War, XXIV, 25; guru 
miirati guru sabad hai; see also War, m, 4; VII, 20; XI, 2). It 
seems, however, that Bhai Gurdas goes farther and seeks an identity 
between the Word and God. (Cf. War, IX, 1, parbrahm guru aabad bai 

sa tsang ni v\isi.) 
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that of the Scripture.' The impersonal character of 
the Guruship is thus again emphasised and the 
creation of a sort of mystical identity between the 
Guru and the Word foreshadows the possibility of the 
abolition of the pontifical Guruship by Guru Gobind 
Singh. 

~~rther, th~ §-url:J~hip .~11~.- reg!JJ!~~<! .. ~~"'"2! ,_<;l;h::~~e 
orig!n,-h!JJving its inauguration in tl:te . wiU.pg _~gg,_ We 
h!JJve already pointed out how in the hail.~~- . ()f ... J3hai 
Gurdas.GuruNanak becomes a divine ill~~~~i~~Q"i_for 
th~ .r~dell:lpti<m of the. "\Vodd and it_ ~!JJS . ~l~.?b.een seen 
how the idea is stressed even in the . oldest. ~[l£i.:fiifii{j,J~:~·f, 
as also in several of the stories recorded by Mohsin 

~~""'"""" '""'·-~ 

Fani in his Dabistan. 1 It can be traced in the 
""E'tirig;"'·;;r··tl:ie'' Gl'lrus as well ·and is developed in 
great detail in the Baoitra Natak. Guru Ram Das 
says, 

"0 Guru's Sikhs, know that the true Guru's hymn 
is most true; tha Creator Himself hath caused him to 
utter it." 2 

Guru Arjan writes, 

" God gave Baba Nanak the wor~. as an ine:thaus-
tible wealth to use_ and spend.'' 3 · 

Other yerses rnight also .. ~e quoted to show that in 
SJkh view it was God who sent. the Guru to comfort 
the world and that it ;was by His grace that the Guru's 

,~,;-i"'"":P·;~:>i:'"''·,:c·.·-'"':·-·.'···:.-•·.·. __ ... ·.,, ... '.' \.'. ····:··_,:: ·-,_·-· ...... ·.::.:: .. : : .. :•: ::;:: ._•:•. · __ ;.· •;···-:·· ... -:•:•··_-:·.:--- " 

I Supra, pp. 62, 63, 69. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 305 
3 Ibid, Vol. III, p. 444. 
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instruction had been promulgated. 1 Guru Gobind 
Singh narrates in detail the circumstances leading to 
his birth in this world and directly claims a divine 
sanction for his mission, though it is not quite clear 
as to whether he claims the sa,me for his predecessors 
as w:ell. 2 But this is nothing unusual ; some such 
idea is found more or Ie .. !3s in almost all religious 
systems. And the other development, which may as 
well be regarded as its counterpart, viz., the apotheosis 
of the Gurus, is also not a very rare occurrence. .The 
idea of identity between God and the Guru is 
advanced in several verses of the Granth Sahib and 

it. reaclJ.es ••.•• i~s 8~lJJ:liil,!J,ti()J:l i:tl ..... ~h~ •..... v,r~itil)~S .. of Bhai 
Gurd~~:-.,it '"'~PP~~~~ · - t~ .us, howe~e;,. that the matter 
i;-;6-r··;};·~ys setf~rth in. the same way and in the 

same sense. Guru Ram Das says, 

" I have churned the ocean of the body ; I have 
seen a rare thing come to view. 

The Gurh is God and God is the Guru ; N anak, 
there is no difference between them, my: brethen." 3 

It should be noted that the identity spoken of here 
is not in the ordinary but in the ultimate sense and 
the Guru is careful to characterise its apprehension as 
' a rare thing.' Similarly when Guru Arjan says that 
the revered Guru is the creator, or that he is the 
Supreme Brahm, the Supreme God, 4 it should be 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 119-20; see also Bhai Gurdas, 
War, I, 23. 

2 Bacitra Niitak, V, VI. 
3 Macauliffe, ibid, Vol. II, p. 312. 
4 This is found in Gaur!, BiivanakhMi, Mahala V. The whole of 

the first s!ok where it occurs .appears to us extremely important as it· 
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understood that ·here again .. the ·identity is one .of 
ultimate essence and can have no <reference to the 
Guru as a person, a man of flesh (!Jnd blqod. · .And. the 
verse of Ram Das, quoted above,\a.lso wakesi it cle~r 

that the unity is of a mystical character which could 
only be perceived in moments. of spiritual or religious 
ecstasy. The equation is ~between the. Guru 
abstract principle of truth,.and enlightenment and God 
who is of the very essence of truth, enlightenment and 
bliss. But this idea was too abstruse for ordinary 
minds and there can be little doubt that it led ·to 
misconceptions, thereby lending colour to the charge 
that Sikhism was infectedwith man-worsbip.1 It was 
soon forgotten that it is one thing to identify the 
'Guru' with God and another to identify Guru Nanak 
or Guru .Angad with Him and even in the writings of 

very clearly elucidates the point we have been trying to make out. 
quote below some of the more relevant of the verses : 

gurudev mii.tii gurudev pita gurudev suii.mi pa.ra.m'esura, 
gurudev sakhii. agian bhanjan gurudev bandhab sahoda.ra, 
gurudev karta aabb pap harta gurudev patit pavit karii., 
guruaev aai jugatli jug jug gurudev sant Ha:ri jap udhara, 
gurudev satguru parbrahm param'esur gurudev Nii.nak Hari 

namaskarii.. 

It can. be easily seen that some of these verses would become mean• 
ingless if the word 'guru' is not taken in an ultimate sense and it is 
possibly for that reason that Macaulilfe renders the expression 'gurudev ' 
by 'divine guru.' But 'gurudev' is dearly like pitrdev or matrdev and 
iF! rendered more accurately by 'revered guru.' (For English version of 
the verses, see Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 168·69.) 

1 Sarka.r's assertion that 'the pure monotheism of Nanak was 

afterwards infected by ma,n-worship and that the later gurus came to • be 
worshipped as superhuman beings whose acts cannot be judged by the 
stauda.rd of human reason ' was followed by a very interesting discussion 
~sport note on -ivhioh is given in History of Aurangzib, VoL III, p. 321. 
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Bhai Gurdas the. diE!tinction is opscu:re, if n.ot entirely 
absent.. Many . al'e the occasions on which . Bhai 
Gurd~~ts .·refers to this notion of non-difference between 
God. ~~tnd the Guru 1 and on the whole, it. cannot be 
denieq that .in his mind the divinity of the Gurus was 
both abstract ami . concrete. This was,. indeed, a 
deplorable falling off fro01"the high ideal of the Gurus 
because it indirectly lent support to the theory of 
incarnation which they had resolutely discountenanced. 
Guru Gobind Singh's unequivocal warning to his 
followers that alL who would call him the Supreme 
Being shall fall into the pit of hell and that. he. was 
merely a servant of God, sent to this world to behold 
the wonders of creation,2 leaves little room for doubt 
that this idea of non-difference between the Guru and 
God had been carried to illogical lengths, far beyond the 
implication of the Gurus themselves. 

In Sikhism, therefore, the conception of the Guru 
was somewhat complex but we have not yet exhau!)ted 

its contexts. The .· G-uru ship. leJ:lds . itself to fur.ther 
elucidation when it is· studied in relation to the oth& 
great development in Sikhism, viz., the ideal of the 
Sikh brotherhood. A man of supreme religious gifts 
a~'d'iir ;Ide toleration, Guru Nanak had asked his 
followers to regard all men as equal since everybody had 
the same. shelter, viz., that of God, and since God's 
light was contained in the hearts of all. 3 And applied 
to life this idea readily translated itself into love of 

Bhai (}urdas, War, I, 17; VI, 19; VII, 19; IX. 1; XII, 5; XIII, 
25 ; XVI,18, XXIV, 21, 24. 

2 Baeitra Niitak, VI. 
3 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 832. 
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mankind and service .to humanity. At the start the 
idea is rather obscure, more orless a corollary of the 
main implications of Nanak's teaching, indefinite ,and 
vague in its import. But in the hands of Gun1Nanak1s 
successors it gradually became more deft.nite and practi~ 
cal, and developed into one of the most vital and elo~ 
quent principles of the Sikh faith. The wide catholicity 
of the original idea had, no doubt, to undergo limita
tions as the principle became more and more communal 
in its import but at the same time the gain to Sikhism 
was immense. The sense of solidarity among the 
Sikhs was considerably strengthened and they were 
made more fit to play the part that was in store for 
them. in the future as they became accustomed to live 
their religion and not merely to profess it. 

· Inthe first plaice, it should be noted that. the deve~ 
lop[}lent of the Sikh ideal of brotherh()od .i.s ipHt:nately 
bormd up with the history of the gradu~l .. ~?l1solidation 

'7 · ~.f ,the Sikh Panth, .~ll~~ll .. ~.~.~5.~£~~:1~.t~ .... ~£~J2E~~.ious 
'dhapter. Circumstances compelled a gradual but defi'
nite , departure from the orthodox Hindu fold and the 
Sikhs were welded together jpJo a pew g0mr:nunity, 

~-·.::· ,;:.·-.:··· ::<."_ . ·.:. _. _-. _. , · · _ . --. -• .--- -· - ·--.-· -· .. ,- - . · · · · · -· -·-• ··.-·- :- ·:".""''·h-."·.·.,'·.-~----~, .• _, , : ..... • ~ · • . , ·<ii'• .. ·<:c•i"'''>:"""''':M· . .:.·~;,..;:,<.;,;ul.>l:;t'·< ·:·"';"'·;'. ~ ~-··· .• 

unit~d by common ties of privilege and duty. It has 
been seen that in this work of gradual separation and 
~onsolidation the Gurus had to face considerable oppo
sition and that particularly during the pontificate of 
Amar Das it had been a rather uphill task. Naturally 
there could not but be a corresponding reaction in the 
Sikh attitude and the intensity of. that reaction is clear-

~ ...,. . 

· ly di~cerriible in some of the hymns of Guru Ram Das. 
Opposition begot opposition and the estrangement be

came wider and wider. In short, the Si~~.~~.so~~L.~,~~t} 
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....,. . .. 
A~;~~~~~~$.m~.¥l.Y~~ .. ~f?.~J~.!.2~1~.~!h9C?d .. of. t.he .elect, the: 

speciall;y f~~o~red 9£ ({?~. an.d. ~11 .. th<J~e .. ~ho .. ··"'ere .. out..,. 
s1d~"1t·~' cliarmed circle were characterised a~ ' accursed 
~;r(}~·a.~·~ria ~~~ti~~~a {)f th~ ~hnl~ ~orld.; Thus, Guru 

A1llar Das says that the Guru's was the best of all re
ligious system's as true disregard. of the world cbuid only 
.be obtained by. his system. 1 ' Curses on .the lives, 
curses on the habitations of those .who worship stra,nge 
gods,' and ' they who turn their faces from the true 
~ul'u shall find no house or home; they shan>waniter 
frbfu dobr to door like divorced women of bad character 
and evil reputation.' 2 In a more intel1se strain Grir1:1 
Rarri Das sayil: 

. "They who leave the Guru, who is present wi~4 
, them, .shall find no e;ntrance into God's court. 

Let any one go and meet thos.e slanderers, and he 
will see their faces pale and spat upon. 

They who are accursed of the Guru are accursed.()£ 
the whole world, and shall ever be vagrants. 

* * 
Whoever goeth to meet those cursed by the true 

Guru shall lose the remnant of his honour. 

They who .. are cursed by the Guru become leprous ; 
wh,aever meeteth them shall catch the leprosy." 3 

The.Guru further remarks that 'he who denieth the 
Guru is base' 4 and ' him who ,slandereth the perfect 

1 1\l[aclulliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 190. 
2 Z:bid, pp. 217, 221. 
3 Ibid, p. 305. 
4 Ibid, p. 302. 
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true Guru the Creator will punish.' I And he winds 
up with the assurance that 

" God Himself is the protector of the trU.e Q-,qrp~ 

and will save all whofollow him. 
Him who me aneth evil to the true Guru .· th~ 

Creator Himself will destroy. 
This is the word of the true God's court: the 

slave Nano.kuttereth this prophecy." '2 

Sikhism, which was of divine origin, was thus also 
u~4er .divine protection and the Siklls forl11~§ ~ , sB~~i~l 
class by themselves, .. unique in their sainWne~s .· and 
their ex:ceptional privil~g-es. Indeed, it seem~ - to us 
that one of the main purposes of the writings of Bhai 
Gurdas is to establish this position for Sikhism and its 
votaries. He loudly proclaims the superiority and the 
excellence of the system promulgated by the Gurus, 3 

who are now directly identified with the Supreme 
Being Himself, a divine sanction is openly claimed 
for Sikhism ~ and the difference between the gurmukh 
and the manmukh is repeatedly stressed. 5 The 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 301. 
2 Ibid, p. 308. 

It appeara to us that the violence. of these hymns of Ram Das arid 
several others that we find in the Ga.mi ki War, gives us the measure of 
the strenuous opposition that Guru Amar Das had to face. 

3 BhaHJurdas, War, I, 45; V, 9; XVI, 13 i XXVITI, 19; see also 
Macauliffe; op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 242. · 

. 4 Bhai Gurdas, War, I, 23; XXIV, 2; Bhai Gurdas claims Nanak 
to be kali tiiran and jagat guru. 

5 Bhai Gurdas, War, V~ 15·19; XXX, 2.5; :X:XXl:, 11. 
It is needless to say that gurmukh is he who surrenders himself 

to the Guru and follows hi3 instructions and all others are manmukh. 
·(Bee Bhai Kahn Singh's Gurumat. Prabhiikar, p. 359): 
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former is extolled in all possible ways, wherea.s the 
latter is compared to a slave, or a beast in a man's 
frame and consigned to perdition. The gurmukhis 
likened to a piece of bright silken cloth which can be 
dyed in any colour and is fit to be used by all on occa
sions of solemnity and the manmukh to a co3;rse, 
black blanket which refuses all hues. The point is 
emphllsised in various Wl:tys so that in · Bhai Gurdas' s 
hands the Sikhs are resolved into a 'chosen few' under 
the special protection and beneficence of the Lord and 
incidentally a blow is given to the catholicity of the 
originalidea of equality.of all men. 

But there is nothing unusual here and some such 
ideas can be traced in the literature of almost ev~ry 
school of religious thought. It was the simultaneous 
inculcation of certain other principles that made the 
position different in Sikhism. The Sikh had become 

a p~iyil~.&~.4. p~~~8n but t~at was not all. He bad also 
become a philosoph~~~tone and was capable of com
municating holiness to others. ' He had saved him
self and his ••• family, .. and he shall . save twenty-one 
generations, yea, the whole world.' 1 Even he who 
met the Guru could confer salvation on others and, 
therefore, every one of the Guru's followers was some
thing of a saint and was to be served and respected as 
such. Guru Ram Das said that he was 'a slave to the 
slaves of those disciples of the Guru who perform his 
work' .2 and. we are told that when three Sikhs 

I Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol, II, p. 292. 
2 Gauri ki War, Macauliffe, ibid, p. 307. 
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named Bishan Das, Manak Chand and Purtl went tc> 
'-v:i'Elit the Guru and begged him to give thern instruti~ 
tion for their own salvation, and that of their families; 
Ram Das bade them serve the Sikhs and induce their 
relations to do likewise.1 Bhai Gurdas says that every 
Sikh was a saint and ' where there are two Sikhs 
there is a company of saints, where there are five 
Sikhs there is God.' A Sikh, therefore, was to love 
!tnd respect a fellow Sikh ; 'he is to search out the 
Guru's Sikhs and haste to do them favour.' 8 He is 
even: asked to drink the water in whieh he has washed 
the other's feet. 4 And the profit that was to be 
deFived from such service is depicted in glowing terms . 
. Not to ~peak of other things, even salvation could be 
obtained by such service. 

It would thus appear that as, on the one hand, 
kiVe of mankind was narrowed down to love ·of the 

'followers of Nanak, on the other, service to the Guru 
was expanded into service to &~~-in general, and the 
Sikh brotherhood was ushered into being. As we have 
lndicatecl abow, in Sikh view every member oftb.e 
brotherhood was a peraon of special sanctity but the 
matter did not stop here. The individual Sikh was 
further exalted to a position .almost equal to that of 
the Guru himself. Ram Das says : 

" To those who obey the will of the Guru,I am ~ver 
a sacrifice; 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p, 274. 
2 BhaiGurdas, War, XIII, 19. 
3 Macaulilie, ibid, Vol. IV, p. 244. 
4 Ibid; see also Bhai Gurdas, War, I, 3. 
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I am ever a.sacrifice to those .who biWI' serwd the 
Glll:'u.'' 1 

And tradition affirms that the Gurus proved the 
sincerity of their profession · by their willing defer~ 
enc·e to the wishes of their followers even in questionk 
that concerned their own household alon~; Thus~ 
when Chandu Shah, the Emperor's financialminister, 
offered his daughter in marriage to Hargobind, the sort 
of Guru Arjan, the Guru refused the alliance mainly, 
as he said, on the ground that his Delhi Sikhs were 
averse to theproposal thoughhe was fully alive to the 
dangers ·of incurring the displeasure of a person of the 
position of Chandu Shah .. The threats and entreaties of 
the fina.ncial mmister were equally unavailing and Guru 
Arjan finally . said: " It is the Guru's rule to comply 
with the wishes of his Sikhs. Their words are 
immutable. When they once reject, it is not proper 
again to accept.' 2 Thus we have arrived at a very 
interesting position. On the one hand, we have the 
unconditional .surrender of the Sikh to tbe Guru· ; on 
the other, the almoet equally unconditional deferende 
of the Guru to the will of his disc:Lples. But the 
climax was reached when the Sikh was identified with 
the Guru hims(~lf and when Guru Hargobind 
told .his disciples, ' Deem the Sikh who comes to you 
with the Guru's name on his lips as your Guru.' 3 

1 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, p, 829. 
, 2 Macau!iffe, ibid, Vol. III, p, 80. The point of the Guru's deference 

to the wishes of his followers is also brought out in the following statement 
of Guru Ram Das : " The Guru lives within his Sikhs and is pleased 
with whatever they like " (Gauri·ki· War). 

:J ¥acauliffe, ibid, Vol. IV, p. 21\1. 
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· We are thus brought to another aspect of the 
Guruship, viz., a sort of mystical union between th~ 

Guru and the . Sikh. Guru Ram Das says,.' .the Guru 
is Sikh and the Sikh who practises the Guru's Word 
is at one with the Guru,' 1 and Bhai Gurdas asserts 
,again and again that ' the Guru is the Sikh and the 
Sikh .is the Guru,' 2 there is no difference between 
them. That this was no idle precept is clearly 
proved by the statement of Sujan Rai of Batala that 
' th.e Sikhs have such a regard for their Guru that any 
stranger who may come to their house and take the 
name of Baba N anak is received as a friend. • 3 The 
point is brought out. more clearly in a very interesting 
anecdote recorded in the Dabistiin. 4 Mohsin Fani 
begins by stating that ' whoever t.akes the naD1e of 
Guru is received in the house of a Sikh.' A th~ef 
thus introduced himself into the house of a Sikh. 
When the man went out, the thief killed the wife 
and decamped with her jewels. But on his way 
he met the Sikh who forcibly brought hirn back. 
When they came horne everything was discovered, 
but the Sikh made a present of the jewels to the thief 
and urged him to go away. He told his neighbours 
that his wife was ill, ·then that she was dead and 
finally burnt her. This · illustration may . not seem 
entirely apposite because the point of identity between 
the Guru and the Sikh is rather obscure. But it 
cannot be denied that the anecdote• exemplifies to 

t iisii Ohhant. 
2 War, III, 11; IX, 8, 9; XIII, 1; XV, 16. 
s Khulasatu·t·Tawarikh, p. 70. 
4 Dabistan, Vol. II, P• 286. 
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some extent • the dictum of Guru Ha~gopi-11d that 
~ whichever of the $ikhs co1nes to your house under 
the name of the Guru, him you may tak~ for ybqts.'. l 

It will be seen th~t the most import~nt point that 
emerges out of the foregoing discussion with regard to 
the nature oUbe. G:urJ.l_l;!pin io.. Sikhism is ita impersonal 
~,c-~~-::;;n_;~·-·"-;:;·~::c-c.---- _, -~ __ _ , .. ,.--.,~ ... - ·· ·-'' -~~- ~- ·'--...:·0"··-- _ _____ ,_ ~-----'-''·--~- .; __ -,_.,__· _ _;. -,;_ ,,_,::.,·_ .•. -~.-c.~ -:. " 

~?!!:';:~~~ ... !.! 1?.~~~~~-i~.Y. - >.~t~ll~.S, Jo.rJJ:l_E\ pr,~Q.(}iple of 
trut~ -~-n! _€l!!!ig]1tep!J1(31lt . tf!~t made jt~elf .n:t~nifest 
"""-~~'-'-'~------->·•---~-~------------···········-·'-·'·· .. -.. -- _________ ________ , ______ ________ ,. ___ --- . -

through the persons of the successhre Gurus. Looked at · 
fr'Oill'""t.hf~t~~dp;i~(th~ ;i;; triU:e ~£ its indi~i~ibility and 
continuity becomes easier to understand l}nd the several 
equations, which we have tried to develop in some detail; 
also lose much of their obscure and mystical characte1;' 
when it is remembered that the identification is really 
between principle and principle and has little reference to 
their concrete embodiments. If we can comprehend this 
impersonal aspect ofthe Guruship aright, the :doctrine 
of its identity with the Name and the Word, the main 
instruments for th€) prop~gation of truth, would cease 
to perplex us ; even ~h~ apotheosis of .the Gurus would 
no loQger strike us .. aft 13, J,"egrettable lapse into. gia,n~ 
worship, and the theory of the identity of the Guru 
and the Sikh would also become clearer and easier to 
grasp. And finally some of the most ·fundamental of 
the reforms of Guru Gobind Singh, his abolition of 
the personal Guruship and his dictum that the Khalsa is 
the Guru, would be seen in their proper perspective 
and would no longer appear to be either accidental or 
cataclysmic. 

And it has also been made clear that the Sikh 
brotherhood as well was already a reality and its most 

1 DalJist iin , Yol. II, p. 285, 
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striking characteristic was that it tried to .live up to its 
professions ; the ideals of surrender and service were 
not mere text-book maxims. The demand of Guru 
Amar Das that 

'' As the. elephant offereth head to 
the anvil offereth itself to the hammer, 

So should the disciple put his soul and body before 
his Guru, and stand and wait on him " 1 

m!lly appear fantastic but enough has been said to 
show: that the spirit of devotion among the Sikhs did 
not fall much short of this high and exacting ideal. 
And the extent to which a Sikh could go for a brother 
Sikh, or even for one who falsely attempted to pass 
off in that guise, is almost without parallel. We have 
seen that the Sikhs had been asked to lead a life of 
what Bhai Gurdas calls ' rnayli vich udas,' 2 or 
renunciation in the midst of worldly occupations, 
and the several . examples of almost complete self-sacri
fice that we have been able to pick up so far leave 
little room for doubt that, at least in some instances, 
this too was not an empty precept. 

Coming next to a more detailed and practical view 
of Sikhism we are at once reminded of the well-known 
Sikh formula 'niim, dan, isniin.' In several of the 
contexts in which the expression . is used by Bhai 
Gurdas it appears • tha,t the trio stands for the entire 
message delivered by Guru Nanak for the uplift of 
mankind s and Bhai Kahn Singh also is of opinion 

1 Macauliffe, Vol. II, p. 222. 
2 Bhai Gurdas, War, XU, 18; see also XU, 6; m, 2; XV, 21. 
3 Ibid, I, 14 ; y, 13 ; XI, 3 ; XII, 16. 
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that the formula, gives in a nutshell the essentials of 
Sikhism. 1 It has already been pointed out that the 
word nant or Name can be variously interpreted but 
we cannot be far off the mark if we say that in this 
formula nam stands for devotion to God and His wor
ship. Dan ordinarily means charity and we get here 
the. idea of service, and from isnan, which means 
bathing, we_ can ·deduce the conception of purity. 
'Nam, dan, isnan' would thus stand for devotion to 
God, service and purity and it cannot be denied that 
these are of the very essence of Sikhism. But attempts 
have been made to elaborate the formula in greater 
details. Bhai Kahn Singh says that narn implies the 
exhortation that one should always remain conscious 
of God and save himself from the wiles of worldliness 
by remembering His omniscience and omnipresence. 
And further that a Sikh should always follow unhesi
tatingly the orders of the·· Almighty that have come 
down to him through his Gurus. By dan a Sikh is 
asked to equip himself in such a way by education as 
well as physical culture thap he may prove to .be of 
assistance to the community and the country, and 
may never be under the nec~ssity of asking for any 
aid, pecuniary or otherwise, from anybody else. And 
lastly, isnan stands, on the ort,e hand, for the cleanli
ness of a man's body, clothes, house, etc., so that dis
eases might be kept off, and, :.on the other, for the 
purity of the intellect which enables one to understand 
the true path and ,its implications. 2 While with 

1 Bhai Kahn Singh, Ourumat Sudhakar, p. 157. 
J Ibid. 
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most of this nobody need have 11ny quarrel, certain 
remarks seem somewhat overdrawn and particularly in 
the matter of dan the interpretation is undoubtedly far
fetched. 

However, by the time of Guru Arjan these ideas 
had become more or less closely associated with certain 
definite practices. Of worship the only recognised form 
was the practice of the N anw 1 but, as the Sabad 

and the Niirn had already been merged in the Bani, 

this came more particularly to mean the singing of 
the hymns of the Gurus and meditation on them. 
The wider context was not entirely laid aside and the 
Sikhs were still asked 'to repeat God's name under 
the Guru's instruction and at every breath medi
tate on God,' but, at the same time, a detailed and 
a somewhat formal schemer of daily observances was 
already evolved. As Bhai.Gurdas says, a Sikh was to 
rise from his bed during i.jhe last watch of the night 
and have his bath in the river or the tank. He would 
then repeat the N a·rne as ~nstrncted by the Guru in 
silence and absolute concentration .. His next duty 
would be to go to the Sangat and ihere recite and 

I 

listen to the hymns of the Gurus with deep reverence. 
At sunset he was to recite the Sodar and at night 
after reciting the Sohal1ii he was to distribute sacred 
food. The Sikh wa.s th4s given a simple and well
ordered scheme for the/practice of the Name. More
over, he was asked to q:bserve certain ceremonies and 

I 

1 Mohsin Fani states that' the, Sikhs had neither idols nor temples 
of idols (Dabistiin, Vol. II, p, 246) and Sujan Rai says that the followers 
of Baba Nanak alwa.ys recite hi.s poems during their worship. (Khu.la
satu·t·Tawarikh, p. 70.) 
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cultivate certain disciplines. He was to be pleasing 
in his words and practise humility in his conduct. He 
was to sleep little, eat little and talk little and asso
ciate primarily with persons of his own way of think
ing. And above all, he should be unceasing in his 
devotion and service to the Guru.l 

And with regard to isniin as well we can detect a 
similar development. Though the idea of purity in 
the abstra.ct was never wholly lost, special sanctity 
was attached to bathing in particular places and 
isniin came more particularly to mean ablutions in 
holy tanks. It has already been seen how ·· bathing 
in the waters of the Baioali was declared to be a highly 
meritorious act and how pilgrims constantly visited 
the place from far and near. 2 But the well of 
Goindwal was soon eclipsed by 'the tank of nectar' and 
it was authoritatively declared that ' bathing in this 
tank is equal to bathing in the sixty-eight places of 
pilgrima.ge, to the bestowal of alms, and the perform
ance of great purifications.' 3 It was further said: 

'' By bathing in tlw tank of Ram Das 
All the sins that man committeth shall be done away. 
And he :;hall become pure by his. ablutions, 
The perfect Guru hath given us this boon .. " 4 

I Bhai Gurdas, War, VI, 3; XII, 2; XI, 11; XI, 4. 
z Supra, p. 170. The Bawali bas 84 steps and 'it is a general 

belief among the Sikhs that whoever bathes on these steps, one by one, 
on the same- day, repeating the Japji with sincerity to the last step shall 
be saved from the 84 lacs of transmigratory farms and go direct to 
heaven.' (Glossary of Punjab 'l'ri,bes and Castes, :Vol. I, p. 682.) 

3 Macauliffe, op, cit., Vol. ill, p. 11. 
4 Ibid, p. 13. 
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Nay more, 'he who batheth in it shall .. save his family; 
his own soul too shall be saved.' 1 In the matter of 
' the tank of nectar,' therefore, the .. ideas of .·• bathipg 
and purity were combined and isniin ca,me. to stand for 
something very definite. 

Similarly, in cour~e of time dan, too, no longer im
plied merely a general injunction· to •· practise charity. 
The idea inherent in it is that of service ·and it · has · 
already been shown how: it. developed in Sikhism on in
tensely practical lines and was carried sometimes even 
to a qpestionable degree. Moreover, it appears to us that 
the exhortation implied in dan was primarily respon
sible for the custom of presenting offerings to the 
Guru and the maintenance of Langars, and later on 
became more particula.rly associated with what is known 

. as Dasvandh. 2 

This brings us to the question of the Sikh organisa
tion as it developed in the hands of Guru Nanak'.s 
successorA. Teja Singh says, ' It is the glory of Sikh 
history that the Gurus had in mind the duties of a 
nation as much as the duties of an individual.' Though, 
as we have seen, it is difficult to conceive that the 
successors of Nanak were consciously engaged in evolv
ing a nation, evidence is by no means lacking to show: 
that they were anxibus to develop a sense of social 

l Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 12. 

2 It has already • been seen that Guru Arjan was the first to appoint 
masands and systematise the. collection of offerings from the faithful. 
But there is no indication as to the proportion of the Guru's share. In 
later works like the Tankha Nama we come across the definite injunc
ti6n of paying dasvandh or one,tenth of one's income. (See Bhai Kahn 
Singh's Gurumat SudMkar, pp. 457. 466). 
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obligation in their followers. The Sikh was gradually 
made to realise that his concern was not merely his 
own individual salvation but that be was a member of a 
community as well and, as such, bad a dual.setof 
responsibilities and duties. The ideal of service, as we 
have seen, became intimately bound up with the con~ 
ception of the Sikh brotherhood. 

But it should be noted that the ideal of service was 
by no means a monopoly of Sikhism. Almost all the 
medieval teachers inculcate it insistently and we are 
told that. Chaitanya even went to the extent of saying 
that.' service to a Vaishnava was superior to the service 
of God.' 1 Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the 
ideal of service might very well be merely individualistic 
in its implication without in any way involving a sense 
of corporate responsibility. A corporate sense could 
only arise if certain obligations could be made definite 
and universal and given the character of a corporate 
liability. This distinction is extremely important to 
grasp because it explains the speciality .. that arose in 
Sikhism. It shows why, inspite of the fact that the 
ideal of service and the inculcation of a spirit of brother~ 
hood were equally significant features of almost aU the 
schools of religious revival in contemporary India, it :was 
in Sikhism alone that a sense of corporate unity gra
dually evolved. As we have seen, 2 in Sikhism, from 
its earliest days, one such corporate obligation was the 
maintenance of the Langar, the responsibility for which 
rested on the entire Sikh community. The position at 
first is, no doubt, vague but it was· gradually clarified 

I Chaitanya Bhiigavat (Atul Krishna Goswami's edition), p. 420. 
2 Supra, p, 158. 
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and with tlie inauguration of the reforms of Guru 
Arjan the obligation in question became precise and 
definite, tliough perliaps somewhat wider in its import. 
At the same time, ·certain instruments were created 
which ensured its proper discharge. 

Of these instruments the two of pivotal importanc9 
were the Sangat and the Masand. In the case of each 
it is possible to trace a distinct line of development till 
at last the two converged in the reforms of Guru Arjan. 
The original idea with regard to the Sangat appears to 
have been that of sat or siidh sangat, i.e., association 
with the pious. The advantages of such association are 
described in glowing terms and in the Suhhrnani Guru 
Arjan devotes many verses to impress on his followers 
the fundamental fact that siidh sangat was the very 
basis of all true religious life. J Guru Nanak had 
defined sat sangat as ' that society where the name of 
one God alone is mentioned ' 2 and, as Sikhism deve
loped, sat sangat came to mean association with the 
gurmulch, or to speak plainly, the Sikhs. Hence 
arose the idea of tlie Sikh congregation which came to 
be known as the Sangat. In describing the advantages 
of siidh sangat Bhai Gurdas makes it clear that of all 
such associations the most fruitful was that with the 
Guru's Sikhs, :who were the holiest of the holy. 3 He 
compares sat sangat to a river and says that just as 
:water from any source may ultimately lose itself in the 
sea by reaching a river, similarly by associating with 

! Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 218-21. 
2 Ibid, :Vol. I, p. 278. 
3 Bhai Gurdas, Kabit, 57. 
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the Sangat one might lose oneself in the Guru) The 
Sang at was the image of the Lord, it was Bach Khand 
itself, the very abode of piety. 2 It will thus be seen 
that as with ' niitn, dan, isnan ,' so with sadh sangat 
the origina,l idea soon finds a concrete embodiment and 
siidh sangat comes particularly to mean participation in 
the Sikh congregation that daily met around the Guru, 
mostly for religious purposes and sometimes to discuss 
matters of common interest. The virtues of such 
participation are proclaimed in highly laudatory terms 
and it soon becomes one of the obligatory features of 
the Sikh discipline, 

So long as Sikhism was in its infancy and the Guru 
could offer instruction to his followers in person the 
single Sangat sufficed. But Sikhism gradually grew in 
popularity, its votaries daily increased and soon a situ
ation arose when it became necessary to provide the 
Sikhs with convenient local centres. As we have seen, 
it was to meet this contingency that Guru Amar Das 
introduced the manji-system. 3 It can easily be sur
mised that these manji were the earliest Sikh Sangats 
and, in all probability, in each and every one of them a 
Langar was set wp, for in later days we invariably find 
that the Sangats were 'not merely places of worship 
but also wayside refectories which gave food and 
shelter to indigent wayfarers.' 4 Properly speaking, 
the Langar and the Sangat were not two distinct insti
tution's but rather the two component parts of one 

1 Bhai Gutdas, Kabit, 63. 
2 Ibid, 124, 125, 126. 

Siich Khand is the Sikh paradise. 
3 Supra, p. 168. 

4 Glossary of Punjab ll'ribes and Oast!JS, :Vol. I, P• 6$7. 
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single institution which generally went by the na.me of 
the Sangat.. And it is important to note th~~ ~ll¢pbli
gation to maintain the (l-l1rl1'!3 Lat~gar wastnus,extend
ed in scope and meaning, though it seemsalrn()st<;e~t~~.l1 
that the .maintenance of the local Sangat.s .. was made a 
charge on the .local people. 

Circumstances compeUed a steady m'Qltiplication of 
these institutions and by the time of Guru Arja.n and 
his successor not only was there a network of Sangats 
strewn broadcast throughout the Manjha tract but they 
had spread even far beyond the borders of the Punjab. 
Bhai Gurdas gives us a list of the more important 
'Sangats 1 and it appears that Sangats had grown up 
even in such distant places as Kabul in the west and 
Dacca in the east. Further,. "in an old manoscrlpt 
copy of Guru Granth Sahib, written in 1675, is found 
the story of a Sikh's travels in the Der,can, called 
Hakikat Rah Mukam, from which we g~:~>ther something 
about the Sikh SangatB and temples scattered over 
Southern India and Ceylon." 2 'The discovery of a few 
letters and manuscripts at Dacca by Gurbaksh Singh 
has clearly established that by the year 1666 ~' prosper
ous Sangats flourished at Sylhet, .Chittagong, Sondip 
and Lashkar, besides the one at Sutrapur or Sangattola, 
quarter of Dacca," and that by the time of Guru 
Gobind Singh Dacca had earned tbe title of 'the home 
of Sikhism.' 3 It rnay also be mentioned that '' Sikh 

1 Among others Bhai Gurdas mentions Sangats at Dalla, Bultanpu:r, 
Lahore, Kabul, Kashmir, Thanesar, Delhi, Fatehpu:r, Agra, Dacca, etc. 
(War, XI, 14·31.) 

2 The Gurdwara Reform Movement and the Sikh Awakening, p. 3. 
3 Sikh Relics in Eastern Bengal, Dacca Review, 1916, pp. 225, 228. 

I 

1 
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temples still exist at Rameshwar, Salur, Bhaker and 
Shivakji in Madras and Colombo in Ceylon Old temples 
also exist at Burhanpur, Surat, Bombay, Amraoti, 
Nirmal (District Adilabad in the Nizam's dominions). 
Manuscript copies of the Granth Sahib are to be found 
at Burhanpur and Sutat and another old copy with one 
Bolaji Tripathi at Lonovala (Poona.).'' 1 Gurbaksh 
Singh. says that the Kbatris were the 'Marwaris' of 
those days and while the Aroras went north to Kabul 
and Kandahar, Balkh, Bukhara and even Russia, the 
Khatris monopolised the markets of Eastern and 
Southern India. Khatri settlements naturally grew up 
throughout these wide tracts and as many of these 
Khatris had accepted the teachings of N anak, Sikhism 
also spread together with them. But the point with 
which we are concerned is. that, though some of these 
developments are,. no doubt, subsequent to the days 
we have been discussing, they unmistakably show how 
the Sang at habit bad become a vital part· of Sikhism. 
:Wherever a Sikh might b<:~, he was brought under a 
Sangat and through it made to realise that a " Sikh 
is not only to look to his individqal charEtcter but is 
also to shoulder his responsibilities as a part of the 
corporate body of the Panth." 

But it is important to remember that these Sangat8 

were not so many loose, incoherent units. The reforms 
of Guru Arjan had moulded them into a closely knit 
system. Enormous projects like excavation of tanks 
and erection of temples .had considerably increased the 
corporate liability of the Sikhs and Gu~u Arjan made 
that liability precise so far as individua;l Sikhs were 

' 
1 Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, Yo!. I, 'pp. 687, 688, 
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concerned. Further, the Sangats were placed under 
authorised Masands 'whose duty was to preach religion 
and be responsible to the Guru for the Sikh organisa
tions in his dioceRe.' The Sangats were primarily 
centres of instruction and propaganda and we learn 
from the Dabistcln that the Masands, on their part, 
appointed deputies 1 and through these multitudes 
were converted to Sikhism. On the other ha.nd, it 
seems clear that with the introduction of Guru Arjan's 
reforms ' the manji-system underwent a change and 
the bishops did not remain purely spiritual guides but 
became collectors of tithes as welL' The duty of the 
Masand, in this respect, was to collect the offerings 
from the Sikhs of his diocese and transmit them to tbe 
Guru. It was the general rule for tbe M asand not to 
depend in any way on these offerings for his own sub
sistence,' the principle being not to pollute the body,' 2 

and it was expected that he should earn his living by 
engaging himself in some sort of remunerative occupa
tion. In the month of Baisakh the Masa.nds assembled 
in the court of the Guru, apparently to renderaccount 
of the offerings received and report on the affairs of 
thelr respective Sangats with such of the Sikhs as 
might wish to accompany them. And we are told 
that at the time of taking · leave each and every one 

1 DabisWn, Vol. II, p. 271. It is said that these deputies were 
called meoriis, a term borrowed from Akbar's system. We ~lso some· 
times here of 'sangatias,' which probably means heads of Sangats. 
(See Glossary of Pu.njab Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, p 683, f.n .) 

2 Offerings,, a~ we have seen, W!lre to be regardecl as poison and 
dependence on the¢ for subsistence was tantamount· to polluting the 
body. 
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of them received a turban. I 'l'he masand-system was 
thus a f ar_.flung and at the same time a closely central-
ised organisation. Many are the instances which) 
show that at least during several decadef) the system 
worked smoothly and worked well, ensuring a steady 
flow of resources to the Guru's treasury,2 and the 
strength of the organisation may be gauged from the 
fact that even :when it had deteriorated to such an 
extent that Guru Gobind Singh :was seriously thinking 
of its abolition, the distant Sangats, :where the spirit 
of faction was still absent~ were thoroughly loyal and 
'Dacca actually took part in the work of reformation 
and uplift undertaken by Gobind by supplying first 
class war elephants, men and munitions.' 3 

It seems that the only rift in the lute was provided 
by the earlier of those shrines that are known as 
Gurdwaras. A Gurdwara means a temple built on a 
place visitefi by a Guru and by the time of Guru Arjan 
s(:lveral of these had already come into existence. The. 
Dharamsala of Guru Nanak at Kartarpur1 the shrine at 
Khadu:r, the Bawali of Guru Amar Das atGoind:wal, 

1 Dabistan. I take this opportunity of acknowledging the assist· 
ance that I received· from my colleagu!l Maulavi Muhammad Ishaque 
in comparwg Troyer's transla.tion with the Persian text of the 
Dabistan. 

2 We get many instances of this in the Sikh records. To take only 
one among many tha.t are available, it appears that the Gurus received a 
substantial income from the Sangat at Kabul. '];he beautiful horses 
that afterwards became the cause of collision between Guru Hargobind 
and the Imperialists are saip. to have been presents from a Masand of 
Kabul. We are also told that Sujan. a. Masand of Kabul, amassed for 
the Guru great wealth from tithes and offerings. (Macaulilie, op. cit.; 
Vol. IV; p. 38.) 

3 Dacca Review, 1916, p. 227. 
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the liar Mandar or the now famous Golden Temple of 
Amritsar, and the tank of Tarn Taran . excavated by 
Guru Arjan . himself were growing up into itr}pqrtant 
centres of Sikh ..• pilgrimage. But in• the case ofsome 
of these shrines . the cohesiveness that char;1cterised 
theSangats appears to have been absent. During the 
earlier days of Sikhism, when the Guruship was not 
yet hereditary, we notice a very significant fact. 
Every one of the first three successors of Nanak, or 
rather those who had been nominated Gurus before the 
hereditary principle was established, left t.he place of 
his predecessor and sought out a new one for himself. 
Guru Angad left ' Kartarpur and removed to Khadur, 
Guru Amar Das left Khadur and established his seat 
at Goindwal, and Guru Ram Das, in his turn, left 
Goindwal and laid the nucleus of the city of Amritsar. 
These facts can only be explained on the supposition 
that each of these Gurus found the place of his prede
cessor extremely uncomfortable owing to the undis
guised hostility of the latter's descendants. As we 
have seen, after the death of Angad his son Datu 
usurped the Guru's gaddi at Khadur and refused to 
recognise Amar Das. 1 Similarly, Amar Das's son 
Mohan always remained hostile to Ram Das. Though 
Mohri, the eldest son of Amar Das, recognised R,am 
Das as the legitimate Guru, the hostility of Mohan 
alone seems to h'lve been sufficient to induce him to 
leave Goindwal. It does not seem improbable that .the 
control of the Bawali was thereby left to Mohan, as 
the Dhararnsala of Kartarpur had already been left to 
the Udasis. 

1 Supra, pp. 165, 166. 
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But these. difficulties were · by no means serious 
and the Guru's control over the entire .Sikh .organisa
tion of the Sangats through his Masands ensured the 
solidarity of Sikhism. At the same time Guru Arjan 
is said to have 'changed his mode of living so as to 
suit the present condition of the society over which he 
presided.' Trumpp says, 'Guru Arjun was the first 
Sikh Guru who laid aside the garb of a Faqir and 
kept an establishment like .a grandee.' 1 That this 
is not wholly an exaggeration is proved by the Sikh 
chronicles themselves. The Guru's darbar is said to 
have displayed so much splendour and magnificence 
that even the agents of the Emperor's finan-cial 
minister were astonished at the regal sta.te and 
retinue of the Guru. 2 ' The Emperor and kings 
bow before him. Wealth ,ever cometh to him,' so 
remarked Karma, the wife of Pritbia wheu she tried 
to instigate her husband against Guru Arj,a,n. 3 It 
is thus clear that ap11rt from its spiritual asp13cts the 
Guruship was also becoming a symbol of material 
power. Moreover, it is significant to note that 
Mohsiu Fani had heard from the followers of Nanak 
that the Guru 'was in former times the raja called 
Janak and united the dignity of a king to that of a 
saint.' 4 This seems indirectly to indicate that the 
Sikhs had begun to . regard their Guru not only as a 
spiritualbut also as a temporal ruler. Indeed, Latif 
says that the establishment of the hereditary principle 

1 Trumpp, op. cit., p. lxxxi. 
2 Macauliffe, op .. cit., Vol. III, p. 72. 
3 Macauliffe, op. cit. , VoL II, P· 28. 
4 Dabistiin, Vol. II, p. 2B8. 
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of succession changed the character of the Guruship 
and ' materially contributed to the growth of Sikh 
power, for henceforward the Guru was looked upon 
by his disciples not only in the light of a spiritual 
guide but al8o as a worldly lord and a ruling 
sovereign.' 1 And we learn from the Sikh chronicles 
that Guru Arjan's son and successor, Hargobind, 
openly avowed this position by wearing two swords,one 
signifying spiritual, and the other tempora,l power.!.! 

N amng says that, in this manner, "A state, peace
ful and unobtrusive, had been slowly evolved, and with 
the Guru at its head as Sachcha Padshah, the 
Sikhs ' bad already become aecust01ned to a form of 
self-government within the empire.' Their power 
and prestige bad increased, and they were fast be~ 

coming a factor in the political life of the prpvince." 3 

This position, however, does not seem to be fully 
accepted by modern Sikh opinion. Guru Nanak had 
said that 'only those like to rule over others, who are 
either stupid or uninstructed,' and it is claimed that 
the Gurus could thus have no intention of ruling over 
others. We arE» further told that '' it is wrong to say 
that by the time of the Fifth or the Sixth Guru 
the ideal of Sikhism was lowered and the Guru came 
to be calledSa.chchaPadshah,his seat a takht or throne, 
and the· assembly of his followers a durbar or court. 
It will appear from · the writings of the early Gurus, 
and especially from those of the bards who began to 
write in the time of the Second Guru, that these 

i Latif, HMtory of thll' Punjab, p. 253. 
2 Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 4. 
3 Narang, op. cit., p. 37. 
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terrns were not later innovations, but had been used 
from the beginning. They are eastern euphemisms 
used in respect of all revered faqirs." The question 
as to whether the ideal of Sikhism was lowered or not 
is really beside the point and it may also readily 
be conceded that the use of expressions like Sachcha 
Padshah, takht or darbar does not by itself indicate 
the development of a polit,ical ideal. It may also 'be 
quite true that ' the ideal of simplicity was kept up , 
even in the midst of circumstances of comfort ' and 
the bards whose compositions are incorporated in the 
Oranth Sahib might have been quite justified in prais
ing this ' balance of character, called Raj Y og, main~ 

tained between a~ceticism and prosperity ; ' J in short, 
the Sikh might not as yet have been conscious of his 
political destiny and the motive force behind the 
movement might still have been purely religious, but 
looked at from the point of view of the· estab
lished state the new community was already reaching 
a position when it could no longer be treated with 
indifference. The masand-system was gradu~:tlly 

familiarising the Sikhs with a kind of self-government 
of their own, and the Guru at the centre with his un
challenged authority, his magnificent darbar, and his 
control over the entire organisation of the Sangats, was 
to them a symbol of unity and of something mystical, 
beyond all ordinary considerations. A community 
with such definite leadership, with such high ideals of 
discipline and self-sacrifice and institutions that gave 
practical meaning to those ideals could not but reuct 

l The Gurdwara 11/louement and the Sikh Awakening, pp. 19, 20. 
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on the government of the da.y. To the Sikh all these 
developments 1Ilight have seemed perfectly natural 
and to have been inspired by nothing but purely 
religious motives but, at the same time, their effects 
on others might be different. .For . instance, tbe 
Sikhs had been accustomed to call their Gurus Sachcha 
Padshah and to them its connotation was purely 
religious, but it was liable to assume a different 
meaning in other minds, as is proved by the fact that 
one of the charges against Guru Arjan when be was 
called to the presence of J ahangir was that he had 
called himself Sachcha Padshah or the true king. Thus 
a situation was arising in which a conflict between the 
forces of the state and those of Sikhism was becoming 
more or less inevitable. The state could not but 
regard the Sikh organisation as one ofirnmense .. pos.si
bilities, which might at any time become a rallying 
point of disaffection, and for the Sikhs too, there 
could be no getting back, no reversion to a line of 
policy less liable to be misunderstood. 
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GURU NANAK AND THE CASTE-SYSTEM 

From the brief discussion in Chapter IV it would 
appear that so far as Guru N anak is eoncerned there 
is no satisfactory evidence to contend that he had 
attempted an abolition of the caste-system. But 
what does the history of Sikhism under his successors 
reveal ? As we have indicated above, there is a very 
strong body of opinion to the effect that Sikhism bad 
no mercy for caste and its usages and various bits of 
evidence from the subsequent history of Sikhism have 
been requisitioned to prove the contention. But we 
want to make it clear at the very outset that such 
evidence as there is must be used with caution for they 
may cut both ways and, whatever might be their value 
regarding the subsequent developments in Sikhism, 
they may not be at all conclusive regarding the 
attitude of Guru Nanak. Examples would make the 
position clear. 

When Forster visited the Punjab in 1783 he saw 
that 'the Sikhs formed matrimonial connections only 
in their respective tribes and that the only aliment 
used in common by them was the pursaud or sacred 
bread.' I It does not require any imagination to 
perceive that it might be entirely wrong to rely on 
this evidence and come to a decisive conclusion regard
ing the attitude of Guru Gobind Singh towards caste 
and its usages. On the contrary, it might only be an 

t Forster, Travels, p. 2'56. 
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illustration of the fact that the e~ste a~d tribal ·pre
dilections were so firmly rooted that they soori -g~ined 
the better of the liberaLprincipleE> of. Sikhi~n:l· . I!t .f~pt 
we are told that ' in the east of the Punjab conver~ion 
has absolutely no effect upon the caste of the coll:~ert. 
The Musalman Rajput, Gujar or Jat is for· all ~c)bn,l; 
tribal, political and admini~;trative purposes as -much 
a Hajput, Gujar o~ Jat as his Hindu brother. The 
fact is that the people are bound by social and tribal 
custom far more than by any rules of religion.' 1 

The point that we would like to emphasise is 
that Forster's evidence cannot be relied upon to 
determine the attitude of post-Khalsa Sikhism to
wards the caste system and that its teal meaning 
can only be grasped when it is examined in relation 
to other relevant historical factors. 

We would next take up an example of a · contrary 
type, an example which has beenmademuch of by 
modern Sikh writers. Mohsin Fani speaks of a man 
named Pertabmal who is said to have been a .Jnani 
or a wise man. " When Pertabmal saw that his son 
wished to adopt the · ~faith of the Musalmans, he 
asked him: ' :Why dost thou wish to become a 
Musalman ? If thou likest to eat everything, be
come a Guru of the Sikhs, and eat whatever thou 
desirest.' " 2 This story has been regarded as a proof 
positive that Sikhism did not recognise any restriction 
of eating and drinking. 3 Now, this Pertabmal appears 

1 Denzil Ibbe!soo, Puniab Castes, p. 14. 

2 Dabistiin,Vol. II, p. 286. 
3 Ham H indu Nahin, .PP· 145,146; 'I.'eja. Sing, Growth of Respon· 

sibility in Sikhism, p. 21, ·f. n, 
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to have been a man of grim humour and apparently 
did not entertain a very high opinion about the Sikhs 
and Sikhism. Mohsin Fani says that there was a 
Sikh named Davarah who, it seems, was a masand of 
Hargobind. Pertabmal became his disciple and 
declared himself as his adherent. " Davarah washed 
his feet and the water thereof was drunk by all the 
present followers of the faith, which they did to 
everybody whom they have gained over to their 
religion; At last, a dispute arose between Pertabmal 
and ·· Davarah ; the latter said to the other : ' But 
yesterday I washed thy feet (that is made thee my 
disciple), and to-day thou makest war upon me ? ' 

Pertabmal answered: ' Oh weak-minded man ! the 
J ats always wash my feet as thou hast done: my own 
hand never touches my .feet.' '' 'YV e are further told: 
'' It is an established custom among the followers of 
Nanak to present, when they pursue a desire, a few 
direms to the chief of their master, or to their master, 
and solicit his favour. Pertabmal offered some direms 
to Kabeli, who was a religious chief appointed 
by Hargobind ; he said with his hands joined : 
' I wish to convoke for prayer, according to their 
custom, all the followers of Nanak ; let that 
be granted.' Kabeli before giving his agreement 
asked : ' Thou wish est per haps to see Hargobind ? ' 
Pertabmal said : ' I wish something more precious.' 
Kabeli asked : ' What is this ? ' The answer was : ' I 
wish the arrival of all the buffoons, dancers and 
musicians from Peshawar to Kabul, that we may see 
their actions, arts and tricks.' " 1 Such a man was 

1 Dabistan, Vol.. II, pp. 112, 113. 
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Pertabmal and it seems th:1t we need not take his 
remarks at their face value. It is, however, an admit
ted fact that Guru Hargobind permitted animal diet 
to his followers, most probably as a necessary and 
almost inevitable concession to the traditional habits 
of the J ats, who had been entering Sikhism in · ever 
increasing numbers, and it is quite conceivable ·that 
the Sikhs had become comparatively free in matters 
of eating and drinking. But, as we have already seen, 
we learn from the Dabistan itself that this was not 
the practice during the earlier days of Sikhism. 1 Guru 
Hargobind bad thus brought about a clear inno\·ation 
which was possibly pressed in by circumstances, and 
the fact in question can thus in no way be accepted 
as evidence regarding the original intentions of 
Sikhism. It is important to bear in mind that as 
Sikhism progressed it was bound to react to its envi
ronment and develop new forms and tendencies, but 
these latter are almost always mixed up with unfore
seen historical factors and should therefore be closely 
a.nalysed before they are made to throw light on the 
original message of Sikhism. 

The two essentials of caste are the prohibition 
against intermarriage and eating in common. As we 
have already seen, the Langa,rs of the Gurus knew 
no caste distinctions 2 but this cannot be said to prove 
anything, this way or the other, as examples o£ relaxa
tion of caste rules regarding sacred food distributed 
from a public sanctuary are to be found even among 

1 Supra, p. 80. 
2 Supra, pp. 159, 166. 
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the most orthodox of Hindus. 1 As far as we are 
aware, there is no other evidence as regards inter
dining during the earlier days of Sikhism. But far 
more vital to caste is the prohibition against inter
marriage and here, too, there is hardly any evidence 
to show that intermarriage was practised or even 
encouraged. On the contrary, we get little bits of 
information, here and there, which seem to show that 
the prohibition . was still regarded as important. For 
instance, it is said that when Amar Das's wife 
selected J etha as a very suitable match for their 
daughter Bhani, the first question that the Guru asked 
J etha when be was called to him was : ' My dear boy, 
who art thou ? ' and when J etha answered that he 
was a So<;1hi Khatri Amar Das felt greatly relieved. 
Trumpp regards this story as ' very significant as to 
the observance of .caste by the earlier Sikh Gurus,' 2 

and it would have practically set the question at 
rest if we could be sure of its authenticity. 

Examples, moreover, are available to show that 
in some instances the Sikhs placed caste even above 
their faith, or in qther words, they did not hesitate 
to enter into matrimonial connection even with non
Sikhs if the caste considerations were favourable. 
One single incident, which has already been referred 
to, is, to our mind, conclusive. YVe have seen that 
Chandu Shah, the emperor's Dewan, sought the hands 
of Hargobind for his daughter but Arjan refused. 
After Arjan 's execution Chandu again came forward 

I Among others may be mentioned the case of the temple of 
J agannath at Pori. 

2 Trumpp, op, cit., p. lxxix. 
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with his proposal but Hargobind sternly turned him 
back. Now, the point to notice is that Arjan refuses 
the alliance on the ground .that his Delhi Sikhs were 
against the proposal and· Hargobind .tells .. ch~~~~ 
plainly that he could not have anything to do with 
his father's ' nmrderer.' Chandu is indignantly 
described as a ' haughty man ' who had used 'injurious 
expressions regarding the Guru ' but not for once the 
point is raised that he was a non-Sikh and therefore 
no matrimonial alliance was possible with him. The 
fact that both the families, the Guru's and Chandu's, 
were Khatri, was obviously comlidered sufficient. 
In fact, we know of several cases which show that 
marriage between Sikhs and non-Sikhs actually took 
place. We have seen that Bibi Amro, a daughter of 
Guru Angad had been married to a nephew of Amar 
Das and that the marriage had taken place long after 
Lahina had adopted Sikhism and some time before 
Amar Das's conversion. 1 The daughter-in-law of the 
redoubtable Chandu Shah himself is said. to have been 
the daughter of a pious Sikh, 2 and we are told that 
the Sikh wife of Rai Jodh, the owner of the village of 
Kangar, visited Guru Hargobind and prayed him to 
rnake her husband a Sikh. 8 But with the changes 
that Guru Hargobind introduced a new situation arose. 
The anecdotes about Pertabmal that we discussed 
above show that there were persons who did not 
approve ·of these changes, and that such pel'sons were, 
by no means rare even among the Sikhs themselves 

1 Supra, p. 165. 
2 M<>cauliffe, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 97. 
3 lb1:d, Vol. IV, p. 153. 
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is proved by Bhai Gurudas's remarks in his XXVIUi 
War. 1 The result was tliat the Sikhs were boycotted 
and found it difficult to marry, the implication clearly 
being that the boycott came from the other side and 
that the Sikhs had no scruples in the matter.2 

All these facts have got to be dispassionately con
sidered if we wish to arrive at a correct view rega,rding 
the attitude of Sikhism towards the caste-system. No 
useful purpose can be served by ignoring them al
together or summarily rejecting them as mere excep• 
tions. The only explanation that can in any way be 
consistent with the view that Sikhism aimed from the 
very beginning at a destruc~ion of the social System 
would be that in such a difficult and vital matter the 
Gurus had perforce to proceed in a very careful and 
cautious manner and t.hat they therefore aimed at a 
gradual corrosion at successive stages, rather than a 
sudden overhauling of the old order. But the diffi
culty is that there is no evidence to support such an 
explanation. The only thing that can possibly be 
advanced in its favour is the gradual relaxation of oaste 
rules in the Langar, :which, as we have ltlready pointed 
out, cannot by itself be regarded as conclusive. On 
the other hand, we know that in the matter of animal 
diet there had been a definite turning back. As we 
have seen, Mohsin Fani distinctly states that Guru 
Nanak had ordered abstention from flesh. This precept, 
however, appears to have been neglected under his 
successors and Guru Arjan renewed the prohibition. 

I Macaulill'e, op. cit., Vol. IV, pp. 76, 77. 
2 This is said to be proved by one of the ma-nuscripts discovered by 

Gurbaksh Singh a,t Pacca. (Dacca Review, 1916, :p. 378.) 
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So that it does n~t ~ppe~r t~at •· even . in . this.. matter 
there was a progressive realisation?f,the alle§ed ~bjfet 
m v1ew. But. ap~rt.froru all tnis,.it i~ ili1pQrtallK t? 
remember· that. there. is hardly •• any evidence ••.• to ••. show 
th~t the ~ikhs practised intermarria~e or t~a~ •. f:3i~P.i~II1 
encouraged it. Indeed, it seems elear to usjhat Sikhism 
in the . beginning did not. seek the abolition • of . the caste
system arid that the changes t~at we come across a,t a 
later stage we.re due to historical factors which . had 
nothing to do with the original enunciations of 
Sikhism. At any rate, it can be safely asserted that 
nothing in the history of his immediate successors can 
be made to show that Guru Nanak bad intended the 
destruction of the caste system. I 

The point may possibly be raised that when we find 
that even Muhammadans were converted to Sikhism it 
is futile to argue that they still adhered to caste restric
tions. In the Sikh records we come .across several 
such instances. " Sewa Das in his Janam Sakhi men
tions many places like the Kiri of Pathans, where a 
large number of Mohammedans became Sikhs. From 
the list of Sikhs given by Bhai Gurdas in his eleventh 
Var we find among others such names as Mardana, the 
rebeck-player, who accompanied Guru Nanak in his 
joun}eys, Daulat Khan Pathan who became a Sikh 
Saint, Gujiar a blacksmith who :was a Sikh of Guru 

.1 I~ ~ee~s t<1.ns t~~t the follq\V'iog stat~~ent, 9f. Barth ~JI:pressE)s 
the essence of the position : " Na.nak even did not break in an absolute 
way with caste, which be tol~ra.~.~:J.d \l'B a civil institution, a.nd of which 
the ~eot, inspite ~f . attempts afterwards, made in • the .. directiop of its 
compl~te' a.bolitio~ •. has atwa.ys pre~:rved some .traces.'' (The 'Iieligims 
of India, p. 2!lS,) 



Anga(l and preached . Sikhism }n his vill~ge, _HaifiZ9r 
and Mian .Jamal 1 the happy, wh~:>. remained (}O~stantly 
in thepresence o~ Guru .Hargobind." 1 It is fl}rther 
sa,id, that •.. 'from history we gather many p.a:rnes ·of 
Mohammedans who became admirers of .. Sikhism. • 

' .·, .. , • ': ·.··'c ·.; 

Some of these claims znay yery well. be dubious :tP.d 
we have reasons to be sceptical when we are tqld :that 
Daulat Khan Lodi • had. become a Sikh or that ' Dara 
Shukoh was persecuted ~by his brother Aurangzib for 
being a convert to Sikhism, '• but at the !3ame time it 
cannot be .denied that ·many Muhammadans had come 
under the influence of Sikhism. This is clearly estab
lished by Jahaogir's own remark in his Tuzuk that 
many foolish Muslims had been fascinated by Guru 
Arjan's ways and teachings. 2 But it should not be 
ignored that there is a fundamental difference in the 
position of these Muslims in post-Khalsa Sikhism and 
that in its earlier days. In later history we come 
across instances where Muslim converts were fully 
absorbed within the community by being allowed to 
marry in genuine Sikh families and there are cases 
where such Muslims served as even Mahants of 
Gurdwaras, 3 but such was by no means the position at 
the time we have been discussing. The conclusion 
we arrived at can only be shaken if it can be shown 
that these Muslims who had come under the influence 
of Sikhism· were fully assimilated :within the community 

1 The Gurdwara Reform Mo1,ement anro the Sikh Awakening, P• 21. 
2 Tu~uk·i-Jahangiri, Rogers and Beveridge, Vol. I, p. 72. 
3 The Gurdwara Reform Movement and the Sikh Awakening, pp. 

31, 32. It may not, however, be improbable that most of these were 
cases of reconversion. 
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by being allowed free.intermarriage with otlier sections 
of the Sikhs or allowed to interdine with Sikhs 
in general even outside the Langar. Unless such 
evidence is forthcoming the position remains that 
these Muslims formed a class apart within the cori1-
munity, if they had at all become Sikhs in the 
truest sense. 
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HINDU DIVINITES IN 'I'BE JAPJi 

In Chapter IV we had occasion to refer to two 
passages from the J apji which seem to throw some 
light on Guru Nanak's attitude regarding the divine 
personifications of Hinduism. The first passage in the 
original runs thus : 

eka mai jugati viai tini chele parval;lu 
iku sansari: iku bhandar'i iku la'e diva.Q.u 
jiv tisu bhavai tivai chalavai jiv hovai phurmii.Q.u 

Teja Singh translates : 

" It is generally supposed that the Divine Mother 
by a mysterious scheme conceived and gave birth to 
three deities : 

One that creates, the second that s_upports, and the 
third that adjudges destruction. 

But in reality it is God, who directs the world 
according to His will, and no other." (The .Japji, p. 45.) 

It will be seen that the expressions ' it is generally 
supposed,' ' but in reality,' and 'and no other'- have 
nothing in the original to support them. Such additions 
are, no doubt, often necessary but they are hardly 
permissible when the text readily yields itself to a 
satisfactory interpretation without them. In fact, the 
verses appear clear enough and there can be little doubt 
tliat Macauliffe's translation is truer tQ the text. 
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The second passage is as follows : 

su:r;tiai isaru barama indu ; 
su:r;tiai mukhi salii.ha:r;i tuaodu, 
sul;liai jog jugati taoi bhed; 
su:r;tiai sasat simriti ved. 

The two renderings are : 

1 "By hearing the Name mao becometh as Shiv, 
Brahma and Iodra. 

By, hearing the Name even the low become highlY, 
lauded, 

By hearing the Name the way of Jog and the 
secrets of the body are obtained. 

By hearing the . Name man understandeth the real 
nature of the Shastras, the Smritis and the Veda.'' 

(Macauliffe, op. c~t., Vol. I, p. 200.) 

2 " Next this instruction will make the disciple 
realise the true significance of the powers represented 
by Siva, Brahma and Indra; 

And he will begin to dislike the offering of praise to 
them. 

He will come to know the secrets of physical nature 
and. the unif.Y ing spirit working behind ; 

And in the light of that knowledge he will be able 
to correct his views about the Shastras, Smritis and 
Veds .. " 

(Teja Singh, The Japji, pp. 27, 28.) 

It seems dear that , rreja Si11gh 's is not a translation 
butratber aninterprevation accordiJ1g to his own lights 
apq. that, too,js, l:!ardly acceptable. Y{e do· 11ot see 
bow his secopd. line can at all eome in.· It is, no doubt, 

. ,_--· -·.·-· _ .. _ .. -.... _·.-•- .-., ., ·• ... _._.' ___ . ·.·-- ,· · .. ,, ······ \ ... -.-. · .... ; .·.. -,-... _; _·· . ·., ~ 
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the most difficult in the original and Macauliffe suggests 
the following rendering as an alternative--' By hearing the 
Name ~me is praised by ·high and low.' 'SalahaJ?. mandu' 
may possibly be made to yield something like what Teja 
Singh writes but then the word ' mukhi ' is left out of 
acC<lunt. Further, we are at a loss to understand how 
'jog. jugati tani bhed' can mean 'the secrets of physical 
na,tur.e .• and t.he unifying.· spirit working behind.' The 
sentence seems clear enough and. further it is to be 

· noted that ' tani bhed ' or 'tanu bhed ' appears to be a 
technical yogic expression like '~at chakra bhed.' Again, 
we have to prefer the translation of Mac~~>uliffe to that 
of Teja Singh. 

In justice to Teja Singh itshould, however, be 
pointed out that his difficulties arise from the fact that 
in his view Guru Nanak had preached an uncompro
mising monotheism and consequently he felt it 
necessary to provide an. explanation for the J;l!l.ssages. in 
question consistently with that fundamental postulate ; 
and it can, on no account, be denie~ that Sikhism had 
enjoined the worship of the One True Lord alone. At 
the same time verses of the · above type and sever3:1 
other considerations would seem to indicate that 
Nanak's attitude towards the divinities was not one of 
total denunciation. He merely pointed out their limited 
and secondary character but his emphasis on the unity 
of the Godhead was so pronounced and insistent that 
these could have no chance of survival in Sikhism .. 
And those who are even superficially acquainted with 
the philosophical basis of Hinduism will not possibly 
deny that the position there is not fundamentally 
different. 
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Most of the difficulties about interpreting the 
message of Guru Nanali arise from the fundamental 
assumptions that he. had brought something entirely 
novel and that all the later developments in Sikhism 
:were implicit in his teachings. It can easily be seen 
that to insist on the latter contention is to take a view. 
of history :which can hardly be historical and as regards 
the former i£ can be shown that of the various features 
of Sikhism, taiien separately, there are not many :whicli 
we do not come across in the past history of Hinduism. 
i\Vhat Guru Nanak did was that he selected certain 
aspects a.nd put an almost exclusive emphasis on them, 
with the result that the whole, as it emerged, appeared, 
more or less, new. H can als9 be shown that in this 
matter of selection and emphasis he follows, in most of 
the characteristic details, the line previously adopted by 
the Bhagavatas and that in its metaphysical aspects 
Sikhism preached the Vedanta of the Vn.isnavite 
brand. I We have no space here to illustrate the details 
but there can be no room for doubt that no interpreta
tion of Guru N anali's message is likely to be adequate 
without a critic3!l consideration of this positive back
ground. 

1 It is interesting to note that an Udasi named A mar Das wrote the 
commentary called 'Ma'Y}iprabhii on the SikhiimarJi, which again is a 
commentary on the Vediinta Paribha~ii. The Ucliisi a,pparently regards 
Guru Nanak as an exponent of the Vedanta. (See Maf}iprabhii, p. I, 
NirJ;~.aya Sagar Edition. For this reference I am indebted to my late 
lamented friend and colleague Dr. Prabhatchandra Chakravarti.) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

I. Gurumukhi 

A di Granth or the Granth Sahib. 

It may be called the Bible of the Sikhs and is 
&dmittedly the greatest authority on Sikhism. Its 
main interest, no doubt, is religious but, as we have 
seen, references to historical incidents are also fourid 
here and there, and having regard to the paucity of 
records on the history of the Gurus, these must 
certainly be regarded as invaluable. Besides, the work 
can also be of very great interest to students of 
literature and philology. 

The story of its compilation has already been dis
cussed and we would here only add a word or two 
about its arra1;1gement. As is well known, the work 
begins with the Sikh i1;1vocation to God and the place 
of honour is given to the Japj"i. Then follow in 
succession the Sodar, the Sopurakh and the Sohilii. The 
rest of the work is, in the first place, arranged under 
Rags and these again are sub-divided into Mahaliis, 
M ahalii I being assigned to the hymns of Guru N ana.k, 
Mahala II to those of Guru Angad and so on. lt will 
thus be seen that in the Granth Sahib we are given 
a long list of notes and measures then current in India 
and this together with the other list that we get in 
the ifin-i-ifkbari (Gladwin's Translation, pp. 728-30) · 
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cannot but be of considerable value to persons interested 
in the history of Indian music. 

The original compilation of Guru Arjan consisted of 
the hymns of the first. five GU.rtJ.s and those ()f several 
bhagats and bards. The bhagats, whose hymns ar~ 
incorporated in the work, are as follows : J aidev, 
Narndev, Trilochan, Paramanand, Dhanna, Sadhna, 
Ramanancl, Beni, Pipa, Sain, Kabir, Ravi Das, Farid 
and Bhikan. Of these the last two were Muham
madans. Narang says Bhikan is of unknown caste but 
Macauliffe is definite that he was a Muhammadan. 
(See Narang, op. cit., Appendix I, p. 1; Macauliffe, op. 
c~t., Vol. VI, p. 1.) Narang gives a list of the bards 
and states on the authority of the Panth Prakas that 
they were all Brahmans (ibid, p. ii). Although we 
do not know anything definite about the sources from 
which Guru Arjan procured the hymns of the bhagats, 
it can easily be seen that their occurrence in a work of 
which the date is definitely known is of considerable 
importance. l1'or instance, Guru Arjan's collection of 
the hymns of Kabir is older than most of the other 
anthologies that have come down to us and might very 
well be a more authentic record. In fact, there 
can be absolutely no doubt that the Granth Sahib is a 
work of momentous importance and our regret is that 
it has not attracted the attention of more competent 
scholars and indexed on critical and scientific lines. 
What a great aid that might be to Indian scholarship 
is not difficult to understand. 

Janamsakhi., by Sewa Das. 

See supra, pp. 53, 56, 57. 
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Wars and Kabits, by Bhai Gurd~ts. 
As we have seen, Bhai Gurdas was the learned 

amanuensis of Guru Arjan and wrott;~ the Granth Sahib 
to the latter's dictation. He was the first cousin of 
the mother of Gur.u Arjan and came into prominence 
even during the pontificate of Guru Ram Das, who is 
said to have sent him to Agra, to preach the Sikh 
religion there. His importance in the Sikh community 
is also proved by the fact that when Guru Arjan required 
an emissary to go to Molian and persuade him to hand 
over to the Guru the old collection of the hymns of the 
first three Gurus Bhai Gurdas was selected for the 
purpose. He lived till 1629, half through the ponti
ficate of Guru Hargobind, and died in full glory and 
prestige. 

Bhai Gurdas must have written a substantial 
portion of his works before the compilation of the 
Granth Sahib in 1604 but it is also evident that sections 
.were added later on during the pontificate of Guru 
Hargobind. The interest of Bhai Gurdas's works is, 
no doubt, predominantly religious and the Kabits in 
particular contain merely ' the Sikh tenets and a . 
panegyric of the Gurus ' but it is important to note 
that they mark a definite landmark in the evolution 
of Sikhism and should thus be regarded as extremely 
valuable. 

Bacitra Natak. 
The work was written by Guru Gobind Singh him

self and was later on incorporated in the compilation 
known as Dasam Piidshiih Ka Granth. The work is 
one of supreme importance and is undoubtedly the 
greatest authority regarding the Guru's mission and 
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his earlier relations with the . Hill chieftains. It ·also 
incidentally throws some light on the his1ory of the 
Guru's predecessors. 

Gyrin Ratnciwali, by Bhai ·Mani Singh. 
· See supra, p. 57. • 

Nanak Prakds, by Bhai Santokb Singh. 
Sees1tpra, pp. 57-61. 

Suraj .Prakiis or Gur Partiip Suraj, by Bhai Santokb 
Singh. 

This book, although written so late as 1843, is the 
main source from which we get the details of the 
pontificates of Guru Nanak's successors. It h::. a 
big, ponderous work consisting of several volumes 
and was recently republished with annotations from 
Amritsar. Macauliffe's opinion about the work is 
highly unfavourable. He says that Bhai Santokh 
Singh was a man with strong Hindu tendencies. He 
possessed a fervid imagination '' which was largely 
stimulated by copious draughts of bhang and other 
intoxicants in which he ·freely indulged " and which 
led him to invent many stories discreditable to the 
Gurus. '' Some of his inventions are due to his ex
aggerated ideas of prowess and force in a bad as well 
as a good cause, a reflex of .the spirit of the marauding 
age in which he lived." It is extremely doubtful 
whether Bhai Santokh Singh had any reliable authority 
before him and " his statement~ accordingly cannot 
often be accepted as even an approach to history." 

It is an extremely interesting fact that in spite of 
these strictures Macauliffe bas been ~ompelled to ' make 
the SurajP1·akas the primary basis of his '' Lives" of 
the Gurus, particularly of the earlier Gurus~ · In fact, 
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he bad no other alternative and so long , as more 
reliable records are not forthcoming this work will 
rertutin, more or less, indispensable, though, no doubt, 
it should be used with great caution and restraint. 

Prachin Panth Prakas, by Rattan Singh. 
The account of the Gurus is extremely brief though 

it is of considerable importance. regarding later affairs. 

Sri Guru Panth . Praka,s, by Bhai Gyan 'Singh Gyani 
(1880 A.D.). 
The author has made a laudable attempt in this 

work to clear the history ofthe Sikhs from some of the 
~xaggerations and absurdities of Bhai Santokh Singh. 
The history of the Gurus is fairly detailed but it 
appeal's that the author himself sometimes introduces 
detai~s which have hardly any basis in .fact . . It should 
be used with caution. 

Ham Hindu Ndhin, by Bhai Kahn Singh. 
· ' A very interesting book but not of much' historical 

value; ' ' 
Gu.,rumat Prabhakar, by Bhai Kahn Singh. 
· The work is practically an index to tbtf Granth 

Sc"ihib and is thus , extremely usefuL It can rightly 
be regarded as a source bookof early Sikh history. 

Gurumat Sudhiikar, . by Bhai Kahn' Singh. 

A ,. collection of .. extracts from the writings of · Guru 
GobindSingh and various other . Sikh autho~s. An 
interesting book and serves as a guide to further 

reading. ' 
Several other works exist in Gurumukhi, e.g., .the 

Itihrls Guru Khalsa or the Tavarikh Guru Khalsa but 
these are rarely of any practical assistance. 
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Guru Shabad Ratnakar Mahan · Kosh, by Bhai Kahn 
Singh. 
'l'his is an Encyclopedia of Sikh literature and a 

work of the highest importance. 

II. Persian 

'l'uzuk-i-Jahii:ngiri. English translation by Rogers and 
Beveridge. 
In this work there is only one significant passage 

in whicll Jahangir explains the reasons which led him 
to order Guru Arjan's execution. For the period 
covered in the present volume it is of no material 
assietance. 

Dabistan-i-Mazahab, by Mohsin Fani. English 
transl<ttion by Troyer and Shea. 
Tbe author who wrote under the pseudonym of 

Mohsin Fani was a contemporary of t.he 5th, 6th 
and 7th Gurus and appears to have been a personal 
friend of the 6th Guru Hargobind. Cunningham 
characterises the author as ' a garrulous and some· 
what credulous Mabomedan ' and the light-hearted 
manner in which ancedotes of various kinds are woven 
into the body of the narrative no doubt gives some 
countenance to this view of the great historian of the 
Sikhs. But when all is said, the fact remains that 
scrappy though it is, it helps us considerably to 
distinguish the earlier from the later tndition and must 
thus be regarded as invaluable. 

KhuUisatu-t-Tawiirikh, by Sujan Rai of Batala (1695). 
The references to Sikh history are few and far 

between but nevertheless they are important. 
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Siyar-ul-Mutiiqherin, by Ghulam Hussain Khan, 
(about 1780 A.D.). 
Of no practical value for the period covered in this 

volume. 

III. Urdu 

Tarikh Makhzan-i-Punjr"ib, by Mufti Ghulam Sarwar 
Qureshi (1887). 
Not of much practical use. 

Tarikh-i-Pttnjab, by Kanhayya Lal {1881). 
It gives a history of the Punjab from the rise of 

the Sikhs to the Mutiny together with an account 
of the State of Jammu. The account of the Gurus 
is fnll of legendary myths and is of very little his
torical value. 

IV. English 

India 'l'racts, by Browne (1788). 
Browne resided at Dehli as the East India Com

pany's representative to the Court of Shah Alum. He 
there met two learned Hindus of Lahore. who had in 
their possession some Hindi accounts of the Sikh 
Gurus. On the basis of these accounts a Persian 
manuscript was prepared which Browne translated 
into English and published as his ' Tract.' The value 
of the work, so far as early Sikh history is concerned, 
would become apparent if we quote the author as 
our authority for stating that Guru Arjan was succeed
ed. by Ram Rai and that in 1662 a son, named Tegh 
Bahadur, was born to Harkrishan. 
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AJourneyfrom Bengal to England, by Forster (1798). 

Forster travelled through the ·· Punjab during .the 
years 1783 and 1784 and incorporated in his ' Travels' 
a short sketch about the Sikhs. Though he· claims 
that he noticed only such parts of the story 'as are 
either founded on received tradition or on those 
legends which have the least exceptionable claims to 
credit,' his account of the earlier phases of Sikhism is 
of little practicBtl value. 

Sl,etch of the Sikhs by Malcolm (1812). 

The work was first published in the .Asiatic 
Researches. When he was with the British Army in 
the Punjab in 1805 Malcolm succeeded in securing a 
copy of the A di. Granth and several historical tracts in 
Gurumukhi. His friend Dr. Leyden supplied him with 
translations of several other tracts and these formed the 
basis of Malcolm's work. The records that Malcolm 
used are thus older than the Suraj Prakils and this 
gives a peculiar value to his work. But unfortunately 
Malcolm's. book appears to have been written carelessly 
and does not heJp us much. 

HistoTy of the Sil,hs, by Macgregor (184<-)). 
Macgregor's was the first attempt to write a 

connected history of the Sikhs. The work is now 
hopelessly out of date. 

History of the Sikhs (Wm. B:. Allen & Co., London, 
1846). 
This work was compiled from the papers of the late 

Captain Murray. The earlier chapters were written by 
the Editor himself. But these chapters appear to have 
been based on Malcolm· and are thus not of much use. 



History of the Sikhs, by Ctinhirigham (1849). 
Still the standard work on Sikh history but the 

earlier chapters are now in many places out of date ahd 
require revision. 

Adi Granth, by Trumpp (1877). 
Trumpp prepared his work under the ausJ?id:is of the 

India Office and took seven years ~() elaborate th~ 
volume. Macauliffe is of opinion that Trumpp's transla
tion was " highly inaccurate and unidiomatic, and 
furthermore gave mortal offence to the Sikhs ) by the 
odiurn theologicurn introduced .... i?to it. :Whenever 
he saw an . opportunity of defaming .the Gurus, the 
sacred book, and the religion of th~ Sikhs, . he . eagerly 
availed himself of it" '(Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. I, 
Preface, p. vii). It cannot be said that these remarks 
are unjustified but, at the same time, it should be 
noted thatTrumpp's Introductory,Essays, particularly 
his translation of the old Ja~arnsiikhi, are still us~ful, 
though, no doubt, they should be handled With 
cO.ution. 

History of the Punjab ; by Syed Muhammad Latif. 
The chapter on the Sikh Gurus is hopelessly inade~ 

quate and often marred by an anti-Sikh bias. 

The Sikh Religion, its Gurus, Sacred Writings and 
their Authors, by Macatiliffe (l909). 

This is a monumental work and marks ati epoch 
in the history of Sikh studies. 

In the Preface to his great work Macauliffe wfote 
" one of the tnain objects of the present work is its 
endeavour to make some reparation to the Sikhs for 
the insults which Trumpp offered to their Gurus and 
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their religion,'' This reparation ,bas been render~d 

in full. but I feel bound to say that in doiQg this 
:• ;l,'fac.al]liff~ bas not been always fair ·to Hinduism a,nd 

the Hindus. 1 say this with great regret because my 
indebtedness to Macaulif:fe's great work canpot. be 
~i~od~quately expressed .' . 

' · ~ 'Therfl if! one .other matter which I think .r)eceasary 
·· to ~~riti~n: . 1\b~~uliffe rn'akes it clear in the Preface 
th~f his' inte~tion has been, "in fulfilment of his 
vrom~seto the Sikhs, to write this w~rk from a,n 
orthodox Sikh point of view, without any criticism or 

· ~x'p~essioD; of opinion of his own." The result bas bee'n 
·~hat his account& of the Gurus have suffered greatly in 
~onsequence. 'There has been no attempt to dis
·~riminate between fact and fiction, contemporary arid 

' infiQitely more reliable ' evid,erice has been mixed up 
,, ' • ~- • -·_ . - ' ' • . ,. ,, jl ~. : • -_: -- . -. 

:With later myths . . and, ' on" •the . . whole, .the ac~ounts 

• b~~~ : e.merg~d. - mo~e . ~r . less, as .- ~ ju~b1e in 'which 
J~geriqary m~tte~ .• :pre:d6.~inates. It seem~ to me ~ a 
.. matter of 'great regret that Macauliffe chose :the method 

that be did because nobody was more competehb tb.an 
he ·to attempt ·~ critic~l account of' the G~rus' 'after a 

· ' ~arefur'discrimihaiion between the old an'd ·later tradi
tions. 

·- . ,, 
• < 1 · 

Transformation;pf.$ikhis~ by G. C. Narang (J912). 

Jx.r ·Jnterestjng in its O\'Yn way but superficial. 

History of A urangzib, Vol. Ill, by Sir J .. N. Sar:kar. 
• • , ' ' ,. , • , · ' . ' ' J 

L.; 1 2rhf3 ,a,ccount of. ~he, Sikh Gurus is ;not very well
-, ~~fo:r;Ill.eg a11d often unnecessarily offensive to , $ikh 

):- ~~ntjql~H~· .. ·. , . .. '· 
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History and Philosophy of the Sikh Religion, by 
Khazan Singh. 

Full of details but absolutely uncritical. 

A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab 
and North- West Frontier Province, compiled by 
H. A. Rose. 

A mine of information on all sorts of topics. Sec
tions on the Sikhs and Sikhism are interesting and 
useful. 

The Japji, by Teja Singh. 

An English translation of the Japji with a very 
ingenious Introduction. 

Growth of Responsibility in Sikhism, by Teja Singh. 

A very interesting account of the growth of the 
Sikh community under the ten Gurus but the main 
thesis of the book is hardly acceptable. 

Asa di Var by Teja Singh. 

An English translation of the Asa di Var. The 
introduction is important and traces in some detail the 
growth of the Sikh organisation. 

The· Gurdwara Reform Movement and the Sikh 

Awakening. 

The Introduction is very interesting and gives some 
new details about the earlier phases of the history of 
Sikhism. 



INDEX 

A 

Abdulla, Mia:h-dissuades Prince 
Nizam Khan from persecuting 
the Hindus, 31. 

Achal Bat&Ja-a fair held at, 90. 
-contains the shrine of Samkar

tic, 90 fn. 2. 
-Guru N anak preaches his 

doctrines at, 90-91. 
Ahmed. Khan-Governor of Luck· 

riow, iinprisoned, 33 fn. 2. 
Ajodhan--Guru Nanllk meets 

Shaikh Brahm at, 82. 
Aki:Jar, Emperorof Delhi

-petitioned by Prithia and Su-
lahi Khan against Arjan, 204. 

-visits Guru Amar Das, 171. 
--it~ significance, 171. 
--visits Guru Arian, 213, 214. 

Alauddin Alam Khan Lodi
-defeated at Depalpur, 39. 
-joins Babur, 39-40. 

Ali Khan-ruled Bhira, 35. 
Alyar (or Ala Shah)-a Muslim 

converted to Sikhism by Guru 
Amar Das, 168. 

Amar Das-an Udasi, wrote com
mentary on the Sikhamani, 
280 fn. 1. 

Amar Das, Guru,-advises Si]$s 
to forbear the Muslims their 
guilt, 173. 

-Akbar visits, 171. 
--.its significance, 171. 
-at first a 'Vaishnava, 164. 
-became the Guru on Angad's 

death (1552), 165. 
-belonged to the Bhalla Khatri 

tribe, 164. 
-bo~n il;l Basarka near Amrit
s~d1~7~), 164. 

-collected hymJ;ls of t~e Gurus, 
16'7. . 

-QoiiJ!J~ts ag11inst Jogis, 172. 
-continues the work of Guru 

Angad,166. 
-cooked food for a monk, 16,. 

-death of, according to Sundar 
Das's account, 179-80. 

-deputed Jetha to Delhi, 175. 
-established Bawali (or well) at 

Goindwal, 169-71. 
-established fairs, 178. 
-estimate of, as a social refor· 

mer, 181-82. 
-i;ntroduced Manji-system, 

168-69. 
-nominated Ram Das to Guru

ship, 183. 
-pilgrimage to Kurkhetar, 131, 

176-77. 
.,... -Jetha's account of, 131. 
-prohibited drinking,181. 
--practice of Sati, 180-81. 
-reformed funeral and nuptial 

ceremonies, 178. 
~retired to Goindwal, 165 & 

fn. 2. 
·--its probable reason, 162. 
-several Muslims converted to 

Sikhism by, 168. 
-Tej Khan was father of, 164. 
-thillks compilation of Guru 

N anak's hymns as meritorious, 
157c58. 

Amritsar-bathing in the, held 
meritorious, 253-54. 

-begun by Guru Ram Das, 
185, fn. 2, 18ti. 

-,-centre of Sikh activities, 193. 
-Guru Arjan resides at, 193. 
-Har Mandarin the midst of, 

192. 
Amro, Bibi-daughter of Guru 

Angad, 165, 272. 
-helped Amar Das in adopting 

Sikhism from Guru Anga.d, 
165. 

Angad, Guru-
-according to Nanak Prakas, 

bad a talk with Bala Sandhu, 
58 ff. 

-a Khatri of the Tihun clan, 148. 
-appointed Guru · ' by Guru 

Nanak, 9!;j, 146, 149-50. 
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--its importance, 146, 147, 
161. 

-born (1504 A.D.), 148. 
-en route to Jwalamukhi, 149. 
-estimate of his achievements, 

159. 
-extended the langar system, 

158-59. 
-his labours for the production 

of Granth Sahib,158. 
-Humayun is said to have 

visited, 151. 
-invented .the Gnrumukhi a,l-

phabet, 153-56. 
-left Kartarpur, 262. 
- -itsprobable reason, 262. 
..:...old name of Lahina, 92, 148, 

216-17. 
-reported to have compiled a 

biography of Guru Nanak, 
' 157-58. 

-r.esided at Khadur, 58; 
-r:~ignificance of the name, 234. 

fi;;~~oGuor~~~~~~:t!J~$f,e~sf.4B. 
-"'!.!Btillttr<tr i.<t.Ft<l<tr, 192. 

-ceiit'i''iirlsecl'Sikh organization, 
11. 

-charge against, 266. 
-compleLed the constmction of 

Hamdaspur, 192 . 
..:...eonstructs Guru's 'Bawali ' at 

Dabbi-Bazar, 198. 
-converts the J at peasants of 

,the M!injha tract, 21, 196. 
!-death of, 4, 214-15. 

f -enjoined ' Hargobirid . to sit 
fully armed on the gaddi, 11. 

-f el.t Jl).e J.l~~lls~ity of defence 
~i-~Jmi. 1.1, 

Aoran~zib-drives away Dara 
Shukoh, 13. 

Avatar-Mobsin Fani's evidence 
that Nanak praised, 136. 

·-worship of, 135, 277. 
- -not entirely valueless if 

performed with right devo
tion, 13G-36, 277-BO. 

B 

Babul'-Alauddin Alam Kh&n Lodi 
joins, 39~ 

-)'captured Sayyidpur, ll, 86-38, 
76,87-88. 

-defeated 
39. 

-Dilwar 
39. 

Bihar Khan Lodi, 

'Khan sent to, 

-encountered Bihar Khan Lodi, 
39. 

-invaded Bbira, 35-36. 
-invited by Daulat Khan Lodi 

to invade India, 85. 
-led several expeditions into 

the Pnnjab, 85. 
-met Guru Nanak. 88. 
-proclaimed Emperor of 

Hindusthan, 40. 
-ret.ired to Kabul, 39. 
-snbvertc.d IJodi Dynasty at 

Panipat (1526), 22, 40. 
--suddenly deserted by Daulat 

Khan Lodi, 39. 
-Gnru Nanak's adventures 

with, 54·56, 72-73, 85-87. · 
Baghdad--inscriptions discovered 

at, 72, 75-76. 
Bahadu.r- Shah- N amah- evidences 

that Guru Gobind Singh was 
called "Naaak," 235, 

Bahlol Khan Lodi....:.Afghan policy 
of, 27-28. · 

-conferred Depalpnr and 
Lahore by Mnbarak Bhah 
(1441), 27. 

-declared himself Sultan (1451), 
27. 

-reigned at Delhi (1469), 22. 
-seized Delhi, 27. 
-sent against Jasrath Khckal', 

27. 
---subdued Jaunpur, 27. 

BaJa Sandbn--·aceording to Nanalc 
Pralcas, a direct disciple of 
Guru N anak, 58. 

-compiled a Janamsakhi of 
Guru Nanak, 58-61. 

-first mention of, 58 fn. 2. 
-his identity doubtful, 60. 
-his talk with Guru Angad, 

58-60. 
Barth-The Religions of India, 

quoted, re character of Sikh· 
ism, B. 

Barna, Dr. B. M.-Prolegomena to a 
History of the Buddhist Philo
sophy, quoted, re emergence 
of forms in religion, 3. 

Bawali (or well)-at Goindwal, 169. 
-bathing in the waters of, held 

meritorious, 253 & fn. 2. 
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-established by Guru Amar 
Das, 169. 

..,-left to the ca-re of Mohan, 
262. 

. Behar-annexed by Sikandar Lodi, 
' 28. 
B{mares-Gnru Nanak at, 80. 
Bhaga.ts. (or Saints)-Granth Sahib 

· cont»ins hymns of, ] 33. 
Bhai Budha- See under Budha. 
Rajput Gurdas-See under Gurdaa. 

., Ladba- See under L!!.dha. 
, Mani Singh-See under 

Mani Singh. 
Santokh Singh--Su under 
Santokh Singh. 

Bha.ngarnath, Jogi-couferred with 
Guru Naoak, 90. 

Bhaoi, Bibi-daugbter of Guru 
Amar Das, married to Guru 
Ram Das, 183. 

-implored ' hereditary Guru
ship,' 221. 

Bhatra Sikh~--colonies of, in Ma
laya!am, 83. 

Bhira-' borderland of Hindusthan,' 
. 35. 

-invaded by Babur, 35-36. 
· Bihar Khan Lodi-fled before 

Babur, 39. 
-sent by Ibrahim Lodi against 

Daulat Khan Lodi, 39. 
Bolaji Tripathi-posses~ed an old 

manuscript copy of the Granth 
Sahib, 259 . 

. Briggs- Hi8tory of the Rise of the 
Mahqnedan Powe·r in India, 
quoted, re 

-Sikandar Lodi's love of jus· 
tice, 29 & fn. 1. 

-persecution of the Hindus, 
80-81. 

13rowne-lndia Tract, pioneer in 
Sikh Studies, 10. 

Browne, Edward G. - Literary 
HisLry of Persia, 16. 

-notices Persian intlue:we on 
Islam, 16. 

Budha, Bhai-a disciple of Guru 
Nanak, 54. 

-affixes tilak on the forehead 
of Guru Arjao, 189, 

-brings the Granth Sahib 
before Akbar, 212. 

-grants the boon of a son to 
Ganga, wife of Guru A.rjan, 
191), 

l Budhan-a Brahman, executed 
under the orders of Sikandar 
Lodi, 33 . 

-also called Laudha.n, 33 fn. 1. 
-dwelt at Kauer or Kata.en, 

33 fn. 1. 
-supposed to have belonged •. to 

the school of Kabir, 33 fn. 2. 
Bury, Wayman- Pan· Islam, guoj;

ed, 2,· S, ~0. 

c 
C~trpenrer, Est!in-Thei3m in. 

Medieval India, guoted, re 
-chronology, of K abir, 64. 
-transformation of Sikhism, 

1·2. 
Caste System, 166-57, 270-71. 

-attitude of medieval Bhakti 
movement towards, 123-25. 

-Bhai Gurdas's opinion on, 
discussed, 122-23. 

-doctrine of Prapatti simPli· 
fies, 124. 

-Forster's evidence on the 
presence of, 267. 

-Guru Nanak's attitude to· 
wards, 114-25, 257-76. 

--as stated by Carpenter, 114. 
--Kahn Singh, 114. 
--Macaullffe, 114; 
--Teja Singh, 114,. 121. . . 
-prevailed among early Sikhs, 

as shown by (1) marriages ac· 
cording to caste-rules, 266, 
272, 275-76, and (2) tribal pre· 
di!ection for, 268. 

-Raemanuja on, 123. 
Chatur Das-a Brahman, Guru 

Nanak's conversation with, 
80. 

Cunningham-- Hist~ry of the. 
Sikhs, conlradicts himself, 
5-5. 

-determines Guru Nanak's role 
as a religious reformer, 5-6. 

-criticised, 3, 5-7. 
-quotet1, re deification o£ Guru 

Na.nak, 56. 
-horse·trade of the Sikhs, 209. 
-non-sectarianism of Sikhism, 

7-8. 
Ceylon-Guru Nanak visits, 83. 

-Sangat at, 258. 
Chaitanya-advocateli 11ecuhnity of 

life, 7. 
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-frequently speaks of ,other-
worldliness, 6-7 .• •. ·,.... • •.. ·.·._ . 

--of the same opinion with other 
popular preachers · as tO fund a· 
mentals of religion, ·L _ 

-preaches importanceoUaith; 5. 
Ohanderi-a.nnexed by Si!randar 

Lodi, 28. ___ ._ . 
Uha.ndu Bhah"-Imperial Dewan, 

allies himself with Pritbia, 
211-12. 

-inha.bitant of Labore but 
lived . at Delhi, 211. 

-turned an enemy of Guru 
Arjan, 212. 

-wanted to marry his daughter 
to Guru Hargobind, 211, 24.7, 
271. 

-alliance thrown over, 211-12, 
247. 

D 

D:•-bistan-its author bore the 
p~eudonyro Mobsin Fani, 61. 

-its evidence on the Masand 
system, 260 & fn. 1. 

-quoted, re horse-trade of the 
tlikhs, 209 & fn. 5. 

-Da,ulat Khan and Guru 
Nanak, 70-71. 

-value of the testimony of, 
61-63. 

, . -criticised, 61·63. 
Dacca-discovery of Sikh MSS. at, 83. 

-'home of Sikhism,' 258. 
-Bange.~ e.t, 258. 

Da.n--a.s a Sikh ideal, 254. 
-Bhai Kahn Singh interprets, 

2til. 
-equated with charity, 251, 254. 
-follows from the ideal of devo· 

tion and service, 251; 254. 
-practice of. presenting offer

ings to the Guru; 254. 
-helps the growth of Lan

gars, 254. 
-later on linked up with Das· 

vandh, 254. fn., 2. 
Da.ra S'Ukoh-brother of Aurangzib, 

iled to the Punjab and helped 
by Guru Har Rai, 18. 

Dasvimdh-<>r one·tentb of income, 
paid to the Guru, 254 & fn. 2. 

-owes its origin to the ideal ·of 
Dan, ~54. 

Datu,-kick13d G-.ur.lf· A.riur•r , !)&~ .. ;'Off· 
his gaddi; 165,. •. . " · ·.~· ·• ·· ....•.... · · 

-proclaimed ··.himself · 'g-~ttt' •• at · 
Khadur, 1615,166, 262, · .•. · 

Da.ulat • Khr.n Lodi--:ll,W?int~4 Gu.ru 
Nanak his !ltorE~·keeper/68. · 

~arrested Jai Ram; 71. . 
-'a. Sikh of Guru Nanax,' 71, 

274. 
-called Gurii Nana.k to · hia 

presence, 73. 
-death of, 40. 
-defeated Alam Khari, 89. 
-invited Babur to invade Rin-

dilsthan and make himself 
Sultan of Delhi, 85. 

-refrained from hurting Guru 
Nanak, 71. 

-sent his son Dilwar to Delhi, 
38. . . 

-suddenly deserted B&bur, 89. 
-took Sultanpur, 39 . . 

{Rhys) Davids-Buddhist India, 
quoted, re Scythian element 
in Mabayanism, 15. 

Daya Siugh-a disciple of Guru 
Gobind $ingb,119 & fn. 2. 

Delhi-Guru N anak at, 80. 
-Sikhsof, oppose the proposal 

of marriage between Rar· 
gobind and Sada Kaur, 
211-12. 

Depalpur-Alaro Khan defeated a.t, 
39. . '• . 

-captured by Babur; 89 . . · .... . 
-conferred on Bahlol . Khan 

(1441) by Mubli.rak Shah, 27. 
Dbirma.l-antagoniatic to.warda 

Guru Tegh Bahadur, 18. 
-elder brother of Guru Har · 

Rai, 13. . 
Dholpor-annexed by Slkandar 

Lodi, 28. 
Dilwar-arrested by Bab1ir, 39. 

-flies to Lahore, 88-39. 
-serit to Babin, 39. 
- -Delhi, SB. 

F 

Fairs--importance of, t/8. 
-in the month of Baisakh, 178. 
- -Magh, 178: . · 
-on the da.v of Divv&li, 178. 
-origin of,'l78. 
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Fakirs, Muslim-fought 
Sa.nnyasis, 213. 

- -its sequel, 213-14. 
Fermuli tribes~held · chief 

oftrust, 27: 

with I 
offices 

--Guru Arjan's motiv;s for 
this suggested, 135. 

- -Macauliffe explains the 
reason in his own way, 
133. 

Firishta-a. Musalman historian, 
quoted,. _ re identity of 

. Brahman Budhan, 33. fn. l. 
-'--identity of Sha.ik _Ali of 

Kabul, 25 fn. 1. . ... 
- -Sikandar Lodi's devotion 

- to Islam, 31. 
Free will-'-doctrine of, 110-11. 
Futeb · Khan-brother of -Sikanda.r 

Lodi, aspirant for the thtoile, 
2& . . 

G 

Q3.t~ga.--wife of Guru Arjan, begs 
of Bbai Budha. the boonof a 
son, 199. 

Gheho-a Jat, accOmpanies Guru 
Na.nak to the South, 82. 

Goindwal-Akba.r a.t, Ul. 
· ....::Bawa:Ii at, 169-71. 

-left to the care of Mohan, 
262. 

- -Guru Amar Das retires to, 
-165 "& fn. 2. 

-Guru Ram Das lived at, 183. · 
Gorakbria.th-Guru Nanak met 

with, 217-8. 
-preached religious equall ty, 

. 5. 
Gr~nth Sahib-an embodiment of 

the Gurus, 13S. 
;.;.;':Sible of the Sikhs,' 3. 
~brought before the Emperor, 

212. 
-compiled 11604), 3, 209. 
--results of compilation, 11. 
-compositions of Guru Arjan 

included in, 207. 
-compositions of some Sikh 

bards inCluded in, 207. 
-con,tribut.ion of Guru Angad 

to the_ produetion of, 158. 
-further history of its MSS. 

206 fn. 1. 
,..,- -M8S. copies at Burhampur, 

LmJOVala and Surat, 259. 
· . ~Guru takes his seat lower 

than that of , 133. 
--incorporates hymns of Bhagats 

of other orders, 133, 207. 

38 

-objectives of compiling the, 
204-05. 

-placed in the Har Mandar, 
207. 

-prelude to th~ compilation 
of, 157-58. 

-previous attempts at compil
ing the, 205-06. 

~written out byBb~ti Gurdas at 
the dictation of Guru ·Arjan, 
53, 207. 

Griersoil-view of, on the invention 
of the Gurtimukhi alpbabet, 
155, 

Gurbuksh Singb-discovered letters 
and manuscripts at Dacca, 88, 
258. 

Gurda.s, Bhai~a.n amanuensis of 
Guru Arjan, 53. 

-brings the Granth before 
Akbar, 212. 

-composes Wars, 58. 
--praised by Gur)l Arjan as 

meritorious, 53. 
~gives a list of Sangata, 258 

& fn. 1. 
-identifies Guru Nanak with 

God, 234 fn. 4. 
-identifies Guru with God, 

210-41. 
-identifies Guru with a. Sikh, 

248. . . 
-prescribes a. Sikl}'s daily ron· 

tine of worship, 252. 
-prescribes that &Sikh should 

lead & _life of '' maya vich 
udas," 250. 

-quoted, Te- conferment of 
hereditary Gurusbip upon 
Gum Ram Das, 222. 

-~prevalence of bribe-taking, 
30. 

- -prevalence of miraciles in 
the age of Na.nak, 46-47, 49. 

-sent by Guru Atian on an 
errand to Prithia, 204. 

-sent by Guru Ram .Das to 
A gra to preach • Sil' bism, 187. 

Gurdwara-absence of cohesiveness 
iil a. 2ii2. 

-a, place of ~ikh pilgrimage, 
262. 
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-meaning of, 261. 

Guru
IMPERSONAL : 

-ASikh is equated with, by 
Bbai Gurdae, 248. 

- -by Guru Hargobind, 247, 
249. 

--by Guru Ram Da.e, 246, 
248. 

- --:....by Mohsin Fani, 248. 
--by Sujan Rai of Batala, 

248. 
-identified with Word, 237 & 

fn. 3. 
-impersonal character of, 233-

36, 238, 249. 
-in the sense of God, 72, 230. 
- -mystica.l conception of, 

240. 
. -no ·change of spirit in the, 

. 233-36. 

PERSONAL: 

-a. religious ruler , 263. 
·_;;;as Sacha Padshah, 264. 
--its religious connotation, 

266. 
-e:a symbol of unity, 263, 265. 
-a. temporal ruler, 263. 
-comwunicates Word to man, 

229, 230, 281-32. 
-emancipates man, 229. 
-God is not realised without 

the true, 108, 22;3-21>, 229. 
-God manifests himself in true, 

108, 225-26. 
-imparts spiritual learning, 

108-09, 112, 229. 
-indispensibility of, lOB, 112, 

231. 
- -early history of this belief 

traced, 232-33. 
-instils love·or Name into one's 

m1nd, 108, 232. 
-intercessor between God and 

. men, 230-32. 
- -early history of this con

ception traced, 232-33. 
-is a means, cot an end, 231. 
-is found through God's grace, 

109. 
-"-Na.na.k called, hy Supreme 

Lord, 69. 
-nomination of successor, 92. 

•-- -its consequence, 10-11, 
H6·18. 

-of Nanak wasGod, according 
to M acauliffe, 72, 230. -

- -Kahn Singh's interpreta
tion, 230. 

-Sikh Gnru, differentiated 
from the Guru of the Kabir· 
panthi~, 232-33. 

--is nominated, 233. 
- -contrary view of Forster 

and Mohsin Fani, 233 fn. 
-submission to, restrains 

wandering of heart, 95-96. 
-unique cba.racter of Sikh, 

232;36. 
Guruship-

-abolitioo of, foreshadowed, 
238, 249. 

-conferred on Guru Angad for 
his devotion, 149·50. 

-divine origin of, 238. 
--adumbrated by Bhai Gur~ 

das and Mobsin Fani, 238, 263 . 
--evidenced io the Ba~itra 

Natak, 238. 
- -evidenced in the hymns of 

the Gurus, 238-39. 
-gains a new meaning in 

Sikhism, 11. 
-heredita.ry character of, 263-64. 
-implicit surrender to the lluru 

is a condition of eligibility to, 
219. 

-initia.tioo to, 92, 189 fn.l. -
-invested with mysticism, 231. 
-on Arjao, excluding Prithia, 
18~ . 

-rule of primogeniture not 
followed in, 225. 

Gurumukh-distinction between 
manm~kh and, 244-45. 

-is a Sikh, 256. 
-is one who surrenders himself 

to the Guru, 244 & fn . 5. · 
Gurmukhi a.lphabet-acrostic on, 

uttered by Guru Nanak, 56-57, 
66, 154, 156 . 

-far-reaching results of the 
invention of, 156-57. 

-its origin attributed to Guru 
Angad, 153 & fn. 2. 

Gwalior-annexed by Sikandar 
Lodi, 28. 

Gyan Ratoavali-composed by 
Bha.i Msni Singh, 57. 

-its evidence on Guru Nanak'a 
life, 57. 

_,.-criticised, 57. 
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H 

Hankins-The Racial Basis of 
Chilisation, quoted, re inter• 
relation of race and religion, 

"'18, & fns. 1 and 2. 
mantgarh-eaptured by Si

kandar Lodi, 32. 
bind, Guru- c " 

ss1sted the lr.lgnal adminis
tration in the Punjab, 12. 

-attacked with small-pox, 202. 
-betrothed to daughter of Hari 

Daa, 212. 
-- -of N arain Das, 212. 
-born at Wadali (1595), 198. 
--story connected with his 

birth, 198-1100. 
-enjoined by Guru Arjan to sit 

fully armed on his gaddi, 11. 
-friendly to the Emperor 

Jabangir, 12. 
-his last days passed in hilly 

retreats, 12. 
-his three battles against the 

Mughals, 12. 
-- -defensive rather than offen

sive, 12. 
--dubious evidence of his 

second battle, 12. 
-'militarised the Sikhs, 4. 
--as a precaution against fu. 

ture contingencies rather than 
with any idea .of revenge, 12. 

-permiLted eating of flesh, 270. 
-sent Sadah to bring horses 

from Balkh, 210. 
-sought in marriage alliance 

by Chandu Shab, 247, 271. 
- -it was refused because of 

aversion of the Delhi Sikhs, 
247. 

-wore two swords, 264. 
-'-its double significance, 

spiritual and temporal, 264· 
Hari Das-father of Guru 1{am 

Das,183. 
Har Mandar-in the midst of the 

"tank of nectar, '' 1\:12, 
• Temple of God, ' builtby 
Guru Arjan, 192. 

Har Rai, Guru-helped Dara 
Shukoh, 13. 

-lived in the hills, 12. 
-maintained au army, 12. 
-succeeded Guru Hargobind, 

12. 

Hassu-a Smith, accompanied 
Guru Nanak to the north, 8<1. 

Hindus-effect that the advent of 
Islam produced upon the, 41-57. 

--criticised, 43-44, 45-51. 
-opposed the Sikhs, 174. 
-persecuted by Muslim con-

querors, 41-42. 
- -Sikannar Lodi, 29, 30-31. 

Horse-trade~among the Sikhs, sur
veyed, 208-10. 

-encouraged by Guru Arjan, 
208-0:J. 

-Guru N anak was asked to in· 
dulge in, 210. 

I 

Ibrahim Lodi-attempted to define 
royal prerogative, 22-23. 

-was opposed, 23, 34. 
Ideals, Sikh-

-(1} Dan or Charity, 251, 254. 
See under Dan. 

-(2) Disciple, 225-29, 250. 
- -· to be a Sikh was to be 

dead,' 227. 
-(3) Guru, 229·36. See under 

Guru. 
-(4) Isnan or purity, 251, 

253. 
- -crystallising into practice, 

253-54. 
-(5) Name. 236, 
-(6) Obedience to the Guru, 

219, 225-29, 250. 
--according to Trumpp, 'sa

crificium intellectus,' 219. 
- -instance of Amar Das, 

219. 
- - -Jabandas, 227-28. 
-- -Labina, 216-17. 
- --Ram Das, 220-21. 
- ·- -Sadah, 210, 227. 
-(7) Renunciation, 350. 
-(8) Service, :!54-55. 
- -demanded that Langars be 

maintained, 255. 
- -preached by other medieval 

teachers, 225, 255. 
--special characteristics of, 

in Sikhism, 158, 255~56. 
-( 9) service t0 the Sikhs, 245-46. 
- -follows from the ideal of 

charity, 251, 254. 
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- ~Guru Arjan refuses tl!e 
marria~e of Ha.i:gobiod and 
Chanc;lu Shah's daughter, 
becal)se of the aversion of the 
Delhi Sikhs, 247. 

-(10) Sikh Brotherhood, 241-47. 
Institutions, Sikh~ 

-(1) Dan or charity, 254. 
-(2) Guruship : 
- -baaed Qn nomination, 

216-20. 
--hereditary, since the days 

<lf Guru Ram Das, 220-25. 
---implored by Bibi Bhani, 

221. 
---its baneful results, 221. 
- -implicit surrender to the 

Guru is a condition of, 219. 
- -rule of primogeniture not 

followed in, 225. 
-(8) Langar. See under Lan· 

gar. 
-(4) Masand, 252-53. 
-(5) Name, 286, 251-58. 
-(6) Pilgrimage, 170, 193. 
-(7) Sacred Baths, 253-54, 
-18) Sangata. 

Irvin11-The Later Mughals, iden
tifies Talwandi, 64 fn. 2. 

Islam-austere or sensual feat.ures 
of, 20. 

- - ita. reasons, 20. 
-forces medieval teachers to 

preach in vernacular, l41. 
-iconoclastic zeal of, 41-44, 49. 
-its effects on the Hindu 

society, 41-51. 
-leavened Hindu mind in 

XVIth century, 5. 
- -necessitates the advent of 

a.Hindu conservative party, 
44. 

- -- - a Hindu Reformist 
Party, 44. 

-modified in Persia, 15. 
Isnan (or Sacred Bath)-as an 

ideal, 251, 253. 
- -prol;less of crystallising into 

an institution, 253-54. 
-bathing in the Amritsar, 253. 
~ ~its merits, 253-54. 
-bathing in thewaters of the 

'Bawsli,' 253. 
- -its merits. 253 & fn. 2. 
-Bhai Kahn Sipgh interprets, 

251-52.. ' 

,J ahaPdss-·a d~voted Sikh, 227-28. 
Jaidtlv--verses of, incorpQrated in 

the Granth Sahib, 138. 
Jains-ridiculed by Guru :Nanak, 

126-27. . . . ...•• • ·······• J ai Ram-arrested l>y Daulat Khan, 
71 fn. 3. 

-brother-in-law of Guru' 
Nanak, 66, 68. 

-releaHed, 71 fn. 3. 
Jalal Khan-brother of Ibrahim 

Lodi, attempted to revolt, 
34, 47. 

J ana.mpatri (or horoscope) of Guru 
Nanuk-

-confused with Janamsakhi, 
61. 

-story of its discovery, 58-60. 
-transliterated into Gurumukhi 

by Paira Mukha, .59. 
Jan!J,msal,hi (or biography} of Guru 

Nanak. See under Nanak. 
Jant>u (or sacred tbread).-attempts 

at abolishing, 115 f. 
- -opinion of Bhai Kahn 

Singh,ll5. 
-"-Guru Nanak wore, 118. 
-Kalu tried to inve8t Guru 

Nanp,k with, ll5-16. 
-prevalent custom of wearing, 

among the early Sikhs, 118. 
- -Mohain Fani's ·evidence, 

118. 
Jata-·of Manjha tract converted by 

Guru Arjan, 21. 
-swell the Sikh ranks, 2:1. 

Jaunpur-aubdued by Bahlol Khan 
Lodi, 27, 

Jetha-deputed to Delhi to mee't 
charges, 175. 

Jogis-condition of true, according 
t-o Guru Nanak, 07-98. 

-degenerated condition of the, 
84. 

-Guru Nanak confers with the, 
81. 

~opposed the Sikhs, 97-99, 
171-72. 

J walamukhi-a place sacred to 
Durga, 149. 

Kaaba-Guru Nan!!<k's adventure 
at,85. 
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Ka,bir-denouncea.images, 5. 
-hi(! chronology difficult to 

ascertain, 64. 
-fregueutly speaks of other

worldliness, 6-7. 
-.:inculcates similar views a~ 

other popular preachers, 1. 
-iqfluences Guru Nauak, 44. 
~preaches in vernacular, 5, 
-preaches monotheism, rather 

than anthropomorphism, . 8. 
-quoted, re value of rea-ding 

the Veda, 139. 
Kabirpanthi-Guru of the, 232. 
Kabul-Sanga.t at, 258. 
Kahn Singh-interpretH'Guru,' 230. 
Kahlur-a hill state, 13. 
Kalu-fatber of Guru Nanak, 128. 
Kal Yug-incarnate meets Guru 

Nal!ak, 81. 
Karah prasad-or Sikh sacred food, 

545 fn. 1. 
Karma-instigates her bust.and 

Prithia against Guru Arjan, 
198, 263. 

Kartarpur-Dharamsala at, 261. 
--left to the Udasis, 262. 
-foundation of, 88. 
-Guru Arjan at, 197-98. 
--Guru Nanak at, ES. 

Kartar Singh-Life of Guru 
Godnd Singh, quoted, re 
precursors of Guru. N anak 
advocatin~ renunciation, 6. 

Katehar-HiQdu Zamindars of, 
opposed the Sultan of Delhi, 
24./ 

Kaura amrup),..-Mardana turned 
nto a ram at, 81. 

C!ur-Guru An gad at, 150. 
-Guru Arjan visits, 196. 

balsa (or Sikh~rotherhood)
-the 1dea oi brotflerh'ood 

1(:::1!d ;v5lz If :llMi 
ntmg ~e du& gf 1~ i!ll!Wtl<>· sw' of anak, 24g~ , .. 

-evo utwn of : 
-'--iti!~.L.ill.J~~.tsu:.llll;l. and 
int~:'14_;:;!n(:.Hi) 
pnnmple o equai'l.ty of man
kind, 241-42. 

(t- its ~ss ~~~ ttt•with \1 t:Jii fK~ Slitrh 
\t- -a.ketched out in bare out-
1une, 1-14. 

f 

of 

-re.sem es some of the Jat 
characteristics, 21. 

--its reasons stated, 21. 
Khatris-' Marwa.ris' of medieval 

times, 259. 
-spread Sikhism far and 

near, 259. 
Khatris, Sodbi-antagonistic to

wards the Gurus, 13. 
Koran-decrees fight for the cause 

of God, 42 fn. 2. 
-enjoins religiouswars against 

aggressive infidels, 42 & 
fn. 3. 

-forbids forcible conversion, 
42-43, 42 fn. 4, 

Kurkhetar---'1uru Amar Das at, 13l. 
Kassur-a city founded by Kusu, 

son of Ram&, according to a 
legend, 22:l. 

L 

Ladha, Bhai-pleads for the re· 
instatement of Satta- and 
Balwand, 152. 

Lahina-older name of Glll"u 
Angad, 148, 216·17. 

Lahore_:founded by Lahu, son of 
Ram&, according to. a legend, 
222. 

-ha.rried and plundered by 
Shaikh Ali, 26. 

-M.ubarak Shall conferred, on 
Bahlol Khan (14411, 27. 

Langar (or free public kitchen)
and Sangat, 257-58. 

-a Sikh institution, 117, 270-71. 
-begun by Guru Nanak, 158, 

developed owing to the ideal of 
Dan, 254 fn. 2, 255. 

-extended by Guru Ama;r Das, 
166, 194. 

---Guru Angad, 158, 194. 
-importance of, 158-59. 
-set up in each Manji, 257. 

Lawan-a part of Sikh marriage 
ceremony, described, 180 & 
fn. 1. 

Lodi Dynasty-ended the anarchy 
of tbe Sayyad days, 22. 

-subverted by Ba.bur at Pa.nipat 
(1526), 22. 

-weak · central government 
during the rule of tbe, 28. 
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--its reasons, 23·25. 
-- -{1) 'appalling atrocities' 

of Timur's invasion, 23· 
2~. 

- - -(2) opposition of the 
Hindu Zemini!ars of Kate
bar and • the Doah, 24. 

-- -(3) opposition of the 
Turkbachas of Sarhind, 24. 

-- -(4) Baids of Jasroth 
Khokar of Tekhar and Shaik 
Ali of Kabul, 24·25. 

Lodi tribes-held chief offices of 
trust, 27. 

Lobana tribes-held chief offices 
of state, 27. 

Loyal GazP.tte-of Lahore. Jan., 
1918, bears an account tedify
ing to Guru Nanak's visit to 
Baghdad, 72-73. 

M 

Macauliffe-The Sikh Religion : 
-ascertains the date of Bhai 

Gurdas's Wa.rs, 33-34. 
-criticises Sewa Das's J anam

sakhi, 56. 
--explodes the fiction of Bhai 

BaJa's Jaoamsakhi of Guru 
Nanak, 60. 

-Ins opinion, re invenHon of 
thLGurumukhi a-lphabet, 155. 

- -J:inamsakhi by Sewa Das, 
52-3. 

--reason of Guru Nanak's 
renunciation, 71-3. 

-quoted, re fallen condition 
of holy places, 46. 

·- -scholastic ignorance of 
founders of religion, 66-67. 

Mahadev-second son of Guru Ram 
Das, 187. 

Makhowal-in the hill state of 
Kahlur, 13. 

-Tegh Bahadur retires into, 13. 
Malayalam-colonies of Bhatra 

Sikhs in, 88. 
Malik Sikandar-Governor of the 

Punjab, pays tribute to 
Shaikh Ali, 25. 

Mani Singh, Bhai-composed Gyan 
Ratrwvali, 57. 

Manjha tract-dwellers of; con
verted to Sikhism by Guru 
Arjan, 21. 

-Sangats in, 258. 
Manji-introduced by Guru Amar 

Das, 168 & fn. 2, 257. 
-Langars set up in, 257. 
-precursors of Sangata, 257. 

Mardana-accompanied Guru Nanak 
to Baghdad, 155, 85. 

- at Sayyidpur, 36. 
-imprisoned by Mir Rhan, 87. 
-turned into a ram at Kaura, 

81. 
Marwaba-a group of Rhatris, 174 

& fn. 1,175-76. 
Masands-a branch of Sikh orga

nization, 11. 
~appointed deputies, 260. 
-assembled iu the court of the 

Guru, 260. 
-etymological meaning of, 195 

fn. 2. 
-forbidden to subsist on the 

offerings of the Sikhs, 260 
& fn. 2. 

-importanee of, 195-96, 261, 
265-66. 

-introduced by Guru A:rjan, 
193, 195. 

-origin and growth of, 193-
95, 

-responsible to the Guru, 260. 
-Sangats placed under, 260. 
-their duty of collecting offer· 

ings from Sikhs and trans
mitting them to the Guru, 
260. 

- -of preaebing religion, 260. 
-trained the Sikhs in a kind 

of self-government, 265. 
Mathura-destroyed by Sikandar 

Lodi, 32. 
McDougall, William-The Group 

Mind, quoted, rll inter· 
relation between ro.ce and 
religion, 16-18. 

Mekka--visited by Guru Nanak, 
85-86. 

Meoras-converted multitudes to 
Sikhism, 260. 

-deputies of Masands, 260 
fn. 1. 

Mewatis-held the tract between 
Delhi and Aara, 24. 

~opposed the Sultan of Delhi, 
24. 
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Mian Mitha~advised by Guru 
Nanak tG read the Koran, 138. 

-,kissed Guru Nana.k's feet, 88. 
Mibarbatl,-son of Prithi Chantl, 

wrote a Jaua.ms:>khi of Guru 
Nanak, 58 fn. 2. 

Mma-Guru Ramdas calls Prithia 
a, 189. 

-meaning of the term,189 fo. 2. 
Mir Khan-military officer of 

Babur. imprisoosGuru Nauak 
and Mardana, 87. 

Mitbankot-Guru Nanak visits, 88. 
Moban--in charge of Bawali at 

Goi ndwal, 262. 
-opposed Guru Ram Das, 184, 

262. 
-possessed a compil:>tion of 

Gurus' hymns, 206. 
_.. -Guru Arjan visits him tQ 

secure it, 20G. 
-son of Guru Amar Das, 184. 

Mohri-son of Guru Amar Das, 
obeys Guru Ram Das, 184, 
262. 

Mohsin Fani-The Dabistan, 
a,vers that Guru Nanak 
pra.ised Avatars or incarna
tions, 136. 

-evidences Guru 
austerit.ies, 77. 

Nanak's 

-evirlences that Guru Har
gobind signed as " N anak," 
235. 

-friend of Guru Haraovind, 61. 
-quoted, re introduction of 

flesh-eating among the Sikh3, 
79-80. 

--introduction of horse-trade, 
210. 

- -metempsychosis, 234-35. 
- -prevalence of caste-system, 

268-69. 

--entered Lahore (1421) and 
saw the city in ruins, 21. 

-unable to stem the tide of 
di~ruption, 24. 

Muir, Sir William-The Rise, 
Decline and Fall of Caliphate, 
quoted, re Persia.n influence 
on Islam, 15. 

Mula-father of Sulakhani, 67. 
Mundril-captured by Sikandar 

Lodi, 32. 
Murad, Guru-~73. 
Mnslims--aa Mahants of Gurud

wars, 275. 
-became Sikhs, 168, 274-75. 
--opposed Sikhs, 172-73. 

Mutazila-a heretical sect in 
Islamic religion, 15. 

N 

Namdev-verses of, incorporated 
in the Granth Sahib,133, 134. 

Name-according to Guru Nanak, 
the best of religious practices, 
95, 102. 

-antidote to egotism, 103, 106. 
-as an ideal of the Sikhs, 236, 

251-53. 
- -Bhai Gurdas's prescrip· 

tion. 252. 
-Bhai Kahn Singh interprets, 

251. 
-Guru instils into one's mind 

love of, 108. 
-importance of, acknowledged 

by popular preachers, 1. 
--meanings of, 107 fn. 1, 236, 

251. 
-merit of, 107, 136-37. 
-salvation due to singing, 107. 

-records Sikh beliefs to illus· 
trate the divine character of 
Guru Naoak's mission, 62-63. 1 

-records the prevalent Sikh 
custom of wearing the janeu, 
118. 

Naoak, Guru (1469-1538A.D.)
AoE oF: 
-a,o age of ignorance and ;trife . 

49. 
-an era, of transition and dis

integration, 22-51. 
- -political condition, 22-41. 

~value of his testimony, 61·62. 
--criticised, 61-63. 

Mubarak Shah-a>saseioat.ion of, 
26. 

- -signalised tbe exit of 
vigour and firm control, 26. 

'-conferred Depalpur on Bahlol 
Lodi, 27, 

- -religious condition, 41-51, 
139. 

BIOGRAPHY OF: 
-Materials for Guru Nanak's 

· biography, 52-63: 
- -(1} Dabistan by Mohsin 

Fani, 61. See under Mohsin 
Fani. 
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- -(2) Gyan Ratnaw111i b:y 
Bhai Mani Singh, 57. 

- _:_ -of almost the same value 
as the first War of Bbai Gur· 
das, 57. 

- -(3) J anamsakbi by Bhai 
Bala. Sandhu, 58-61. 

-- -criticised by Macauliffe 
and Trumpp, 60-61, 

- -(4) J anamsakhi by Sewa 
Das, 52-53. 

-- -its authenticity and 
authority st~~>ted, .53, 56. 

---its short-comings, 56-57. 
-- -(5) later Janamsakhis, 57. 
~-.....;criticised, 57·58. 
----of little value, 57. 
- -(6) Nanak Prakas by Bhai 

Santokh Singh, 57. 
- ---criticised, 57-58. 
- -('7) War (First) of Bhai 

Gurdas, 53. 
- - -criticised, 53-54. 
- - -its date of composition 

ascertained by Macauliffe, 
58-54. 

- - - not free from super· 
natural touches, 54-56. 

Hts CoNFERENCE : 
-with Bbaogarnath J ogi, 90. 
- -Jogis, 81. 
- -Pandit Brahm Daa of 

Kashmir, 84. 
- -Pir Bahavadin, 91. 
- -Sidbs, 84. 
- - -a fiction according to 

Trumpp, 85. 
LIFE OF: 
-according to Sikh belief, began 

his work of deliverance in the 
Sat-Yug, 62-53. 

-- -was in former times Raja 
Janak, 63, 263. 

-'appojnted a grain fa.ctor under 
Daul>lt Rhau Lodi, 66-68. 

-appoints Angad as the next 
Guru, 92. 

-at Sayyi(:pur, 36 , 38, 76, 87 
& fn. 1. 

-at Sulta.npur, 68-69, 73-74, 74 
fn. 2. 

-born at Talwandi in Lahore 
District, 22, 64 & fn. 2. 

--date of birth, 1469 A.P., 
22 .. 

-called before Daulat Khan 
Lodi, 73. 

-called • Guru' by the Supreme 
Lord, 69. 

-chronology of his life, •. difficult 
to ascertain, 63-64, 76-77. 

-deceased (1538 A.D.), 22. 
-disappearance of, 69. 
- -according to Mohsin Fani, 

due to the influence of do.r• 
vesb, 71-73. 

- ~critici$ed, 69-70. 
- --final disappearance, 92. 
- -re-appeau>nce of, 69. 
--early life of, 64-74. 
--education at school, 66-67. 
- -composes an acrostic on 

Gurumukhi alphabet, 56-57, 
66. 

-encounters thags, 81. 
-invested with sacred thread, 

67. 115-16, 118. 
-married Sulakhani, 67. 
-meets Babur, 88 & fu. 1. 
-meet9 Ka.l Yug 81. 
-mens Sheikh Brahm, incum-

bent of Shaik Farid at Ajo• 
dban. 82, 87. 100. 

-munificence of, 70-71. 
-performed austerities, 77-78. 
-probeR . the dt>votion of his 

Sikhs, 216-19, 218 fn. 1. 
-pnt on the garb of an Udasi, 

74 & fn. l. 
-rec-laims Shaik Sajan, 78. 
-returns to Talwandi, 82, 84. 
-revivifies a dead elephant, 80. 
-settles at Rortarpur, 8R ff.,l61. 
-utters hi• first significant 

words : ' There is no Hindu 
and no Musalman,' 69, 

- -comment on the above, 
73-74. 

MEsSAGE OF, TB 

-~Caste-system. 94, 114-25, 267. 
-devotion, 106, 107-08, 112, 

143. 
-doctrine of Divine Grace, 109-

10. 
-equality of men. 9-1. 241. 
-fntility of Jog, 97-99. 
-futiUy of pilgnmage, 107, 

125. 
-futility of rituals, 101-02, 107. 
-Guru. 95-96, 1Qij, 112. 
-Maya, 106. 
- ..._makes ma.n forget God, 

106. 
-Name, 95, 102, 103, 112. 
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--.realism of I1ord's creation, 
104-05. 

-reli;lious conventionalism, 91-
95,98-99, 117. 

_.Renunciation, 7. 
-Secular life, 7, 10. 
-True Lord, 95, 100.112. 
-unity of Godhead, 99-101, 132. 
-universal brotherhood, 94. 
-Word, 103. 
- -salvation lies in, 112. 
OP~NIONS OF, re: 
-m householder can attain ~al-

vation,l59-60. 
-a true Bairagi, 98. 
-a. true Brahman, 98, 99, 1'21-22. 
-a true Jogi, 97-98. 
-a true Kazi, 98. 
-a true Khatri, 99. 
-a true Musalman, 96-97. 
-Avatar or irica.rnation, 136, 

277-80. 
-defines Udu.s, 160. 
-egotism to be abandoned, 103. 
--flesh-eating, 79, 278. 
- -comment on the above, 79-

SO. . 
-futility of reading sacred 

books, 107. 
-limited utility of pilgrimage, 

126-27. 
-praises honest labour, 160. 
--praises religion of Musal-

mans, 13(). 
-true religion, 102. 
.-olferin~s to the Guru, 11>8. 
~surrender to God, absolutely 

neceasary, 106, 107-08,112. 
--wearing of sacred thread, 

115 ff. 
REMARKS re 
-follows in the lines of the 

Bhagavatas, 280. 
-founder of Sikhism, 1, 
-founder of Sikh nation, 9. 
-not a religious revolutionary, 

113, 141-43. 
-of tbe same opinion with 

other popular prea.chers as to 
fundamentals, 1, 44-45. 

-influence of, on religion and 
society, 164. 

-Reformer, 5, 141-45, 
- -contrasted with other reli· 

gions reformP..rs, 6. 
- -his peculiar mode of re

formation, 144-45. 

39 

-successive Gurus from Angad 
downwards styled themselves 
"Nanak," 235. 

TRAVELS OF: 

-travels eastward, 75, 77 if. 
--visits Achal Batala., 90. 
~ -Benares, 80. 
--Delhi, 80. 
- -Kamrup, 75 .. 
--Nanakmat.a, 81. 
- -Panipat, 81 f. 
- -Ptlri, 75. 
--travels northward, 84. 
- -accompanied by Hassu and 

Siban, 84. 
--visits Kashmir, 84. 
-travels southward, 82. 
- -accompanied by Saido a.nd 

Gheho, 82. 
--visits Ceylon, 83. 
---comment Oil it, 83. 
-'-·travels westward, 85 if, 
- -visits Baghdad and Mekka, 

85 ff. 
- - -dated probably ill 1520• 

86; his adventure there, 54·56, 
72-73. 

-- -Batala, 87. 
- -Depalpur, 87. 
- -Jalalabad, 87. 
- -Kanganpur, 87, 
--Kasur, 87. 
- -Kiria, 87. 
- -Patan, 87 & fn. 1. 

Nanakmata.-Guru Nanak at, 81 • 
-location of, 81 fn. I. 

Nanak Prakas-composed by Bhai 
Santokh Singh, 57. 

-criticised, 57-58. 
-forms the basis of most of 'Gbe 

later Janamsakhis, 58. 
-introduces the story of the 

compilation of a Janam~akhi 
under the auspices of Guru 
Angad, 58. 

- -criticism of the abovtl, 
58 ff. 

Nihali-·a Jat girl, devoted to Gnru 
Angad, 150. 

Nityanand-a Sannyasi, settled 
later on as a householder, 7. 

Nizam Kban-afterwards Sultan 
Sikandar Lodi, 30. 

Nur Sbahi-conjurer-monger. falls 
at Guru Nanak's feet, 81. 

Nurwar-in Malwa, .invaded by 
Sikandar Lodi, 32. 
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Paira Mukba. --of 8uHanpur writes 
the J nnampatri ········.· of Guru 
Nannkin Gururtiuk:hi; 59. 

Pandit Brahm · Das ;.;..ofKashrllir, 
-humbled by Guru N·anak, 84. 

Paoipat--battle of (1526), 23; 
-Guru N a oak nt, 80-81. 
-Lodi Dygas.ty subverted by 

Babur at, 22, 40. 
Panon Lal-accompanies Bhai BaJa 

in . se~~.rch of Guru Nanak's 
J anampatri, 59: 

Panth-u. reli~ious path, 4. 
-Growth of, 116-215, 254-66. 
-B>~sis of : vide Ideals and 

MP•sage of N>tnak. 
Pasur- Guru Nanak visits, 88. 
Patan-Guru Nonak at, 87. 
Per,si~~r-history oflslam in, 15-16. 

-influence of, on Mutazilu. 
.here&y lli. 

-on Suihoysticism, 15. 
Pheru-fatber of Guru Angad; 148. 
Pilgrimage~growth of the custom 

of, a..mong the Sikhs, 261-62. 
-Guru Amar Das undertook, 

181. 
-Jetba's account of, 181,176-

71. 
-Guru Teg Bahadur undertook, 

131-82. 
-limited utility of. 126-27. 
-of no value, without inward 

devotion. 107, 125. 
Pilgrim tax-remission of, 175, 177. 
Pipa:-bymns of, incorporattd in 

the Granth Sahib, 133. 
Pir Babavadir>-confers with Guru 

Nanak, 91. 
Pir Dastgir-at Bu.ghdad, aqtonisbed 

at Guru Nanak's prayer, 55. 
Prap~ttt.i-doctrine of, 124. 

-dist inction between Nortl:ern 
and Southern School, 123 
fn. 1. 

-ldstorical reason for the ex
tension of, 124. 

-makes no caste distinction, 
124 .. 

Predestination-doctrine of, liO. 
Prithia-attempted to compose a 

Granth, 206. . t 
-called · a " Mina " by Guru 

Ram Das, 189. 

-eldest son of Guru Ram Daa, 
187. 

-intriizued against Guru Arjan, 
187-m, 196, 198, 200-o~. 
203. 

.:..influence of Rrishnaite legends 
on the stories of inttigues of, 
203. 

-leagues with Chandu Shah, 
212. 

-leagues with Sulabi Khan, 
191, 200, 204. 

-persuaded Kazis and Brah· 
mans to lay . a complaint 
against Guru Arja.n, 212. 

--presented a memorial to Akbar 
u.gainst Guru Ar!an, 204. 

Polad-tbe Turltbsch H. .· leader of 
Sarbini!, rebels, 25-26. 

Punja.b-c.ock·pit of various intri
gues, 24. 
-ruined condition of, after 
Timul"s invasion, 24. 

B 

Race-influences religions,14, 16-18, 
18 fn. 1. 

Rai Bular-owner of Talwaodi 
village, admires Guru Nanak, 
56. 

Rajagopalachariar, T.-Vauhnavite 
Reformef'S of [ndia, quoted. 
re northwa.rd march of 
Vaishnavisru, 19. 

Ramananda-hymns of, incorpora.. 
ted in the Granth Sabib, 183. 

-of the same view with . other 
popular preachers . as to 
fundamentals, 1. . . 

-preached religious. equality, C. 
Ramanuja-Bhakti cult owes inspi

ration to, 123. 
-not in favour of equality of 

ca.~tes, 123. 
Ram Das, Guru-a Khatri of Sodhi 

t:dbe, 183. 
-born in 1534 A. D., 113. 
-built Ra.mdaspur, 185 & fn. 2, 

186. 
-its probable reason, 262. 
-devoted to Guru Amar. Das, 

220-21. 
-died in 1581 A.D., 187. 
-excavated Amritsar,185 & f:Q. 

~. 186, 19~ 
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-lived at Goindwal, 183. 
-·married Bibi Bbani, dau~hter 

of Guru Amar Das, 183. 
-Mohan, son of Guru Amar 

Das, opposed ,184. 
-Mohri, son of Guru A mar Das, 

obeyed, 184. 
-propagated Sikhism, 197. 
-sent collectors of contribution, 

194-. 
-sou of Bari Das, 183. 
-succeeded Guru Amar Das to 

the gaddi, 183. 
Bamdaspur-begun by Guru Ram 

Das, 185.fn. 2, 186. 
-completed by Guru Arjan, 192. 

Bam Rai-conspires against the 
Gurus, ·13. 

Ravdas-hyn:ws of, incorporated in 
the Granth Sahib, 133. 

Religion-condition of, in the age 
of Guru Nanak, 41-51, 73-74, 
139. 

-Forrnalitjeg of : 
-"-a source of bondage rather 

than of deliverance, 49. 
--devour the spirit of religion, 

50·51, 117. 
-.,..,.means to. an 'nd, 41. 
-Guru Nanak defines what is 

true, 102. 
-,-modifica.tions in, due to : 
--climate and terrain, 20. 
--environment, 14, 16-18, 18 

fns.l & 2. 
--innate· characteristics of a 

people, l:J. 
·-popular, of 15th and 16th cen· 

turies 1. 
--later dPvelopments, 1. 
--messages of, 1. 

Bukn Din, Ka2:i-of Kaaba,. admo
nishes Guru Nanak, 85. 

Busse!, Bertrand~ The Problem of 
China, quoted, re Buddhism 
in Japan, 14-15. 

R 

Sabad-See under Word. 
Sadab-a Sikh, sent by Guru Rar

gobind to bring horses from 
Balkh, 210, 227. 

Sada Kaur-daugbt~r of Cbandu 
Shah, 211. 

Sadh Sangat~association with the 
pious, 256. 

-defined by Guru Nana,k, 25«. 
--develops into a Sikh inatitu· 

tion 257-Ml. 
-forms basis of true religious 

life, 126. 
-merit of. J 56. 
-related by Bhai Gnrdas, 256-

57. 
-by Guru Arjan in .Sukhmani, 

256. 
Saido--a J at, accompanies Guru 

Nanak to the south, 82. 
Sain-bymns of, incorporated in the 

Granth Sahib, 138. 
Sangatia-heads of Sangats, 260 

fn. 1. 
Sangats- a branch of Sikh organi

zation, 11, lo8. 
-a closely knit system, 259-61. 
-a ne.twork of, in the Manjha 

tract, 258. 
-at Agra, 187. 
-at Ceylon, 258. 
--supplied men, munitions and 

elephants to Guru Gobind 
Singh, 261. 

-at Kabul, 258. 
-Bhai Gurdas's list of,251 fn.l. 
-cause of dislocation of. 261·62. 
-centtes of instruction and pro· 

paganda, 260. 
-correlated with Masand, 256. 
-Guru Arjau introduced reforms 

in, 259-61, 
-loyalty of, 261. 
-maintained by local people, 258, 
-Manii predecessors of, 257. 
-mushroom growth of, 258. 
-originated from Sadh Sangat, 

256. . 
-placed under Ma sands, 260, 268. 
-supplied resoure~s to the 

Guru's treasury, 161 fn. 2. 
Sannyasis-fight with Muslim 

Fakirs, 218-14. 
Santokh Bar-completed by Guru 

Arjan, 192. 
Santokh Singh, Bhai-eomposed 

N anak Prakas, 57. 
Sant Ram-Son of Mohan, com

piled hymns of Guru Amar 
Das, 167. 

Sarhind-Turkbachas of, oppose the 
Sultan of Delhi, 24. 

Sa.ti-or self-ill.lmolation of widows, 
prohibited by Guru A mar Das, 
180.81. 
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Satta and Balwand-two mi!lstrels 
of Guru Angad, composed 
Tikke di War, 15!-52. 

Sayad Usaf-of Baghdad, 72, 
SayyadR-age of the, an era of 

anarchy, 22. 
-hard lot. of the people of 

Punjab during the rule of 
the, 26. 

Sayyidpur"~capture of, 36-38. 
-cturu Nanak at, 36, 87. 
-identified with Emina bad in 

Gujranwala Dist., 36 fn. 1. 
-M:ardana ato, 36. 
-mas~acre and rapine at, 3-. 

Sen, D. C.-Chaitanya and his 
Companion8, quoted, re 
secularity of Chaitar,yaism, 7. 

Sewa Das--author of Guru Nanak's 
Janamsakhi, 52 fl'. 

Shah Bahlol- converses with Guru 
Nanak, 72. 

Shahrukhi~-a kind of coin. 35, fn. 8 
120 shabrukhis = £1). 

Sbaik Ali-of Rabul, makes raid on 
the Punj&b, 24, 25. 

-paid annu&! subsidy by M&lik 
Sikandar, 95. 

Shaikh Brabm-the incumbent of 
Shaikh Farid 's shrine at 
Ajoilhan meets Nanak, 1, 82fn. 
1, 87. 100. 

Sl>ekh Sajan-a robber. recl11imed 
by Guru Nanak, 88. 

Shekh Saraf-a Pir, conferred with 
Guru Nanak, 80. 

Sialkot~Guru Nauak visi1a, 81:\. 
Sidhs- confer with Guru Nanak, 84. 

-a fiction only, 85. 
Sihan-a culico·priutcr, accompa· 

nied Guru to tbe No~:th. 84. 
Sikandar Lodi-annexes Behar, 

Dholpur, Chanderi, Gwahor, 
28. 

-a pious Musalman, 29, 31-32. 
-ca.ptures Hanumantgarh (1506), 

M:a tbura, M:undril (1504), 
Nurwar (1506), 32. 

-character of, 29-30. 
-hiE Afghan policy, not so 

successful as that of his 
father, 21. 

---loves justice, 29. 
-persecutes the Hindus, 29, 30· 

31, 32. 
-son of Balhol Rban Lodi, 28. 
--suppresses revolts, 28·29. 

Sikhism
CHARACTIIH OF : 

--a militn IY theocraC"y, 1. 
-a peaceful religious movement, 

3, 4, :W4·1l6. 
-a reaction again~t ritualisn•, 

2, a, 143·44. 
~a reforroRtion of old order, 

125. 
·-belongs to the stock of popula.r 

religiollS, 1. 
-converts of, arnong the lower 

classes, 20. 
--its reasons, 21. 
--infected by manworsbip, 240 

& fn. 1. 
· -criticism of the views, 241. 
-introduces its own conven-

tions, 2, 3. 
---its reasons 2-3, 160, 182. 
-is it revolutionary religion·~ 

113 fi. 
--is not asceticism, 160. 
-yet contained germs of asceti-

cism, 160·61. 
-non-sectarianism, 7·8. 
-practical organi~ation of, 11, 

254·56. 
-preached Vedanta of Vaisbna· 

vite brand, 280. 
-reconciles with secular life, 

6·7. 11, 159-63, 163, 178-182, 
193. 

EvoLUTION oF ; 
-general survey of the evolu· 

tion of, 11f, 194 & fn. a. 
-under tbe Gurus, q. v. Nanak, 

Angad, Bamdas, Amar Das, 
Arjan, Hargobind. 

IDIIALB oF : See under Ideals. 
ORIGIN oF; 
-as a reaction against rites and 

ceremonies, 2, 8, 143•44. 
-as one of the stock of popular 

reli~ions, 1. 
-divine origin of, 244. 
~sprung from within Hinduism, 

114, 127, 147. 
-surveyed, 1·3, 
SPREAD OF; 
-(a) Doctrinal causes-
--non-secta,riaism, 7·8. 
--pacifism, 3, 4, 264·66. 
--'-purity, ? 
-~reconciliation with secular 

life, 6-7, 11, 159·60, 163, 178-
82, 193. 



1N:bEX ·soo 
--simplicity, 
-(b) External causes-
--Imperial support, 4, 12, 

213. 
- ...... Khatris, 259. 
--Langar, 158-59, 257-58. 
--. Manji, 257. 
--Martyrdom of the gurus, 

12, 13. 
---Masands, 260 
-· ·--Meoms, 260. 
--propaganda of Guru Arjan, 
---S~ngat, 260-63. 
TRANSFORMNI'ION OF : 
-into a military theocracy, 

3-4. 
-modified by the Jat character, 

21. 
--reason of transformation : 

it assimilates the innate 
tendencies of f.be people, 
21, 214·15. 

--two stages of transforma
tion, 3-4, 264-66. 

---11) defensive militarism, 
11-13. 

---(2) offensive militarism, 
13-14. 

Sikhism vs. Hinduism~ 
-detached from Hinduism, 

3-4, 114 fn. l, I53, 163, 
181-83. 

- not a protest against Hindu· 
ism, 143-44, 279. 

--sprung from • within Hindu
ism, 114, 127, 147. 

Sikhism vs. Islam-'-
-avoided conflict with the state, 

12. 
---but its conflict with state, 

wa,s to come, 266, 
~inamity with Islam, 4. 
-reacts against Muslim perse· 

eution, 11. 
--as a. result assumes mili· 

tarism, 11, 214.15. 
Sikh nation-a creation of later 

Gurus, 9, 254 ft. 
-elements contributing to the 

evolution of. 
---11) a sense of social obliga

tion, 254-50. 
· -~(2) hereditary Guruship, 

263-4. 
--(8) ideal of service, 255-56. 

See under Ideals. 
-----(4), Sangat, 256-59, 

-evolution of, at the time of 
Guru Ha.rgobind, 264·66. 

-Guru Na.oak, founder of, 9. 
- Teja. Singh's . view on the 

crea.tion.of, 9 fn.l, 10. 
Sikh panth-Bee under Panth. 
Sikh~--a. IiliiJority · community of 

India, 1. 
-·a Sikh is equated with 

Guru, by Bbai Gutdas, 248. 
--by Guru Hargobind, 247, 

249. 
--by Guru Ram Da.s, 246, 

248. 
--by Mohsin Faoi, 248. 
--by Sujan Rai of. Batala, 

248. 
-Guru's deference to the, :'47 

& fn. 2. 
-how they were converted 

into a body of· householders, 
194. 

-opposed by HindUs, 174. 
-opposed by Jogis, 9'7·99, 

171-12. 
-oppressed by 'Muslims, 172-

'73. 
-separated from the U dasis, 

11, 774. 
--should lead the life of 

' mo.va vich udas,' 250. 
Smith, Vincent-Oxford History 

of India, quoted, re abilities 
Bahlol Khan Lodi, 274 fn. 1. 

Sodar--recited at sunset. 252. 
Sodhi, Khatris~a.ntagonistic to

wards tpe Gurus, 13. 
-Guru Ram Das belonged to 

the, 183, 221·23. 
-origin of the Sodhi family, 

222·23. 
Sohala-recited at night, 252. 
Srichand--eldest son of Guru 

Nanak, 7. 
-founder of the Udasi Sect, 11, 

161. 
-other·wotldly in views, 7. 
~renounced the world, 161. 

Sufis-mysticiem of the, 15. 
- - modified by .l:'ersian influ

ences, 15. 
Sula.hi Khan-death of, 211 2 fn. 1. 

--in league with Pritbia against 
Guru Arjan, 191, 200, 204. 

-presents a memorial • against 
Guru Arja,n to Akbar, 204. 

-revenue officer of Lahore, 119. 
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.Sulakhaoi;;_df!onghter .of. Mula, I Timor
married to Guru Nanak_, 67. 

Sundar Das-'o. gre&t grand~on of l --invades India., 23. 
Guru Amar Das, ·· n~rrates 

1 
--causes inducing b im lo 

the .death of .Guru · Amar 1 invade India: 11) or.ulen•o 
Das.179·80. of Hindusthao, 28; .. (2) weak· 

· Surat--a MS. copy of the Granth ness of the government., 23. 
Sahib at, 259. -his. prim>~ty .aim . being to de-

T 

'l'alwandi (mod. Nanku.nu.)-birth 
o£Guru N anak at, 22·,64 &fn. ~

-Guru . Nanak rettuna to, 82, 
84 •. - . 

Tafn TarB"n..:..a -city,, founded by 
Guru rjan, 196: 

-lio oC a flt1J;rdy ra.ce (lf agri-
turiste, 11)7. 

import.ance of,l96-97. 
...:..meaning .of,l96 fn. 2·: · 

Tagh Babadur, Guru-espouses the 
- . case . of t.he •. Bralimans -of 

Kashmir against the Em· 

stroy the infidels, · their idols 
and temples, 23·24 . . 

-results of his invasion, 23. 
- - weakeoed the Tughlak 

Dynasty, 24. 
True Lord-according .. . to. Guru 

· Nariak's conception, 95, 104-
05. 

- - Absolute, 110. 
- Eternal, 101. 

--Immanent, llO. 
-- - Nirguna, 110, 
- - Omnipresent; 100, 104 . 
- - Only one, 100, .104. 
- - Real, 105. 
- - Sarva-guna, 110. 
- indispensability of -surrender 

to, 106. peror of Delhi, 13. 
-executed publicly 

.4, 13. 
at Delhi, Trump;Dr.-characterises : Guru 

~his po~ition insecure at M:s - . 
khowal, 13. 

--its reasons, 13. 
-t·etires into the bills, 13. 
-sets out on travels, 13. 
-settles at Makbowal , 13. 
-we11t Oil pllgrimages,.l81,32. 

T~'U· §ip§rh Qrqwtb . . qf · ReSpon .. 
sibt~it;f; in Sikhism, -·. aBes~e .. s 
the .. i_ppr£ance of .tbe ~urns 
ip t.be eyglntjgp o( · Sik.~ 
nJtjonalitv,· 254~ 

- - comment on the. a_h.ove, 
254·56. 

-quoted, re dearth of truth in 
the aj!e of Guru N anak, 46. 

- Gurus deliberately created 
Sikh nation, 9, fn . 1, 10. 

-criticism of the above, 10 fn . . 
Tekhar-heu.dquat·ters of J o.srath 

Khokar at, 24. 
Thags-encounter Guru N anak, 81. 
Theocracy-Sikhism a military, 1. 

- -stages of its development, 
3·4. 

'l'ihun (or Trihun)-a sept · of the 
· Bara-Sarin Khatris. 148 fn. t. 
'l'ikke di war (or coronation ode)-

-Origin of, 151·53. 

Nanak's conference with Sidbs 
o~ fiction, 85. 

-comments oo Guru Nanak's 
-visit to Ceylon, 83. 

-criticized for saying that 
Angatl was unlttt.ered, 59 fn. 
2. 154. 

-criticises the story of ,acrostic 
composition by Guru Nnnak, 
67. 

-eriticise~ the fiction of Bhai 
Bala's Janameakhi of Guru 
Nanak, 60. 

-discovell'ed in I. 0. Library a. 
,Janamsakbi of Guru Nanak, 
53. . . 

- - opines it to he authoritu.
tive, 63 . 

...:..t1is view on importance of the 
nomination or the Gurn on 
the consolidation of the 
Pa11th, 146. 

-'-.interprets implicit surrender 
to the Guru as 'sacrificium 
intellectus,' 219; 

- rejects thut Guru Angad in· 
vented Gurumukbi lettt>rs, 
154. 

Tughlaks-Later, toys in t.he 
hands of the chiefs, 23. 
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'l;ulamba-conquered by Pnlad. the ' Vedis-according to a legend, 
Turkbac]la leader of Sarhind, descendants of Kusu, son of 
25. Rama, 228. 

Turkbacha.R-of Sarhinrl oppose the Veds-Guru Nanak does not reject 
SultanofPelhi, 2!. the reading of, UO-H • 

.:..... ·their· leader Pulad plunders -merit reading of the, 188-40. 
Tularnba, 25·26. Vernacular-as a medium of religi-

u 
Uda!l--"-defined by Guru Nanak, 160. 
Udasis-as holy as the• Sikhs. 162. 

-Guru Nanak puts on ·the garb 
of an, 74 & fn. 1. 

-literal meaning of, 74 fn. 1. 
-s'parated from the Sikhs, 11, 

162. 
- - its results, 168, 177-82. 

y 

Vaishnavism-modified hy the 
innate characteristics of a 
people, 19. 

-reasons of different forms that 
it assumed, 20. · 

Vallabh-preached devotion, 5. 

ous instruction during merlie
val age, 141. 

w 

Wars-composed by Bhai Gurdas, 
62. 

- date of composition dis
cussed, 53·54'. 

-first War gives a scrappy 
s.coount of Guru N anak's 
e.ctivities, 58-54. 

-•not free from superne.t11ral 
touches, 54-56. 

-reading of. as meritorious as 
reading the Holy Grauth, 53. 

Word-antidote to egotism, 103, 
- Guru commuoicateEI, 281-32. 
-salvation lies in, 112, 229, 

281-32. 
-Various imports of, 287. 



Page 

6 
21 
63 
91 

118, fn. 2: 

121 
145 

168 
184, fn; 1: 

201 
216 

260, fn. 1 
268 

27:-3 

ERRATA 

Line For Read 

11 were was 
17 are ts 
26 amost almost 
29 actully actualiy . 

add Malcolm is apparently making 
a confusion regarding his authority. 

:JO ... essenital essential 
12 grarually gradually 
18, fn. l. 5. manjis manj£ 

-read Macauliffe, op. cit., Vol. II, 
p. 153 for the paragraph given 
therein and transfer the latter to . 
page 183 and read it in relation to 
'to whom be gave whatever he 
received from his parents 

, 

(ll. 15, 16). 

14 suckle BUCk 

2 systematictrial . systematic 
trial 

3 here hear · 
25 Guru of the Sikh of 

Sikhs the Gurus 

1 Gurudas Gurdas. · 
_,.". 


